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his morning, John Atkinson passed
along to me an e-mail he received
from one of our most attentive correspondents — areviewer, in fact, for an
erstwhile competitor. We know that this
particular writer ranks among our closest
readers because an issue seldom comes
out without him writing an analysis of it,
including, and down to, what he considers
our excessive political correctness in
choice of pronouns.
Today's missive included his comments
concerning our latest CD, Rhapsody (see
June '97, pp.70-81). He hasn't yet heard it,
but regards its main work, George Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue, as apoor choice
since the piece has already received many
recordings. Apparently our colleague didn't
read the June article as closely as has been
his wont, since he ignores the fact that we
commissioned anew orchestration for this
project and engaged apianist widely admired for his Gershwin interpretations. No
matter, he has made his point: Rhapsody in
Blue has received "umpteen" recordings.
There would be little justification for unleashing another upon the world if we didn't believe that this one brought something
special to the table.
In my admittedly biased opinion, it does.
First, we have recorded a "chamber"
Rhapsody-14 players gathered around the
piano, much in the spirit of aMozart concerto. Joe Cea's arrangement sounds intimate rather than bloated, which Imust confess the full orchestral version now seems to
me. This is not inconsequential. Gershwin,
the popular story goes, applied to Maurice
Ravel for instruction in orchestration. Ravel
turned him down, saying, "Were Ito
instruct you, you might someday become a
second-rate Ravel, but you are already
George Gershwin." In its full-blown scoring, Rhapsody has always struck me as perilously close to "second-rate" classical:Mere
is no thematic or melodic development —at
least not as defined by Beethoven. It's a
piece that survives on charm, rhythmic
architecture, and unabashedly great tunes.
Our version, which removes the bombast,
returns it to amore appropriate sae, say
that of aBroadway pit orchestra.
Furthermore, we have included on the
disc some of Earl Wild's rarely recorded
transcriptions of Gershwin's songs, which
are marvelous, as well as several of
Stereophik, August 1997

Hyperion Knight's own arrangements.
Surely we deserve some credit for originality in programming, instead of simply
trotting out another Concerto in F or An
American in Paris pairing?
Our loyal correspondent has every right
to his own opinion of our enterprise, of
course. However, he goes on to describe
the Sterrophile article on the Rhapsody project as "a paroxysm of self-regard," asking,
"Have you an in-house osteopath to repair
the shoulder you forever dislocate patting
yoursel[ves] on the back?"

I've ever written.
We could present what we learn making
our recordings in aseries of tutorial articles
describing how to record solo, chamber, and
orchestral musicians in areverberant environment. Personally, rd find that format
rather dry and, not to put too fine apoint on
it, boring. By describing our projects as the
adventures of human beings attempting to
preserve the musical moment, we have
hoped to present the information in as
entertaining amanner as possible.
Yes, we devote space to our recording
projects in order to promote their sales.' In
addition to what we learn and what we
We are fascinated by the
share, we record our CDs and LPs because
we think they are musically worthwhile.
process of trying to
While our learned friend may sneer at our
motives and our choices, Ibelieve we've
capture lightning in abottle.
perpetrated some great music upon the
public: Robert Silvennan's Liszt; the Santa
Fe Chamber Music Festival's Appalachian
The real question, as Iunderstand it, is:
Sprite; Julie Landsman's Brahms Horn
"Why does Sterrophile devote so much
Trio; and, yes, Rhapsody in Blue—to name a
space to its recording projects?" Well, parscant few. It would take an organization far
tially because we find them interesting. As
audiophiles and music lovers, we are fascimore cynical than Stertvphile to commit our
resources and personnel to these projects
nated by the process of trying to capture
lightning in abottle — of giving pennamerely in order to release recordings we
weren't proud of. We are proud of them
nence to something as elusive as the experience of live music.
and would match our accomplishments,
disc by disc, against those of any other small
Since we write about electronics that
reproduce music and about recordings of recording label in the world.
that music itself, we feel it behooves us to
It would be nice if we even made some
money on our recordings. So far, we can't
comprehend the recording process. When
complain. We've broken even or even made
you think about it, what's surprising is not
alittle profit on each of our projects —parthat we produce recordings, but that we
tially bemuse most of us do the work for
are the only audio magazine that does so.
We would argue that this gives us, if not a fire. We pay the musicians, of course, but
most of the rest of us do it for the love of it.
more moral critical imperative, then cerIf we actually made real money at it, we
tainly amore informed one.
Yet, we would merely be pompously
could commit to even more ambitious proposturing blowhards were we not to try to jects. Talk about dreaming —someday I'd
love to record Mahler's "Symphony of a
share what we learn in these projects. For
Thousand." Boy would we learn a lot
example, even though I've been present in
the studio when many records have been
doing that one!
So Iput it to you. As we record new promade, it was anew experience for me to sit
in the chapel of the First United Methodist jects, should we continue our coverage of
them in Stereophi/e? Or should we allow
Church in downtown Albuquerque, filled
with the anticipation of that evening's
only those people who purchase the discs
to learn about how we make them? And if
recording session, listening to the structure
you have purchased Rhapsody, drop us aline
itself rustle, moan, and creak — so Iwrote
to let us know what you think of it.
about it, hoping that at least one reader
could share some of that frisson. Is that selfindulgent? Obviously I'm the wrong guy
1To order Rhapsody or any other of the 10 Sterraphile
to ask, but more people have commented
recordings, see the advertisement elsewhere in this
issue.
favorably on that article than on any other
3
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Any cable can transmit electrical signals from one video or audio component to another, or from amplifiers to
speakers. But, for a great viewing or listening experience, with sharper, more lifelike pictures and richer, more
musical sound, you need more than just cable. Ordinary video and audio cables, even "high-end" types, can
alter critical signal timings and phase relationships, irreversibly degrading picture and sound quality.
That's why MIT's founder literally invented high-performance interconnects and speaker cables, creating a new
category of components called Interfaces. MIT's fundamental patents in high-performance cable design mean
that only MIT can bring you Interfaces scientifically designed to eliminate the non-linearities and distortions
caused by other, ordinary cables, no matter how expensive they may be.
If you watch and listen for the subtleties of picture and sound quality that are the hallmarks of great viewing and
listening experiences, you need MIT's Home Theater Terminator System Interfaces. The hard science behind
MIT's remarkably affordable Interfaces reveals the full potential of your high performance home theater system.
Until you use MIT Interfaces, you'll never know just how good your system can be.

Patented MIT Terminator Network
0e

MIT's patented Terminator Networks are the heart of MIT's performance superiority. They enable MIT's
11.1111
Hom e
Theater Terminator System interconnects and speaker cables to deliver sharper, clearer, more
lifelike pictures and to provide better bass, clearer midrange and smoother treble sound.
with enhanced sonic focus, imaging, and soundstaging.
MIT's fundamental technology patents are your assurance that only MIT interconnects
and speaker cables can transmit all of the picture and sound quality that your video
and audio program sources and system components are able to deliver.

New RCA connector
?errs Home Theater Terminator

m Infer:co

high-performance RCA-type connectors. These macifined,,

iconn interchangeable
connector system
MIT's exclusive Icoon system for speaker cable connections is so

plated connectors feature bifurcated center-contact pins and
contact shield connections for unimpeachable signal integrity.
properly match the cable for highly efficient energy transfer and outstanding picture and sound quality.

innovative, it has a patent pending, and every Home Theater
Terminator System speaker cable has it Thanks to icoon's five
Interchangeable connector types. you'll always have the right
connector to fit the terminals on your amplifier and your speakers.
Iconn's gold-plated connectors assure ultra-low contact resistance

Wtth MIT Home Theater Terminator System Interfaces starting at Just 829.95
(MITerminator 6, not shown), MIT's remarkably affordable Terminator
technology can Improve the performance any system.

and contamination-free connections for best sound quality.

More Than Just Cable!
www.mitcables.com
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Cables transmit most of the audio signal energy passing through them directly to the next component or to the speakers. They also briefly store and then release small amounts of energy that
have huge effects on sound quality. MIT calls this stored and released energy the Final Energy
Component. As shown in this representative plot of speaker cables (which are normalized to 1
Joule for clarity). the Final Energy Component in ordinary 12-gauge "zip cord" and atypical highend cable is non-linear — It changes value with signal frequency. This nonlinearity inevitably
causes distortion and the loss of both tonality and image integrity.
MIT discovered that increasing the Final Energy Component of cables already having outstanding
electrical characteristics dramatically improves their overall signal quality. By employing the
patented MIT Terminator Networks to store and release energy at the correct levels and times,
nonlinearities are greatly reduced or eliminated. This superior Final Energy Component is amajor
factor in the superb signal quality of Home Theater Terminator System Interfaces.

Superior .

MITerminafor 2

MIT quantifies how well cables maintain correct phase relationships between audio signals'
voltages and currents as Efficiency. When cables maintain perfect phase relationships, all of

U

zip cord

II typical high-end cable
lœ%

the signals' Final Energy Component transfers to the next component or to the speaker with

#e

100% efficiency. Ordinary cables> nonlinearities make them much less efficient at low
frequencies than at high frequencies. as shown for "zip cord" and for an ordinary high-end
speaker cable. The sonic results are noise, distortion, loss of image quality, and excessively
"bright - treble sound.
As you can see from the plot, MIT's patented Terminator Networks give the Home Theater
Terminator System Interfaces ahuge advantage over ordinary cables, raising low-frequency
efficiency and "flattening" the overall curve. This means that MIT Interfaces deliver far more
accurate picture and sound quality, with lower noise than ordinary cables can. Although the

0%

plot shows speaker cables, the results also apply to audio interconnects.
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Superior Imaging
Three-dimensional graphics of atypical listening room represent the sonic image quality produced by three different speaker cables. The blue, red and yellow areas
indicate the image size, while the musical notes represents the quality of image focus.
The blue area produced by ordinary 12-gauge cable is tiny, indicating asmall overall image, and the blurry note indicates that the image is unfocused and poorly defined.
The result is aconstricted, unconvincing image lacking breadth, depth and life.
The red area produced by atypical "high-end" cable is larger, but is still too small to create aconvincing, lifelike soundstage. The blurry note indicates poor image focus
within the larger, but still small image area. The result is asomewhat larger image that only makes the lack of focus and definition more obvious and disappointing.
The yellow area produced by the MITerminator 2is convincingly large, with the breadth and depth to create alifelike
soundstage. The sharp, clear note indicates solid image definition and focus throughout the audio spectrum. The superior
Final Energy Component and Efficiency
provided by MIT's Home Theater Terminator
System technology deliver natural. tightly
focused and solid images that preserve the
integrity of the sonic event. Only MIT's
patented Terminator technology can achieve
this level of performance in your system.

Experience the improvements of MIT's Home Theater
Terminator System Interfaces in your system!
Most MIT retailers offer arisk-free home trial program. Call 916-888-0394 for the location of your nearest MIT dealer.
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Our components make your components better!
Music Interface Technologies ." MIT products are manufactured and sold by CVTL, Inc., Auburn. CA, USA olstrouted
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in Canada by Atalex Acoustics (604) 528-8965
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CARY.
AWORLD-WIDE
STATEMENT
IN AUDIO
AMPLIFICATION.

TRIODE ...CARY S-YLE
If you're like most of us, recreating the emotions of alive musical
experience in our homes is more adream than areality.
The single-ended series of triode amplifiers from Cary Audio
genuinely brings that dream closer to reality.
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The Cary Single-Ended line was inspired by
the famous 300B triode vacuum tube of the 30's.
The 300B tube is considered by tube afficionados, on aworld-wide basis, to be the finest
audio tube ever designed.
The Cary Single-Ended Class ATriode
Amplifiers have the high-end audio community
in astate of complete reappraisal of what hi-fi
truly is. We took classical circuits of the golden
years of audio and combined these designs and
techniques with the components and advances
of the 90's.

ACary Single-Ended Amplifier should be
considered as an extension of atrue musical
instrument — not some "auditory hi-fi spectacular, unemotional and ear-bleeding apparatus"!
ACary Class ATriode is an amplifier you
"feel". An amplifier that delivers "goosebumps" and "raised hair" as you transcend into
the dream of live music in your home.
Please audition and look at one of the Cary
Single-Ended Class ATriode Series Amplifiers
at your favorite high-end authorized Cary
Audio Dealer.

•
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111-A WOODWINDS INDUSTRIAL COURT

- CARY, NC 2/51 I - 919.481.4494

IAX 919.460.3828

"The Servo-I5 Rules!

))

-Andrew Marshall, Audio Ideas Guide

"The Servo-15 will do things that no other
subwoofer I've heard will, especially play
very loud and clean at the lowest
frequencies...extraordinary deep
bass output...prodigious and 4.4"
extended...for clean bass to
louver than you can hear
and louder than you can
stand, the Servo-15 rules.
-Andrew Marshall, Audio Ideas Guide

tu

ith years of design expertise and astate-of-the-art in-house R&D
facility, Paradigm engineers and acousticians set out to build the
world's finest subwoofer, regardless of cost! The result is the Paradigm
Reference Servo-15... ahighly advanced patented design using
revolutionary new Closed-Loop-Servo technology. This spectacular new
subwoofer system singlehandedly redefines high-end bass performance.
1

And, while this stunning performance heightens the sheer enjoyment of
music, it is equally important for the best in home theater sound, especially
now with the arrival of digital AC-3 and DTS.
We invite you to visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm Reference Dealer
and experience this astonishing new reference standard in subwoofers for
yourself!

PARADIGM

REFERENCE

THE ULTIMATE IN HIGH ENO PERFORMANCE FOR MUSIC ANO HOME THEATER'«
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You better, you better, you best?
Editor:
Rick "Visits" Rosen has got to have the
best job around — I'm very jealous. And
Sterrophile keeps getting better and better.
John Martin
Lpspins@acetcom
Keep it coming!
Editor:
Ijust love Lisa Astoes "Astor Place" column ... what aclever, gentle, lively sense
of humor. Keep it coming!
Karl Retzlaff
Milwaukee WI
Eating lunch
Editor:
Ihad abusiness lunch today where the
talk turned to the record-shopping scene
here in St. Louis. A guest from out of
town said, "You don't have Tower Records here," to which Ireplied, "Yeah, but
we've got Vintage Vinylr (VV is one of
the US's great used vinyl and CD spots.)
It turned out that four of the five people
at the table still owned turntables, two
(including me) had recently bought or
upgraded their rigs, and all four lamented
the unavailability of low-cost new vinyl.
We all had also bought stuff from Vintage
Vinyl. (The guy from out of town had
been taken there by awoman from our
company —give her apromotion!)
Everyone agreed that record-company
profits, not consumer preference, were
likely the primary reason that LPs are all
but gone from the new record scene
and replaced by $16 CDs. No one at the
table was going to get rid of their LP
collection.
Now, I'm reasonably sure this wasn't
an "audiophile" group, and there was
probably abig spread of incomes around
the table. Point being, there's gotta be
more grassroots support for vinyl than
we may think.., naturally record sales
are stagnant: with few exceptions, nothing people want to buy is out on new
vinyl, at least in the stores where people
buy their records these days! (And if it is,
like U2's Pop, it costs more than the CD.)
Ionce accused Michael Fremer of
being adigital wolf in vinyl clothing.
Now that I know what reproduced
music's supposed to sound like (ie, vinyl), I
Stereophi/e, August 1997
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had to find aCD setup that could compete. Digital bliss, thy name is Mark
Levinson (No36/No37). Adios, $8k.
Adios, bad digital sound. Does that make
me atraitor?
Rich Paulson
rpaulson@ix.netcom.com

My advice to those offended by the
Sony ad is to turn the page.
William Greywolf
Greywolf@aol.com

Scorching lasers
Editor:
For those of you who were pleased with
Eating hearts
Paquito D'Rivera's Portraits oftuba (ChesEditor:
Michael Fremer, eat your heart out! Has ky JD145), which was noted by Robert
anyone seen the "Battle Dr piece on Baird in May's "Industry Update," check
Nickelodeon? No Linns or VPIs these, out Jesús Alemaily's disc, iCubanismo!
(Hannibal HNCD1390). It will scorch
Battle DJs change the music by tapping
on the record and slowing or speeding the laser on your CD transport!
Victor Chavira
the turntable by hand, thus creating a
La Puente, CA
unique sound. They consider themselves artists. Another beachhead for the
analog revival!
Conrad Casser Seems odd?
Durham, NH Editor:
cradman@nh.ultranet.com
Idon't get it. Upon looking at the June
Stereophile, Ineed an explanation of the
criteria used for selecting your "ReSwapping spit & hoopla
cording of the Month."
Editor:
Iam not questioning your choice,
Ireally don't understand all the hoopla
mind you. In fact, Ihave not yet lisover the recent Sony advertisement featened to the recordings in question.
turing awoman smoking acigar that has
appeared in Stereophile Sony's hucksters But it does seem odd to me that your
are merely attempting to attract those June "Recording of the Month," Guy
individuals who are particularly trendClark's Keepers, received
stars and 4
stars, respectively, for performance and
driven — not abad marketing strategy,
given the purchasing behavior of many sonics, while two recordings in your
review section, Braunfels' Die Vogel and
audiophiles.
Yo-Yo Ma's Premieres, neither selected as
Personally, the ads don't make me
"Recording of the Month," received
want to run out and buy Sony. Nor do
more stars (4'/.2 for performance, 5for
they make me want to swap spit with
the woman in the ad. At least until she
sonics).
Could it be that your star ratings are
gargles!
assigned by objectivist engineers, while
your "Recording of the Month" is
Letters to the Editor should be sent to The
selected by subjectivist high-end audio
Editor, Sterrophile, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM
reviewers?
Bebop X Lateef
87502-5529. Fax: (505) 983-6327. E-mail: John
Mill Valley, CA
Atkinson, Stereophile_Editor@Compuserve.com
or "Stereophile," 288-3236@Mcimail.com.
blynn@wellsfay.com
If you have problems with your subscription,
address your e-mail to Molly Crenshaw at
103230.635@Compuserve.com .We regret that
resources do not permit us to reply individually to
letters, particularly those requesting advice about
specific equipment purchases. We arc also unable
to take telephone calls rewarding equipment p
chases. Were we to do this, asignificant service
charge would have to be assessed—and we don't
have time to do it anyway! Although all letters are
read and noted, only those of general interest are
selected for publication. Please note, however, that
published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they are very long or address more than one
topic. All cotiewondents should include their
name, address, and adaytime telephone numbet

Robert Baird, Wes Phillips, and Ilisten to
all the contenders for "Recording of the
Month"— the choice is the result of aprocess
of argument, confrontation, and ultimate consensus among the three of us. There isjust one
criterion for our "Rot1t1"— that anyone hearing our choice be immediately convinced to
buy the disc in question, regardless of their
musical taste The live Gig Clark recording
(Sugar Hill SHCD-1055) was the one that
did itfor the three of us in June, with its combination of musical and sonic honesty. —JA
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100 WPC continuous
all-tube push-pull
design with 270 joules
energy storage. XLR
& RCA inputs.

New anodized gray panel
finish available at no extra charge.

For once,
the critics agree.
"This very special amplifier does so much right and
so little wrong that it's almost impossible to
describe.., the music the VT100 makes is bettered
only by two things within my compass—the
Reference 600 and life itself... The LS15 recalls
the sound of the VT100 in every particular—
unruffled, coherent as well as continuous, and
highly transparent... it lets music glow from
within rather than adding any light of its own."
Paul Bolin, The Absolute Sound, Issue 111, July 1997.

"Audio Research has once again taken aclear lead
over the competition, giving you sonic performance
that others can only envy. With the LS15, Audio
Research gives you this world beating performance at
aprice that is so affordable... it will be arunaway
success... After the REF1, the LS15 is the best line
section we've ever heard, and the most exciting
bang-for-the-buck tube preamp you can buy...

The VT100's sonic strengths are so outstanding,
and so important to recreating the sound of
live music, that they alone make the VT100
objectively competitive with any power amp
you can buy, at any price."
J. Peter Moncrieff, International Audio Review, No. 74.

"The Audio Research VT100 amplifier has touched
me in away no other audio component has, and in
away Ididn't think any audio component could...
Ifelt asense of magic I'd never heard in an amplifier
before... Audio Research has raised the bar."
Robert Reina. Stereophile, March 1997, Vol. 20. No. 3.

"Over the years I've owned any number of
medium-powered, medium-priced tube and
transistor amps. The VT100 is, overall, the best
I've heard. So, I'm going to buy it."
Jonathon Valin. Fl Magazine, July 1997. Vol. 2, Issue 6.
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What is High End?
Editor:
This is to respond to Larry Archibald's
"Final Word" in May '97 (p242). LA
quoted EIA chairman Jerry Kalov, who
stated that "Manufacturers need to find
away to make plenty of products that
consumers want, and distribution will
take care of itself." LA commented that
this was "not ahigh-end view," and I
wholeheartedly agree. It is not ahighend view, nor should it be.
What is High End? Some things are
obvious, among which is sheer bruteforce sound quality Anothet less obvious, aspect of the High End is one of values. It may seem frivolous and self-indulgent to spend large amounts of cash on
audio components when equipment
with adecent percentage of the quality is
available at afraction of the cost at the
Wiz or Circuit City But when we pay
for ahigh-end component, we are not
merely receiving abetter box.
When Ipayed $2k for my Thiel
speakers, Iwas also paying enough cash
so as to provide adecent standard of living for a group of master craftsmen,
who Iwould assume love what they do,
but who must certainly take deep pride
in what they do. Sure, Icould have gone
to Stereos "SI" Us and bought some
cheap thing (maybe good or maybe bad),
mass-produced in some low-wage, miserable assembly line in the Philippines or
wherever, saved myself a bundle, and
have been reasonably happy with the
sound quality But to do so would make
the demand for skilled craftsmen that
much smaller.
Don't get me wrong — this is not a
US protectionist stance per se; when we
make garbage, Itry not to buy it! But in
aUnited States that much of the time
prizes quantity over quality — imagine a
huge cornucopia filled with Styrofoamtasting "perfect" fruit and vegetables —
smallness, care, and attention to detail
are not often prized. (This may be slowly changing, however; witness the
microbrewery revolution.)
Therefore, instead of finding ways
to grind out more product (vertical
growth), as Kalov suggests, perhaps
high-end manufacturers need to find
new ways to get the word out about the
value of this hobby. (And if you think
the word is out, just grab someone off
the street at random and look at their
response when you inform them that
the US makes some of the best audio
equipment in the world!) If successful,
the result might be horizontal growth —
an increasing number of small, local
manufacturers, each pushing their parStereophile, August 1997
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ticular innovation as far as it can go,
while living alifestyle that is much better than asubsistence wage.
G. Emory Anderson
Forest Hills, NY
ganJerson @notes.cebellcore.com
A little video is okay?
Editor:
A comment from along-term Stereophile
subscriber: your choice of subjects usually matches my audio interests. Please
continue to resist efforts to include food,
drink, cigat or any other nonaudio topics. A little video is okay, however.
RobertJ. DeJonge
Cromwell, CT
RJD1 @aoLcom
Raised expectations
Editor:
Heartfelt if belated congratulations on
the publication of Scott Franldand's
three-part article "Single-Ended vs PushPull" (December '96, January and February '97)! In addition to all the praise
Scott Franldand so rightly deserves for a
truly inspiring treatment of the subject,
Stereophile deserves applause for choosing
to be the type ofjournal to include such
work! But aword of warning: Inclusion
of such fine material only raises expectations for the future!
BarryJacobson
Oberlin, OH
Barryjacobson@oberlin.edu

straightforward manner. One wonders
if undue influence was brought to bear
in the publishing of that long, tiresome
reply, which is, after all, just an advertising message and should have been disclosed as such.
Matthew L Stephens
mstephens@RT66.com
While it is true that Herb Reichert is associated
with Audio Note USA, Idon't see why that
disqualifies him as areaderfrom being able to
disseminate his opinions within the pages of
Stereophile. Ihad thought Mr Reichert's corporate affiliation was sufficiently clear in the
usual place at the end of his letter. My apologies to those like Mr. Stephens, who felt they
were misled. But no, Audio Note being an
advertiser had no influence on my decision to
publish Mr. Reichert's letter in June

Stellavox
Editor:
It was areal pleasure to read in June
(pp.70-81) about the process used by
John Atkinson to record Stereophiles latest CD release, Rhapsody —particularly
the idea of using spaced omnidirectional
microphones. As part of my design process, Iuse apair of B&K 4003s (which I
feel are more transparent and don't have
the high-frequency problems of the
4006) fed with my own special cables
(Enosis) into amodified Stellavox SM9
open-reel analog recorder.
The latter unit was made for me by
Georges Quellet himself; before the
Surprise & dismay
company went out of business, and uses
10" reel extensions and Agfa 1
/"tape at
4
Editor:
Iwas greatly surprised and dismayed at 30ips. Idon't believe that the Nagra
(which Iadmire) is nearly as transparHerb Reichert's long, hysterical, paranoid response to Scott Franldand's artient. And Idisagree that two omni mikes
cles reviewing SE/PP amplifier characcan't create pinpoint images when
placed about 1.5 meters apart.
teristics ("Letters," June '97, pp.19-20).
Many of your readers will not have
I, for one, found Mr. Frankland's threepart series balanced and enlightening. I realized that it was Stellavox that
wondered what in those articles could inspired Mark Levinson to go forth and
create the concept of "money-no-object
have triggered such a vicious attack
from an audiophile reader/listener. I High End." As the story goes, Mark
was prompted to reply to Mr. Reichert worked for Stellavox on the way to India
but could not get my hands around it to record music.
It was also where Nagra came from.
until Inoticed two things.
One, Mt Reichert is associated with
Stephan Kudelski, of subsequent Nagra
fame, actually purchased Stellavox when
Audio Note, apurveyor of single-ended
it was just three years old, after Quellet
triode amplifiers and asignificant advertiser in Stereophile. Second, since Mr.
had anervous breakdown. A few years
later, Quellet bought the company back
Frankland is an amplifier designer and
himself associated with equipment manand went on to create history. Kudelski
then created Nagra, and created his own
ufacturers (a fact disclosed early on in his
legend.
series of articles). The two are competitors. Mr. Reichert, writing as abusinessIf anyone knows where Georges
Quellet is today, Iwould really appreciman, evidently found Mt FranIdand's
series an attack on his business. Now his
ate it if they could advise me of his
whereabouts.
Kostas Metaxas
letter makes sense.
Metaxas Audio Systems
Shame on you, Stereophile, for not dismetaxas@netcon.net.au
closing Mr. Reichert's affiliation in a
13
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beautiful finish and listen to the dynamic
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Rhapsodies
Editor:
Ireceived my copy of Rhapsody today
and Iwant to congratulate everyone
involved on ajob well done. The sound
is everything Iexpected after reading
the article in the June Stereophile. Each
instrument is fully articulated with a
sense of space and air, and the stage is
wide and deep, as you said it would be.
Ihave aquestion, however, regarding
the exact placement of the instruments.
On my system —a Sony CDP-507ES
connected to an Audio Alchemy DDE
v1.1, running via TARA Labs interconnects through aYamaha receiver (used
as apreamp) with aRotel 980BX connected to B&W Matrix 803 speakers via
AudioQuest Indigo — it sounds as
though the clarinet is more medial and
the bass clarinet is more lateral on the
right side of the soundstage. This is just
the opposite of the indicated positions of
these two instruments as listed in the
brochure and the article in the magazine.
Steven Goldman, D.O.
Phoenix, AZ
And that's how it sounds to us too! Here's
what happened: It takes loiter to pnpare and
print the CD booklet than it dots the disc
itself We there/Ore had to start writing the
booklet text &fire Icould start listming to and
editing the master tapes. Both my plan of the
orchestral layout and Natalie Brown's photographs were made durinq dw rehearsal/
soundcheck, tvhich had the clarinet to the right
qf the bass clarinet, fa.rther away from the
piano. Apparently, the musicians switched
positions Pr the actual sessions, which is why
Mr. Goldman heard what he heard. Iheard
the sanie thinq during the music editing, by
which time it was too late to change the booklet. But if you want to hear Rhapsody for
yourself which features pianist Hyperion
Knight in killer peifirmances of works by
George Gershwin and costs $16.95 plus $3
S&I-I, call (800)358-6274, or see the ad elsewhere in this issue
—JA
Need anew tailor?
Editor:
Thanks to Steven Stone for his comparison of 96kHz and 44.1kHz digital
recording ("Industry Update," June '97).
It is gratifying to learn that the state of
the art of music recording has finally
progressed beyond yesterday's analog
and digital technology, even though the
96kHz/24-bit consumer DVD remains
amirage.
However, Ido find it curious that a
live microphone feed is implicitly
accepted as the benchmark by which
recording technology is to be judged.
Stereophile, August 1997
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All the testing reported by Mr. Stone
only proves that the imperfections and
artifacts produced by microphones can
now be more faithfully preserved
on tape than before. Music in, garbage
out—in fancy packages. Okay, so I
exaggerate, but nobody else is raising
this issue.
The high-end journals Iam acquainted with have virtually nothing to say
about the technology of the first link in
the recording chain, the microphone
itself. There is considerable discussion
about how to use them, array and align
them, etc., but where are the live music
vs microphone tests and technical measurements? Where are the reviews?
Where arc the interviews with leading
designers? Why don't we have the intellectual ferment, the innovation, the
impassioned debates, or the $20,000
prototypes that we routinely get for the
rest of the recording chain, and for the
subsequent reproduction of music in
the home?
Imust be missing something here.
Perhaps the current microphone technology is perfect, either that, or the
Emperor needs anew tailor.
Malcolm G. Balfour
Acme, PA
Cheap, simple ... and recordable?
Editor:
Ifind it interesting that, according to
what Ihave read in several publications,
DVD is going to save the consumer
electronics industry while ignoring the
audiophile community. No one has
answered the inevitable question yet!
What does the salesperson in the consumer electronics store say when asked,
"What button do Ipress to record the
soaps?"
The average consumer wants cheap,
simple, and recordable. The audiophile
will face any danger, even his wife, in
his quest for audio nirvana. No amount
of money is too great for the serious
audiophile. Maybe the DVD makers are
ignoring the wrong group.
Paul Lallotre
New Orleans, LA
NOFireman@aoLcom
DVD vs LD
Editor:
Ialso would like to add my two cents'
worth to the DVD saga. Unlike Mr.
Lloyd ("Letters," Vo120 No.6, p.13), I
have heard and seen both laserdisc
(LD) and DVD on my own home system. I recently purchased Pioneer's
DVL-90 Elite series combi player...
My system is built around moderate to

high-end equipment, including a receiver by Luxman (R-117), speakers by
Mirage (M3si), and video by Mitsubishi (50" rear-projection).
After comparing the two video formats side by side, [I feel] the ease of handling, the amount of info available, and
the cost make the DVD awinner from
the onset. In addition, the sound is impeccable. Iwas hard pressed to identify
any degradation or distortion between
the two formats. The imaging and
soundstaging with DVD were as good, if
not better, than LD, with alot of emphasis placed on special effects and low frequencies. The DVD picture was
warmer and more true-to-life, whereas
the LD was more acute, critical, and
visually accurate. When compared to
DSS, there was no doubt as to the superiority of the DVD. And Iunderstand
that the quality of the DVD software has
not yet reached its peak.
As one person who has conducted his
own personal research into the DVD,
LD, DSS, Super-VHS quagmire, Iwould
like to say: DVD is awinner! There will
always be aplace in my heart for LD and
VHS, but my future purchases will mostly be DVD. (And Ican't wait for 24bit/96kHz)
Roy N. Skousen
Enid, OK
docroy@fullnetmet
Head the crusade
Editor:
As industry leaders, Stereophile ought to
knight itself to crusade the issue of a
superior audio format via DVD or it
flat-out isn't likely to happen! Of course,
it'll be aspecial-interest niche. Have you
thought of pioneering the production
and sales of selectively chosen 96/24
projects?
The record companies are unlikely to
try again to resell their libraries, no matter how much audiophile noise we make!
Why? Inertia and store stock space.
Multiple inventories. Closed minds. Yet
the record store of the future has no bins (à
la CDUNIVERSE). 96/24 could be sold
by Net/mail. Be the champion, will ya?
Bob Wood
bobwood@usintenincom
There is blood on your hands!
Editor:
Ithink Stereophile doe have blood on its
hands — see Richard Schram's letter,
June '97, pp.11-13 — not because of any
bias against CD, an already well-established format, but because of the unconscionable way that Stereophile hyped
DVD long before it was even close to
being ready. In the meantime, you shot
15
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aperfectly viable and lovely format, the
laserdisc, right in the head. Sales of LD
hardware and software have dropped
through the floor, replaced only by
vaporware. Even now, DVDs are available only in very select regions.
While lamenting the fact that the
movie moguls couldn't agree how to best
carve up the market so only they can
control who will see what when and
thereby destroy any chance of an import
market, you ignored two even more
important facts. One, that the doublesided disk format is incompatible with
the existing Red Book CD standard,
causing retailers to have to double-stock
discs if ahigher-quality audio format is
ever going to emerge; and two, that the
video format as defined is incompatible
with HDTV, which will be coming out
within 18 months. The fact that astandard format hasn't been defined for
high-quality, surround-sound—encoded
discs pales in comparison.
At what point does taking editorial
cognizance of a new product or class
of products pass the point of informed
speculation and comment and championing of the industry at large, and
devolve into mere boosterism and hype?
That is areally tough call. But you have
an opportunity to redeem yourselves,
with your 96kHz, 24-bit recording of
Rhapsody in Blue.
Robert R. Jueneman
Provo, UT
Once the existence of DVD was out of the
bag, Mr. Jueneman, it was hard to see how it
could have been ignored editorially. The problem, Ibelieve was that its announcement was
at least 18 months too early. But even without
the premature announcement of DVD, sales
of the 12" laserdisc players were stagnant.
Think about it: amarket penetration in the
US ofjust one million LD owners after 15
years of promotion? That's hardly asucc"s.
Mr.Jueneman may have apoint that; without
DVD, the laserdisc might still have finally
caught on. But the introduction of DVD was
inevitable given that LD technology is more
than two decades old.
Regarding the incompatibility between
DVD and HDTV, Iexpect that f both
I-IDTV and video DVD take offin abig way,
athriving industry will develop, offering adaptor boxes to allow adigital NTSC signal to be
played on adigital HDTV monitor.
Regarding Mr Wood's suggestion that we
anoint ourselves championsfor ahigher-quality audio medium based on DVD, the big
roadblock Isee in the way ofits introduction is
the limited size of the potential market; something that Paul Messenger points out in this
month's "Industry Update." Why would Sony,
for example be interested in launching aforStereophile, August 1997

mat that only 500,000 audiophiles worldwide would buy? ThankJUlly, the video
DVD specification does allow the data space
to be used for two channels of up to 24-bit
data sampled at 96kHz Such audio DVDs
are said to be already available in Japan,
where Pioneer is amajor advocate of 96k
sampling. I
foresee ahealthy cottage industry
developing, adding the appropriate doublespeed AES/EBU audio outputs to existing
video DVD players.
As for Stereophile's plans, in addition to
the two-channel, 24-bit masters used for the
recent CD release of Rhapsody, we also
recorded our sessions in six-channel surroundsound at 96kHz. As well as the conventional
CD you can buy now, we therefore have the
following release options open: aDTS-encoded, 44.1kHz surround mix on CD; atwochannel, 24-bit/96kHz release on currently
available video DVD or Nagra-D tape; a
96kHz discrete surround mix on an as-yet
nonexistent DVD-based, high-quality audio
medium; and a4-channel 44.1k or 48k surround mix on Nagra-D tape But as to which,
¡f* any, will appear first, Ihaven't the foggiest
idea. Watch this space.
—JA

ingful selection of DVD-based audio
discs will be readily available in the US
within the next two years. Some of
these folks might be inclined to purchase two-channel digital products this
year if Stereophile included more reporting about how long their wait is likely
to be.
2) Itook issue when Larry and John
used their authority and influence to
express such negativity about the present CD standards in the same issue of
Stereophile.
Ididn't complain about any shortage
of the (mostly) enthusiastic reviews of
two-channel digital transports and D/A
converters. But Idoubt that reviews in
Stereophile carry the same weight as the
opinions expressed by the Editor and
CEO. Their comments on this topic,
the first and last words in the February
issue, more than neutralized the impact
of your reviewers' enthusiasm.
Richard Schram
Parasound Products, San Francisco, CA

Ithink Richard Schram and Wes Phillips
have a lot more in common than would
Schram responds to Phillips
appear from the exchanges in the pages of
the June Stereophile. Ipersonally have
Editor:
I'm happy that Stereophile provides a never doubted Mr. Schram's commitment to
forum for airing concerns about the
better sound.
Ialso like the amount of airtime spent on
reporting of new digital technologies.
this issue, because it's aclassic Every time
However, I'm disappointed that Wes
there's anew technology, huge amounts of ink
Phillips' final comment in June ("As We
See It," p.3) totally missed the point of get spilled before there's anything to buy. And
any time technology changes, there are big
my June letter (pp.11-13), alleging that
marketplace gaps because people don't know
my objective was to censor Stereophile's
reporting of emerging technologies. It
what to do. We can only hope to be buoyed up
by the successful sales that result when people
came off as acheap shot and an unwordo know what to buy—and I mean
thy dismissal of this topic.
Stereophile as well.
Nowhere in my letter did Iendorse
When Igot the above letter from Richard
censorship or the silencing of Wes
Phillips or anyone else at Stereophile Iam
Schram, Istopped and went back to read the
all for improved digital standards that articles that gave rise to his first one John
will lead to music sounding better in my Atkinson did spend quite abit of time in
February's 'Ms We See It" discussing the shorthome —and in the homes ofParasound's customers. My letter specifically encouraged
comings of 16-bit/44kHz audio— but only
when compared to amaster tape It has been
Stereophile to report and to advocate new
ever thus. My February "Final Word" primarstandards. I'd hardly call that an attempt
ily dumped on LPs as alegendary sound-qualto silence anyone.
ity source with only abit of dreaming about
My letter focused on the following:
the time when we can have master tapes at
I) That Stereophile more frequently
mention the timetable (or absence of home (Will we ever?)
Overall, though, Ithink Stereophile's
one) for the reasonable availability of
consumer software to justify the prod- primary "sin" was timing. Right at the time
digital-processor sales are in the dump beucts that will someday be based on the
cause of marketplace uncertainty, there we are
future digital technology.
Jinnly believe that
Ibelieve this is significant so that piningfor thefuture. But I
the problems in the marketplace are the result
Stereophile readers can make betterof major changes in source technology — in
informed decisions about whether to
buy (and enjoy) the many fine products
this case it's avideo source, but it seems to hit
the market the same— as well as of alot of
currently available, or to wait for prodennui in the music arena.
ucts that might come in the future. Many
—Larry Archibald
people incorrectly believe that amean17
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Feng shui & sensitivity
Editor:
I have no qualm with the body of
Shannon Dickson's report from the 1997
WCES in May'97 (p.107). Ido, however, find its title, "Feng Shui," disturbing.
To use fetig shui as atide for areview
of "fringe" technologies, questionable
theories, and possibly fraudulent products is insulting and, frankly, ignorant.
Feng shui (pronounced "fung shway")
has been practiced since at least the
Han dynasty (202sc—220AD) and continues to be understood and respected
by more of the world's population than
not. To practice Jimg shui (also called
Geomancy) is to seek balance and harmony through the manipulation of
one's physical surroundings — the objects within and around your home.
Careful consideration is given to placement, location, and color.
If you have ever walked into someone's house and felt instantly at home,
you've probably experienced good feng
shui. Call it a"good vibe." If this sounds
far out to you, consider how anonaudiophile views the way in which we
place speakers, diffuse near-wall reflections, or isolate equipment. Feng shui is
an important and necessary aspect of
many individuals' lives, and it has nothing to do with Mr. Dickson's article.
Stereophile's misuse of it is, at the least,
highly insensitive. Shame on you!
For what it's worth, Ihave found the
principals offeng shui to be an essential
element of good music reproduction. If
your listening environment is awarm,'
welcoming location, you will be more
accepting and at ease in it. You will get
more of the benefit for which the space
was intended. In fact, through adjustment of furniture, objects, and colors,
you can "tune" your listening room to
achieve desired results. I've found that
by combining western theories with
theories offeng shui, Iget the maximum
musical satisfaction from my equipment
and room. It's across between art and
science — sound familiar?!
Kurt Morgan
London, England
Audio & sensitivity
Editor:
Iam an audiophile who has discovered
that homophobia is alive and well in the
High End.
My system has aretail value of about
$30,000. Iwon't go into all the particulars, but no one would argue with the
quality of my components: Krell, Mag1Not in the "mix, in August - Ng:Ilse.
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neplanar, etc. It is asystem alot of people want to audition. A few months ago
Istruck up afriendship with afellow at
work who is an audiophile, and he told
me about two of his friends who also
are audiophiles. Wanting to meet these
people, Iasked him to come over some
evening with his two friends. We
arranged atime.
After arriving, they looked my system over. We listened to music. They
looked the system over some more.
My turntable is a Pink Triangle.
None of them had ever heard of this
brand, and wanted to know how it got
its name. Iexplained that it is made by a
company run by gay Englishmen; the
brand name refers to Hitler's extermination policy, which made people identified as homosexual wear apink triangle sewn to their clothes.
One of the men exclaimed: "You
mean this turntable is made by fags? I
wouldn't want to touch it!"
Another man said, "How do you
hook it up? Male RCAs to male RCAs
won't work!"
The third man, my friend at work,
added, "You can only play gay composers on it, like Tchaikovsky. Or gay
musicians like Liberace."
"I know!" crowed the first one. "Once
ayear you lubricate the center bearing
with Vaseline! Or with K-YJellyr
Iwent over to the listening couch
and sat down. Unbelievable. Three
well-educated white-collar men, conversant with good music and high-end
audio, indulging in sheer bigotry
One of the men looked over at me
and said, "Hey, we didn't mean to insult
your system."
Ireplied, "You didn't. You insulted
me."
"Don't take it personally."
"It just so happens that it is personal."
They looked at each other. "Oh shit!"
one of them said.
My coworker finally said, "Well, hell,
I'm sorry. Ididn't know you were a..."
"A fag."
"Yeah."
Isat there, very depressed, while they
stood together over by the component
rack. Ifinally said, "I know this is hard
for all of you. Idoubt it's as hard for you
as it is for me. Why don't you just leave.
Then we'll all feel better."
Without further words, they left. Isat
there alone for awhile. That comment
about lubricating the center bearing
with K-Y Jelly — it was clever. Ihad to
admit this. It was also malicious.
The following Monday, Iwent to
work to discover that my coworker had

requested atransfer, and was already in
another department. My boss knows I
am gay, so Ihave nothing to worry
about from him. But now, every time I
use my turntable, Ithink about that
awful evening. Name ivithheld by request
Kansas City, MO
Mysteries
Editor:
Why is it that for Stereophile reviews of
amplifiers, loudspeakers, etc. you measure the bcjabbers out of the products,
but when it comes to cartridges, tonearms, and turntables, you don't measure
them at all? Not even asingle measurement to check amanufacturer's claim.
Arc you satisfied with the reviewers'
hyperbole, or don't you believe that measurements of analog source components
yield any useful information? If so, Ibeg
to differ. Get your test equipment and
reviewers fired up to give us analogophiles something to go on.
Keith Richardson
cn052@freenet.carleton.ca
Blind confusion
Editor:
In the March Stereophile (p.16), Lee
Child wrote an entertaining and perceptive letter that, as John Atkinson
replied, had "blind testing raising its
sightless head once more." Until now, I
have successfully suppressed any transient urge to publicly enter the fray on
this topic, as it all too often deteriorates
into (and often starts as) a"yes it is/no it
isn't/if Ishout long enough Iwin" type
of discussion. But both Lee Child
("when you object to blind testing... do
so on the grounds of... suboptimal
techniques") and John Atkinson ("null
results from badly designed blind tests")
touched on what I've long felt is the real
problem, so Ican't resist any longer.
From my experience, Ibelieve that
blind testing often fails to support differences that so many of us are sure we hear
because of the choice of what is tested
for. Iam not apsychologist, and Ido not
pretend to understand the reasons, but I
have found that listeners (including
myself) often become totally confused
when confronted with the common
ABX mode of blind testing, on the other
hand, when the paradigm of the test is
altered to measure consistency of preference selection rather than "alikeness,"
very strong correlations with subjective
appraisals do, in fact, appear.
The paradigm I have successfully
used is still ablind test, but it involves
multiple trials in which the subjects are
queried for preference rather than
19
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"sameness" identification. The listenersubject can switch between A and B as
desired (including replaying the musical
material) and then, when ready, express
apreference for A or B. This is repeated 10 or more times, with random
assignments of A and Beach time. Only
after completion of the heats are the
results tallied with the assignments of A
and B in each heat.
My experience has been that, when
performing this form of blind testing
with something that was felt to either
improve or degrade the sound in "sighted" listening comparisons, the results of
the blind testing have been entirely consistent with the sighted listening impression. Typically, the "sighted" preference is chosen as preferred in 75 to
100% of the heats and, in fact, the level
of consistency of the preference responses seems to correlate with the
"subjective" opinion of how subtle or
dramatic the difference is.
While this paradigm does not lend
itself to testing similarity to acontrol
standard, maybe it is an olive branch to
extend to the "all cables/amplifiers/etc.
sound the same, blind testing or nothing" brigade, after all! And maybe their
willingness to openmindedly consider it
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could be construed as atest for what JA
correctly identifies as "not-so-hidden
agendas."
BarryJacobson
Oberlin, OH
BanyJacobson@oberlin.edu

ted vents to provide ample ventilation
while hiding the contents, with cable
ducts and a hinged, padlocked cover.
Choose from the associates or staff of
Stereophile two people in whom your confidence is unquestioned. Give them the
Punting imponderables
finds or confidential authority to choose
Liao!:
four solid-state amplifiers with rated outIn the March 1997 "Letters" (p.16), a puts of about 100Wpc, and to purchase
rational Brit, Lee Child, once again con- or borrow them from the manufacturers
fronts John Atkinson on the question of or vendors. These could be of disparate
blind testing — and once again, JA
costs and design concepts — for instance,
punts. Mr. Child makes an unassailable
Audiolab, NAD, Rowland, and Ayre.
case for blind testing, while adding,
The two henchmen would mount the
amiably, "Okay, Iknow that to listen to
amps securely in the boxes, adding bags
an amplifier, for instance, over aperiod
of lead shot to bring them to equal
of several months without ever seeing it weights. They would then deliver the
would be difficult." Difficult, perhaps,
boxes to the listening rooms of four
but quite possible.
reviewers, probably chosen by JA. The
Ipropose here aproject, perhaps a reviewers would choose their own interchallenge, that may involve some minor connects and speaker cables. Preferably,
cost, and certainly some inconvenience
all the amps should have balanced inputs;
and investment of time, but that could if not, unbalanced cables should be used
offer an acceptable and enlightening for all tests. Without the reviewer in the
resolution of the continuing debate over
room, the henchies would connect the
blind vs subjective testing. At least it will
cables and lock the boxes.
examine the subjective acuity of astable
Each reviewer would live with his
of reviewers, and test the courage ofJA's
black box for three months, free to
convictions.
change sources, preamps, and speakers
First, fabricate four metal boxes, each
at will. Then the henchmen would
perhaps 2' square and 15" high, with slatarrive at each listening room and re-
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move the boxes, returning with other
boxes, without telling anyone who had
which box for the preceding period. At
the end of the year, each reviewer will
have lived with each amp for three
months — surely long enough to satisfy
the subjective process.
At that point, Stereophile will publish
four reviews of each amplifier, which
will still be identified by the henchmen
only as A, B, C, D. The concurrence, or
lack thereof, among the reviews of each
amp will, in itself; be edifying. Then, a
month later, in the following issue, the
four amplifiers will be identified.
So there it is — aput-up-or-shut-up
proposal. Ihope, JA, that for the general enlightenment, you will take up the
challenge.
Jeny Landis
Berkeley, CA
Interesting suggestion, Mr. Landis, but Iam
again going to have to punt. Having taken
pan in well over 100 blind tests in the past 20
years, I
just do not have the confidence in them
that you appear to have And to devote ayear
of the time offour of my leading reviewers to
this project (presumably in place of their regular reviewing schedule) seems out of proportion. Which of Stereophile's competitors did
you say you workedfor?

Greenhill on Scott on tuners
Editor:

Imuch enjoyed Don Scott's very thorough review of the $5400 Magnum
Dynalab MD 108 Super FM Tuner in
May (Vo120 No.5, p.145). His concept of
"best" FM tuner or "super tuner" is an
important standard for customers interested in purchasing expensive high-end
FM tuners, and to reviewers (like me)
trying to judge an expensive tuner's perfonnance:price ratio. Perhaps this standard should be used to define Class A
tuners in Stereophile's "Recommended
Components."
Iwonder, however, if Don's definition
is complete as it now reads in the review.
The first paragraph's list of criteria for
"super FM tuner" includes outstanding
RF performance and the owner's pleasure in listening, but doesn't specifically
mention the tuner's audio-output quality
while reproducing music. Did he mean
to downplay that aspect?
This emphasis continues in the review's audio-quality section. The MD
108's ability to image voices and rustling
papers on an NPR roundtable discussion is presented. Does that resolution
extend to musical textures? Does the
MD-108 present awell-defined sonic

musical image during an orchestral
broadcast? I'd like to know more!
As areviewet, I'd also like to know
how he feels about whether a"super
tuner" should be required to provide a
high-end source of music, using the same
criteria we reviewers use for other linelevel sources, like CD turntables. This
musical criterion is the reason I've used
dosed-circuit FM broadcast listening tests
in my FM tuner reviews for Stereophile.
This test allows me to compare orchestral
and vocal musical selections from CD
with the same musical signal converted to
FM and sent through all sections of the
FM tuner under test (see Vol.14 No.12,
pp.164-165). Musical qualities evaluated
with this setup include differences in
soundstaging, transparency, bass response,
and dynamic range.
Varying the output of the Sound
Technology Model 1000A FM Multiplex Generator allows me hear these
music qualities at different signal
strengths so Ican evaluate the FM tuner's
quieting characteristics. Even so, I've
often done the final music listening with
asignal strong enough to provide maximum quieting. Did Don base his
comments on the MD 108's lack of bass
and midrange and treble colorations on

The magic of Denon Surround Sound componentry is its unique ability to transform
your viewing experience into one so compelling that you actually believe what you are watching is real.
From the no-compromise Dolby Digital/THX 5.1 AVR-5600 to the remarkably affordable AVR-600
Dolby Pro Logic Surround Sound Receiver, Denon delivers new dimensions to home theater.
Experience Denon Surround Sound and you will instantly discover that what you see is what you hear.

DENON
symbol are trademarks ot Oolbr Laboratories Licensing Corporation THX is aregistered tradernan
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New VK-3i and VK-5i with Remote
"l

An innovative ¡-series brings even

r-b

greater sonic transparency to the new
VK-3i and VK-5i line stages. By
markedly improving our superb shunt
volume control, BAT delivers remote
convenience without compromise.
And i
-series upgrades are available for
both the VK-3 and VK-5.

New VK-200 Power Amplifier
The dynamic VK-200 solid-state
power amplifier features the same two stage single-ended bridge topology
as our reference VK-5oo in amore
compact loo-watt-per-channel form
•

Continuing Innovation
Balanced Audio Technology continues

a'o

so

to set the standard for engineering
•

excellence. Fully balanced designs.
Elegant signal paths. Unshakable
power supplies. Remote convenience.
Hear it at your local BAT audio
specialist today.

Balanced
26 Beethoven Drive

Audio

Technology

Boo:255.4228 IT 302.999.8818 fax

Wilmington DE 19807 302.999.88552r info@ balanced.com
Visit us online at http://www.balanced.com
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mentioned a"best/super tuner" should be capable ef "mirror reception of strong, high-quality
stations." hie word "mirror" implies that a
tuner should ideally reproduce exactly what a
station broadcasts without coloration, whether
orchestral, jazz, CeeW or just plain voice and
does not downplay the importance of audio
quality— the same as any other 14-end component. As aformer broadcast engineer and
equipment salesperson who isn't deg( Ifeel I
have afirm trip on when that mirror is broken
or is reflecting with some brilliance
Gmceming using asignal generator for a
closed-circuit evaluation of atimer, this poses a
problem: Because stations seek alternate sources
eremitic, they may have up to three additional subcarrien-57kHz for RDS, 67kliz
and/or 92kHz for background music, remotecontrolfrinctions, voice, or digital paging—that
need to be rejected on the receiving end so that
the remainin nonnal stereo 39kHz L—R subcanier and main L+R audio remain pure
Then:five, unless you can reproduce the main
and all the additional tagalongs with canfid
monitonng of exact modulation and injection
levels, along with multipath and other in-band
and out-of-band strong signals that might tarnish reception, what you might very well be
Thank you, Lany, for your comments on the doing is simply lookitteitr atuner that is in love
with the Sound Technolly 100A FMgeneraMagnum MD 108 tuner review. Now to
tor rather than one that is able toftuution in the
answer your questions: In thefirst paragraph, in
reference to the importance of audio quality, I real world.

strong-signal reception when the MD
108 was totally quieted?
Finally, the unit's front-end 5-gang
capacitor and old-style green tuning eye
su :est that the MD 108 is an analog
tuner. Is that true? Don once stated that
"analog or digital [tuning] don't matter—
what matters is the sound that comes
out" (Vol.9 No3, p.93). Does he still
agree with that statement, made 11 years
ago? Has newer technology —including
the new Mirada ceramic filters and better shielding we spoke about on the
phone —changed his opinion?
Don and Ihave agreed, in separate
published reviews, that the $1500 Rotel
RIT-10 FM tuner has "extraordinary
fidelity to the broadcast waveform."
(Vo120 NoA, p.143). When two Stereophile reviewers agree on aClass A Recommended Component, readers get
excited! However, Don did not list the
Rotel for consideration as a "supertuner." Does he think the RIT-10 unit
he reviewed is a"super tuner" after testing the new MD 108?
Larry Greenhill
Mamaroneck, NY

Back to the MD 108: No, the tuner's tonal
characteristics did not change with signal
strength unless the blend was used — which,
of course, dulled the Inglis to alimited extent.
Incidentally, agood indication of audio specinert, response and distortion contribution by
any tuner can be gained by listening to the
white noise emitted wit/lout asignal present:
It should sound fill-spectrum, deep, and also
crisp with amuted smoothness at the sanie
time. No squeals or birdies (oscillations)
should be heard, as this indicates distortion
that is generated in either the front-end or IF
amphfication stages, which will give atuner a
nasty, gritty quality
Yes, Istill agree with the statement Imade
11 years ago that analeg or digital turtireq doesn't matter—it is the end result that milers
The MD 108 is analeg with digital readout.
The Rotel RHT10 is all-digital While Iagree
that the Rotel samples lye had Were superb, I
am not certain that there is enottqh product out
there to warrant ablanket "super-tuner" status.
Iwould like to be proven wroreq, as it shore is
purdy. The only real problem I
finend with the
Rotel was that the blend was not etitive
enough to avoid switching to mono more Om
than desired. And Erie-Murata and Taco do
have new, narrow, low-loss IF filters that
improve selectivity ofmost tuners without undue
distortion. Whether manufacturers will use
them, however, is another story.
—Don Scott

BASIS of Evolution
Basis Series 2000 turntables let your au= system e\,oi\ie
into the next century. Select your Basis turntable with
either the new Basis RB300 or Graham tonearm and the
Benz orTransfiguration cartridge that best fits your system

Basis 2000 turntable/Basis RB300 tonearm $2500

and budget. Upgrading your Series 2000 turntable is as
simple as paying the difference between the models.
Analog, survival of the sweetest.

S
BENZ MICRO

Basis 2001 turntable/B

RB300

$3495

Graham Engineering Inc.

Transfiguration
Call: (510) 420-0379 Fax: (510) 420-0392
email: musical.surroundings@internetMCI.com
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Basis 2500 turntable/Graham Model 2tonearm $8500
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SOPHISTICATED ELEGANCE.

MAKING WAVES.

Designed by the same engineering team
which brought the audio market the
award-winning Sonic Frontiers digital
products, the ANTHEM CD 1sets a new
standard in affordable CD playback.
together with the convenience of a
multi-disc player.

VALUE W ITHOUT EQUAL.
The ANTHEM CD 1has these important
design attributes:
• COMPREHENSIVE FEATURE SET:
offering acomplete array of front
panel and remote control features to
operate the unit with ergonomic
efficiency, without acluttered 'mid -fi'
appearance
• D/A CONVERSION: utilizing the latest
precision 20 bit DACs from BurrBrown -the PCM1702, in a 8x
oversampling configuration
• POWER SUPPLY: featuring aconservatively designed power transformer,
coupled with 9 stages of power
supply regulation, ensuring the best
possible isolation between digital,
analog, output and mechanism stages
• HDCD FILTER/DECODER: chosen for
its industry-leading digital filtering,
along with the ability to decode
HDCD encoded material

•

• MECHANISM: having made the
decision to offer the CD 1as a
changer to satisfy the promise of user
convenience and flexibility, we settled
on a robust 6 disc Sony mechanism,
with an internal storage bay and
single disc, front drawer loader access
• UPGRADEABILITY: featuring both an
S/PDIF and AES/EBU digital output,
the CD 1becomes aflexible platform
for your future digital source needs
• OUTPUT STAGE: configured like our
award-winning Sonic Frontiers digital
processors, the CD1 utilizes a
6922/E88CC vacuum tube in a high
speed output buffer configuration, to
ensure the elimination of the stereotypical edginess and fatiguing quality
normally associated with many digital
products. Moreover, this level of
musical naturalness is unobtainable
by solid state designs.
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CDI The CD Changer
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Available at these and other fine dealers:
Audio Resource
Metairie. LA
(504) 885.6988

Distributor of America
Huntington Stn., NY
(5161 673-1124

Kiefs Audio Video
Lawrence. KA
(913) 842 0191

Sound Components
Coral Gables. FL
(305) 665 4299

Stereo Center
Flint, MI
(810) 732.2220

Commercial Electronics Ltd.
Vancouver. BC
(604) 669-5525

Contact Sonic Frontiers for the dealer nearest you.
2790 Brighton Road, Oakville. Ontario, Canada. 16H 514

Tel: (905) 829-3838 Fax: (905) 829-3033 E-Mail: SFIQesonicfrontien: corn Web Site: httv'www.sonicfrontiers.com

IOBSOLESCENCE.
FUTURE

PROOF.

The greatest fear of any audiophile,
especially in the world of digital.
With the rumored development of
aSUPER CD possibly based on the
core technology of DVD, it is an
increasingly important concern an issue which must be addressed
before investing in areference
quality digital playback system.
With the introduction of our new
PROCESSOR 3, not only have we
taken the fear out of buying digital
today, but we have also advanced
the state-of-the-art.

STATE OF THE ART.
The PROCESSOR 3's starting
point was improved modularity but we didn't stop there. In
essentially every other technical
and performance parameter (both
subjectively and objectively), the
PROCESSOR 3 outperforms our
current Class-A rated SFD-2 MKII.
This is accomplished through the
following innovations:
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• reconfigured modular design to
al lbut guarantee compatibility
with future digital formats
• improved digital transmission
via the 13W3 I2S interface for
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a major reduction in jitter
• improved output stage featuring
,4 paralleled 6922's and the
,•élimination of output coupling
ps (direct coupled servo
ircuit) for reduced output
impedance across the entire
audio bandwidth
discrete I-V stage, formerly an
integrated function within the
UltraAnalog D20400A DAC, now
housed in it's own module offering improved performance over
traditional op amps
• outboard power supply
The PROCESSOR 3 -today's
new reference in digital to analog
conversion. ...and tomorrow's as well.
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BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER

Available al these and other tine dealers:
Audio Etc
Fairborn, OH
(513) 429-4434

Audiophile Systems
Honolulu, Hawaii
(808) 487.8252

Contact Sonic Frontiers for the dealer nearest you.
2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada, L6H 514

Audio Video Today
Westminster, CA
(714) 891-7575

Tel: (905) 829-3838

Canton Stereo
Danbury, CT
(203) 744-6421

Fax: (905)829-3033

Famous Audio
Seattle, WA
(206) 521-9/94

E-Mail: SF1@sonictiontiers.coni

Fairview Hi Fi
Burlington, ON
(905) 681-1872

Web Site: http://warmsonictrontiers.coin
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UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
Reed Hundt, chairman of the Federal
Communications Commission, announced his resignation Tuesday, May
27 in Washington. Mr. Hundt said in a
letter to President Clinton that it was
time for others to assume his duties, and
that he was leaving to spend more time
with his family. The 49 year-old former
communications lawyer said he planned
to remain on the job until asuccessor
could be found. As of this writing (June
5) no one had been named.
During his 31
/ years in office, de2
scribed by the New York limes' John
Broder as "the most turbulent era in the
FCC's 63-year history," Hundt presided
over the implementation of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, which
deregulated the telephone system and
cable networks and loosened federal
control over broadcasters, ushered in
the era of High Definition Television
and digital radio broadcasting, and
negotiated a major international telecommunications agreement. The wireless communications industry took off
like arocket during his reign.
Hundt reduced government subsidies
for local and long-distance telephone
companies while at the same time establishing a$23 billion fund to help provide Internet access for health clinics,
libraries, and schools. His auctioning of
the radio spectrum for personal commu-

nications increased the federal Treasury's
revenue by $23 billion.
Hundt made enemies in Congress
and industry. His support of deregulation shook up entrenched local and
regional phone companies and cable
operators, while his regulatory approach
to public-interest issues such as children's programming and televised liquor
advertisements angered the hard-core
free-market crowd. He delivered more
than 160 speeches on "the societal obligations of broadcasters and telephone
companies," according to Broder. Vice
President Al Gore called him "Ile best
chairman in the history of the FCC."
Hundt will actively support Mr. Gore's
almost-certain campaign to become the
first president in the 21st century.
Immediate plans for the departing
chairman include a book, tentatively
titled You Say You Want aRevolution: How
Communications Can Change theGliorld. He
also reportedly wants to attempt anovel
set in New Haven, Connecticut in 1969.
UNITED STATES
Wes Phillips
Singer and songwriter Jeff Buckley died
on May 29 in Memphis, having
drowned while wading and swimming
in the Memphis harbor. He was 30,
outliving his father, folksinger Tim
Buckley, by two years. As we went to
press, the details were still somewhat
hazy, but it appears that Buckley was

CA
Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer
seminars should fax (do not call) Debbie
Starr the when, where and who at (505)
983-6327, at least eight weeks before the
month of the event —ie, i
fyou're putting on
something in October 1997 you shouldget the
information to Debbie no later than August 1.
Mark thefax cover sheet "For the attention of
Debbie Starr— Dealer Bulletin Board."
Promoters of hi-fi shows and audio societies
promoting manufacturer visits should also fax
Debbie the details as soon as possible
ARIZONA
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frolicking in the harbor with afriend,
Keith Foti, during abreak from rehearsals for his second album, which was to
have been recorded on June 30. A passing boat created awake, and when Foti
turned in order to protect their stereo,
he lost sight of Buckley, whose body
was later found floating in the harbor on
June 4.
Buckley was possessed of an extraordinary voice — it was huge, but also
subtle and evocative —and as asongwriter, he showed great promise. Buckley first came to prominence through a
series of informal sets at the cafe Sin-é in
New York, where he also (at times) had
washed dishes. After landing arecording contract with Columbia, he released
afour-song EP, Live at Sin-4 followed by
1994's Grace. It was an auspicious beginning, but Buckley himself was not awed
by the prospect of either success or failure. In a 1994 interview, he told me,
"Music is much bigger than the music
business will ever be. It's not an art form,
it's aforce of nature. And it's where we
come from." And where this admirer
devoutly hopes we return. Pace.
Ronnie Lane, 51, afounding member
of the British rock group Small Faces
died Wednesday, June 4, from multiple
sclerosis. Small Faces played an engaging
brand of pop that was "soon warped by
psychedelia," according to the New York
Times. Their single, "Itchycoo Park," is
credited with introducing flanging to the

A

Dzurak of Univocal Corporation
(21636 N 14th Avenue #A-4, Phoenix)
will host a meeting of the Arizona
Audio Society for ademonstration of
Aural Symplionics products, atour of
production facilities, their product-evaluation listening room, and BMW
740IL "Dream System." For more information, call (602) 417-0223.

Stereo (620 S. Bascom Avenue, San
Jose). A light supper will be served. For
reservations, call (408) 998-7474 or visit
www.centurystereo.com
•Wednesday, August 27 7:30pm: Representatives from Parasound will talk
about "New Audio Technologies" at
Century Stereo (620 S. Bascom Avenue,
San Jose). A light supper will be served.
For reservations, u•11 (408) 998-7474 or
visit www.centurystereo.com

CALIFORNIA

•Wednesday, August 13, 7:30pm: Various manufacturers will discuss how to
"Future-Proof Your Home" at Century

COLORADO

•Monday, August 4, 7pm: Geoffrey
Poor, national sales manager for Bal27

yo
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Why is it always so different at the movie-theater?
Does the popcorn taste better in the dark?
Is it the People?
What about sound?
The galloping horses. Thunder.
Explosive

soundtracks?

SOUND!
PSB loudspeakers — with lifelike tonal balance,
spatial imaging, and full range capability — extend your
video viewing to bring the excitement and impact
of the theater into the comfort of your home.
The popcorn is on you.

PSB — A UNIQUE VOICE
IN THE CROWD.
For your nearest PSB

dealer call

Toll Free

1-800-263-4641.

American Top 40. In 1968, the band
released Ogden's Nut Gone Flake, which
intermingled apun-filled fairy-tale narrative with catchy songs and came in a
round record sleeve that began disintegrating the instant it was opened.
When Steve Marriott left the band,
Rod Stewart and Ron Wood joined, and
the band changed its name to Faces.
Later the group toured as Stewart's
back-up band. Lane left in 1973 to start
anew band, Slim Chance, and in sessions spanning 1976-77, he recorded a
fabulous album, Rough Mix, in partnership with Pete Townsend. By then, he
was feeling the first effects of MS.
In the early '80s, Lane publicized the
use of "hyperbaric oxygen," which, he
felt, offered him relief—although he
later seemed to feel it merely alleviated
his symptoms. Howeve he continued
performing, founding aband, the Tremors, in 1987 and playing from awheelchair in both New York and Texas.
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
Mere coincidence? On May 13 two US
companies announced WebTV knockoffs. The devices enable television owners to access the Internet. Diba, of
Menlo Park, CA, introduced its Diba
Internet Set-Top Starter Unit. Shaped
like half asmall dish antenna, the DISTSU includes aWeb Browser, a33.6kbis
modem, a keyboard, and infrared remote control. The unit, which requires
the services of a$20-per-month Internet
provider, will be sold through computer
dealers at about $300.
Dallas-based Curtis Mathes Holding
Corp., venerable maker of televisions
and electronic display systems, released
its UniView product, which does everything the Diba unit does, plus allows

C
anced Audio Technology will be on
hand at Soundings (4697 Evans, Denver) for the Rocky Mountain premier of
the new VKDS tube CD player and
demos of the VK3i balanced tube preamp and the fully balanced VK200
solid-state amp. For information, call
(303) 759-5505.
GEORGIA
*Saturday, August 2: High-end audio
founding father Sandy Berlin will be at
Audio Forest (6900 Peachtree Industrial
Boulevard, Atlanta) all day to speak
about, demo, and answer questions about
Stereophile, August 1997

users to send and receive faxes, talk on
the telephone, and program VCRs. It
also features acredit-card reader (isn't
that spooky?), and aprinter port for
printing out those faxes and e-mails.
(CM gets this month's Why-didn'tanyone-else-think-of-that? award) The
company is also offering an unlimited-usage Internet service at the standard $20 monthly fee. The $400
UniView will be included as astandard
feature in the company's new 36" and
larger TVs.
Microsoft's pending purchase of
WebTV earlier this year apparently
legitimizes atechnology that to date has
won few consumers. NiVebTV, UniView,
et al offer little that can't be found better
elsewhere, but those who make and sell
the devices feel they are paving the way
toward Internet-integrated Digital TV.
We'll see. Chances are, these companies
will wish they'd paid attention to all the
free market analysis offered in these
pages this past year...
UNITED STATES
Robert Harley
With so many school districts cutting
back on "nonessential" programs such as
music, it's more important than ever that
parents take the responsibility of passing
on our musical legacy to their children.
That job has just been made easier
with aunique new CD from Chesky
Records. Called Classical Cats: A Children's Introduction to the Orchestra, the disc
and accompanying booklet teach children about classical music and the instruments of the orchestra. The narrative develops as aconversation between
feline musicians Christina, Furbert,
Fidlco, and Maestro Leopold. The 8.5"
by 11" comic book reinforces the spoken narrative with visual imagery.

ALEN

The Classical Cats discuss each of the
sections within an orchestra, then the
individual instruments. Recorded examples of each instrument are interspersed
throughout the discussion. The Cats
explain how each instrument makes
sound —drawing abow across strings,
for example. The voices, story line, and
booklet are designed to keep the attention of children as they learn about classical music.
Older audiences can also learn from
Classical Cats. The examples of each
instrument are superbly recorded (using
Chesky's recording chain), with awonderful purity of timbre. Hearing each
instrument in the orchestra in isolation
is agreat refresher for abetter appreciation of the orchestra as awhole. The
disc also includes more than 30 minutes
of music that will keep children's attention, such as Grieg's In the Hall of the
Mountain King, Copland's Hoedown, and
excerpts from Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker.
Classical Cats was conceived and written by David Chesky, an avid proponent
of musical education for young children
and ahighly accomplished composer and
pianist. The disc and book are recommended for children ages 2-8, but Isuspect older children can also learn from it.
This project was obviously alabor of
love. Iapplaud Chesky's efforts to pass
on our musical legacy to the next generation of potential music lovers. For
more information, call Chesky Records
at (800) 331-1437.
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
"Train wreck" predicted: The Hudson
Institute, athink tank in Indianapolis,
released areport in April predicting that
the combination of an aging population,
increasing globalization, growing re-
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his new Revel line of loudspeakers. Call
(770) 729-0550 for more information.
•Friday and Saturday, September 5and
6: Lew Johnson of Conrad-Johnson
will be at Audio Forest (6900 Peachtree
Industrial Boulevard, Atlanta) to speak
about, demo, and answer questions
about CJ's new ART preamp. Call (770)
729-0550 for more information.

parent Cable on audio and video
cables and on Transparenes new upgrade program for purchasers of Super,
Ultra, and Reference XL cables. Call
(207) 781-2326 for reservations.
MICHIGAN

*Wednesday, July 23, 7pm: Accutronics
(324 S. State Street, Ann Arbor) is hosting Scott Novak of Synergistic Research for ademonstration of how to
MAINE
•Thursday, August 28, 5-7:30pm: Hi Fi use Synergistic's system-dependent
cable technology to match cables for
Exchange and Custom Electronics (202
US Route 1, Falmouth) is holding a your system. Seating is limited; call
(313) 741-4444 for details.
seminar with Brad OToole of Trans29

liance on technology, and adeteriorating educational system spell disaster for
American business in the next century.
The most ominous factor of the four is
the decline in education, according to
coauthor Richard Judy. The near future
will be characterized by a scarcity of
skilled workers "capable of tapping the
great potential offered by ... technological change," he said.
Seventy percent of the nation's executives have no faith in the educational system's ability to provide well-educated
candidates to the workforce. A survey of
314 executives for Nightly Business Rtrort
(conducted by Yankelovich Partners of
Washington, DC) found deep frustration with the products of America's high
schools and universities. The survey was
conducted March 4-15 among executives from avariety of businesses with
revenues ranging from $1 million up to
more than $100 million annually.
Of those surveyed, 12% rated public
education "very poor," 43% called it
"poor," and 41% gave it aqualified endorsement of "fairly good." Only 3%
described our system as "very good."
None of the executives rated public education "excellent." Half of them said
high school is the weakest link in the
educational chain. Seventy-four percent
believe that businesses should become
more involved in establishing the academic curriculum, and 81% said the
United States should have national academic standards. Halsey Minor, CEO of
Internet news site CNET, told the San
Francisco Examiner, "I believe we as asociety have lowered our standards for what
we expect from our educational system."
Adjectives like "woeful," "deplorable," and "pathetic" popped up in the
Examiner's analysis of the situation. The
damning evidence: In this year's 'Third

International Math and Science Study,
among 41 industrialized nations, American 13-year-olds finished 17th in science and 28th in math. Asian and

Successful workers
of the future
will need to enter
the business world
with more in their
bag of tricks than
enhanced self-esteem.
Eastern European countries placed well
ahead of the US. The news report also
mentioned California's low reading
scores for fourth-graders. California,
which once boasted one of the nation's
best public school systems, now ranks at
the bottom, tied with traditional lastplace finisher Louisiana. Ten to 15 years
from now, those fourth-graders arc
going to be looking for work.
Companies like Intel and Charles
Schwab arc doing more than complaining. They're trying to assist education
with their own initiatives. Intel has
developed acurriculum for high schools
and community colleges in some of the
areas where it has facilities —California,
Texas, Arizona, Idaho, and the Pacific
Northwest. Schwab vice president
Lawrence Stupski serves on acommission created by the California legislature
to overhaul content and performance
standards for California students from
kindergarten through 12th grade. The
workplace of the future, he notes, is
going to be filled with "problem-solving

CALE
•Thursday, July 24, 7pm: Stereo Center/
Front Row (2065 S. Linden Road, Flint)
is hosting Scott Novak of Synergistic
Research for ademonstration of how
to use Synergisties system-dependent
cable technology to match cables for
your system. Seating is limited; call
(810) 732-2220 for details.
MONTANA

•Friday, August 1: Martin-Logan sales
manager Brent Hefley will give aseminar
on electrostatic technology and MartinLogan's new products at Thirsty Ear Hi R
in Bozeman. Call (406) 586-8578 for details.
30

jobs" requiring reading, writing, and
math skills. In short, successful workers
of the future will need to enter the business world with more in their bag of
tricks than enhanced self-esteem.
True story: Not long ago, during one
of my frequent visits to my favorite
gym, Idiscovered that Ihad forgotten
socks. A nearby sporting goods store
had just what Ineeded. A perky highschool kid behind the counter rang
them up for me. "That's $5.76," he said.
Wanting to minimize the change, Iput
down a$20 bill, aone, and apenny. A
dark cloud of confusion engulfed him.
"What are you doing?" he asked. "Just
punch it in," Ireplied. "You're going to
give me back aten, afive, and aquarter."
Deep doubt was carved into his face,
but he did as Isuggested. My change:
$1525. He was awed by this offhand
display of intellectual virtuosity. "Wow,"
he said as he forked over the change,
"you must be ahuman calculator."
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
The audio press here and elsewhere has
been pretty busy these past months discussing the future possibilities of putative "super digital" formats. To an analogophile such as yours truly, the suggestion that there might be "life beyond
CD" is atantalizing one.
Iguess I'm just one of the unlucky
ones for whom CD remains asource of
mild disappointment. Even though
more than adecade of player refinement has brought substantial improvement, vinyl replay seems effortlessly
able to maintain its superiority. The best
thing I've heard recently was an early
sample of Linn's new boron-cantilevered Arkiv cartridge. But the next
best was probably the 24-bit/96kHz

NDA

NEW YORK

',Each month: For information on the
monthly meetings of the Musicalaudiophile Society, The Audiophile Society,
and the Gotham Audio Society, call
David Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.
•Wednesday, August 27, 4-8pm: The
Analog Shop (2 West Main Street,
Victor) is hosting Garth Leerer of
Musical Surroundings. Products on
hand will include the new Basis Series
2000 turntables, featuring the Basis
RB300 tonearm, the new Graham Model 2tonearm, Benz Glider and Transfiguration Spirit phono cartridges. Bring

afavorite LP for cleaning and listening.
Please RSVP to (716) 742-2860.
OHIO

',Tuesday, July 29: Progressive Audio
(1764 North High Street, Columbus)
will present an evening with David A.
Wilson, founder of Wilson Audio
Specialties, recording engineer, and
designer of the WAMM, X-1 Grand
SLAMM, WATT/PUPPY 54 System
II WITT, and CUB speakers. Seating is
limited; call (614) 299-0565 for times
and to make reservations.
•Wednesday, August 6, 7pm: Paragon
Stereophile, August 1997
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"Definitely anew
touchstone in the
field of affordable
loudspeakers."

Here's what they had to say about the DM302:
.13,\N's

\1:102 is asmall. two

Wit\

qtettker that gives

sensational perfortnance at an affonlable price. Its timal
balance is almost perfect. while extraordinary dynamic
capabilities lead to a lively sound with rich. vibrant bass.
The advanced Prism tecluudogy helps to aviad reminances,
and proves it is possible to combine a low price with a
high tech approach. The D\1302 is definitely a new touchstone in the field of affordable loudspeakers. - So. uhut

Prizm- technology diffuses
internal standing waves resulting in superior sound quality.

price glory? Around $250. Ves. for the pair (a larger. floorstanding -D\1305 at $-150. aimir. and matching center channel -(C3 at $180. are
also available). IÀke the worlil's top critics, we know

lw impressed. Ilear it al

your authorized 13&W dealer and you'll know why we say... Listen and you'll see.
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and You'll See

B&W Loudspeakers of America
54 Concord Street,
North Reading, MA 01864-2699
508-664-2870 tel

508-664-4109 fax

We'd call them revolutionary,
but quite frankly, we Brits
are still a little uncomfortable
with that word.

re the new Alpha range from Arcam -the latest in a long line of high performance.
British engineered tuners, CD players and integrated amplifiers. Sleekly redesigned. More powerful.
Easily upgradable. Give them a listen and see how they compare with other leading components.
Because that's one battle we know we can win.

TIMM

For more information call 1-888-ARCAM-LTD.

ARCAM

Arcam os distributed in North America by: Audiophile Systems Ltd., 8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256 Phone: 317-849-5880
Fax: 317-841-4107 and Emerald Audio Resources, RROI, Palgrave, Ontario Canada, LON 1PO Phone: 416-596-7657

Fax: 905-880-7171

digital recording Iheard in Paris acouple of weeks back.
The context was maybe more surprising than the dem itself. Iwas one of
about 50 journalists assembled from
every country in Europe for the Technics/Panasonic European seminar, an
annual event that is an invaluable crosscultural forum. It's also avery-high-profile platform from which to make statements of intent — or to fly kites.
The Matsushita people made it quite
clear that the company is going to give
DVD the big push. Hardware was due
to go on sale in Europe in June, even
though it seemed unlikely that there'll
be anything much in the way of software available to support it.
We were treated to two distinct
demonstrations of DVD's potential
audio capabilities, both using original
source material recorded by company
engineers. The first dem —and, to these
ears, an exceptionally impressive one —
was of astereo recording made with 24bit resolution and 96kHz sampling (a
format already part of the DVD Video
spec). Creamy-smooth it was, with
none of the "digital grit" analogophiles
find so itchily irritating, and an altogether more convincing reproduction of
leading edges.
The other dem was of one of the
multichannel surround-sound options
likely to be ratified as part of the still-tobe-finalized DVD Audio spec, using 5.1
channels of 48kHz, 16-bit sound. From
an audiophile perspective it was altogether less impressive. Certainly their
seems to be nothing like the same "hearthrough" transparency, though other
"surround-sound factors" —which couldn't be blamed on the system — weren't
helping. The meeting hall was too large
for agood surround dem, the acoustics

more effective selling point and commercial platform for the new optical
disc technology, as and when the DVD
Audio format is eventually finalized.
If the lack of DVD software availability in Europe makes Matsushita's hardware launch seem premature, it probably only reflects the unease felt by the
major consumer electronics brands: that
the DVD concept has been kicking
around for so long now that there's danger of missing its window of opportunity. Recent (May '97) news from Sony's
Japanese research labs of a"next-generThe art of surround
ation" optical disc format, with record
recording and mixing
capability and three times the recording
density of DVD (9.5Gbits per square
for music is still
inch, against DVD's 32 and CD's 0.73),
and providing room for HDTV video
embryonic compared
quality, show how technological progress is already threatening to underto our mature,
mine DVD's chances of becoming the
next big thing.
well-developed
Even if DVD movie and music software is currently almost nonexistent,
stereophony skills.
hardware manufacturers can still capitalize on the fact that their players have the
The above demonstrations whetted capability of replaying existing CDs,
while at the same time providing a
my appetite for some sort of "super dig"future-proof" platform ready to handle
ital" stereo sound format based on higher-than-CD resolution and sampling the next generation of optical disc softrates. However, Iremain skeptical that ware. It sounds persuasive enough to
such aformat has any realistic chance of command apremium price, in theory at
least, but the rumor mill suggests that
commercial success outside the worthe CD replay quality from first-genershipful company of hi-fi nuts. Said comation DVD Video players leaves alot
munity has already proved it has sufficient commercial clout to sustain a to be desired — at least for anyone
modest specialist software industry, but with audiophile sensibilities. Matsushita's
clever "aspherical hologram" dual-focalnot one that cuts much ice out there in
length lens is one worthwhile developthe big picture of the international
ment, but another major brand admitted
music biz.
off the record that it was keeping
Although Iwas much less impressed
its powder dry while working away
by the surround-sound dem, the generat improving the audio performance.
al view coming from the presenters was
that this route was likely to provide a Meridian produces both CD and DVD

of the building tending to muddle up
those of the recording venue, while the
rather restricted "sweet spot" necessary
for good surround perspectives only encompassed asmall section of the audience. A further problem that should not
be overlooked is simply that the art of
surround recording and mixing for
music is still embryonic compared to
our mature, well-developed stereophony skills.

CAL
Sight 49 Sound (5450 Monroe Street,
Toledo) is presenting aseminar on the
latest products from Transparent
Cable. Seating is limited; call (800)
873-6873 to make areservation.
*Tuesday, August 12: Progressive Audio
(1764 North High Sue«, Columbus)
will present an evening with Dan
D'Agostino, founder and chief designer
for Krell Industries, manufacturer of
Full Power Balanced amplifiers, preamplifiers, digital components, and the
Audio/Video Standard. Seating is limited; call (614) 299-0565 for times and to
make reservations.
Stereophik, August 1997
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*Thursday, July 24, 7pm: The Audio
Gallery (16318 SW Bryant Road, Lake
Oswego) will host the West Coast
debut of the new Avalon Acoustics
Arcus speaker. Avalon's Lucien Pichette
will be on hand to discuss the product's
design technology. Please RSVP to
(503) 699-8888.
*Thursday, August 7, 7pm: The Audio
Gallery (16318 SW Bryant Road, Lake
Oswego) will host Garth Leerer of
Musical Surroundings. Products on
hand will include the new Basis Series
2000 turntables, featuring the Basis

RB300 tonearm, the new Graham
Model 2 tonearm, Benz Glider and
Transfiguration Spirit phono cartridges.
Bring afavorite LP for cleaning and listening. Please RSVP to (503) 699-8888.
Soundex 1100 Easton Road, Willow
Grove) is hosting aseries of 7pm seminars at their new state-of-the-art facility.
Topics are listed below; call Harry or
John at (215) 659-8815 for reservations.
*Friday, August 1: Victor Moorhatch and
Bob Hazelwood of Apogee Acoustics
will discuss the fundamentals of ribbon
33

There's something you should hear.
Until you hear The One ,you haven't

Amoment of silence, please.

heard the quiet beauty of asignal free
from RF/EMI distortion. The One is
the world's only cable with the Isolated
Shield Matrix ,the most effective system
ever devised for the isolation of RF and
EMI from the audio signal.
Why is this important? Because RF inter-

(

modulation and electromagnetic interfer-

ence are causing distortion and noise in
your audio system. They're obscuring
the music and destroying the silences
and spaciousness that create acredible,

palpable soundstage. When you listen to
The One in your system, you won't just
hear the music: you'll experience the
space where the music was created.
Silence, Please.
The music is about to begin.

The One. The ultimate expression of
Rectangular Solid Core technology.

J

541

488-6465

http://www.taralabs.com

IARAILAPS

TM

The One. Isolated Shield Matrix, Floating Ground Station

and Rectangular Solid Core are trademarks of TARA Labs, Inc.
At U S and Ioreign parents applied tor and or pending
on this revolutionary new technology

"high-end" machinery, but recommends
that true CD players be used for critical
CD listening.
The full delights of 24-bit/96kHz
would also appear to be some way off.
The DAC in Panasonic's DVD-100A
player has abandwidth of up to 96kHz,
but amaximum of only 20-bit resolution. The Tokyo trade price of the 24bit variety is currently around $10,000
each, so the mass market is still ayear or
three away.
It's also maybe unfortunate that DVD
Video's "super stereo" standard should
have opted for 96kHz rather than
882kHz. The latter would have allowed aCD-oriented music and recording industry to make asingle 882kHz
master recording, from which both a
"high band" and astraight CD-standard
44.1kHz recording could have been easily derived. The 96kHz standard offers a
complex conversion to 44.1khz, possibly requiring aseparate, parallel recording chain.
Although Iwas skeptical of the worth
of amultichannel surround-sound medium for music recording during the
Technics semina4 an incident afew weeks
later gave pause for further thought. Igo
to concerts regularly enough, covering a
broad range of musical taste depending
on what's going down, but now that I'm
in my late 40s, Ifigured Iwas well past
my pop festival sell-by date —it's been
years since I've gone to agenuine gig.
However, the recent acquisition and
enjoyment of the two albums by The
Chemical Brothers (Exit Planet Dust and
/:),:g Your Own Hole, both readily available on vinyl in the UK), and the
discovery that they were topping the bill
at a local festival dance day, found
me queuing up and feeling self-consciously ancient. A day of relative dis-

comfort in akeen easterly wind and
the sound of nine separate stages in
competition, punctuated by occasional
bouts of disgusting and overpriced
food and beer, left me wondering, by
sundown, whether it had all been an
expensive mistake.

Surround-sound
might not be essential
to the enjoyment
of traditional music
forms... but it does
look like it's becoming
akey ingredient in the
techno world of
tomorrow's sounds that
the kids are
listening to today.
But on came The Chemical Brothers
to immediately make up for all the
tribulations. They put in amagnificent
90-minute performance that ranks high
on the list of Great Gigs I've Attended
over the past 30-something years. I
doubt whether TCB's hard-edged techno/trance elaborations on classic rock
and soul themes will appeal much to
the typical Stereophile reader, but askeptical partner was well won over, three
teenaged children were totally gobsmacked by the experience, and hundreds of other kids were having awonderful time too.

CALEN
technology and compare it to other planar and electrostatic loudspeakers.
•Wednesday, August 6: Wilson Audio's
Dave Wilson and Steve Portocarrero
will discuss their X1 loudspeaker and
speaker materials technologies.
•Friday, August 8: Tony Federici and Paul
Rosenberg of Mondial will discuss the
integration of high-end stereo into exciting
Home Theatet In addition, Magnum
Dynalab's Larry Zurowslci will look into
the future of Digital Audio Broadcasting
and how it affects tuner design.
•Wednesday, August 13: Terry Dom
and Dave Gordon will talk about what's
Stereophile, August 1997

The reason for this digression into the
world of live-performance synthesizer/sampler music, however, is that the
whole thing was happening in full surround-sound. And the multichannel
effects were at least one reason why the
live gig was so much more fun than listening to the Brothers at home on the
stereo. It all took place in agiant circusstyle marquee (nice acoustics; no easterly wind!), with (I think) afour-channel
discrete mix being conducted from
between the rear pair. This was one gig
where my traditional habit of homing in
on the mixing desk in the hopes of finding the best sound didn't pay off— the
best sound was out there, among the
sweaty, seething mass in the middle.
Surround-sound might not be essential to the enjoyment of traditional
music forms, and still has its problems
fitting into the domestic environment.
But it does look like it's becoming akey
ingredient in the Techno world of
tomorrow's sounds that the kids arc listening to today. Which is maybe the
best argument I've yet heard for creating
ahigh-quality surround system such as
(the putative) DVD Audio.
UNITED STATES
Steven Stone
If vinyl were asacrament, then PDQ
Records would be a cathedral. PDQ
stands for Pretty Dam Quick, but it
could mean Particularly Dense and
Complete (who said writers can spell?).
Located in the "snow bird" capital of the
universe —Tucson, AZ —PDQ has over
25,000 square feet in two connected
buildings housing half a million LPs,
100,000 CDs, 4000 cassettes, and 10,000
78s. Bi-coastal vinyl lovers, eat your
hearts out (or hop aplane to Tucson).
Jack Grossi opened PDQ in 1985.
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new from Audio Research and their
VT-200. Proac president Richard
Gerberg will then discuss the Response
series of loudspeakers.
•Friday, August 15: Merrill Bergs,
Matthew Bond, and Brian Kurtz of
TARA Labs will be on hand to show
their latest in cable technology and
describe how to use cables to maximize
audio and Home Theater system
performance.
•Wednesday, August 20: Vidikron's
Hank Eisengrein will speak about the
company's current line of LCD, CRT and
DLP projectors, explaining the differ-

ences and how to decide which format is
best for your needs. Lexicon's Andy
Clark will then talk about his company's
product line, induoiing the DC-1 preamp/processor, amplifiers, and system
controllers.
•Friday, August 22: Victor Khomenko,
Steve Bednarski, and Geoffrey Poor of
Balanced Audio Tedmology will discuss the new ISeries preamps, VK-D5
CD playe4 and the VK-200 power amp.
TENNESSEE

•Thiusday, August 7, 630-9pm: Opus 2
(788 East Brookhaven Cr., Memphis) is
35

'Casablanca
comprehensive
4ptintis you Irani. Upgrade over

abu choose quality

.kettm the cuutraltlr that is setting new standards for all other cimnpouents.
CitsaillLinea can be cunflgured as asurround sound processor with chokes of Deity Prank,'
yDal if AC-3),.. andiar DI'S Coherent Acoustics., as ahigh fidelity video switcher, ahigh
D te A cueNtrter, a g performance digital preamps ahigh perfect/lance
-1".t •
« prearrips,a gust-perfect electronic crossover, and other optimist)

hi h

eltoice

"Casablanca is the cleanest, best
--Corey

(Ca it,
"...Casablanca's sound is first-rate in all modes. It combines aposserful, full bottom end and
Sweet...

"The bass weight of the Theta did create afeeling of enormous power, acharacteristic t
"With its great flexibility, superb sound, and striking appearance, it's hard to see how you can go wrong wi
"—it is sinplya window to the source."
"The Casablanca's t1cihitit to accomodate nearly any rimmIspe
.a.
er corn ma ion aone ma si wor

sweig tin go ."

"...Casablanca performed flawlessly."

--Fred 31anteghian, Audio Adventure, may-June 1997'
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He'd just retired from his Chicago
scrap-iron business, but it's hard to
break alifelong habit of buying at foreclosures and auctions. Somehow (he's a
bit vague on the details) he acquired a
huge collection of records at an auction.
He wasn't arecord collector, merely a
young retiree looking for away to keep
busy. At first he sold records at swap
meets, but soon grew weary of schlepping around all the boxes. After athreemonth "experiment" in another location he bought apair of industrial buildings at the corner of Grant and Dodge,
and remodeled them into PDQ.
PDQ doesn't exactly boast high-tech
decor —everything is modular, in easily
movable wooden boxes; it ain't slick. Jack
built everything himself with an eye
toward practicality and cost. The environment is comfortably down-home, but
not white-glove clean. If you have dust
allergies, bring lots of Kleenex. Inveterate
LP collectors will feel right at home.
LPs are organized alphabetically
within various musical genres. Divisions
include classical, soundtracks, rock,
country, folk, jazz, international, blues,
and obscure departments like Hawaiian
and Techno. The walls arc covered with
rare and outrageous LPs (one entire section is devoted to bikinis), and everything in the store is for sale.
The most fascinating thing about
PDQ is how it bucks all the retail
trends. While most single-site stores are
being driven out of business by the
big chains, PDQ is doing very nicely.
Why? First, PDQ has the room to
store enough records to be one of the
most complete record stores anywhere.
While most used stores would consider
themselves lucky to have asingle copy
of RCA LSC-2367 (Earl Wild and
Arthur Fiedler performing Gershwin's

CALE
holding aseminar with Brad OToole
of Transparent Cable on audio and
video cables and on Transparenes new
upgrade program for purchasers of
Supet Ultra, and Reference XL cables.
Call (901) 684-5461 for reservations.
WASHINGTON

•Friday, August 15, 7-9pm: Definitive
Audio (14405 NE 20th Street,
Bellevue) will host Robert Harley for
an "Introduction to Home Theater"
seminar and question-and-answer session on music reproduction and home
theatet Bob will sign copies of his new
Stereophile, August 1997

Rhapsody in Blur), PDQ had jive when I
visited, each at adifferent price, depending on condition. And because PDQ
owns its building, it doesn't have the
cripplingly high rents that plague most
retail outlets. Instead of aconveniently
located tiny 1200-square-foot cubbyhole, PDQ is a small aircraft hanger
slightly off the beaten path.
PDQ has developed an international
reputation as the place to go to find LPs
that just don't exist anywhere else. On

Lonesome (PHC 1010), and Lejiy Frizzell
(Columbia FC 37466). Ialso slummed
with both of the Burns Sisters' Philo
CDs, John Jennings' Buddy, and Patty
Loveless' When Fallen Angels Fly.
Next time you're in Tucson, Albuquerque, Phoenix, Las Vegas, or even LA,
take aside trip to PDQ. For music-loving
record collectors, it's as close to heaven as
you can get in Arizona. PDQ Records,
2343 N. Dodge, Tucson, AZ. Tel: (520)
881-2681.

UNITED STATES
Larry Greenhill
Tomlinson Holman, inventor of THX
record collectors,
and president of TMH Corporation,
has commented that audio products arc
PDQ Records is
beginning to resemble computers with
high-speed programmable Digital Sigas close to heaven
nal Processor (DSP) chips. This trend
as you can get
was evident at the 1997 Winter Consumer Electronics Show (WCES) in Las
in Arizona.
Vegas, where designers from Altec
Lansing, Aurcal, Kenwood, Onkyo,
any given day you can find customers
Sherwood, Spatializer, Madrigal, and
from Germany, Japan, Italy, France, and
Virtual Listening Systems displayed
Singapore (even Boulder, CO) wanderaudio products that depend on 24-bit
ing around the store. PDQ also does a DSP chips from Motorola to decode
lot of business with retailers from larger AC-3-encoded datastreams or render
cities who are buying stuff for their own
3-D sound images from atwo-speaker
customers. PDQ's prices are very reasonstereo system. The market for audio
able; even the ultra-rare stuff is never
DSP chips includes audio/video remore than $75 adisc.
ceivers, Digital Versatile Disc (DVD)
Once ayear Itreat myself to an after- video, DVD-ROM, HDTV, set-top
noon at PDQ. My minimum time allotapplications (cable, MMUS microwave,
ment is three hours. My most recent or fiber-optic), televisions, and automoforay dredged up Hum and Strum Along tive audio systems. Thus, cooperative
with Chet Atkins (RCA LSP-2025), The agreements between the manufacturers
Texas Playboys (Capital ST-11917), a of semiconductors and audio equippromo copy of k.d. lang's Angel with a ment will benefit both. For example,
Lariat (Sire 25441-1), Foster & Lloyd large amounts of processing power will
(RCA-6372-1R), Rosanne Cash's King's be required to operate the algorithms
Record Shop (Columbia FC 40777), A from music-only applications on DVD.
Prairie Home Companion Presents Stoney It is in this application that Motorola,
with its 24-bit, 80MIPS DSP chips,
plans to play akey role.
To better understand the advantages
ND
A
R
of DSP for high-end audio products, I
conducted interviews with representabook, Home Theater for Everyone: A
tives from Motorola. Ialso spoke with
Practical Guide to Today's Home EnterAureal and Madrigal, two manufacturtainment Systems as well as The Complete
ers that use these DSP chips in their
Guide to High-End Audio. Call Definitive
audio products.
Audio at (206) 746-3188 for informaMotorola's 24-bit DSPs have long
tion or to make areservation.
been used in professional audio studio
• Saturday, August 16, 7-9pm: Nuts
equipment, including editing and masAbout Hi-Fi (10100 Silverdale Way,
tering equipment. There, the chip's 24Silverdale) will host Robert Harley for
bit architecture yields greater precision
an "Introduction to Home Theater"
and dynamic range than standard 16-bit
seminar, question-and-answer session,
DSP solutions. For consumer audio
and book signing. (See previous
markets, the company offers four differdescription.) Call Nuts About Hi-Fi at
ent Symphony' DSP products, stated
(360) 698-1348 for information or to
Paul Bundshuh, Manager of Motorola's
make areservation.
Strategic Marketing and Product Plan-

For music-loving
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You can spend more money!
you cannot buy better electronics.

For more information please contact your nearest Classé Audio dealer.
Classé Audio, Inc.

5070 François-Cusson, Lachine, Quebec, Canada H8T 1B3
Telephone: (514) 636-6384 • Fax: (514) 636-1428

ning Digital Signal Processing Division.
These DSPs incorporate awide variety
of audio algorithms, including those
from Dolby Laboratories (Pro-Logic,
AC-3 Surround), Lucasfilm Ltd. (Home
TI-DC, Home TEDC 5.1), DTS Coherent
Acoustics, and avariety of 3-D applications (Aureal, Spatializer, SRS, Virtual
Listening Systems). Bundshuh claims
that many of these technologies were
available first or exclusively on Motorola
DSPs. Motorola chips cover arange of
performance and prices. For example,
Motorola has six standard solutions
applicable to A/V receivers, including
basic Pro-Logic, Dolby Digital Surround, or Dolby Digital Surround with
Lucasfihn's TI-DC 5.1 and DTS.
Motorola's DSP56009, afirst-generation AC-3 solution targeted at A/V
receivers, was used in most of the new
Dolby Digital receivers and surround
decoders shown at WCES. Firms that
announced products using Motorola
DSPs include B&IC, Kenwood, Onkyo, Sherwood Newcastle, and Theta.
Additionally, Sherwood Newcastle announced the first AC-3- and DTScapable A/V receiver, while Theta announced the first A/V receiver using
Motorola DSPs to support 3-D virtual
surround.
Motorola's latest Symphony DSP, the
DSP56011, is asecond-generation Dolby Digital AC-3 audio DSP optimized
for the DVD, advanced set-top, and
High-Definition Television (HDTV)
markets. This chip reduces the DVD
part count, board space, and cost, while
adding such new features as 96kHz to
48kHz tap decimation. This mathematical process utilizes the data from the
higher sampling rate to increase audio
signal quality, while competing solutions may throw the extra data away.
This feature is intended specifically for
DVD players.
Bundshuh suggests that the recent
delay in the introduction of the DVD
audio-only standard may turn out to be
good for the audiophile community
Long-term success of DVD movie formats depends upon the involvement of
film studios in the standards-setting
process. A similar approach will be
required by record companies, producers, composers, and artists to ensure the
best possible audio standard. For this
reason Motorola was the initial sponsor
of the International Alliance of Multichannel Music (IAMM), a nonprofit
group formed by Tomlinson Holman to
promote the capabilities of high-density
multichannel formats. The IAMM organization has received the endorseStereophile, August 1997

ment of the National Association of
Recording Artists Society. Although
IAMM does not promote aparticular
DVD audio technology, Bundshuh
finds that the DTS format may be gaining momentum in the record industry.
This 32-bit compression algorithm is
fully compatible with today's CD technology, and works well in the car audio
environment. In fact, the first DTS car
system was announced at the 1997
WCES by KEF.

"The recent delay
in the introduction
of the DVD audio-only
standard may turn out to
be good for the
audiophile community!'
—Paul Bundshuh,
Motorola
Bundshuh previewed Motorola's plans
to market in 1997 DSP56300-based
audio DSPs running at 100 MIPS and
above —more than twice the performance of any audio processor currently
available. In fact, Dolby Labs is already
using the DSP56300 to drop the cost of
AC-3 encoding, which currently requires
eight high-end 32-bit DSPs. Single-chip
DSP56300 AC-3 encoders will enable
such Dolby-encoded recordable consumer products as HDTV/DVD-compatible hand-held camcorders.
Bundshuh was pleased by the number of affordable AC-3 solutions in consumer home products shown at the
1997 WCES: "Programmable DSP
micro-architectures are driven by the
same price/performance improvements
in microprocessor technology that have
driven the personal computer revolution. As aresult, the cost of implementation will continue to drop dramatically, while simultaneously adding new
value-added features." This is shown by
the fact that Technics announced anew
$299 AC-3 surround decoder, and
Sherwood announced a $799 AC-3
A/V receiver —each roughly half the
price of similar components in 1996.
Michael Hunter is VP of Sales at
Aureal, acompany that employs acustom-adapted Motorola programmable
DSP whose algorithms produce 3-D
sound effects from two stereo speakers.
Hunter stated that Aureal uses acustomized Motorola DSP chip — the

Aureal VSP901 Dolby Pro Logic Virtual
Surround Processor. This is afully digital, 24-bit Dolby Pro Logic Surround
Processor (for low noise and wide dynamic range) with Aurears A3D audio
technology to provide a"virtual-speaker" capability. Hunter believes that such
aprocessor will appeal to home owners
who may be hesitant about purchasing
extra speakers and amplifiers to set up a
Home Theater system. He believes that
Home Theater sales have remained at a
flat 6.7% because of the cost of requiring extra audio gear and setting up the
system. The Aureal system becomes a
"Home Theater in aBox," generating
"virtual" speakers for playback of multichannel surround-sound formats (Pro
Logic, AC-3, MPEG2) through apair of
ordinary speakers or headphones. Aureal's 3-D effect does not achieve these
effects by spreading the image, as other
such systems do, but by accurately
depicting the exact position of the
sounds in three-dimensional space. The
PC side to this application is interactive
3-D audio for "Doom," racing games,
flight simulators, and 3-D Internet sites
to create realistic, fully three-dimensional, interactive ("on-the-fly") positioning and movement of sounds.
Aureal's 3-D concept was originally
developed by Crystal River Engineering. This software product provided
3-D simulation with only two speakers
for NASA simulators and recreation
parks using head-related transfer functions (HRTFs). The company generated
the HRTF filtering algorithm by placing amicrophone in the subject's ear,
then keeping the head stationary while
asound source is moved. This is repeated many times for algorithm generation. The algorithm is then masked into
the Motorola DSP to create the Aureal
processor, which requires only aDolbyencoded musical stream to generate the
virtual 3-D effect from two speakers.
Aureal hopes its system processor will
be used by arange of consumer audio
products, including stereo televisions,
stereo minicomponent systems, portable video systems, in-flight entertainment systems, VCRs, set-top boxes (cg,
cable converters), headphone systems,
and multimedia systems.
During WCES, Hunter played a
video clip from The Abyss over atwospeaker system, switching the Aureal
processor in and out of the system. With
the Aureal processor engaged, sound
effects of the submarine crash scene suddenly appeared from the sides and
behind, but emerged only from between
the two speakers when switched out.
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Future-proof technolo
thing else likely to be introduced in the
foreseeable future — including 96 kHz
audio-only DVD.
If you would like to learn more
about how the Digital Surround
Decoder can provide afuture-proof
digital solution for your current and
possible component needs, visit your
Proceed dealer for apersonal demonstration soon.

Will the component you buy today
be able to play the software
you purchase in the future?
If the ability to upgrade over time is
important in digital sources, it is
essential in digital surround processors. Existing processors have limited
capabilities, requiring costly hardware
changes when anew format like DVD is
introduced.
The new ProceedDigital
Surround Decoder offers the best of
both worlds. With it, you can continue
to enjoy the superb performance of the
PAV while adding the new digital capabilities required by the next generation
of software.
The foundation of the Digital
Surround Decoder is apowerful, soft40

performance and
configuration
flexibility.

ware upgradable, general purpose DSP
engine that can easily acquire new
capabilities as standards evolve. It will
support Dolby Digital e (AC-3), DTS
Coherent Sound.
,MPEG Audio (Musicame),
various multichannel modes, and any-

PROCEED
Preced' probes are &holed anti manufactured by Marine Audio Laboratnnes 180
PO Box 781. Moddelmm. CT 06457 USA FAX (860) 546-7540
II you mid bire to ac13 to, name la our main; itst. please trente o fay us Mlle
address above or nut us on ex nlemet at

/Atom madnça conr

AOnliallosyml MIS meat& val he matle la every name added to our malsng Irs1
Human toXernational ComPuml
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Giovanni Meier, senior design engineer at Madrigal Laboratories, spoke
about RAM-configuration use of the latest-generation Motorola DSP56303 chip
in Madrigal's Proceed Digital Surround
Decoder. This allows Madrigal to update
the Motorola chip by "flashing" it with
new software. Meier claims that use of
the DSP56303 makes their new outboard processor "future-proof." Madri-

The Proceed Digital
Surround Decoder's
three DSP56303
Motorola chips offer a
total of 240 MIPS
of computing power —
comparable to aSilicon
Graphics workstation.
gal's Jon Herron stated that consumers,
uncertain of processor or format standards, are hesitant to buy atransport or
processor because of rapid product introduction, shortened product cycles, and
the impending arrival of the DVD player
and its software. Convenient, easy upgrades are made possible in the new
Proceed processor by using three
powerful software-upgradeable Motorola
DSP56300 chips that will avoid obsolescence and provide for future software
upgrades. Using flash memory means
that the Digital Surround decoding function can remain current. These updates
can be obtained from floppy disk, audio
CD, or password-protected Internet sites.
The chips arc mounted on system cards
that reside in the processor's 10 slots. Thus
plug-in system cards can be designed to
provide digital I/O, D/A conversion,
remote zones of multiroom systems, etc.
The Proceed Digital Surround Decoder's three DSP56303 Motorola chips
offer atotal of 240 MIPS of computing
power—comparable to a Silicon Graphics workstation. This processing power
permits the Proceed Digital Surround
1)ecoder's Digital Interface Receiver
(DIR) to receive in excess of 12 megabits
per second (compared to 1.4Mb/s used
by CD and 10MbIs available from
DVD), which will allow abandwidth of
up to 961cHz. The planned initial features
of this Proceed Digital Surround Decoder
include Dolby Digital (AC-3), DTS,
MPEG2/Musicam, Pro Logic (Enhanced
Pro Logic), and TH)C 4.0 and 5.1 (as
Stereophiie, August 1997

appropriate). Madrigal emphasizes that
the Digital Surround Decoder is "futureproof" (with hardware modularity and
software upgradeability), highly configurable (you buy only what you need), and
has enough power to let the user's home
system have one-touch operation: When
you touch Play on aDVD =sport, the
entire system "wakes up," automatically
selects the right inputs and surround
mode, and starts playing aDVD disc.
"The challenge for companies like
Madrigal," said Jon Herron, "will be to
combine high-tech with high-touch; je,
to combine benefits of extremely high
technology with simple, convenient
operation, to make it more human and
not just more computerlike." DSP chip
technology provides a cost-effective
method of achieving both goals.
CANADA
Robert Deutsch
The results of the last Quebec referendum came uncomfortably close to endorsing separation from the rest of
Canada, and debate continues in Quebec
about the pros and cons of separation.
However, judging by the recent Festival
du Son et de l'Image, Quebecois of every
ethnic and political stripe are firmly
united in their devotion to the things that
really count: audio and video. The
Festival, aka The Montreal Show, is
Canada's best-attended consumer event
of its type, attracting people from
Ontario as well as Quebec. Conveniently
held in the downtown Delta hotel, the
Festival celebrated its 10th anniversary in
1997, with a30% increase in exhibition
space over last year (eight hotel floors).

For me, the Montreal weekend got off
to an auspicious start: seeing aperformance ofJeanne la Pucelle, amusical based
on the story ofJoan of Arc, at the impressive Place des Arts. Billed as "La Première Création Québecoise en Route
pour Broadway," Jeanne is a historical
piece very much in the Les Misérables
mold, and while the =sic doesn't reach
Les Miz heights, it's generally tuneful
and at times stirring, with spectacular
staging and excellent performances
from Judith Bérard and René Simard in
the leads. Broadway success is asufficiently scarce commodity and Jeanne
will need aheap of bonne chance to make
it, but Icertainly wish them well on the
route pour Broadway.
Back at the Delta, the corridors were
teeming with audiophiles — especially
on Saturday afternoon, when it was difficult to enter some of the rooms. Organizer Marie-Christine Prin noted in
her program editorial that the show was
originally called "Festival du Son"
(without "et de l'Image"), but the advent of Home Theater made them
expand the scope.
There has also been amore concerted
effort to attract Anglophones in addition
to Francophones. Judging by overheard
conversations, about 80% of the attendees
were Francophones, but the exhibitors I
spoke to were all fluent in English. The
Festival is primarily a dealer show,
but there was also good representation
from distributors and manufacturers/
designers, including Lew Johnson (Conrad-Johnson), Luke Manley (VTL),
Pierre Etienne Léon (PE Léon), and
Joachim Gerhard (Audio Physic). Best of

The revived Oracles Delphi Mk.5 turntable
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all, there were enough interesting products to keep even ajaded WCES
habitué from being bored.
That is, on the audio side. On the
video front, there was not much new —
just the usual bombastic surroundsound demonstrations, and prototype
DVD machines playing the by-nowtoo-familiar demo discs. The feeling I
got from talking to exhibitors and attendees was that, in Quebec, Home
Theater is considered apleasant diversion, but people's real passion is still
reserved for the high-fidelity reproduction of music. Classical music was used
in more of the demos than is typical at
other shows. In one demonstration
(Ultra High Fidelity magazine's well-setup system, featuring Reference 3A
Suprema 2speakers), they even played a
zarzuela selection — which, according to
conventional audio-exhibitor wisdom,
is asure way to empty aroom. It didn't.
Iwas surprised at the number of
speakers from companies virtually unknown outside the Quebec market: Dti
Boisé, Le Doux, Vertige, LAQ, Audio
Specialist Industries, Euridia, Lamhorn.
Polti, Fertin, Summum. The models
ranged from conventional boxes (the
$499 1 Polti PS-92 seemed to offer
exceptional performance for the price)
to the-aliens-have-landed look of the
models from Le Doux. Another conversation piece was the Euridia A-16.
The speaker itself is a well-made if
somewhat expensive ($2700) two-way;
what's unusual is the dedicated stand
($1000), which suspends the A-16 from
steel wires! These are said to "annihilate
vibrations and let the music float around
you." Idon't know whether it was the
annihilation of vibrations or some other
reason, but the A-16s had a notably
open sound.
A Quebecois loudspeaker that really
impressed me was the Verity Audio
Parsifal ($13,800). Designed by exOracle engineers, the Parsifars appearance bears resemblance to some Oracle
speakers of yore, but has clearly surpassed
them in sonic performance. Speaking of
Oracle, Iwas pleased to see the Mark 5
version of this classic turntable, production having resumed under the direction
ofJacques Riendeau, brother of founder
Marcel Iliendeau.
Totem, the Quebec-based manufacturer whose speakers have received
international acclaim, made two introductions at the show. The Staff ($1500)
is a floorstanding minitower that includes a platform stand. An unusual
IAll prices arc in CI)NS, unless otherwise noted.
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Single-ended triodes from Audio Marginal

The "floating" speaker from Euridia

option is a pair of aluminum cones
($100) they call "beak tuning pods."
They're to be placed on top of the
speaker in aspecific location, and apparently have a beneficial effect on the
sound. Shades of Harmonix tuning dots
and Mpingo discs....

The Totem Shaman

The Shaman ($12,500), which made
its US debut at HI-FI '97 — full report
to appear next month —is Totem's new
top-of-the-line speaker, afloorstanding
five-way design with claimed bass
response extending to 16Hz. It features
a10" sub-bass, 8" midbass, 2" titaniumStereophiie, August 1997

WHO IS MEE?

Perhaps a
few
references are in order:
Stereophile Magazine (USA),
Recommended Components:

Compact Disc Players

Tuners

.11111111111111
Preamplifiers

1996: RCD95013X (D Player
RB980BX Power Amplifier
RB985 Power Amplifier
RSP960AX Surround Processor
RT990BX Tuner
199 5: RP900 Turntable
RSP960AX Surround Processor
RT990BX Tuner
RHTIO FM Tuner
1994: RCD955BX CD Player
RCD9658X CD Player
R89808X Power Amplifier
RHTIO FM Tuner
1993: RCD955BX (D Player
RCD965BX CD Player
RB980BX Power Amplifier
RHTI 0FM Tuner
1992: RC0955AX CD Player
R(0965BX CD Player

Hi Fi Choice Magazine (UK),
Hi fi Choice Awards:

Power Amplifiers

111111111
Integrated Amplifiers

1996: RA920AX Integrated Amplifier
1993: RA960BX Integrated Amplifier
RA9358X Integrated Amplifier
RT960BX Tuner
1992: RA930AX Integrated Amplifier
RC960BX Preamplifier
RB960BX Power Amplifier
1991: FICD965BX CD Player

Audio Video Intl, (USA),
Hi Fi Grand Prix Awards:
1996: RCD950 (D Player
RA985BX Integrated Amplfier
RX950 AM/FM Receiver
RC(945 (D (hanger
RSP980 THX Surround Processor
R(995 CD Player
RT940AX Tuner
1994: R89808X Power Amplifier
I993: RCD9658X CD Player
RB980BX Power Amplifier

Audio Magazine (Germany),
Golden Ear Awards:
Surround Sound Processors
.•1011Or
1

1994: R89808X Power Amplifier
R(980BX Preamplifier
1993: R89808X Power Amplifier
RC980BX Preamplifier
1992: RB9808X Power Amplifier
RC980BX Preamplifier

Sound &Vision Magazine
(Canada), Critics Choice:
1995: R8970BX Power Amplifier
RB985 Power Amplifier
RA985BX Integrated Amplifier
RSP960AX Surround Processor
RTC940AX Tuner Preamp
RT940AX Tuner
RC0930AX (D Player
1995: RC980BX Preamplifer
R8980BX Power Amplifier
RSP960AX Surround Processor
1994: RC970BX Preamplifer
R89808X Power Amplifier
RB990BX Power Amplifier
RA980BX Integrated Amplifier
RT9508X AM/FM Tuner
RIC940AX Tuner/Preamp
RX940AX Receiver
RX950AX Receiver
RCD945AX CD Player
RC(940AX Carousel CD Player
RSP960AX Surround Processor
1993: RX950AX Receiver
RC960BX Preamplifier
RB960BX Power Amplifier
RB990BX Power Amplifier
RA980BX Integrated Amplifier
RT930AX FM Tuner
RT9508X AM/FM Tuner
RCD9658X (D Player

What Hi Fi? Magazine (UK),
What HiFi Awards:
1993: RCD945AX CD Player
1992: RT9508X AM/FM Tuner
RA920AX Integrated Amplifier
RCD9658X CD Player
1991: R(D9658X CD Player
RA930AX Integrated Amplifier

Consumer Electronics Show
(USA), Innovations Awards:
1997: RSP980 THX' Surround Processor
1995: RMB100 Monoblock Amplifier
199 2: R89808X Power Amplifier

Consumers Digest (USA)
Best Buys:
1996: RX950AX AM/FM Receiver
RA970BX Integrated Amplifier

Home Cinema Choice (UK)
A/V Power Amp of the Year:
1997: RB985 Power Amplifier

Multiroom Contr-,Ilers

111010 ADVEll

For more of what the critics say, ask your dealer or call
(508) 664-3820 for our Critical Acclaim review booklet.
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alloy midrange, 1" double-magnet titanium-dome tweeter, and, perched atop
the cabinet, a1
/"textile-dome super4
tweeter. Since metal-dome tweeters are
not known to lack top-end extension, I
was surprised to see the inclusion of the
supertwecter, designer Vmce Bruzzese
told me that they'd tried it both ways,
and the supertwceter added an airy quality that was felt to be adefinite improvement. The Shaman certainly sounded
like a real contender in Totem's own
setup using Sphinx electronics, and even
more so in the Conrad-Johnson room,
which used the big C-J monoblocks and
C-J ART line stage. The ART made its
debut at HI-FI '96 in prototype form,
and is just now in full production.
According to Lew Johnson, production
units arc improved from the prototypes,
the major difference being circuit
changes that resulted in alowering of
output impedance by afactor of two (a
good thing).
Single-ended triode amplifiers are
now available from Quebec-based companies; the unit that caught my eye was
the Audio Marginal 11DMS ($10,000),
with amatching preamp ($10,000), driving speakers by Fertin. These amps do
have a certain ...je ne sais quoi. More

mainstream — and more affordably
priced — were the solid-state MDG
Audio Allegrio power amp (95W,
$2100) and preamp ($1650). Made in
St.-Joseph-du-Lac, Quebec, these seem
like well-thought-out products offering
good value.
From farther afield (Richmond Hill,
Ontario) is the line of speakers from
Acora Technologies. Their claim to
fame rests on their cabinet materials:
solid stone (marble and granite, with
interior damping). Prices range from
$1699 to $6000, the latter for the
WATT/Puppy-ish Model 2.82, which
weighs in at 156 lbs. Even the smaller
Model 3.8 (21" by 12" by 16", $3999)
weighs over 100 lbs.
Cliffhanger Audio Systems is a
new audiophile-oriented company that
hails from Sudbury, Ontario, and has set
itself the ambitious task of producing—
except for the source — acomplete system: preamplifier, amplifier, and speakers. The power amp didn't make it to
Montreal (it's still in the prototype
stage), but the speakers (CHS-2, $1695;
matching Bedrock subwoofers, $2000)
and CHC-1 preamplifier ($1695 line
stage, $2195 with phono) were making
very musical sounds with the aid of a

The 1997 Festival du Son et de l'Image:
Selected Manufacturers/Distributors
Acora Technologies, 65 Lund St.,
Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada
L4C 9V7. TeVFax: (905) 737-2851.
Audio Marginal, 5635 Marie
Victorin. Brossard, Quebec, Canada
J4W 1A2. Tel: (514) 990-1631.
Cliffhanger Audio, 1248 Rosemarie Ave., Sudbury, Ontario, Canada
P3A 4E2. Tel./Fax: (705) 522-6232.
Internet: http://cybersudbury.corn/
business/cliffiunger .
E-mail: iansmith
Ccyberbeach.net.
Euridia: Distributor: Studio 1006,
1394 Sauve Est, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada. Tel: (514) 348-2215.
Le Doux, Excel Sound & Art, 2107
Tanguay St., Magog, Quebec J1X
3WY Tel: (888) 847-4016. Fax: (819)
847-4609. Internet: http://www.
excel-sound-artcom
Newform Research, P.O. Box 475,
Midland, Ontario, Canada IAR 4L3.
Tel: (705) 835-9000. Fax: (705) 835008L Internet: http://www.barint
on.ca/newform/E-mail: newform
@barinton.ca
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PE Léeon: Distributor: Dimexs,
9998 Lajounesse, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada H3L 2E1. Tel: (514) 3843737. Fax: (514) 384-7207.
Polti Acoustique, 9999B Paris,
Montreal, North Quebec, Canada
H1I-1 4J8. Tel: (514) 322-6132, (800)
854-6132.
Reference 3A: Distributor: Divergent Technologies, 6465 Monroe
St, Unit E, Sylvania, OH 43560. Tel:
(419) 885-7266. Fax: (519) 749-1565.
Royd Loudspeaker Company:
Distributor: Ruehle Marketing, Box
24, Site 1, RR1, DeWmton, Alberta,
Canada TOL OXO. Tel: (403) 9387143. Fax: (403) 938-7853.
MDG Audio: Distributor: Audio
d'Occasion, 1175 Ontario est, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H2L 1113.
Tel: (514) 522-2020.
Verity Audio Canada, 840 rue
Sainte-Thérèse, Suite 110, Quebec,
Quebec, Canada GIN 157. E-mail:
verityaudio.com. Internet http://www.
verityaudio.com.
—Robert Deutsch

Totem's "beak tuning pod"

Micromega CD player and McCormack
amp. The subwoofer seemed particularly
good, producing bass that was tight as
well as extended. The preamp uses asingle 12AT7A per channel in the line stage
and a12AX7A for the phono, with no
solid-state devices in the signal path.
The design and manufacture of the
drivers used in speaker systems is asufficiently specialized endeavor that most
"speaker manufacturers" actually buy
the drivers (off-the-shelf or custommade on an OEM basis) from specialist
driver manufacturers. A small Canadian
company that's an exception to this rule
is Newfonn Research (as are, of course,
the big boys, like Canada's API and
Paradigm). Newfomi manufactures ribbon midrange/tweeters and sells them
separately to hobbyists; they also market
complete systems, combining the ribbon
with dynamic drivers. I'd heard some of
their smaller systems before, and had
been bothered by the quality of the ribbon/dynamic driver integration. However, Iwas quite taken with the sound of
the Newfonn NHB (No Holds Barred)
system demoed at the Festival. The
NHB ($4717 factory-direct) consists of a
pair of stacked 30" ribbons per side,
attached to abox containing adynamic
midbass driver, with separate subwoofers
handling the extreme low end. Standing
at over 90" tall and not exactly adecorator's dream, the NHB (Spectron amplifier, llega CD player) had an exceptionally smooth sound, particularly on voice,
and the ribbon/bass integration was
much improved over previous models. If
the size and appearance are not aproblem, these are well worth checking out.
The Swiss-made Reference 3A loudspeakers, designed by Daniel Dehay, feature aproprietary midrange/bass driver
run without acrossover, and minimalist
crossovers used with the other drivers
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The performance of integrated amplifiers is compromised lor
all-in-one convenience. Integrated amplifiers are not equipped
with the heavy-duty, high current, high voltage power supplies
available in the best separate power and preamplifiers. First of all,
there just isn't enough space. More importantly, there are
technical limitations. In an integrated amplifier, such supplies
would generate unacceptable levels of heat and hum. And the
high signal levels found in the power output stages create asource
of noise, crosstalk, and preamplifier instability. Obviously, heat
and noise-generating elements shouldn't be operating in close
proximity to the preamplifier circuits. However, this is
exactly where such elements, scaled down-to be sure, are found
in integrated amplifiers.
Demonstrably superior quality, along with flexibility, is what
Adcom now offers in two significant new components:
The GFA-5802 power amplifier and GFP-750 preamplifier.
In the GFA-5802 we chose a classically simple circuit
topology. Two high capacity transformers provide superb
isolation between sensitive input stages and high current output
sections. A massive toroid transformer with dual secondary
windings, high current regulators, and enormous quick response
storage capacitors provide all the current necessary for
unparalleled clarity even under the most difficult operating
conditions. MOSFET (Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect
Transistor) devices are widely praised by knowledgeable
audiophiles for their unique combination of solid state
dependability, dynamic capability, and tube-like smoothness. Each
channel uses eight carefully matched pairs to produce 300 watts

per channel into 8ohms and 450 watts per channel into 4ohms.
The GFA-5802 also includes switchable balanced (XLR) and
unbalanced (RCA) inputs and dual sets of heavy duty, gold
plated, five way binding posts ideal for biwiring.
The GFP-750 is a purely passive attenuator/switcher or, at
your option, an active preamplifier. In passive mode, the signal
sees only input switching and the high resolution attenuator. In
typical Adcom fashion, the GFP-750's massive high current power
supply features alarge toroid transformer with multiple secondary
windings for each channel. Specially chosen storage capacitors
insure responsive voltage supply to all active elements. For active
gain functions, it offers true differential balanced audio
signal paths, with MOSFET devices. The GFP-750 features remote
control, balanced (XLR) and single ended (RCA) inputs for CD as
well as single ended inputs for four additional line level analog
sources. Independent balanced and single ended outputs allow
easy interface with almost any amplifier.
We've achieved something that you can appreciate even
without a technical background. Value. Adcom components
provide real value by raising the performance level our customers
can expect from their investment. We don't subtract quality for
convenience, we add performance to build value.
Goodbye integrated.
Hello Adcom.

ADCOM®

Designed for your ears.
And what's between them.
II EIkin•
•
Tel: 732-390-1130 •Fax 732-390-5W,7 • \\ I
, iv
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that fill out the rest of the frequency
range. Judging by the sound of the new
Integrale ($5500, driven by aPrimare
301 integrated amp, US$300, and
Primare 302 CD player; US$3000, as
source), this approach works very well,
the sound having great immediacy and
transparency. All Reference 3A speakers
are characterized by high sensitivity
(92dB), so they're good candidates for
matching with some of those singleended triodes.
YBA is not known for changing their
models with the seasons, so the introduction of the Passion amplifier is truly
newsworthy. And this is not just any
amplifier, mind you. The Passion (feel
free to use the French or the English
pronunciation) monoblocks look more
like American muscle amps than one of
YBA's usual compact offerings. Power is
250W into 8ohms, 500W into 4ohms,
1000W into 2ohms, with apeak power
of 3700W. Tune to get in shape and
save your pennies: Each Passion monoblock weighs 165 lbs, and the price per
pair is US$16,000.
Other new-product introductions:
first North American showing of the
Exposure CD player ($2695); goodsounding, attractively priced speakers
from PE Léon, using "le prindp CrossFlow" internal double-cavity bass loading; the Signet AV Standard ($2500),
described by Signet's Jim Richards as
being "just out of the lab"; the ProAc
Response One SC ($2795), featuring a
new 5" bass/midrange driver with copper magnet assembly; Audio Physic's
Tempo II, asignficant —and, if Ican
judge by abrief listen, very beneficial —
revision of the original Tempo; and the
Royd Albion ($3700 including stand), a
giant leap forward in performance for
another company that has heretofore
specialized in value-for-money offerings.
The Festival du Son et de l'Image has
the reputation of being areal fun show,
ameeting place for Canada's most dedicated audiophiles. It's areputation that
is well deserved.
INTERNATIONAL
Barry Willis
The Hungarian media announced May
9that state-owned broadcasting company Antenna Hungaria Rt will expand
into the telecommunications industry.
At present, Hungarian telecommunications services arc the sole domain
of Malat Rt. Malat has astate-mandated
monopoly until the year 2001. Pantel,
amultinational consortium with energy
and railway operations, is awaiting
Hungarian government approval to
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compete with Malat
AT&T spinoff Lucent Technologies
Inc.—my candidate for the company
with the most moronic advertising slogan of 1997: "We make the things that
make communications work" —entered
apartnership May 12 with Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, CBS Inc., and
Gannett Company to develop FM and
AM digital broadcasting and reception
technologies. The project, being undertaken with USA Digital Radio, aims to
provide listeners with improved audio

British Telecommunications
PLC and British Sky
Broadcasting Group PLC
announced ajoint venture
to provide interactive
television services
to the UK.
quality and integrated data services. Bell
Labs' patented and reputedly goodsounding digital audio compression algorithrn figures heavily in the plan...
British Telecommunications PLC
and British Sky Broadcasting Group
PLC announced ajoint venture to provide interactive television services to
viewers in the UK. The announcement, made in London May 7, mentioned that the joint venture will be
called British Interactive Broadcasting
Ltd. The partnership will subsidize the
development of the service and the
provision of digital set-top converter
boxes, which are expected to sell for
about £200 (about $325) each. Total
start-up costs are estimated at £265
million ($433 million) to provide consumers with subscription viewing, payper-view, and home shopping. A Dow
Jones News Service analysis of the
development pointed out the low level
of consumer acceptance of digital broadcasting and interactive services in Italy
and Germany, where set-top boxes cost
more than $650. Germany's interactiveTV Kirch Gruppe has attracted only
about 30,000 subscribers...
Montreal's Seagram Company more
than doubled its third-quarter earnings
over the same period last year, powered
by gains in its music and movie businesses. The liquor giant owns 80% of
Universal Studios...
Worldwide sales of recorded music
rose 5.5% last year, due primarily to

strong growth in Asia and Latin
America. European and North American music sales remained flat...
Blockbuster's turnaround man has
taken ahike. Bill Fields, former WalMart executive, left Viacom's troubled
music-and-video-rental business at the
end of April after only ayear at the
helm, heading north to join Canada's
Hudson's Bay Company. Once the vidbiz top dog, Blockbuster has suffered
since its purchase by Viacom. Blockbuster's poor performance has soured
Wall Street, and Viacom was reportedly
shopping it around while announcing
plans to rejuvenate it. Viacom's value
dropped $2 billion with Mr. Fields'
departure, an apparent kiss of death for
Blockbuster, whose woes were variously attributed to abad lineup of films in
the first quarter of '97, and the costs of
moving its headquarters from Ft.
Lauderdale to Dallas...
True Facts Dept: A survey published
earlier this year in the journal Nature
found that 40% of scientists believe in
God, afigure that has remained constant
since the first such survey was taken 100
years ago. The new twist? Fifty percent
of the scientists surveyed believe in some
form of personal immortality...
Virgin industries mogul Richard
Branson's first order of business when
he arrived in New York for this year's
Grammy Awards was to buy anew suit.
His own airline had lost his luggage...
CD piracy is ahuge industry in China,
where approximately 120 million illegal
discs are stamped out yearly —almost
60% of the world's total. Most of
China's duplicating gear comes from
Germany, Sweden, and the Netherlands. Complaints to the European
Union from Washington have fallen on
deaf ears. "The EU," says US Trade
Representative Charlene Barshefsky,
"takes a`see-no-evil' attitude" ...
UNITED STATES
Wes Phillips
Magnum Dynalab (8 Straythearn Ave.,
Unit 9, Brampton, Ontario, Canada L6T
4L9. Tel: (905) 791-5888. Fax: (905)
791-5583) has become the new North
American distributor for the French
Micromega range of digital products.
PGM Recordings will continue in
the wake of founder Gabe Wiener's
untimely demise (see Jonathan Scull's
tribute to Gabe in June, p29). Currently
under construction at West 54th street
in Manhattan is the Ars Nova building,
future home of QSI Digital Mastering
Labs and PGM. There, QSI will expand
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OrigakU
integrated amplifier

Conquest
mono power amplifiers

21 IA Triode

300B Triode

Single-ended

Parallel single-ended

27 watts per channel
hand-wound silver transformers
hand-made silver foil capacitors
21 lbs. of silver

17 watts each
custom output transformers
custom copper foil capacitors

$6,995/pair

$89,200

Check your wallet
Why the price spread?
In 1973 Hiroya.su Kondo
began aquest to re-create high
fidelity. He felt that audio manufacturers, in their effort to
increase the information retrieved
from recordings, had lost touch
with the emotional qualities of
the music.
He realized that every component must be re-engineered and
optimized to bring out the musical performance. He designed his
own resistors and crafted handdrawn silver-foil capacitors.
From ingots of Italian silver he
drew wire through diamond dies
of his own design, and wound it
by hand into aradical new type
of output transformer. He used
simple single-ended circuits and
directly heated triodes.

The result was breathtaking arediscovery of the emotional
impact of music. "It digs deep
into the music and lays bare its
flesh and its soul... Runs rings
around everything 1have heard,
tried, used or borrowed," said
British reviewer Alvin Gold
about the Ongaku amplifier in
Audiophile magazine.
He also said "I shall never be
able to afford to buy one." We
understand. Construction without
compromise is expensive. So
Audio Note U.K. was formed to
retain Mr. Kondo's objectives and
design principles at more affordable prices.
The Conquest amplifier has
output transformers and signal
capacitors custom made by Audio
Note, of copper. It is still asingle-

ended, zero-feedback Class A
Design. It gives you the body and
soul of the performance, rather
than merely sonic pyrotechnics.
If you want to truly hear all the
music, listen to Audio Note.
At any price level.
Audio Note makes amplifiers
from $1995, and complete
systems from about $5000. You
can hear them at selected dealers.
Call us for information.

AUDIO NOTE USA

Audio Note USA 718-876-9742 •60 Hannah St., New York, N.Y. 10301
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its mastering facilities, offering six editing and mastering suites. The suites will
range from simple 24-bit editing and
transfer rooms to a24-bit/96kHz multichannel production facility with DVD
capability. With the completion of the
Ars Nova building, PGM will then
encompass its own in-house art and
marketing departments and intends to
increase its annual output from 12 to 24
titles as aliving legacy for its foundex
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
KEF's budget bookshelf Coda 7totally
dominated the British speaker scene
through 1995 and the first half of'96, by
which time various rivals (Mission,
Mordaunt-Short, B&W) had overtaken
it and were vying for the top spot. The
Coda 7 looks great and is beautifully
voiced, but some had criticized its rather
flimsy construction, which made it less
than amatch for rivals when played loud.
This is now addressed in what
amounts to aMk.II version, dubbed the
Coda 7SE, which costs alittle more but
features more substantial cabinetwork
and an improved main driver and
crossover components.
Celestion must have hoped its Impact

KEF Coda 7loudspeaker

series of speakers would live up to their
name, commercially as well as sonically.
That it conspicuously failed to do so is
reflected in acomplete new "i" series of
replacements arriving on the scene after
only 18 months. Some of the cosmetic
moldings are retained (the tools had

plenty of life left!), but in all other
respects the new range, nine models
strong, is new, and includes two bookshelf two-ways, five floorstanders (two
two-ways, three three-ways), plus a
powered subwoofer and center-front
dialog speaker.
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The New Acurus Amplifiers
A100
$649 U.S. retail

Handmade American Amplifiers
For The Price Of Mass Produced Foreign Copies
A200
$999 U.S. retail

With its next generation of amplifiers Acurus
introduces Symmetrical Channel Configuration for

The Acurus A100 and A200 amplifiers have the same
type of power supplies, glass epoxy circuit boards,

increased smoothness with greater detail. These stereo

components and connectors as are found in American

amplifiers can be mated with the new Symmetrical

highend amplifiers selling for several times the Acurus
price. In addition, as you would expect of ahandmade

A100x3 and A200x3, both of which provide over 20%
more power into low impedance loads, to create the
heart of an exceptional home theater system.
Unlike amplifiers that have an American sounding
name on the front panel and an American address on
the back panel, but no "Made in USA:" label anywhere,
all Acurus are true American handmade amplifiers.

original, the Acurus holds its value far better than the
mass produced copies.
MONDIAL DESIGNS LIMITED
20 Livingstone Avenue •Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522
914.693.8008 •Fax 914.693.7199
www.mondialdesigns.com
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ow's that McIntosh 275
Commemorative amplifier
you bought doing?"
It was Larry Fish, Jr. on the phone.
Larry is vice president of engineering
for McIntosh Laboratory, Inc.!
"Gee, Larry, ah... urn, actually... ah,
Cr, I... sold it"
"Big mistake."
"Yes, tknow."
"You should hear it with the new
Teslovak KT88 output tubes. I was
going to send you some. But actually
that's not the main reason for my call,"
Larry continued.
"How would you like to review apair
of our $13,000 flagship MC solid-state
1000 power amplifiers?"
"Me?"
"Well, you don't live that far from the
factory, and besides, my wife and I
arc making atrip your way to visit a
family member. I'll stop by and drop off
the amps."
Conventional wisdom
Conventional (snob) audiophile wisdom
suggests that McIntosh products are like
Oldsmobiles —something that dad or
granddad might own or drive. Or your
wife's Uncle Bob. Not you. You're too
cool to identify with the brand.
"McIntosh!" gasped an audiophile
crony when Itold him the big monoblocks from Binghamton were on the
way. "But doesn't the equipment sound
hard? Doesn't it lack transparency?"
He was reaching for all the audiophile clichés.
"I'm going to find out. Say, have you
actually listened to any McIntosh gear
lately?"
"No," my friend admitted, "I haven't
listened in years."
Which didn't stop him from having
an opinion.
My ex-wife's Uncle Bob was a
McIntosh man. Indeed, it was he who
first made me aware of high-end audio,
before they called it high-end audio.
Back then, it was just good stereo stuff.
Uncle Bob was aclose friend and
business associate of audio pioneer
I McIntosh Laboratory, 2 Chambers Street: Binghamton, NY 13903-2699. Tel: (607) 723-3512. Fax:
(607)724-0549.
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Sam Tellig
Emory Cook — the man who inade all
those recordings of railroad trains. Emory
would spend the entire night in afreight
yard, preferably in the Hudson Valley,
where the noise of the trains would
bounce off the hills. On more than one
occasion, Uncle Bob was with him. Like
Emory, Bob, too, was something ola nut.
Someday I'll tell you the story of how
Bob helped put Emory up to his greatest prank: phoning an undertaker to dispose of their distant relative Rocco, who
had dropped in from Cleveland and
dropped dead. The problem was how to
bury him cheap. Emory taped the
whole conversation and released it as a
record, A Double-Barreled Blast.
Like Emory, Bob owned McIntosh
gear — tubed gear, as Irecall, but Idon't
remember which models. Itried to get
him interested in other, newer brands,
but Bob wouldn't budge.
"That other stuff looks interesting. It
may be better in some ways than
what Ihave now, or it may be worse. It's
likely different."
These were words of wisdom, although Ididn't recognize it at the time.
"No, I'm going to keep my McIntosh
gear," Bob continued. "I like the way it
sounds. Ilike the way it looks. Ilike the
company. The stuff never breaks."
Uncle Bob passed on, sadly. But the
McIntosh gear survives, in the hands of
his son, Ray, who, like his father, doesn't

read Stertvphile. Emory Cook didn't read
the magazine either. Sadly, Mr. Cook
left the table just as high-end audio really got going, and turned to the commercial duplication of cassettes. Cook
Labs closed about five years ago. Emory
himself is still alive.
Now where was I...
After Larry Fish's call Iwas reminiscing
about Uncle Bob and Emory Cook and
McIntosh, and started to look forward to
the arrival of the McIntosh gear. Larry
said he would bring over the new
McIntosh C 100 preamp, too, so Icould
run signals fully balanced from my Rotel
RCD-990 CD player to the speakers.
All told, this would be nearly $20,000
worth of gear: $6500 for each of the
amps, another $65130 for the preamp.
(Mac gear typically leaves the store for
full boat, by the way. Mac dealers are
what used to be called "carriage trade"
dealers.)
Icalled Larry Fish.
"Larry, you don't have any more of
those Mac 275 Commemorative amps,
do you?"
"No, it was alimited production, as
you know. The last of them is long
gone ... but Ithink there may be one
more amp at the factory. It's B stock —
not cosmetically perfect."
A week later, Larry delivered the new
Mac gear to the house, and I
put the MC
275 Commemorative out of my mind. I

McIntosh MC 1000 monoblock power amplifier
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"ESL Raves"
This is a jaw-dropping speaker
Alvin Gold

Hi-R Choice Magazine
Jan 96

Martin-Logan makes it harder for high
cket loudspeakers to justify their cost
John Atkinson

Stereophile Magazine
Oct 93, vl6n10

nnot give Martin-Logan enough praise
Anthony Cordesman

Audio Magazine
Feb 94

ering industry standards yet again
Larry Rock

Audio Engineer

ary speakers & exceptional value
Sam Tellig

Stereophile Magazine
Jun 93, vl6n6

The clearest most transparent speakers
Ive had the pleasure to hear
Bruce and Jenny Bartlett

High Performance Review
Jun 95, v12n2
When you become disenchanted with the ordinary, we invite you to experience
Martin-Logan ESL (electrostatic loudspeaker) technology.
One ()Ludt chosen specialists will show you what it is to touch space.
feel an image, experience the next level.

1Delaware St., Lawrence. KS 66046
I913.749.0133 fax 913.749.5320
www.martinlogan.com
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can tell you that the 1000W MC 1000
amps are heavy —105 lbs each. This is a
big disadvantage of reviewing superhigh-end gear.
As we placed the Big Macs on the
carpet, Larry spied the pair of singleended tube amplifiers I'd been using.
What must he think—my reveling in
all that second-order harmonic distortion? Discreetly, he said nothing.
"What do you have for speakers?"
Larry inquired, as we both caught our
breath.
"Let's see. How about these 94c1Befficient Cabasse Farella 400s?"
Iexpected Larry to laugh. He didn't.
"Fine," he said, agreeably.
The Cabasse speakers need only 15 to
20W to really get going. Anything over
50W —let alone 1000 —would seem
superfluous. During the time Ihad the
MC 1000s on the Cabasse Fardas, the
most power the amps delivered was 5or
10W. Most of the time, the amps were
cruising along at 1W or less. (This was
according to the very responsive outputlevel meters set on peak-hold.)
As Isaid, these are BIG amps. They're
serious and look the part, with their massive build, purposeful black-glass faceplates, and illuminated blue outputpower level meters. Ifound them quite
handsome.
Some of the size and weight comes
from the massive power supply. According to McIntosh, the filter capacitors in
each of the amps can store more than
400 joules of energy. Each amp has 20
pairs of transistors — that's 40 bipolar
transistors per amp. The transistors don't
take up much space, but the 2800 square
inches of heatsinking does.
Surprisingly, for all those power-output devices, there was hardly any heat.
Each amp ran barely warm. Unlike some
very powerful solid-state amps, the MC
1000 does not use and does not appear to
need afan. There is no such thing as a
quiet fan.
Another reason for the size and weight
of the amp is the output transformer. Yes,
output transformer. McIntosh amplifiers
are unusual — unique, actually —among
solid-state amps in using output transformers. The signal goes through the
transformer before it goes to your speakers, just as it does with most tube amps.
But transformers — don't they mess
up the sound?
In many tube amps, they obviously
do. They tend to roll-off high frequencies and help create that soft, round
sound that many tube aficionados still
crave. Ordinary transformers also tend
to put the damper on achieving ahigh
Stereophile, August 1997
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McIntosh MC 275 Commemorative Reissue power amplifier

damping factor. McIntosh claims to
have solved both of these problems with
their bifilar winding technique — bifilar
meaning that two strands of copper
wire are wound around the transformer
core at the same time. In the MC 1000,
there arc four bifilar windings.
With atypical tube amp, you need an
output transformer because tubes have
a high output impedance — generally
2000 ohms — trying to drive speakers

These are BIG amps.
They're serious and look
the part. Ifound them
quite handsome.
with low input impedances of usually 8
ohms or less. You need atransformer to
get the output impedance down. Transistors, on the other hand, arc devices of
inherent low output impedance. You
don't need atransformer to match them
to your speakers.
Or do you?
Larry describes the MC 1000 output
transformer as an "impedance matching
device." The amp has outputs for 8
ohm, 4 ohm, and 2 ohm speakers.
Connect your speakers to the appropriate output and you automatically tap
into the transformer's windings at the
optimum point for the particular speaker load. McIntosh calls their output
transformer an "autoformer," meaning
you automatically get the optimum
power delivery, assuming you use the
correct speaker output connectors.
Here's the reason for the autoformer:
With asolid-state amplifier, the de-

signer cannot optimize the delivery of
power into awide range of loads. (I've
been told this by such engineers as Ed
Mutka of B&K Components, Ltd.) If
you optimize an amp to drive a4ohm
load, the amp won't be optimized to
drive an 8ohm load — and vice versa.
There are some inexpensive solidstate amplifiers that can sound spectacularly good into the "right" speaker
load —usually 8ohms. The original B&K
ST-140 amplifier (when it was 70Wpc)
was such an amp. It could sound glorious
into an 8ohm speaker but dead into a
4ohm speaker; or indeed into any difficult load in which the impedance widely
varied with frequency With the ST-140, if
the impedance dropped much below
4 ohms, the amp itself might soon be
dead. The load put such astrain on the
output transistors that they would overheat and the amp would fail. The original
ST-140 was famous for "blowing up"
when connected to Magnepans.
The answer would seem to be to
build asolid-state amp that can drive
any speaker load —a killer, high-current
amp. But try some of those killer amplifiers on an "easy" 8ohm speaker load,
and guess what? The original B&K ST140 might sound better.
With the McIntosh MC 1000, there's
none of that ... or so McIntosh claims.
Itried the amps with the Cabasse
Farda 400s (nominally 4 ohms), the
Atelier de Synergie Acoustique Baby
Monitors (nominally 8ohms), the Martin-Logan Aerius i's (nominally 4ohms),
and the N£.A.R. 50-Me floorstanders
(nominally 8ohms). In each case Igot
excellent sound—far better than I'd
expected from such amassive amplifier.
The McIntosh MC 1000 has completely turned around my attitude to
high-powered solid-state amps. No ... I
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SAM'S
am not about to abandon tubes. Especially now that McIntosh is returning
to tubes, at least for one model! (More
about that in a moment) But Iencountered none of the drawbacks Itypically associate with solid-state behemoths — except for the large size and
hefty price.
This may be my prejudice against
solid-state, but Ithink of the typical,
very powerful solid-state amplifier as a
rather crude and nasty device: Coarse in
the midrange, hard in the treble. Lacking in delicacy and finesse. Deficient
in harmonic beauty. Big on balls, that's
all. You've heard all these criticisms
of big solid-state amps, I'm sure. It's
often justified.
Well, such criticisms don't apply to
the MC 1000.
For starters, this is one of the most
delicate-sounding amplifiers Ihave encountered, whether tube or solid-state.
The amplifier resolves fine detail superbly. (The McIntosh C 100 preamp, a
superb performer in its own right,
helps.) Some of the newer critics like to
gab about microdetails and microdynamics —maybe they're inspired by
microbrews! The McIntosh MC 1000
has this microstuff in spades.
It also has the macrostuff. It does fullscale dynamics (macrodynamics) as well
as any amp I've heard. For $13,000/pair,
it should. This is what you're paying for.
Even with relatively small speakers,
like the Cabasse Farella 400s, the MC
1000 was able to convey much more of
the dynamics of a full symphony orchestra than the typical amp. The MC
1000 is able to make small speakers
sound big. That's part of what 1000Wpc
gets you.
All this would be pretty useless if the
midrange and treble weren't sweet. But
hem is where the amp perhaps took me
most by surprise. There were times I
could swear Iwas listening to singleended triode tubes. String tones were
particularly clear, clean, and pure. There
was no grain, grit, or spit.
Another thing that 1000Wpc gets you
is great soundstage depth and width. A
big monoblock amp — solid-state or
tube —can expand the soundstage. It's
this, along with dynamics, that make
abig amp exciting to listen to. The MC
1000's neat trick is that it's exquisite
and exciting.
Did Imention speed? With some big
solid-state amps, Iget the feeling that the
amplifier is being held back by its own
weight that something —perhaps all
those joules ready to turn into juice —is
holding the amp back, slowing it down,
Stereophite, August 1997
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making it sound sluleish. Iheard none of
that with the MC 1000.
The Cabasse Farellas don't "need"
anything like 1000Wpc. This is true. But
it's also true that the power in reserve is
not wasted. With all the speakers Iused,
including the Farellas, Iexperienced a
sense of ease, of unlimited dynamics, of
music's often explosive power. Even
when the output-power level meters
were registering 1to 5W, the other 995
or 999W were somehow doing something for the sound.
For much of my listening — chamber
music and the like — Icould forget that
Iwas hearing apair of kilowatt amps.

when it's time to send it back. Iasked
for two extensions, then finally had to
let the boys from Binghamton retrieve
the amplifiers and preamp. Ieven considered buying the amps and the preamp,
so Icould keep them in my system.
Only the knowledge that McIntosh is
putting the finishing touches on anew
tube amp —and the current state of my
bank balance — held me back.

New tubes for old
A new tube amplifier? Now that's news,
isn't it, Sam?
Yes, it is. But before Itell you what's
coming, let me fill you in on what happened — in case you're one of the lucky
ones who bought one of those limitedThe McIntosh MC 1000
edition McIntosh MC 275 Commemorative amps.
is able to make small
When Larry Fish came by to pick up
the MC 1000s, he had asurprise for me:
speakers sound big.
an MC 275 Commemorative to replace
That's part of what
the one I'd foolishly sold? Indeed, one
amp had remained at the factory
1000VVpc gets you.
because of some hardly visible bent
chrome. And this time, instead of the
And then —in asolo piano recording,
KT88 tubes supplied by Richardson,
for instance — the music would get sudthere were four new Teslovak ICT88s
denly loud and explosively dynamic,
supplied by Groove Tubes.3
and Iknew what all that power in
Holy cow!
reserve was all about.
Thanks to these stellar output tubes,
So... is this the perfect amp?
the amplifier, which I'd thought was
Idon't know. Ihaven't heard other very good before, now sounded ex$13,000/pair solid-state amps in my sys- cellent. By "stellar" Imean dynamic,
tem lately. But Ido get to hear such open, tight in the bass, detailed, and
amplifiers in other systems, and at dealsweet. With atube amp, the quality of
ers and at shows. In my opinion, the
the output tubes seems to be as critical
McIntosh MC 1000 easily holds its as the quality of the output transformer
own. To put it another way, Krell, Mark
and it's obvious McIntosh hasn't lost its
Levinson, and Jeff Rowland Design
touch with transformers.
Group, etc. don't have alock on Class A
Perhaps my biggest surprise was how
solid-state sound.
powerful the Mac 275 was. No, it's not
Ican find nothing to criticize about an MC 1000. But it sure sounded more
this amplifier's sound ... or its behavior.
powerful — dynamic — than a typical
There was no excessive heat, there was 75Wpc tube amplifier. While asingle
no transformer hum, there was no
Conrad-Johnson MV-55 was not quite
noise. True, the top tube amplifiers can
up to driving my (wife's) pair of Martinoffer an even greater degree of treble
Logan Aerius ispeakers, the Mac 275
sweetness and harmonic richness. And
Commemorative, re-tubed with Teslothe best single-ended tube amplifiers yaks, clearly was ... and is.
have aliquidity all their own, sometimes
There was another surprise. The Mac
coupled by an almost ethereal light 275 was very close in sound to the MC
from within. That's missing with the
1000 — that is to say, it didn't sound like
Mac — but it's also missing with other the typical tube amp. The bass was tight
solid-state amps. In no way would I and controlled. The highs were not
describe the MC 1000 as hard or harrolled off— there's something to that
monically threadbare.
McIntosh transformer-winding magic,
It's too bad Uncle Bob isn't still
after all. There was no specious spaaround. Ican almost hear him talking to
me from that great listening room in the
2 Iwrote about the MC 275 in November 1993,
Vol.16 No.11.
sky: "I told you, my boy, that McIntosh
3The Teslovak KT88 is made in Slovakia and distribamplifiers were good!"
uted by Gold Acro (l'enta Lab) and Groove Tubes.
As many reviewers have said, the true Jonathan Scull wrote glowingly of this tube, with justification, in the May 1997 issue.
test of any component is how you feel
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high-current amplifiers. With independent power supplies and direct-coupled inputs, they
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ciousness. Just clean, clear, dynamic
sound with just ahint of warmth to tell
me that Iwas listening to tubes.
If you own aMac 275 Commemorative, re-tube it now with Teslovak
KT88s. You can get them from your
McIntosh or Gold Aero dealer—the
saine tube. (Audio Advisor, Inc. can
supply the Gold Aero Teslovak.) Iverified that it's the same tube when Gold
Aero sent me some samples to try. I
prefer the Gold Aero version because
of the retro Teslovak lettering on the
tubes, but that's hardly arational reason
— either will do. And don't even dream
of selling the amp — it's a killer, and
easily competitive with other, more
"modern" designs.

McIntosh's Sidney
Corderman, now in his
70s and officially retired,
is working on a
new tube amp.
And if you have any other amplifier
that takes KT88s — aQuicksilver GLA
or pair of Quicksilver M-135 monoblocks, for instance — then consider
upgrading to some of these tubes. They
not only sound great, they look great.
You can see just by looking at the interior metalwork that these are first-rate
— not like some of the inferior KT88s
from China, some of which have been
offered by designer labels for about the
same price as the Teslovaks.
Since Ihad an extra quartet of the
Teslovak KT88s, Idecided to try them
in my daughter Amy's Quicksilver
GLA, in place of the Chinese EL34s
supplied as standard. The performance
of this amp, too, was transformed —
sounding much more dynamic and
powerful, and cleaner, too.
Coming attractions
Except for the MC 275 Commemorative, McIntosh has not made tube
amps since 1973. The MC 275 was the
last of the great McIntosh tube amps, and
was in production from 1961 to 1973. By
the time Mac. threw in the tube towel,
most other manufacturers had gotten out
of the bottling business, marking, for
example, the beginning of the end of
Maranta as ahigh-end brand, although
McIntosh has soldiered on.4 It was up to
newer manufacturers like Audio
Research and Conrad-Johnson to carry
on the tube faith.
Stereophile, August 1997

McIntosh's forte is output transformers. They like output transformers
so much they gave up tubes but kept the
transformers. So it's not surprising that
McIntosh hasn't lost its touch with
tubes —the MC 275 Commemorative
edition proved that. And the engineer
who designed some of the great
McIntosh tube amps, including the MC
275 original and revival, is still around,
although now in his 70s and officially
retired. He's Sidney Corderman, Larry
Fish's predecessor as McIntosh's vice
president of engineering.
And Sidney Corderman is working
on anew tube amp.
Ihaven't had achance to talk with
Mr. Corderman yet, but Larry describes
the amp as "completely new from stem
to stern." It will not be areissue, and it
will not be issued in apre-announced
limited edition.
"We're pulling out all the stops,"
Larry told me.
The McIntosh MC 2000 Century
Amplifier will likely be introduced in
January 1998 at WCES, to celebrate the
50th anniversary of McIntosh Laboratory.
This will be apowerful stereo amp —
over 100Wpc — with four output tubes
per channel, either 6550s or KT88s (the
amp will likely accept both). The design
is not finished and the price is not set, but
if you're interested you should start saving
your money now.
Why didn't McIntosh get back into
tubes earlier, on aregular basis?
For one thing, they weren't sure of
the demand. For another — and this was
more important — they weren't confident of being able to buy and supply
good tubes, especially the all-critical
output tubes. McIntosh does not like
amps that fail! That situation has
changed dramatically, especially with
such companies as Svetlana and Teslovak actively designing and selling new,
high-quality tubes.
Closer to the time of introduction, I
plan to visit the McIntosh factory, meet
Sidney Corderman, and report on his
new amp. It will have been almost
exactly 25 years since McIntosh ceased
regular production of tube amps. When
the new millennium dawns, it's likely
that both McIntosh and Marantz will
continue to have tube amps in current
US production.
Who could have predicted it?
This truly is the golden age of high-end
audio, whether tube or solid-state.
S
4Maramz, now owned by Philips, has, of course, been
revived as ahigh-end brand, as you can see from this
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A bit special
The Meridian 508 20bit is one of that rare breed of CD Players to enjoy
Stereophile class A recognition for its '...crystalline clarity' and
.is so strong, it belongs with players selling for three times the price'*
Unlike other 'stand alone' products, the 508.20 is part of the complete
Meridian digital audio and theatre system and now comes supplied
with the MSR, Meridian system remote.
Call us for the whole picture or visit our Website.
BCDOTHROYD STUART
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Meridian America Inc.,
3800 Camp Creek Parkway, Building 2400, Suite 112, Atlanta, GA 30331
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o paraphrase one of America's
greatest living patriots: Extremism
in the defense of vinyl is no sin.
Okay, my hyperbole may have gotten
the best of me when Iwrote, in my
March column, "The miracle there, of
course, would be if the [Disc Doctor's
CD cleaning] fluid could somehow
make listening to CDs enjoyable — for
which Robert Harley took me to task in
his May "As We See It." According to
Harley, this is "an extremist position that
doesn't take into account the great
strides CD sound has made in the last
few years."
Well, when Iwrote that CDs sounded
awful, and that digital recording was a
complete disaster back in 1984, "extremist" was one of the nicer things
Iwas called by abunch of money-hungry opportunists on whose checklists
music came last. Why worry about
sound and music when the new format
meant there were new labels, magazines,
and newsletters to start, new pressing
plants to build, and afew million recordings to sell all over again? Only an
"extremist" would swim against that tide
— especially during the "go-go" '80s.
I remember, back then, reading a
quote in Billboard from avery famous LA
recording-studio owner endorsing Sony's
newest digital multitrack recorder as
being the best-sounding piece of audio
gear he'd ever heard. It struck me as odd,
as I'd never heard of astudio owner taking sides like that —especially since there
were so many brands of recorders in use
back then, with most engineers having
their own preferences. A few weeks later,
that same studio owner was named the
West Coast distributor of Sony digital
recorders.
Yes, CD sound has gotten better,
much better over the past few years —
no thanks, of course, to those who only
listen with their test gear. It's become
tolerable, listenable, and at least musically credible, but enjoyable? Call me an
extremist (no problem!), but for me the
answer is still "no." Istill cannot sit down,
turn the lights out, and "enjoy" listening
to aCD.
Is it because I'm hopelessly prejudiced, and in ablind test I'd have no
problem listening to aCD all the way
Stereophile, August 1997

through? Maybe, but Ithink not. When
Iwant to enjoy listening to music, Islap
arecord on my turntable and kill the
lights. Irestrict my CD listening to
background music, or to listening in the
car. That's how Ilisten to music unavailable on LP.

Since when is arecord
"sold out" the week
it's released? Since
vinyl became an
endangered species.
Someone at Stereophile made the CD
of Patricia Barber's Café Blue a"Record
2Die 4" and extolled the virtues of the
sound. Sorry, but Idid not, and can not
enjoy listening to that CD. Then the LP
came out, cut from the digital master.
That Ienjoy listening to. It sounds like
real music. The CD sounds edgy, hard,
and flat in ways that real music (o4
bet, the digital master tape) does not —
on every processor I've heard it on. As
Bob Harley wrote in that same May column, "[CD's] distortions become inextricably woven into the musical fabric."
That, for me, is afatal flaw. For others,
not. Idon't think that makes me an
extremist.
A few years ago vinyl was almost
extinct. Today, though the LP is on the
road to recovery, it's still an endangered
species. The fight to preserve, protect,
and defend vinyl continues, and if that
means bashing CDs to get some audiophiles to sit down and listen to vinyl to
encourage them to take the plunge, so
be it. End of sermon.
Sorry, sold out!
Ihaven't tried it, but scoring abag of
heroin is probably easier here in the
suburbs than buying new vinyl. Mailorder beats driving into Manhattan.
Valley Record Distributors, a"one-stop"
wholesaler in Woodland, California, has
gotten into vinyl distribution in abig
way. If you can't find anew commercial
tide in your neck of the woods, you can
order direcdy from Valley by calling

(800) 888-8574 and paying with acredit
card. Iget sent their monthly LP release
sheet so Ican keep up with what's being
issued on vinyl — it's almost impossible
otherwise, since major labels keep their
vinyl releases "secret" Iguess they're
ashamed or something.
A few weeks ago Iread that the new
Son Volt (Warner Bros.) and Jayhawks
(American) albums had been issued on
vinyl and were available through Valley
for $10.98 each. So Icalled to order right
away. Guess what? The woman who
took my order told me, "Sorry, they're
sold out." "Sold out?' Ireplied. "What is
this? A concert or arecord album? Since
when is arecord 'sold out' the week it's
released?" Well, since vinyl became an
endangered species.
Still, Valley's catalog is filled with
good commercial vinyl issues — like
most of the later Warners R.E.M. albums and Primus' Pork Soda, for example. I'm not sure if they'll send you their
vinyl catalog, but if you know something's been released on vinyl and you
can't find it, it's worth giving them atollfree call.
One reason LPs get "sold out" quickly is because the labels are unwilling to
press enough copies to meet demand.
Instead they do arun of about 2000 and
that's that. One reason, at least for WEA,
is they can't keep up with the demand. A
spokesperson (who wished to remain
anonymous) at their plant in Olyphant,
Pennsylvania told me that they're
600,000 records behind schedule. You
read right: 600,000. So once they've
pressed 2000 of atide, there's no way
they can go back and press it again —it's
on to the next number.
Much of it is 12" club music, but so
what? As long as the presses are kept
fired up and running, vinyl stays alive
at WEA. In fact, they're so far behind,
the plant is actively looking for more
presses to add to the production line.
Who would have imagined that afew
years ago? The spokesperson told me
the closest they could find presses
in good operating condition was in
South Africa! That's because dummies
in this country thoughtlessly destroyed
most of ours. Itold the guy to call
Mobile Fidelity.
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Now You Can Stop Kicking Yourself
For Selling The Originals.
Noaudio
e

e
quipment in history has achieved the legendary status of the Marantz vacuum-tube

electronics. So timeless are the sonic and aesthetic attributes of this classic trio that, almost four
decades after their introduction, pristine examples are still eagerly sought by committed music

lovers and audiophiles alike.
Fortunately for those remorseful souls who parted company with their beloved originals, Marantz proudly
announces the reintroduction of the Marantz Classics. The Model 7preamplifier, Model 8B stereo and
Model 9monaural power amplifiers sound as remarkable today as when they first defined the state of the art
during the Golden Age of Stereo.
These recreations are true to the originals in every way. In many instances, parts like transformers and
meters have been sourced from the very suppliers who furnished them over ageneration ago. Faceplates,
knobs and switches are identical, and even the Marantz logo has been restored for absolute accuracy.
All wiring is point to point; no circuit boards have been substituted for the sake of convenience or cost.
Only genuine safety improvements, like detachable IEC power cords, standard fuses, and contemporary
speaker terminals in place of archaic output taps, differentiate these modern units from their predecessors.
Ultimately, these jewel-like components could have you listening to music from awhole new
perspective, while providing the kind of satisfaction that comes from possessing atimeless classic.
So instead of kicking yourself, you can sit back and enjoy the company of along-lost friend.
•
ell
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ANALOG
For sale: 1000 Mantovani albums!
Reissuing LPs is adicey business: Hit the
right title and you can sell enough to
make aprofit. Do aclunker and you end
up with astack o' landfill. MoFi discovered that, and so did Classic. Idon't
have the sales figures, but I'd bet Peter
Frampton Comes Alive, which sold agabillion copies in 1976, didn't exactly fly off
the Sebastapol shelves. Nor did Classic's
Eno/Jah Wobble Spinner. In an international vinyl market, safer bets are made
reissuing jazz and classical titles, which
have worldwide appeal.
When Iwas in Frankfurt, Germany a
few weeks ago attending ahi-fi show,
one German reissue-label head (who
shall remain anonymous!) told me he
was considering reissuing aBert Kaempfert ("Afrikaaner Beat," "Wonderland By
Night") album, not because Bert was big
in Germany but because he was "big"
with audiophiles in the States! Iquickly
disabused him of that notion, thereby
saving him both money and personal
embarrassment.
I was too late to reach another
German reissue-label head, who decided
afew years ago that what you and Iwanted was... Mantovani. He pressed 2000
copies of Mantovanes The American Scene
(London PS 182) — an album of stringdrenched Stephen Foster favorites and
19th-century Americana —but to date
he's sold only 1000. "Zees nut gootr he
told me. No kidding, but it is better than
Iwould have believed. Anyway, he handed me acopy and told me to go forth in
America and spread the word about how
good the record was.
I'll say this: The sound is spectacularly
good. Sinfully rich and natural-soundingand what soundstaging! What imaging!
What schmaltz! So if"My Old Kentucky
Home," "I Dream ofJeannie," "Home on
the Range," and "Turkey in the Straw" are
your thing, this'll grease your chicken.
Hey, if audiophiles can sit and listen to
Scandinavians play Dixieland, or get
wowed by Bang Baa-100M and Harp,
who's to say alittle patriotic Mantovani is
off limits? The biggest difference between Mantovanes Stephen Foster and
some of the latest Palace Music album
(Drag City DC 110 LP) are the strings.
Available from your favorite mail-order
record dealers. Tell 'em Mikey sent you.
What's in arecord?
Afew columns ago Iasked you to tell me
what strange things you've found tucked
inside of used records you've picked up at
garage sales and flea markets. Love letters
and concert-ticket stubs were often mentioned, but the most common discoverStereophile, August 1997
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ies were illegal: marijuana seeds and
roaches. Still smokable? No one said.
Those are items I've yet to find in my
used-record hunting.
Cartridge alignment, part 2
In the July "Analog Corner" Idescribed
pain-free cartridge alignment, stopping
short of VTA, azimuth, anti-skating, and
damping. So, assuming your arm allows
for these things, let's get on with it.
Setting VTA is atrial-and-error thing
that causes many audiophiles agreat deal
of anxiety. There is away around the
trial and error, but that won't happen
until we get atest record. (Stan Ricker
came up with the idea afew years ago,

Once you've absorbed
what should be pretty
good sound, screw it up
completely by lowering
the VTA until the arm is
clearly down in back.
but never pursued it.) Basically, you'd
record a vertically modulated out-ofphase tone using all of the known audiophile lathes currently in operation. In
other words, Bernie Grundman would
do it on his lathe, send the lacquer to
Doug Sax, who'd send it to Acous-Tech,
who'd send it to the German cutters, etc.
Once that was done, the record would
be plated and pressed on 180gm vinyl,
and you'd play back the track cut on the
lathe that cut the record you want to
play back, putting your preamp in mono
or using aY connector. You'd adjust
VTA until the signal "nulls" out, and
you're right on the money!
There'd have to be another record
pressed on thinner vinyl for regular
commercial releases, and lathes at Masterdisk, Sterling, Gateway, and the other
mastering houses would have to get
involved; but as none of this is likely to
happen, it's back to trial and error.
Most reviewers have afavorite record
for setting VTA. Iuse Joni Mitchell's Blue
—a suggestion Ipicked up from Hs Fred
Kaplan when we were both at The
Absolute Sound. Whatever record you use,
try one with aclean, natural recording of
acoustic bass and female voice —preferably one that's minimally miked and
recorded "live," either in the studio or in
concert. Start with the arm parallel to the
record surface. (This is avery subjective
visual thing. The only way to get it right

is to view the arm directly from the
side—otherwise the eye will be fooled
by the change in perspective.)
If you listen mosdy to 180gm records,
or if those are the ones you listen to most
critically, use one for this adjustment If
you really want to get crazy, use arecord
you don't care about, and with asmall
ruler carefully measure the record/arm
clearance at the headshell end of the
armtube and at the back of the tube near
the lead-in groove, but past the raised lip.
When the height is the same at both
ends, you're ready to rumble.
Listen carefully to afew tracks with
the arm parallel to the record. Note the
soundstage picture and placement of
images across it, and the depth generated.
Listen to the purity of the vocals, paying
particular attention to sibilants, and the
sense of "body" connected to the voice.
Listen to the articulation of the bass —
the focus, the initial transient of the string
being plucked, and the resulting rendering of the harmonic envelope as the
wooden body reverberates.
Once you've absorbed what should be
pretty good sound, screw it up completely by lowering the VTA until the arm is
clearly down in back. Check your tracking force and adjust if necessary. Listen
again and you should hear the bass turn
into amuddy, sloppy mess. If there's
more than one bass instrument in the
arrangement, as on Janis Ian's "Ride Me
Like aWave" from Breaking Silence—a
great test record, by the way —the distinct
timbres and spatial specificities of both
instruments should blend into an undifferentiated blob.
Images on the soundstage should now
be bunched up toward the center and
flattened against the speaker surface
instead of floating in space. Distinctions
between events and ambient decay
should be somewhat confused. Vocals
should be lifeless, and the image should
lose focus. What amess! If you hear none
of this, back to Stereo Review with you!
Now go extreme in the opposite
direction by raising the back of the arm
way above parallel. The sound should
now be bright and hard. Female voices
should be shrill, hard, and without body.
Bass should sound thin and bereft of rich
overtones. If you like this kind of hard,
etched sound, find avintage CD player,
some early CDs, and knock yourself out.
Now that you understand the two
directions, go back to the center parallel
position and begin moving down in very
small increments. I(and most reviewers)
have found that slightly below parallel
seems to be ideal for most moving-coil
cartridges. If you hear no differences as
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Ugle HAS Tfrii ABILITY TO

Stir the Scut
The power of music is most potent When it's delivered free of alteration.
For over 15 years Straight Wire has produced cables/bàed on the
philosophy of delivering all the music. NOfilters or additives
provide seamless'accuracy....Link your system with
Straight Wire to rediscover musical
nuances for your enjoyment.

1„.
NEW
•
INTERCONNECTS,
CRESCENDO
Unparalleled performance,
Our new reference.

IMPROVEll
HELICAL IIVERCONNECra

MUSICABLE IN

•Enhanced midrange anal

authoritative bass -Level a

-'SYMPHONY Il
Silky midrange,

SONATA

AM

'
4 low-level presentation -Level 1

Foam Teflon for light bats
& unveiled highs
CHORUS
Precise & detailed

4

ENCORE IN

Uncolored, engaging vocals—
Nothing compares
at this price.
Level 3

Ale
Contatrt your dealer
!earn about
our new & improved siteakecables.
e;
4
i
. itt

STRAIGHT WIRE
1909 Harrison Street, #208, Hollywood, FL 33020, USA •Phone: (954) 925-2470 •Fax: (954) 925-7253 •www.straightwire.com

ANALOG
you make these slight changes, go back to
parallel and stop obsessing! Most experienced listeners can hear these slight
changes, though, and there's usually one
magical spot (technically called the "G"
spot) where everything suddenly locks
into focus: the soundstage breaks free of
the loudspeakers, images become threedimensional and intensely focused in
space, the ambient field separates from
the main event — the full audiophile analog wet dream.
Setting azimuth (the cantilever's perpendicularity to the grooves) reopens an
"Analog Comer" can of worms — if you
read Ayre Acoustics' Charlie Hansen's
letter in November 1996 (Vol.19 No.11,
p.16). Ideally, like Charlie, we should all
have cartridge analyzers, or oscilloscopes
and atest record with modulations in
one groove only. You then adjust for
minimum "crosstalk" on the channel
with the unmodulated groove, and
you're done. But in the real world, few of
us have either the test record or the oscilloscope. So we're back to the out-ofphase/null method as astarting point.
Actually, the true starting point is setting
the azimuth by eye so the cantilever sits
perpendicular to the record surface. Put a
small mirror on the platter and set the
cantilever down on it. Adjust azimuth so
the cantilever and its reflection form a
straight line. Then proceed as follows:
If you have the recent Hi-Fi News &
Record Review test LP, which you
should,' it includes atrack with an outof-phase, laterally cut test tone. You
engage your mono button, or use aY
adapter on your phono cables, and
adjust azimuth as outlined below. Or
use Bob Graham's little azimuth box, or
make your own much less expensive
device using apair of cheap stereo interconnects. Cut through the wire on one
channel only, strip some insulation from
all four resulting ends, and reverse the
leads so the "hot" connects to ground.
Solder the connections if possible, and
tape up the bare joints. If your arm's
wiring is permanent, you'll need to get
apair of female/female RCA connectors (available at RadioShack) to go
from your amt's male RCA leads to the
cable you've just rewired. Otherwise,
just substitute the rewired cable for your
usual RCA phono interconnects.
If your preamp has amono switch,
engage it. If it doesn't, you'll need a
double-female-to-single-male Yadapter.
Plug the rewired cable's male RCA plugs
into the Yadapter and the Yadapter into
one of your preamp's "phono in" jacks.
1Available from Acoustic Sounds: (800) 716-3553.
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space on arecord, like the Cardas Sweep
record, to balance the arm laterally so it
doesn't move in or out when set down.
That is asure prescription for getting
anti-skating adjusted wrong. It must be
done under dynamic conditions —playing
amodulated groove. When using the
I-IFN/RR test record, remember: If the
left channel distorts first, you need to
apply less anti-skating. If the right channel distorts first, you need to apply more
anti-skating. Both channels should start
to distort at the same time.
Last but not least comes damping.
Some arms provide adamping trough or
cup, some don't. Before adding silicone
or oil, use the HFN/RR resonance-point
tracks to determine the horizontal and
vertical resonance points of your arm/
The true starting point is
cartridge combination. Both should be
about 5Hz above warp "wow" and about
setting the azimuth by eye
20Hz below musical modulations.
so the cantilever sits
Ideally, both should fall in the 9-12Hz
region. If not, apply damping until their
perpendicular to the record. effect is minimized. Even if they do fall in
this region with no damping, you should
In any case, the null point should be try damping the arm —especially if it's a
at or close to perpendicularity for most unipivot. The feel of a wobbly, uncartridges, and that's a good starting damped unipivot is extremely unpleaspoint—or ending point, depending on ant, its sound can be, too.
If your setup sounds too bright at this
how tweaky you want to get. You'll
have turned the volume way up to try to point, try adding the recommended
hear the residual crosstalk resulting damping fluid asmall amount at atime
from the null adjustment, so remember until the sound warms up. Too much
to turn down the volume before switch- damping and the sound becomes dull,
slow, and lifeless, so go easy. But don't
ing back to stereo.
If you don't get abig, wide sound- worry — you can always remove some
stage with a tightly focused center damping fluid if you overdo it.
Wow, you're almost ready to play
image smack-dab dead center, you may
wish to make small changes to azimuth actual music. First, though, recheck your
— something accomplished more easily overhang and tracking force; hopefully,
in some arm designs than in others, and both will have remained where you first
impossible in some. If you hear no per- set them. If not, optimize them. If you're
ceptible improvements by shifting in using amoving-coil cartridge, you might
either direction, stick with the tried- want to demagnetize it at this point
and-true dead-on perpendicular setting. using either the Cardas Sweep record or
Skating is areal, not imagined force one of the electronic devices available.
resulting from the offset headshell angle. Put the stylus in the groove of arecord to
It causes the arm to drift inward, pressing center the coil in the magnetic field
the stylus against the inner groove wall. before demagnetization. Don't allow the
An arm with excessive lateral bearing platter to rotate.
Finally, clean the stylus carefully. Never
friction will counter skating, but that's
hardly the proper solution. While anti- use acarbon-fiber stylus-cleaning brush
skating —a counterforce — can never be with the arm locked in the armrest. If you
applied with precision across the entire do, over time you'll bend the cantilever
record surface, when optimized it is bet- upward and ruin the cartridge. Instead,
unlock the arm so that it can "give" from
ter than no anti-skating, in my opinion.
The HFN/RR record offers avariety any unwanted upward motion.
Now you're ready to enjoy that great
of anti-skating adjustment tracks, none of
which is as good as the one on the analog sound! One final thing: If you're
Omnidisc LP, which Telarc ought to re- using anew cartridge, you'll probably have
press. (How about it, Jack Renner?) If to redo some of these adjustments after 50
you have the Telarc disc, follow the direc- or so hours of break-in. Then you should
tions. Still, the HFN/RR tracks can help be cruising down the vinyl highway in
S
you get the job done. Do not use ablank high style for along, long time.

Now, play amono record (very important!) and adjust the azimuth until you
get the least amount of sound from the
record. Ideally, you should get none, but
usually there's some leakage. Some setup
guys suggest you don't use arecord with
agreat deal of high-frequency information or you might end up hearing the
acoustic sound made by the stylus in the
groove direct and get confused. Idon't
agree. Iuse aMickey Katz Klezmerific
record (oy gevalt!) or amono Miles Davis
album. Ifind having that high-frequency
sound helps "null" the signal. Some folks
argue that electrical "null" —or identical
output from the two generators —is not
necessarily the correct setting.
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ARE YOU AUDIOPHILE ENOUGH
_
FOR OUR SPEAKERS?
As you know, we were never, ever willing to revel in test

in aspeaker. Nor for amanufacturer wisely refraining

results. But after more than twenty years of stubbornly

from I

ignoring undanish views on our legendary Danish

sation. In

fact

that

we

have

ths of eager listening, our reviewer then

ruled that the Contour 1.3 does not belong to one of

speakers, we will make an exception. Partly (lue to
the

ping up the upper bass in psychological rompen-

the hitherto known classes of small speakers

seldom

(i.e. "the Upper Bass Boomers, the

encountered such aknowledgable

Nasal Honkers and the Greasy

fellow as the writer who recently

Sizzlers"). Instead, he

acclaimed our Contour 1.3 (shown here
with our musing

found it to be

',any

completely

raccoon. Knudsen) in a
review in the leading Ame-

accurate

rican HiFi magazine. And

and totally

partly because our copy-

natural.

writer is still suffering from

While.
,‘‘
and

yesterday's 85' "La Tache"
•
"mar

(enjoyed in front of hi,

here
we quote again.

Confidence 3, Rubinstein

-imaging

performing), and couldn't possibly find better words of

like abastard!" Up to the point where alesser audiophile

praise anyway. What amazed the al i
ivementioned critic

"could miss the beauty of this baby." To prevent this, call

most in listening to our small

"tor. he writes, was that

us for your free personal copy of our "Book of Truth" at

he should be so amazed. Right, we say: Sadly, people

(847) 288 1767 or fax us at (847) 288 1853. You may, of

still just aren't prepared for the near absence of coloration

course, even visit your nearest true dealer. Enough said.

I

lord

EINEECEOBEIIIMEI
DANES DON'T LIE.

ASTOR

PLACE

two power blocks.
room archway, into the kitchen, across Software: It's true that my hubby has
Listening-chair placement: Okay, Ifell the refrigerator, over the dishwasher, been given the award for most records
for this one hook, line, and sinker. Iwas and into the cabinet - which, of per square foot of living space, an honor
given carte blanche to pick out the sofa course, could never again be closed. he does not take lightly. Ithink he
of my dreams ... with afew caveats: its (Did Isay "hidden"?)
should be given the lifelong achieveback height must not block rever- Color scheme: Ican understand that ment award for displaying most of
beration, the seat should not be too low, black is ahigh-tech kind of look for them on our floor instead of on the
and, of course, it must be long enough to components. But why do some manu- shelves. When we completely filled all
hold multiple audioour record shelves last
buddies. Iwas so thrilled
year, Isuggested we
with my choice - a
store our books and relovely chintz -I didn't
place the bookshelves
How
do
you
get
your
speakers
into
notice its slow migration
with record shelves.
around the living room.
My audiophile panthe best spot without your spouse
The middle cushion is
icked. He whipped out
now situated in the
his tape measure, yellnoticing? Start with small speakers
sweet spot -which, by
ing, "The new shelves
and gradually replace them with
the way, is 2' away from
must have the exact
the wall and juts slightly
same configuration!"
larger and larger ones.
into the dining room.
I then suggested
Air-pump placement:
we build another set
The sound of the air
of shelves for our
pump is not only aclue
growing collection of
that your system is controlling your liv- facturers think that a6' speaker should CDs. More panic. "I'd have to reconing room, but is also very distracting be black? Now, I'm not expecting figure my speakers! And even then,
during alistening session. Best to hide
mauve. I'm just looking for some other who knows if Icould get the same
it. But where? For years, ours was hid- color options. I'm told by friends that sound!" Realizing that installing new
den in our kitchen cabinet, under the colors have meaning. And indeed shelving would be akin to the air-consink. The only giveaway was the tubing orange, the color of energy, may be the ditioning fiasco at Carnegie Hall severthat wrapped around the molding of best for audio equipment. On second al years ago, Irelented. Iam not, after
our living room, around the dining- thought, black is looking pretty good.
all, heartless.

Golden Dragon
Audio Tubes
The Golden Dragon project is controlled in England by former employees of Mullard, M-0 Valve, and Brimar.
Each Golden Dragon tube goes through many prototype iterations, each of which is evaluated for both measured performance
and sonic character. Only when superb sound is achieved does adesign become aDragon.
TRIODES/PENTODES
12AT7A
12AU7A
12AX7A

6DJ8/6922
12AT7A Gold Pin
12AU7A Gold Pin
12AX7A Gold Pin
6DJ8/6922 Gold Pin
6SN7GT
EF86 Gold

POWER TUBES

EL84/6805
E84Lf7189
6V6GT
EL34M
E34L
6L6GC
5881
350B
6550A

=

visa

Each
18 00
18.00
18.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
30.00
22.00
25.00

Low Noise
28 00
28 00
28 00
40 00

Pairs
23.00
30.00
42.00
55.00

Quads
54.00
68.00
92.00
118.00

65.00
45.00
55.00
70.00
95.00

138.00
98.00
118.00
148.00
198.00

35
35
35
45

00
00
00
00

209.00
149.00
179.00
224.00
299.00

280.00
200.00
240.00
300.00
400.00

RECTIFIERS

5AR4
GZ34
GZ37

170.00

Quads

55.00
150.00

34
1185100
0°

155(01°
O
150.00
170.00
68.008
120.00
120.00
155.00
380.00
380.00
560.00
65.00
193.00

308.00
30
3
05
8.01

308.00

345
1440
6
00

248.00
248.00
318.00
768.00

768 .00
1128.00
138.00
394.00

51S
2794
e7
.0000
et

270
400
700t
00

464.00
464.00
464.00

620.00
620.00

464.00
2
52
10
4.6
°°
374.00
374.00
479.00
1154.00
1154.00
1694.00
2
59
03
9.
.
00
00

620.00
620.00
700.00
292.00
500.00
500.00
640.00
1540.00
1540.00
2260.00
280.00
792.00

Each
Each
25.00
5U4G
20.00
25.00
2748
38.00
20.00
'Denotes New One Year Warranty (others 90 days).

y
gc,

TUBES BY DESIGN DIVISION, VAC •807 BACON ST. •DURHAM, NC 27703 •919-596-2037 FAX
Distributed in the
US exclusively by
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Low Noise
Matched Pair &MatchedPairs
46 00
70.00
6550WB
46.00
70.00
KT66
46.00
70.00
KT66 Super'
72.00
102.00
KT88 Classic
60.00
84.00
KT88 M'
60.00
84.00
KT90'
60.00
84.00
KT9OLX '
82.00
112.00
807
54.00
2A3
2A3 Octal
211
Octet
300B Super
Sextet
83.00
112.00
43008 '
104.00
140.00
4300BLX'
140.00
188.00
811A
179.00
240.00
845

TUBES BY DESIGN
919-596-1107
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Top-of-the-Line
Vacuum Tube Stereo Preamplifier
Model PA-4

•7Tube Perfection
•5Hz-100kHz within 1dB
• Lowest Distortion & Noise
•60dB Channel Separation
• High Polish Chrome Chassis
•Stereo Recorder Outputs
•Tube Rectifier and Regulator
•Cerafine and MIT Capacitors
• Low Noise DC Filaments
• Point to Point Wiring
•Gold plated RCA
•Superb Qualit

and Sound

•Operates from 100/115/230VAC

Technical Specifications
Line Inputs (four)

CD, Tuner, Tape, Auxiliary

Frequency Response

1dB from 5Hz to 100kHz

Voltage Gain

+10dB maximum

Volume Control Range

80dB continuously variable

Channel Separation

-60dB minimum @ lkHz

Hum and Noise

(-80dB) .2 millivolt maximum

Input Impedance

100K Ohm all inputs

Output Source

1.5K Ohm Totem pole

Plate Voltage Supply

Highly regulated

Heater Supply

Well filtered low ripple DC

Tube Compliment

4ea 12AU7, 12AX7, 12BH7, 5AR4

Front Panel Controls

AC Power, Input Selector, Gain Adjust

Rear Panel Connectors

4stereo inputs, Recorder out, Line out

AC Power Required

100/115/230VAC 50/60Hz

SizeWxDxH

15.25 x 10.75 x8" (38 x27 x20 cm)

Weight (net)

19 pounds (8.7 kg)

Enclosure (chassis)

Chrome plate high gloss polish

Front Panel (machined)

Gold anodize

List Price

$1,795

Our world-wide dealer network is now being formed, apply now!

Antique Sound USA
6717 NE 181 st Street, Seattle WA 98155 USA,
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http://www.amemura.com/sound/
Phone 206-481-8866, Fax 206-485-3836
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Wes Phillips

I

es asix-hour haul from Santa Fe to
Boulder — you head due north up
I-25 to Denver, then dogleg over to
the bustling college town. Six hours
solo, yet Inever felt alone. Ispent time
at aTaj Mahal concert (An Evening of
Acoustic Music, Ruf 1009, CD) —a leetle
on the bright side, but agreat ser, and
man! Taj certainly is one big fella when a
system reproduces him life-size.
Idropped in on Bob Dylan for awhile
(Hightvay 61 Revisited, DCC GZS-1021)
— he was wallowing on "Desolation
Row," but his band was really hot in spite
of it. If you're any kind of Dylan fan and
you haven't yet heard this DCC reissue,
you've cheated yourself Bloomfield and
Kooper have never sounded clearer,
Dylan is in great voice (for him), and
Harvey Goldstein's bass just nails the
tunes to the earth, anchoring everything
to the world itself—and that's certainly
what the stereo in Dynaudio's purple
1995 GMC Jimmy told me.
As Ihit the high plains of Colorado, I
passed in and out of thunderstorms
singing the moronic monosyllabic harmony lines that make the Beach Boys hits
so richly textured (Endless Summer, DCC
GZS-1076). "Hup me Rhonda, hup hup
me Rhondar Ibellowed as Idrove from
downpour to downpour in the clear
Colorado ait Being alone, of course, I
sounded great —but Iwasn't apatch on
the Beach Boys as rendered by the jimmy.
As Isegued into disc 1of Talking Heads'
Sand in the Vaso/inc (Sire 26760-2), David
Byrne's questions sent rny mind reeling
back: "What is this large automobile?...
How did Iget here?"
Last fall Igot achance to travel from
Chicago to Greenville in Dynaudio's
Jimmy — an experience that redefined
high-end car audio for me. Months
later, Iwas talking to Dynaudio's US
Director, Al Filippelli, arranging areview
of their Contour 33 speakers for later
this year. "You know, Wes, you really
ought to hear the Jimmy these days —
we've got it sounding much better."
"Hard to believe, Al. Problem is, I'm
not really sure when Ican make it back
to Chicago."
"I've got an idea. Why don't we pack
the speakers into the Jimmy and drive
'em down to Santa Fe. That way you can
Stereophiie, August 1997

drive the truck for acouple of weeks
and really get to know the system."
As they say, lead me not into temptation, Ican find it pretty well on my
own. Ileapt at the chance to put the 13year-old Rhino out to pasture for afew
weeks while Idrove atricked-out SUV
with astellar sound system.
Gleaming in purple and gold
Although it's an attraction on the show
circuit, the Jimmy is not merely ashow
vehicle —it's Al's daily driver as well.
While it has acomplex and beautiful

sound system, to the casual observer it
looks exactly like astock GM vehicle.
Nothing out of the ordinary gives it
away. "In fact," Al told me, "when my
daughter's child-seat is in the back seat,
it looks stodgy."
Well, not exactly. The car's pearlescent purple finish and custom wheels
and rims are striking enough that it got
thumbs-up from fellow motorists at
stoplights, and covetous glances from 15year-old boys wandering the mall parking lots. But it is truc that no one would
ever guess that lurking inside it was

Dynaudio's 1995 GMC Jimmy has aspecial glow.
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A CENTENARY TRIBUTE TO GEORGE GERSHWIN
"The popular or jazz musician .. .can manipulate the raw materials of Gershwin's inspiration
to fit the mood, the prevailing style, and the performer's own personality ....
For me, the individual touch of the performer is essential...." — HYPERION KNIGHT

R HAPSODY
Works for Piano & Orchestra by George Gershwin
Hyperion Knight, Pianist & Conductor
ENGINEERED BY JOHN ATKINSON

C

ONLY $16.95

"You can almost look into the soundstage to see where the
musicians are."

elebrate the forthcoming centenary of George Gershwin's
birth with this stunning new recording from Stereophd.
This disc captures the spirit and freshness of Gershwin. His
saucy rhythms. His jazz syncopations and "blue" notes. The way
Gershwin himself was in synch with a
youthful America.

Stereophile's John Atkinson used two pairs of time-aligned microphones for both excellent imaging and a
sense of space and envelopment. For the
primary mikes, he used apair of cardioids, full-range. These give superb resolution in the midrange and treble, but
lack low-frequency bloom. So JA also
used apair of omnidirectional mikes to
give tonal richness and asense of space
and environment. Sam Tellig puts it this
way: "With cardioids, there's where
there. With omnis, there's there there."

a Get set for Rhapsody in Blue, arranged
for piano and chamber orchestra by Joe
Cea — with a marimba added for a
touch of exotic sonority. The instrumentalists were encouraged to exercise their
imaginations in their respective solos,
and the opening clarinet solo, which
flirts with swing rhythm, is played like a
fantasy. You must hear this!

"The result," says amore restrained JA,
"is the best of both worlds. You get an
accurately defined image, where you can
almost look into the soundstage to see
where the musicians are. But at the
same time you get some of the sense of
bloom that you would have heard had
you been at the live event."

3 Gershwin composed the Three Preludes
for solo piano. Joe Cea arranged them for
orchestra, taking his cue from Gershwin,
who said: "The rhythms of American popular music arc more or less brittle; they
should be made to snap, and at times to
crackle." In these performances, they do!

JA carefully rcdithered the 24-bit data to
the 16-bit CD standard, preserving as much as possible of the original's midrange resolution.

• The program continues with Four
Sow arranged by Earl Wild, and Five Songs, arranged by Joe Cea
and Hyperion Knight. All for solo piano. These include some of the
standards Hyperion Knight has performed to great acclaim at the
Rainbow Room in Rockefeller Center, New York City — such as
"Fascinatin' Rhythm," "The Man ILove," "Someone to Watch
Over Me," and "They Can't Take That Away From Mc."

Don't you dither! Order this recording now. You judge the result!
We guarantee you'll be thrilled by the performance and the recording, or you can call the whole thing off — return your disc(s) for a
refund! Total timing is agenerous 65:01. The CD is available for
immediate shipment and makes agreat gift — everyone loves
Gershwin. Order extras and delight family and friends.

IIII The program concludes with the Poigy and Bess Fantasy, composed by Earl Wild. Truly aGershwin extravaganza!

Mail to: STEREOPHILE

ClCheck enclosed

Please

charge my Cl MC.

VISA

Cl AMEX

P.O. Box 1702, Santa Fe, NM 87504-1702
ACCOUNT NO.

Iwant

copies of Rhapsody

@$16.95 each CD.
SHIPPING AND HANDLING

($3 per item U.S. and Canada, $8 per item
foreign airmail)
Toni
$
ORCALL IN YOUR ORDER — (800) 358-6274
F
AX — (505) 424-9212

IXe

SIGNATURE
NAME (Pka.e Print)
STREET
CITY/STATE/ZIP OR POSTAL CODE

GUARANTEE: If nor sansfied,1 can mum the disc(s) within 30 days of receipt and you'll rebind all my money, including the shipping.
Payable in U.S. hinds. Canadians pay 7% GST. Make checks payable to STEREOPH ILE. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
F7RP-2

CAR
$30,000 worth of stereo gear representing thousands of hours of custom
installation. (And to answer outraged letters concerning that figure in advance —
calm down, this is aconcept vehicle, no
more intended to represent day-to-day
reality than GM's Mako Shark or
Dodge's Viper.)
The installation is a tribute to the
artistry of Al Filippelli and Steve Baggio,
and was done at Soundwerks in
Northlalce, IL. Steve has been recognized as one of the top dozen installers
in the country by Mobile Audio Retailer,
but that would be apparent to anyone
who saw the Jimmy. His work is transparent —you'd never know what was
stock and what was custom simply by
looking at the car.
He started with the power system,
specifically aWrangler Power Products
140-amp alternator (140A hot, 80A at
idle) and an Optima 800U storage battery. He reinforced the factory ground
with a1-gauge Stinger cable connected
to the frame rail. The positive charge is
routed to the rear of the vehicle via conduit to aspecially fabricated compartment
below the amplifier compartment. Addi-
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tional grounding is provided in the rear to
the frame rail (again) as well as to the
vehicle's body (this ensures that the body
metal is at the same ground potential as
the gear). The power compartment houses distribution blocks to route the power
and ground to stiffening capacitors and
then to the amplifiers. The current is routed directly to the circuit boards of the
amplifiers, eliminating any outside connections — although the midbass and
woofer amps do have impressive-looking
frise holders in-circuit and located next to
each of them.
The amp rack is abeautiful piece of
work. A shallow false floor was constructed to house three Linear Power
2502iq 125Wpc power amplifiers, and
apiece of 1
/
4"tempered plate glass covers the compartment without obscuring it — for day-to-day use, an upholstered sheet of
plywood covers the
glass, allowing Dynaudio to use the
truck for hauling speakers. The amplifiers were modified by the factory, having had their heatsinks cut down to a2"
height to obtain alower profile. This
necessitated the addition of forced-air
cooling fans, which are activated by
a temperature sensor attached to the amplifiers themselves. The fans engage at
130° and keep the amps well
below their 150° thermal
shutdown point. Using Pantone color-matching, Linear
Power custom powder-coated the amps to match the
With the false cargo floor in
place, the Jimmy's system is
cleverly hidden from view.

The Jimmy's secrets revealed! Linear Power power amps nest beneath aplate-glass floor; the
McIntosh MDA4000 is housed in the backrest of the right rear passenger seat; the custom distribution
box is hidden within the cargo area's right wall, with the MCD410 recessed above it; and to the left
lurks aMusical Fidelity XIO-D.
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12" MW190 woofers were installed behind the
passenger and driver's seats—using the cavity
between the truck's body and interior compartments as an enclosure.

Jimmy's body color, and, just for fun,
Steve added purple neon illumination to
the amp compartment.
WBT binding posts are wired directly
to the circuit boards of the Linear Power
2502iqs for better sound. The subwoofers
are wired with Straight Wire Sextet, while
the midbass and midrange use Dynaudio
OCOS. The amps are fed by Linear
Power's X03 three-way crossover, which
was modified by Al and Linear Power to
match the crossover frequency, slope, and
alignment of the drivers chosen.
The amp rack, directly above the
power compartment, can be pivoted up
and out of the way, thus granting access
to the distribution blocks and caps. In
order to fit all of this in while maintaining the level of the Jimmy's storage
compartment floor, Steve had to lower
the gas tank by 2".
The primary source is a McIntosh
MCD410 five-disc changer, there's also
an in-dash McIntosh MX4000 CD
transport, and AM/FM radio combo.
The MCD-410 changer is housed in
the rear, recessed into the right cargo
compartment sidewall, and concealed
by aspring-loaded cap. It rests above a
custom-made distribution box that
switches among the sources, and is controlled by aClarion controller mounted
below the MX4000, behind tinted
Plexiglas laboriously cut and matched to
the Mac's faceplate.
The CD player in the dash is connected (via TosLink cable) to aMcIntosh
MDA4000 D/A converter mounted
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"You might, as Idid, find the
McCormack Power Drive DNA-0.5
nothing less than an Aladdin
among amplifiers adiamond in the rough."
Thomas J. Norton

Stereophile. February 1995
Vol. 18. No. 2

MelORNACK

Mr. Norton's other comments:
“... my first reaction was 'Marvelous!'"
"... portrayal of aconvincing soundstage
was first-rate"
"...superb throughout the midrange"
"... bass was powerful, deep and well-defined"
"... RI did virtually everything right"
Musical magic from an "Aladdin" amplifier.
For $1295. If you think big sound costs big
bucks, better think again.

POVvvil DFUVE ONA-0

Contact us for the name of your
local dealer and acopy of the
complete review.

01 McCORMACK
A UDIO

C ORPORATION

(619) 930-9550 •5421 Avenida Encinas •Suite J•Carlsbad. CA 92008

Technology
without Limits...
DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY Cable Company
P.O. BOX 420496, Sununerland Key, FL 33042-0496
305/744-9903 Fax: 305/744-9961
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CA
within the backrest of the right rear seat,
which in turn is muted to a Musical
Fidelity X10-D tubed buffer stage, which
Al carefully modified for 12V DC and
mounted in the left cargo-compartment
sidewall before being routed to the distribution box. All cable is Straight Wire
Virtuoso or Maestro, except for the radio
feed, which is Symphony —extensive listening tests were employed to determine
which cable to use for each application.
All cable was of short length from source
to amplifiers to avoid the vehicle's electrical system where possible. When signal-carrying cable ran near power lines, it
was wrapped in afoil shield for increased
isolation.
All of the drivers are — need Ieven
mention it? — Dynaudio. A pair of
MD100 1" tweeters and apair of MD140
3" soft-dome midrange drivers are located in custom-made kick panels in the
Jimmy's footwells. The guys told me
that much extended listening and
tweaking were required to achieve the
realistic level of imaging obtained.
The MW170 8" midbass drivers in
the passenger doors are angled upward
15° to mesh with the kick panels. A lot
of deadening material — Cascade Audio
Engineering Vblok V2, mostly — was
added to the doors in order to minimize
resonance, and aDeflex pad was placed
behind the driver to control reflections
off the rear door panel.
A pair of MW190 12" woofers was
installed into what had been sidewall storage compartments behind the passenger
and driver scats. The "enclosure" is actually an area of about 15 cubic feet that is
attached to alarger one of 2.5 cubic feet,
which forms the corner panel of the vehi-

Specially angled speaker pods house the 1"
MD100 and 3" MDI40 soft-dome tweeter and
midrange drivers in the footwells.
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The McIntosh's classic-looking faceplate—you'd never guess that the bottom third was added on by
Steve Bap,gio to cover the control sensor.

de. Dynaudio sealed the enclosure with a
combination of Liquid Nails, MDF, fiberglass, and expanding foam, and deadened
the metal walls with four layers of sounddamping material, cross-braced with
MDF to ensure that no subbass energy
was lost to resonances.

The purity of the source
signal has been maintained above all other
considerations—
sounds like ahigh-end
philosophy to me.
The Jimmy also has two pairs of
"auxiliary" speakers: an additional pair
of MD100 tweeters mounted in the
dash and cross-fired to focus just below
the rear-view mirror, and a pair of
MD140 midrange drivers located in
custom pods at the rear of the truck.
These drivers can be switched on and
off via a momentary rocker switch,
mounted in the ceiling, that engages/
disengages individual Omron latching
relays installed at each speaker's custom
passive crossover and are padded down
18dB from the primary drivers. The
speakers are designed to open the sound
and lift the image when the system is
playing music with superb ambient
information.
They work — when Iplayed the system for J. Gordon Holt, he loved the
sound with the auxiliaries engaged,
although he nearly lost interest when I
switched them out. They have no discernible impact on tonal balance, but

merely increase the illusion of spaciousness and air.
A final word on the system is in orden
It was built from apurist standpoint and
includes no equalization, meaning that
there are no additional op-amps in the
circuit. All of the switching controls are
via Tocos switches with remote-controlled powered actuators. A motorized
Alps Black Beauty potentiometer was
used for volume control. The purity of
the source signal has been maintained
above all other considerations — sounds
like ahigh-end philosophy to me.
Purple haze was in my brain'
Ican't imagine not liking the system
Dynaudio constructed in the Jimmy.
God knows Ihad ablast listening to it.
And you better believe Ishowed it off to
anyone Icould shove into the passenger
seat. 'This included afascinating crosssection of high-end luminaries. JA
summed it up well: "There's nothing
extraordinary about it. It's just clean,
totally ungimmicked sound, with extremely extended bass."
Madrigal's Mark Glazier was also
impressed. "This isn't like car audio," he
said, climbing out after a ride in the
country. "This is what the High End is
supposed to be about."
I've mentioned how much Gordon
loved the sound with the auxiliaries engaged, but he was also entranced by the
Jimmy's extended, natural, deep bass.
Steven Stone, also along for aride, simply
sighed, "It must be good to be king."
King for aday was certainly what I
felt like. Ihad aball listening to the
Jimmy's system on the trip to Boulder.
1Can you believe that the lyrics to "Purple Haze"
appear in the 16th edition of Bartlett's Familiar
Quotations?
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This Is Not AQuiet Revolution
"These speakers out-perform everything in their class

This is aheart thumping, ear crunching,
blood racing, spine tingling, hair raising, ground

and then go on to stomp all over the next league up."

shaking, adrenaline pumping kind of revolution.

-WHAT HI-F1 MAGAZINE,

This is the Mercury

February 1997
"Even the best of this bunch was

revolution. This is Tannoy.

made to sound over-aggressive
and clumsy by Tannoy's new large

The Tannoy pedigree has been

bookshelf design, the Mercury m1."

honed for decades in the

-WHAT HI-F1, April 1997

majority of the world's best
recording and mastering facilities.

"It's the nd's greater

Whether on Broadway or Opryland

consistency and wider

USA, you'll find Tannoy center

bandwidth that help it

stage. Now Tannoy has created a

outstrip the competition."

new range of speakers for your

-HI-F1 NEWS, April 1997

home that will bring you closer to
the music than ever before.
TAN,JUY

'Men:
TannoyITGI North America

• 519-745-1158

The Signature

mercury m2

• Toll-free fax:

1-800-525-7(181

• Web site: htife:Iluqyzestalietoy.com

onoblock Series from

VTL

MB-175 • MB-250 • MB-450 •MB-750 • Wotan MB-1250

"...tonally balanced,
harmonically
convincing, dynamic
at both ends of the
scale, and seemingly
not in need of more
or less of anything."
— Michael Fremer,
Stereophile,
June 1997
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Challenge your
perceptions
at a VIL
dealer today.

4774 Murrieto Street, Suite 10, Chino, CA 91710 USA
Telephone: (909) 627-5944
http://vffle.vtl.com/

Fax: (909) 627-6988
email: Imanley@vtl.com

In Canada: Arolex Acoustics Ltd., Telephone: (604) 528-8965 Fox: (6041 527-3886
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CAR
Basically, that's because the system gets
the midrange so darn right. I'm guessing
here, but one reason may be that the
four drivers involved all have relatively
small ranges to cover — with the possible exception of that 3" soft-dome
midrange, which, Isuspect, covers the
entire vocal region unaided. That's how
it sounds to me, at any rate.
The Dynaudio guys did agreat job
averaging acoustic path lengths, too.
The image is stable and heads-up, leaving the listener with no sense that the
sound is originating next to his or her
feet. Iknow that's the whole point of
angled kick-panel speaker pods, but
every time Ihear it done well, it astonishes me that it works.
The proximity of the woofers to the
other drivers undoubtedly helps integrate the deep bass into the mix as well.
I've never heard acar stereo where the
bass was more organically apart of the
sound than this Jimmy —except, possibly, Earl Zausmees very fine BMW,
which actually welds the woofers from a
pair of B&W 801s to the car's frame in
the footwells themselves. (Judging from
what Iheard at the 1996 LASCA soundoff, Earl's car also achieves incredibly
deep, ungimmicky bass.)
I've had systems at home that
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achieved greater stage depth, which isn't
surprising since you can sit at agreater
distance from the primary drivers and
place the speakers farther away from the
walls. But the Jimmy had sufficient
resolving power to clearly tell you
which recordings had layered depth and
which didn't. More important, the
Jimmy boogied when it should've and
didn't when it shouldn'eve.

than grunted, or danced rather than
shambled. It certainly predates audio.
"See deep enough, and you see musicality," claimed Thomas Carlyle (17951881) — indicating that musicality is neither anew concept nor one acknowledged only by crazed tweako-cultists.
But it remains the ultimate acid test of a
stereo. No matter how refined, accurate,
or detailed, it don't mean athing...

Dynaudio's Jimmy has
rewritten the rules by
which Ijudge acar stereo.
Don't discount this quality. Many
expensive home systems lack it —and, of
course, many modestly priced ones have
it in spades. Idon't care how many other
desirable attributes ahi-fi might have, Wit
doesn't engage me emotionally and
physically via its presentation of rhythm,
then Iwon't be listening to it much.
Oh no, Ihear certain audiophiles wail,
he's going to cite "musicality" as areal property
again. Damn straight. Deny it all you
wish, musicality is real. As aproperty, it's
ancient, probably dating back to the first
primitive humanoid who sang rather

Purple prose
111 many ways, Dynaudio's Jimmy has
rewritten the rules by which Ijudge a
car stereo. It sets new standards for
refined custom installation — at least for
me; this kind of fine detail work is common in LASCA circles.
Well, maybe not exactly common.
When Itook the Jimmy over to Sound
Connections —2774 Agua Fria, Santa
Fe, NM 87501. Tel: (505) 474-8335 —
the shop that has collaborated in the last
few modifications on the Great White
Rhino, owner Bo Young slowly climbed out of the passenger seat shaking his
head. "That's not an installation," he said
in awe, "that's awork of art."
Indeed. It's acar stereo that refuses to
compromise merely to accommodate
convenience. And if that's not truly
High End, I'll eat my foot.
S

PURE SINGLE-ENDED CLASS A
•

ALEPH 2
1CHANNEL
2 GAIN STAGES
100 WATT OUTPUT
300 WATT IDLE

PASS LABS
24449 FORESTHILL ROAD, FORESTHILL, CALIFORNIA 95631
TEL (916) 367-3690
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Mana

is here!
Purple Reign.

We at FLAT EARTH AUDIO are
pleased to make the legentlar NIANA
ACOUSTICS Equipment Supports
available for purchase here in the U.S.
for the very first time. Before now, all
you were likely to experience was that
nagging longing created by dozens of
rave reviews...
"Mana makes an important difference to
the performance of aturntable but makes an
equally big improvement to any component.
The Mana Equipment table is not just good.
it's fiindamentally necessary for good
sound... if you don't put Mana at the head
of your shopping list you will never hear
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the true potential of your hi-fi system."
-Alan

Sircom. HI-FI CHOICE, March 1995
For

The Mana stands are less an improvement

your nearest

dealer call 1-888-XL0-CABLES

in asystem than awhole new system. I
know this sounds like an exaggeration, but
believe me, it's not... Icannot recommend
the Mana Acoustics Equipment Supports
more strongly. They're agreat investment
themselves and asure way to increase the
value of the investment you've already
made." -Steve Sullivan, FI, October 19%
"I don't know of anything priced close to
the (Matta Acoustics! Reference Table that
could have improved my system so much."
-Rob Doorack. LISTENER, Summer 1996
We sell MANA ACOUSTICS Equipment
Supports direct to the public. To order,
or to obtain more information on the
remarkable MANA products, contact:
FLAT EARTH AUDIO
One Bradley Rd, #506
Woodbridge. CT 06525
U.S toll-free:

888-653-5454

non-U.S.: 203-387-0878; fax: 203-387-8338

FLAT
EARTH

AUDIO

—

WOCK/BRIDGE CT

EXCLUSIVE U.S. sales
of
MANA ACOUSTICS
Equipment Supports

«MI

We also sell other fine products -ask about our shop'
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DAC- 2
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Following in the path of the original and extremely well
•
received Assemblage DAC-1. the DAC-2 appears to be another big hit with customers and reviewers alike. the DAC-2
builds on the strengths of the onginal DAC-1. with its
dual Burr-Brown PCM 1702
20 bit
DACs.
Crystal
CS8412 input receiver.
toroidal power transformer
•A flat.
and Analog Devices based
•
.•
output stage. HDCD capa-

•

••s••t_sd

bility is added with the
PMD-100 digital filter chip.
An extra co-ax digital input on a
BNC lack, aphase invert switch, three
more power supply regulation stages with
greatly increased power supply capacitance.
and improved parts quality in the analog output
stage. The best news is that all these improvements
come with avery small price. the DAC-2 digital processor kit is
$499.00 U.S.I 01 course. the DAC-2 also comes with our 30 day
satisfaction guarantee, two year limited warranty. AND our assembly guarantee Ill you can't get it to work, we will!).
For those of you with the upgrade bug. we also have a parts
upgrade kit available for the DAC-2. This kit includes Caddock resistors and MultiCap capacitors for the analog output stage. Kimber silver and Illuminati hook-up wire. EAR and Soundcoat isolation and
damping materials. Linear Technology voltage regulators, and more
parts that make asignificant improvement in the performance of the
stock DAC-2. The parts upgrade kit is available at aspecial package
price of $149.00 U.S.. which makes it even more good news! For
more information on any of our products, including our 200 page catalog. please Call. Wnte. Fax or E-mail us and we will be happy to
assist you.
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RICK
Richard J. Rosen

Milt
Jackson
ly

ou know, Rick, it's like Quincy Jones said
about me: [I'm] 'The only man he knew
who puts grease in anything he plays.' "
MiltJackson and Iwen. sitting in his kitchen, talking about the
influence ofthe blues in his musii and in the records he listens to.
"I always felt, Milt, that for jazz to really be jazz, it's
got to have at least alittle of the blues in it."
"Oh, yeah, it should have that kind of afeeling."
Milt "Bags"Jackson knows his music, and his music is jazz
His mastery ofthe vibraphone has placed him in the ranks ofthe
most important players and innovators in jazz history,flom his
early work with Dizzy Gillespie and his almost telepathic interplay with Thelonious Monk, to the dates he recorded with Miles
Davis, Ray Charles, Count Bask John Coltrane.. just about
every greatjazz artist ofthis century. He's best knownfor his part
in the Modern Jazz Quartet, né the MihJackson Quartet.
"I'm sure you listen to classical, too. That influence
is there in the MJQ ... "
"Well, Ihad somewhat of aclassical background in
school as well, which Iwas fortunate in having. So my
career in terms of music is pretty well rounded. Igrew
up, believe it or not, listening to alot of country and
western."
"N0000..."
"Absolutely. See, Icame up in avery strong gospel
tradition, and also it just happened to turn out that way.
Getting up or getting home after school, my mother
and father had country and western on the radio. At
that time, avery, very popular —in fact, it was the most
popular group in America at the time —was called the
Sons of the Pioneers."
"Oh, sure."
"Yeah. They broadcast over WXYZ every morning.
And we would listen to the radio getting ready for
school."
"And this was in Detroit?"
"In Detroit. [sings] See them tumbling down... drifting along with the tumbling tumbleweeds.' I'll never
forget that, the one tune they sang. My favorite uncle —
if he lives through July, he'll be 93 — he used to go
around singing Wagon Wheels,' another one of their
famous hits."
1
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"Best Sound
At Show"
At the Los Angeles
Hifi «95 show,
attendees cast their ballots
for the best sound at show.
Despite the usual mega-buck
contenders, arelatively
unknown company with a
small pair of $1299 speakers

AUDIBLE

emerged to place on the

RESULTS WITH

best sound list.

THE FINEST IN
CONNECTING

Must be the M&M's.

COMPONENTS

203 FLAGSHIP DRIVE/LUTZ, FL, 33549
PHONE: 813/948-2707 • FAX: 813/948-2907
E-MAIL: SCI@VAMPIREWIRE.COM

The award-winning RM7si.
from $1299/ pair.

JosephAudio
2PINERIDGE ROAD
W HITE PLAINS NY 10603
(800) 474- HIFI (4434)
I
NTERNET :J
OSEPHAUD@AOLCOM

The quest for music leads to Muse.

Muse Electronics

INA Nl C1VAT IC) NJ S
FO 0141111k OM FWthI 51000/1111 A, .11
US PATO111

4771466

PG Box 2198
Ai

I

Garden Grove, CA 92842-2198
Telephone +714-554-8200
FAX +714-554-5643
Email muse_usaecnetcom.com
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"I gotta say, I never would have
pegged abop cat like you for acountry
and western fan."
"You never know. Like two things
which amazed me are, first of all, to find
out that Phyllis Diller played classical
piano for 22 years."
"Phyllis Diller?"
"And Ididn't realize that. Also, Igot
the shock of my life when, back in the
'70s, we did The Flip Wilson Show on
NBC. Ipassed by Roy Clark's dressing
room, and Iheard this classical guitar,
and never once realized it was him.
When Ifound out, Iwas really shocked.
So he was agifted musician despite all
the Hee Haw fame that he got."
"So Iguess it's just all the same. It's all
just music."
"Well, Ilike to take that quote from
Duke himself: 'Mere are only two
kinds of music: Good music and Bad
music.' "
"So true. Milt, where do you usually
listen to music?"
"Most of the time, if I'm listening to
anything, I'm listening to it in here."
"In here? You mean in the kitchen?
You listen to that boombox?"
"Yeah, usually. Ispend
most of the time in
the kitchen, you
know, because it's
the most comfortable
place in the house."
"So how much time
do you spend listening
to music?"
"It depends. Sometimes
when Iget in the mood
where Iwant to listen to
some records, I'll go back
and get alot of my old ragsettes.
ge t
a
Miles Davis record, put that on. Or
Monk. All of Dizzy's stuff, of course. I
grew up with Dizzy. I'll get in aparticular mood, maybe, and I'll put on acassette. Or I'll just put on the radio."
"Let's listen to something now."
"Sure. If Ican work this damn thing...
Here we go."
Hie listened to (dill,cutsfrom Sa Va Bella
(For Lady Legends), Milt Jackson's latest
release. Etta Jones was singing Gershivits's
"Oh, Lady Be Good" while Mr. Jackson sang
her praises.
"To me there's only two or three of
this generation left... her, Ernestine
Anderson ... but the rest of them chicks,
man, ain't got nothing to do with the
singers that I'm talking about. It's one of
the reasons Idid this CD. It's dedicated
to Sarah Vaughan, Ella Fitzgerald, Billie
Holiday, Dinah Washington, and Etta,
and she's the only one left living. Each
Stereophile, August 1997

song on the album is either one made
famous by one of these ladies, or it's
something I've dedicated to them.
"Listen to Etta scat. She told me it's the
first time she ever scatted in her life ... I
sort of forced her into it."

If the quality of the
music comes through,
I'm satisfied.
Bags was visibly grooving to the sounds:
singing along, imitating some of Etta's vocal
phrasings, laughing andjust generally digging the
music. Idug it too, but I've gotta be honest and
say that this rewrd sounds muds better on my
home system than it did on Jackson's Sony
CFD-676. It didn't_hilly convey the liquidglow
ofthe notesfrom Miles vibraphone as they hang
thickly in the air. Missing were the nuances of
breath in Ms.Jones' vocals and the sense ofspace
around her. No surprise really; it sounded just
like you'd wcpect aportable stereo to sound.

"Milt, your records sound so good...
Ifind it difficult to understand that you
don't want to do them more justice
when you listen... why you wouldn't
have better equipment."
"As long as Ican hear it, if the quality of the music comes through, I'm
satisfied."
"But isn't sound your whole life? I
would think a musician would listen
more deeply than most people."
"Oh, Ido. Definitely. Sure. No question. Ilook for things that, say, the layman or just an ordinary fan would never
dream of looking for. Because he doesn't
have any idea about it, of course. Being
involved with music all my life, it's just
natural to me to do that. Imight listen to
how aplayer constructs the notes of a
solo, or how avocalist puts the words
together, or things that relate directly to
how Iwould do it."
"Does any of that get in the way of
your enjoyment of music?"
"Well, like when something
comes on the radio, and people
say they don't particularly care for
it... they just shut that out. Iwish
Icould. It comes from a gift,
believe it or not, agift that can
Bags grooves to the sound of the
Sony boombox in his kitchen.
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ensemble class©

rTRUE SUBWOOFERC

where the senses meet

With phenomenal

"In many ways, the Ensemble system is
to audio today as was Marantz and Quad
back in the early days of the art."

New HSU TRU
SUBS will extend

Martin DeWulf,
Bound for Sound,
1996, No 1. p 14

"...a digital
reference tool
of the first
order. "
"The Dichrono,
bowing to its
Swiss origins,
remained so
finely neutral that
Icouldn't say it was
clearly one thing or the
other, analog- or digital-like"

Jonathan Scull, Stereoptute,
November 1996,
vol 19, No 11, p.179

Improve your FM reception.
Add a

the bass of your
stereo or video
system for that air
shaking all around
you' effect.

MAGNUM DYNALAB
ST-2 antenna
HSU ReSNICh HRSWI2V

Here's what experts ay saying about HSU TRU SUBS:
" output to rival many 18 inch subs along with the rare ability to
homogenize almost perfectly *eh high-performance main
speakers
rated flat way down to 20 Hz but in my morn it went
even lower, and could get stomach-chuming loud if you asked "
Dan Sweeney. AuckeVideo Shopper, December 1996
'An excellent Sensate chuce is the Hsu powered subwooter
Its 19Hz and 110dB SR_ should please anyone soundwise
Torn Nousene, Sensible Sound No 59. July/August 19%
• Tight and Deeepl
Everyone looked blown away
that a little sub 110V) could do so much
Stacey Spears, Secrete of Home !hearer and Hee Fdefty June 1996
'A see 10' subwoolern AI that bass?? We were shocked
Iam sold HSUIOV gets my subwoofer business hands down "
Scott Wfanmann. Rec Aucko Hrgh•End June 2,1996
" the Hsu has to be considered an outstanding bargain •
Ream Deusch Sierecohle Guide to Horne Theater Vd 1No 2 1995
" this woofer achieves acombination of extremely quick
speed and gut massaging bass impact that Ihave seldom
experienced horn any subwoofer '
Peter keener', Siereophde Vol 18 No 1, January 1995
Send for lull details on the vastly improved new 12Va.
the 10V. and automotive subs Write or call

HSU

RESEARCH

IF

MAGNUM DYNALAB
"The FM Specialists"

true deep bass
extending below
20Hz wrth low
distortion at avery
affordable price.

HSU RESEARCH
14948 Shoemaker Ave Uni I.
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
1•800-554-or60 (Va.»)
1.562.404-3848 (VOrcee A.)
E.rna(I Issureseearthlink net

Said factory erect rett a30 day Vial •9109 de back,aigià
guarantee 5year manufacturer's defect warranty

This uniquely designed omnidirectional antenna will greatly
improve your listening pleasure
on any receiver or tuner.
There is only one MAGNUM
DYNALAB ST-2, the rest are
only copies.
USA: 575 Kennedy Road
Cheektowaga, NY 14227
Tel: (800) 551-4130
Fax: (905) 791-5583
EXPORT & CANADA:
8Strathearn Avenue #9
Brampton Ontario
Canada L6T 4L9
Tel: (905) 791-5888
Fax: (905) 791-5583

DICHRONOTM
DRIVE
EC

& DAC

(Extra

Class)

CD transport &
digital to analog converter

ri s

I

SWISS MADE

1-800 Ensemble
Ensemble AG Inc.
P.O. Box, CH-4132 Muttenz 1, Switzerland
Tel. +41 61 461 91 91 • Fax +41 61 461 93 25
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turn out to be afault in away. Ican't
shut it out, you know, being gifted with
perfect pitch musically, and then the
photographic memory and like that."
"There's an awful lot of bad music
everywhere. Does it bother you to hear
so much of it?"
"Well, it bothers me, but Ican't control it. ft's just something you learn to
live with. And that's the only possible
solution, in terms of sanity, you know?"
Vaugits]
"Music affects you very strongly..."
"It's powerful. I never understood
how within less than ayear, three of the
biggest rappers in the country got shot
and killed. All this violence is then created behind the music they made, and yet,
in my 55 years as aprofessional, we ain't
never have created ariot or nothing like
that at ajazz festival. It leaves me very
puzzled, and very hurt and depressed, as
to why the government doesn't look
into that. Ialways trusted Mr. Clinton.
He's the man who Iknow

from just listening. Imean being around
live things."
"Do you still listen to alot of live
music?"
"All the time. Ikeep up with it. 'There
were three different things that were
going on last week, and Imissed them all.
Andy Bey at Birdland. Then little Jimmy
Scott was there for two nights..."
"He's amazing."
Mr. Clinton didn't do
"Yeah, Imissed that. Iwanted to
catch Nicholas Payton with Clark Terry
such abad job playing
and Doc Cheatham at the Iridium and
"My Funny Valentine
Stanley Turrentine at the Vanguard. I
wound up missing all of it. Ihad some
other things that Ihad to do."
"And you knew who he was, right?"
"So what's the difference for you be"Oh, well, of course. In fact, Iwas
tween live music and listening at home?"
taken out of the receiving line one time
"Well, it depends on what I'm listenat the White House ... somebody was
ing to. If it's one of my favorite groups
so enthused and excited about me
meeting him, they just took me out of who Ilike, then hearing them in person
the line and brought me right up and
is alot more enjoyable because you get to
hear more. Don't forget, the record or a
introduced me to him."
Cl) is limited to what has been recorded.
"Did you get to jam with him?"
You can't change it. Whereas aperson...
"No, Inever got to jam with him.
you are able to sort of stretch out, as we
Maybe one of these days..."
say, and do alittle more. Now, if it's a
"What did you listen to when you
group that Idon't enjoy that much, then
were growing up, besides country?"
what Iwould do is go back to listen to a
"Well, the stuff Ilistened to then
Cl) or aracsette of that group."
mostly was off the radio. That goes back
"You listen to music you don't enjoy?
through elementary into high school.
Now, when Igot to high school, then I Bad music?"
"For example, I didn't particularly
got involved in lots of music. Live
music, of course. Aside from being in
care for Miles Davis' last two or three
the symphony orchestra, Iwas in the
albums. And that's meant very honest.
dance band, Iwas in the glee club, I After he did Seven Steps to Heaven, Iguess
was in the choir...I did all of that. I he started more in another direction.
Miles himself really never changed. His
had alot of musical experience aside

understands about music, because he
plays the saxophone. And he didn't even
do such ahad job playing 'My Funny
Valentine,' which Ihappened to hear, you
know? I've been fortunate, in the sense of
being able to actually speak to him on
two different occasions. And he acknowledged that he knew who Iwas."

Milt Jackson: Selected Discography
As leader

Si Va Bella (For Lady Legends), Qwest/Warner Bros.
46607-2 (1997)
Burnin' in the Woodhouse, Qwest/Warner Bros. 45918-2 (1995)
The Prophet Speaks, Qwest/Warner Bros. 45591-2 (1994)
Reverence and Compassion, Qwest/Warner Bros. 45204-2 (1993)
It Don't Mean A Thing If You Can't Tap Your Foot To It, (Pablo
2310-909) Fantasy OJC-601 (1984)
Live at the Village Gate, (Riverside 495) Fantasy
OJC-309 (1967)
Invitation, (Riverside 446) Fantasy OJC-260 (1963)
Big Bags, (Riverside 429) Fantasy OJC-366 (1962)
Bags' Opus, (United Artists 4022) Blue Note 84458 (1959)
Thaes The Way It Is, ImpulseVMCA MCAD-33112 (1959)
TheJarz Skyline, (Savoy MG-12070) Savoy Jazz 78997 (1956)
Meet Milt Jackson, (Savoy MG-12061) Savoy Jazz 0172 (1956)
Milt Jackson Quartet, (Prestige 7003) Fantasy OJC-001 (1955)
Roll Em Bags, (Savoy MG-I2042) Savoy Jazz 0110 (1955)

With the Modem Jazz Quartet

The Last Concert, (Atlantic 909) Rhino R2 72189 (1974)
Live at the Lighthouse, Atlantic 1486 (1967)
Blues at Carnegie Hall, Atlantic 1468, Mobile Fidelity
UDCD 596 (1967)
A Quartet is aQuartet is aQuartet, Atlantic 1420 (1964)
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Third Stream Music, Atlantic 1345 (1960)
At Music Inn, Vol.2 (with Sonny Rollins), Atlantic 1299,
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 632 (1958)
The Modern Jazz Quartet, Atlantic 1275 (1957)
Fontessa, Atlantic 1231 (1956)
Modern Jazz Quartet/Milt Jackson Quintet, (Prestige 7059)
Fantasy OJC-125 (1952, 1954)

With others

MiltJackson & Count Basie & The Big Band, Vols. I& 2, (Pablo
2310-822, 823) Fantasy OJC-740, 741 (1978)
Milt Jackson & Wes Montgomery: Bags Meets Wes, (Riverside 407)
Fantasy OJC-234 (1961)
MiltJackson &John Coltrane: Bags and Pane, Atlantic 1368 (1961)
Milt Jackson & Ray Charles: Soul Meeting, Atlantic 1360 (1961)
Milt Jackson & Ray Charles: Soul Brothers, Atlantic 1279 (1958)
MiltJackson & Coleman Hawkins: Bean Bags, Atlantic
90465 (1958)
Opus deJazz, (Savoy MG-12036) Savoy Jazz 0109 (1955)
Miles Davis: Bags' Groove, (Prestige 7109) Fantasy
OJC-245 (1954)
Thelonius Monk: The Complete Blue Note Recordings, (BLP-1510,
1511) Blue Note 30363 (1951-52)
MiltJackson & Sonny Stitt: In the Beginning, (Galaxy 204) Fantasy
OJC-1771 (1948)
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Stereophile presents
THE LIMITEDEDITION
180- GRAM LP VERSION

Só NATA

ROBERT SILVERMAN, PIANO
IN WORKS BY F
RANZ L
ISZT
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Engineered by John Atkinson

Au

BITS ON BOARD!

"After comparing the fine-sounding 16bit Sonata CD with abreathtaking LP
test pressing transferred with all bits on
board, Idon't understand how anyone
who calls him or herself an audiophile
can live without a turntable, - said
Stereophile's Michael Fremer.
The recording was transferred to vinyl at
AcousTech Mastering by the legendary Stan
Ricker, using the state-of-the-art Wilson
Audio Custom Tube Mastering System.

USE THIS
COUPON TO
ORDER THE
LP,CD ...
OR BOTH!
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This piano recording has
NEV'been
so acclaimed that we
HAD to release it on heavy 180-gram
vinyl — because the 16-bit digital standard can't capture all of what's on the
original 20-bit digital master tape. It
takes an LP to restore the missing bits!

what is

e.

MICHAEL
FREMER

The 180-gram vinyl, pressed by RTI, is the
quietest you'll ever hear. The vinyl is so
heavy, so pure that you can actually hear
more of the recording. Your stylus will get
more out of the groove.

e/4
--

and, yes ,ante

i‘te. •

malice's subtleties and nuances. More of
the glorious Steinway D piano. More of
the music.
This is an LP production without com-

MORE OF WHAT'S ON THE
MASTER TAPE!
The original 20-bit digital master tape
"offered aview into the acoustic of the
Albuquerque church that the 16-bit noiseshaped CD, as good as we felt it to sound,
only hinted at," said engineer John
Atkinson.
Now you can hear more of what JA heard
on the master tape. More ambience. More
of the hall's acoustic. More of the períor-

promise. No equalization, limiting, or
compression. The performance has been
acclaimed — Liszt's Sonata in B-minor,
which is the composer's only full-fledged
piano sonata, plus the ever-popular
Licbcstraum as an encore.
If you own the CD, get the LP and judge
for yourself. Or order both the LP and
the CD today (In either format or both,
this is Stereophile's best piano recording
ever! Guaranteed!)

Mail to: STEREOPH1LE, P.O. Box 1702, Santa l'e, NM 87504-1702, or call 1-800-358-6274
Send the SONATA LP at $19.95 each x
Send the SONATA CD at $15.95 each x
SHIPPING AND HANDLING.
Add ($3.50 per item U.S. and Canada,
$8 per item foreign airmail)
0 Check enclosed

Please charge my

copies =
copies =

TOTAL
0 MC

ACCOUNT NUMBER

$

0 VISA

0 AMEX

\ DM

SIGNATURE

NAME (Please Prim/

STREET

CITY

STATE

ZIP OR POSIAL CODE

Make checks payable to Stereophile. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
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playing stayed the same, really, right up
until the end. It was just his surroundings. Ialways loved Miles, you know?
My favorite album was 'Round About
Midnight."
"Great record. Of course, Bags' Groove
is akiller."
"Yes, that's aclassic."
"Those old records, they just sound
so good. You mentioned you listen to
cassettes?"
"Oh, yeah, I'll listen to cassettes...
or CDs, now that the CD's totally fashionable." [laughs]
"What do you feel is the difference
between the sound of cassettes, and
CDs or LPs?"
"Well, with CD, the engineering technique is supposed to have been greatly
improved, which Iguess it has. That's in
the progressive mode, like everything
else that moves along and progresses."
"So you prefer the sound of CDs?"
"I don't know. Ihaven't really sat down
and made what you would call aone-onone comparison. You know, put araw-tte
on and then put on aCD. If Ican hear
everything, that's fine. Here's anew one
we did with Oscar in Town Hall. I'll just
put that on and sec what it sounds like."
The disc was A Tribute to Oscar
Peterson — Live at the Town Hall (Telarc

THE

Jazz (D-83401). This is a20-bit surmundsound trcordingfrom an audiophile label fever
there was one lite irony was palpabk Now, I'm
able to tiljoy music on amodest system. Heck, I
can dance to aclock radio. Ihave atough time
understanding, though, why someone who really
gets music, someone Pr whom music is so
important, could seem so completely unconcerned

offered to come to
Milt's house and set him
up with afull high-end
rig on long-term loan,
just so he could hear
the difference. He showed
no interest whatever.
about thejidelity or lack thereofin his main playback system. Iwent so jar as to re to conte to
Miles house and set hi,,, up with afidl high-end
ng on long-tenn loan, just so he could hear the
deerence He showed no interest whatever.
"So, Milt, how did you go about
selecting your system here?"
"Well, Icheck out the names. Most of
the Japanese brands are good. You just

RETURN

OF

A

pick out one that you feel that you are
going to like, in terms of size and all. See,
like this. Ihad to have one that would fit
up under the cabinet. So in other words,
in choosing the stereo system for the
kitchen, it has to be one that's compatible, and enough room and space."
"And you dig just hanging out in the
kitchen and listening. This is your spot,
huh?"
"I eat most of my meals in here. Only
time we eat in there, man, is Thanksgiving or Christmas, when we have aspecial dinner. This has more the atmosphere
of home, and that's what I'm interested in.
Like the den, the living room ... nobody
ever goes in there, you know?"
"You obviously enjoy listening to
music here. I'm not sure most of my
readers will understand it."
"My thing is just...I figure if it's got a
good sound, if Ican hear what's going on,
that's the main thing. The guy you're
talking about, the stereophile, he's going
to go out and get the newest thing for
$1000 because it's got something special
to it. And Ican understand that, you
know? He's into that like Iam into
music. All Iwant is something just to reproduce agood sound. The equipment's
not important to me. Only the music is
important. The 11111.4C is my thing."
S

LEGEND

Your devotion to you' iewids has
been justified: The Shure VI5 has returned.
Featuring a remarkably thin, yet rigid
beryllium MICROWALL/ Be" cantilever and an
ultra-fine Micro-Ridge diamond tip, the VIS Type
VxMR combines the truest, most expressive sound
with incredibly low record wear. You'll hear purer
highs, more forceful bass, and richer audio detail than
you ever imagined your records could provide.
And you'll hear them for longer, since the VIS
provides all this sound quality with just one gram of
tracking force—compared to the 2grams required by other
high-performance cartridges.
Reintroducing the V15. Treat your ears—and your
records—to the sound and quality they deserve.
Call 1-800-25-Shure for the VIS dealer nearest you.

THE SIFIURE V15
PHONO
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BACK ISSUES WHILE THEY LAST!
ISSUES

EACH

VOLUME Ill, 1972-1976

Issues 3, 5, 6, 9, 12
Issues 1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11

$5.00
$10.00*

VOLUME IV, 1977-1981

Issues 3, 6, 10
Issues 1, 2, 4. 5. 7, 8, 9

$5.00
$10.00*

VOLUME V. 1982

Issues 1 through 10

$5.00

VOLUME VI, 1983

Issues 1, 2, 4. 5
Issues 3. 6

$5.00
$10.00*

VOLUME VII, 1984

Issues 3, 5, 8
Issues 1. 2. 4. 6. 7

$5.00
$10.00*

VOLUME VIII. 1985

Issues 1, 2. 4, 5. 7, 8
Issues 3. 6

$5.00
$10.00*

VOLUME IX, 1986

Issues 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8
Issues 7

$5.00
$10.00*

VOLUME X, 1987

Issues 1, 2, 4. 5, 6, 7. 8. 9

$5.00

VOLUME XI, 1988

Issues 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12

$5.00

VOLUME XII, 1989

Issues 1, 2, 3, 4. 5. 6, 7, 8, 9. 11. 12

$5.00

VOLUME XIII, 1990

Issues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12

$5.00

VOLUME XIV. 1991

Issues 1. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11. 12

$5.00

VOLUME XV, 1992

Issues 1 through 12

$5.00

VOLUME XVI, 1993

Issues 1 through 12

$5.00

VOLUME XVII, 1994

Issues 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

$7.00

VOLUME XVIII, 1995

Issues 1 through 12

$7.00

VOLUME XIX, 1996

Issues 1 through 12

$7.00

VOLUME XX. 1997

Issues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

$7.00

EVERYTHING ABOVE
NEATLY PACKAGED

$600.00
*Photocopies
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Marantz Model 7Reissue preamplifier
and Model 9Reissue monoblock power amplifier
Steven Stone

C

opies of musical instruments, or
"reissues," have been around for
centuries. Even in the late 1700s,
with Antonio Stradivari (1644-1737)
barely cold in his grave, violin-makers
were producing "Strad" imitations. In
the 1970s Ibanez, aJapanese guitar
manufacturer, began producing highquality copies of Gibson's instruments.
'These clones were so faithful that Gibson was forced to sue Ibanez for copyright infringement. Nowadays all the
major American luthiers make copies of
their own classic designs—Gibson, Fender, Gretsch, Martin, and Rickenbacker
are busy churning out more reissues than
contemporary models.
Only recently has the reissue phenomenon come to high-fidelity electronics. In the October 1995 Stereophile
(Vol.18 No.10) Ireviewed McIntosh's
C-22 reissue. Like many of Gibson's
reissues of the early 70s, this Mac was
not an exact copy but had various updated features. The new Marantz reissues of
their Model 7 preamp and Model 9
amplifier are more like Fender guitar's
"Relic" series — an attempt to exactly
copy the originals down to the last
stripped screw-head. Needless to say,
making aperfect copy is challenging; not
only must it look identical, it has to
sound identical as well.
Making acopy of a"classic" product
begs several questions. First, why make a
copy? Does the original product have
certain intrinsic properties that warrant
reproduction, or is it merely amarketdriven exercise? In the case of aStradivari
violin, time has revealed that it did
indeed have aspecial magic. Arc Sid
Smith's audio circuits — like Guarneri
Del Jesu's violins —worthy of copying in
minute detail?
Obviously, the contemporary marketplace thinks so. Ever since their introduction, copies of classic Marantz models
have been in spectacular demand. Only
by seemingly divine intervention was I
able to get a7and apair of 9s for review.
(Ric Mancuso, then with Monster Cable,
sent me their show demo pair, but that's
close enough to the firmament for me.)
Stereophile, August 1997

Marantz Model 7 Reissue: Fullfunction tube preamplifier. Tube complement: six 12AX7s. Frequency response: 20Hz-40kHz, ±1dB. RIAA
deviation: 20Hz-20kHz, ±1dB. Rated
output: 2V. Maximum output: 15V. Input sensitivity/impedance: 1.4mV/1M
ohm (Microphone); 1.2mV/47k ohms
(Phono 1/Phono 2); 2.5mV/1M ohm
(Tape Head); 140mV/330k ohms
(FM/AM-FM multiplex/TV/Aux/rape
Play). Maximum allowable input at
IkHz: 140mV (Microphone/Phono
1/Phono 2); 300mV (rape Head). Voltage Gain: 64.5dB (Phono/rape Head);
62dB (Microphone); 22.5dB (High
level). Power requirements: 120V AC
60Hz. Power consumption: 35W.
Dimensions: 15.75" W by 5.75" H by
8.5" D. Weight: 15 lbs.

Serial number of unit reviewed:
010062.

Price: $3800. Approximate number
of dealers: 25.

Marantz Model 9 Reissue: Monoblock tube amplifier. Tube comple-

ment: Two 6DJ8s, one CGA7, four
EL34s. Rated output at 1kHz: 70W
into 16, 8, and 4 ohms (ultralinear)
(18.5dBW, 15.5dBW, 12.5dBW, respectively); 40W into 16, 8, and 4
ohms (triode mode) (16dBW, 13
dB1N, 10dBW, respectively). Frequency
response: 20Hz-40kHz, 1W at 8
ohms, ±1dB. THD at 1kHz/1 W/8
ohms: 0.03%. Input sensitivity: 1.2V.
Input impedance: 150k ohms. S/N
ratio: 90dB (no reference given).
Damping factor: 17 (equivalent to an
output impedance of 0.47 ohms).
Power requirement: 120V AC 60Hz.
Power consumption: 210W
Dimensions: 15.6" W by 8.5" H by
10.5" D. Weight: 63 lbs each.

Serial numbers of units reviewed:
010117, 118.
Price: $4200 each. Approximate
number of dealers: 25.

Manufacturer: Marantz America
Inc., 440 Medinah Road, Roselle, IL
60172. Tel: (630) 307-3100. Fax:
(630) 307-2687.

Still, the question remains: Does the
intrinsic value of Marantz reissues really
warrant their current level of covetedness?

switches occupy the center of the faceplate: on the left is the Tape Monitor/Play switch. Next is the Phono EQ,
with old 78rpm, RIAA, and Columbia
Model 7: topological tour
LP settings. To its right is the low-freThe symmetrical array of controls on
quency filter, with 50Hz, Flat, and
the Model 7's faceplate harks back to
100Hz rolloffs. Last is ahigh-frequency
simpler times, when audio equipment
filter with 9kHz, Flat, and 5kHz settings.
was designed for functionality rather
Four knobs balance out the right side
than ostentatious style. Still, this façade's of the faceplate: two treble- and two
Bauhausian adherence to form-follows- bass-control knobs cover all the tonal
function is undeniably stylish. An
bases. On the extreme right is the
upper-left-hand knob controls input on/off switch. Finally, in the center of
selection. Choices include Microphone,
the brushed anodized aluminum facePhono 2, Phono 1, Tape Head, FM/ plate, is asmall circular light to indicate
AM, FM (multiplex), TV, and Auxiliary
whether or not the whole shebang is
Below the input selector knob is the
powered up.
mode selector control. Channel B,
The 7's rear panel has RCA connecA+B, Channel A, Stereo, and Stereo
tions for all the aforementioned inputs.
Reverse arc all on the menu. To the
There are also two pairs of Main outright of the selector knob is the volume
puts, one set of fixed-level record outs,
knob, known for its "silky feel," below
and adjustments for output level and
which is the balance knob. Four toggle
tape EQ. (The tape EQ allows for
85
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"turnover" to be adjusted from 400 to
1300Hz.) The rear panel also gives you
access to the 7's complete tube complement. Tubes are mounted on their sides
on a"floating" board attached to the
main chassis via rubber mountings for
shock and microphonic isolation. All
the tubes are sheltered behind aluminum spring-mounted tube covers for
further physical and electronic isolation.
One unswitched and five switched AC
outlets, along with afuse compartment
and IEC AC connector, complete the
topography. The IEC AC connector is
the only physical change from the original design, European Union standards
requiring aremovable AC connection.
The Model 7uses six 12AX7 tubes.
V1, V2, and V3 are for the phono and
tape-head circuits. A pair of triodes (V1
for the right channel, V2 for the left),
are cascoded into another triode used as
afollower. Both channels then share the
third tube (V3). From there the phono
inputs are treated just like all the other
line inputs: they go into another pair of
triodes (V4 for the right, V5 for the left),
cascoded into afmal cathode follower
(V6). Once again, both channels share
this final tube. This circuit is not atypical
for its time, but it does have an unusual
power supply that uses an 18V heatersupply that services 11
/ tubes in series
2
through their middle tap points.
The most interesting technical aspect
of the 7isn't the circuit itself; but its physical implementation. Wiring is all carefully routed and bundled to optimize
performance. Even the right- and leftchannel bundles are individually shielded
to isolate them from each another.
There's also a piece of foam placed
between the wires and cabinet sides to
86

style but asmaller "wrapped" variety.
The installed 12AX7 tubes are Gold
Dragons rather than NOS (new old
stock) Amperex Bugle Boys or Telefunkens. Marantz claims that the
Dragons perform better; tube aficionados might contest this point. Since Ino
longer keep a harem of NOS tubes
around, Idid no tube swapping. Gold
Dragons are what abuyer will receive, so
thaes what Iused in the 7.
During the 45-day test period the
preamp was left on continuously. Not
once in 1080 hours were there any
weird buzzes, biais, or hums. This is a
very stable design that seems as reliable
as the original. The only QC problem I
noticed was that the tape outputs of my
review sample were wired in reverse —
left was right, right was left — but this
was easy to correct.

reduce microphony. Obviously, agreat
deal of thought went into squeezing the
most performance out of these simple
old circuits.
Since Marantz wanted to make areissue that was as close as possible to the
original, the "antiquated" features like
the tape-head input and EQs for 78s

Model 9: topological tour
You don't have to be astudent of industrial design to agree that few amplifiers
on earth are more handsome than the
Marantz Model 9. Many companies
have used the 9's front-panel design,
with its large circular meter, as inspiration for their own amplifiers. In addition to the memorable meter, the large
anodized aluminum front panel has a
Since Marantz wanted
test knob, an on/off toggle switch,
phase toggle switch, low-frequency filto make areissue that
ter toggle switch, input level knob, 3A
slow-blow fuse holder, and connections
was as close as possible
for 4, 8, and 16 ohm speakers, as well as
to the original, the
an RCA input jack. The rear of the
amplifier has an IEC connector for the
"antiquated" features
AC cable. Inside the tube cage is atoggle to select between ultralinear and trihave been preserved.
ode operating modes.
As in the 7, no attempt was made to
and Columbia LPs have been preserved.
"modernize" the 9's features or circuit
topology. Some users may question the
For some record collectors these features will make the 7invaluable, but
need for both the input-level control
most buyers probably will seldom use
knob and the phase-reversal switch on
them. As in most full-featured preamps,
the front panel. One of the most poputhe controls can be bypassed by taking lar modifications made to the 9was to
the signal out of the tape-out jacks.
bypass both the input-level control and
While this trick also bypasses level and
the phase switch. This "mod" removes a
balance controls, it's quite compatible
gain stage and one potentiometer from
with amps (like the Model 9) that have
the circuit.
their own input-level knobs.
The circuit layout consists of the level
It's quite obvious that Marantz and the
potentiometer, from which the signal is
actual builder, Valve Amplification Comtaken to a6DJ8 tube that services the
pany, went to great lengths to achieve a phase-reversal switch. A second 6DJ8
high level of fit, finish, and fidelity to the
triode tube is the phase splitte supplyoriginal Model 7. Although great effort ing both positive and negative sides of
was expended to obtain all the original
the push-pull drive signal. Next comes a
CGA7 tube, which acts as acathode folparts, some items could not be duplicated. The original copper-selenium rectifilower, providing a low-impedance
source for the four EL34 power tubes,
er used in the heater supply had to be
replaced with asilicon-diode type. Also,
which operate as two push-pull pairs.
the capacitors are not the older "molded"
Unlike many contemporary tube ampliStereophile, August 1997

fier designs, the 9uses both local and
global negative feedback to control distortion and output impedance.
The 9's power transformer deserves
special note. Many collectors believe that
the Marantz 9's TO-3 transformer is one
of the finest ever produced, and VAC has
gone to great lengths to make an identical reproduction of this part. They used
the same arbors to wind the transformer
and the sanie wax potting compound to
impregnate the transformers.
From auser's standpoint, few amps
arc more satisfying to set up than the
Marantz 9. When you turn the Test
knob, the circular bias meter changes
from afaint glow to abrighter level that
seems to chirp, "Yes boss? I'm ready to
work!" The two right-hand turn positions of the Test knob arc DC Balance
and AC Bias. To the left are four positions, one for each of the four output
tubes. It's such akick to adjust this
amplifier that you'll find yourself checking the bias and AC balance far more
often than necessary. Both of my review
samples were so stable that, after the initial setup, Ifound further adjustments
superfluous — but that didn't stop me
from checking the settings at every
opportunity. It's just so darn much fun
watching that bias meter light up.

Marantz Model 9 Reissue monoblock power amplifier

Perhaps this is agood place to mention that, much to my great disappointment, one of the first Model 9s Igot did
not have afully functional bias meter.
Marantz promptly replaced it with a
properly working sample. The replacement did have one idiosyncrasy: V-5
and V-6 were switched, with each
adjustment screw working the other
tube. Ah, the joys of hand assembly...

Up'n'Down the Bathtub Curve

A

lmost everybody has heard ofbathtub curves. The curve's
most common usage is to
show the frequency of repair on electronic devices. Most products that are
going to fail do so in the first several
days of operation — there's asteep
downward slope at the beginning of
the curve. Components then work
for aperiod of time, at the end of
which they begin to fail due to worn
parts. The older acomponent, the
more likely it is to fail— hence the
other steep side of the curve.
Bathtub curves are also applicable
to the market value of products over
time. The original list price is the
beginning point of the curve. After a
while, discounting lowers the price
to the point where the product is
finally discontinued. For an indefinite period the price remains at a
low point, until the product begins
to gain value as a"collectable." All
products are subject to the bathtub
curve, be they guitars, bottle caps, or
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"investment-grade electronics."
Even the new Marantz reissues
will suffer their indignities; their
resale value will undoubtedly go
down before it goes up. If you're
thinking about buying aModel 7or
9, keeping it afew years, then selling
it for aprofit—forget it. If you keep
'em for 25 years, you'll break even.
Maybe.
Just because Marantz touts the
models 7, 8B, and 9as worthy of
investment doesn't mean that they're
better investments than any other
piece of new high-end gear. I'm not
trying to dissuade anybody from
plunking down cash on these components — they're beautifully made
and fairly priced. I'djust like to make
sure that people who do buy them
do so for the right reason: because
you love 'em and intend to live with
'em for along while. If you try to
quick-flip these babies after ayear or
so, it'll cost you plenty.
—Steven Stone

Because the 9 was designed way
before the era of big, thick cables and
oversize spade lugs, your "old" audiophile-approved speaker wire may be
difficult to connect. Unfortunately, the
original five-way binding posts are now
four-way posts. There is no provision
for banana plugs, since they now violate
EEC safety regs, ruling out Monster XTerminators.
Putting the 9s up on Tiptoes may
make it much easier to attach stiff
cables without undue aggravation.
Tiptoes will also supply the 9s with better bottom ventilation. Just be very
careful when you first put stuff under
them — the 9s are voy front-heavy,
since that is where all three transformers reside. It's all too easy to wind up
with aModel 9on your forearm.
Model 7sound: bypassing reality
As regular Stereophile readers know, I'm
not terribly fond of preamplifiers. At
best, they're convenience items that
only slightly degrade fidelity. At worst,
they're filthy windows covered with
grime, obscuring differences between
sonic night and day. While the Marantz
Model 7wasn't the worst preamp I've
liad to endure, it was by no means the
best. Anybody who could enthuse in
print over its sonic abilities has obviously never done abypass test. To call the
Model 7's overall sound "dark" would
be like calling Othello untrusting.
Not only was the 7lacking in transparency, top-end air, and low-level
detail, it was also rather noisy. At anything over 11:00 on its volume knob, a
gentle hiss emanated from the speakers
(it becomes adull roar by 3:00). On
quiet passages it was impossible to hear
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the concert hall's noise floor; hiss got in
the way. Isuppose the 7isn't noisy compared to other similar vintage preamps,
but compared to an Audio Research
LS5 H it sounds like asubway train in
the middle ola long tunnel.
One thing the 7does well is preserve
three-dimensionality. Layering of instruments on the stage, depth, and lateral focus are adequately rendered by its
classic circuits. On a recent offering
from BBC Music Magazine, Brahms's
Symphony 4 conducted by Andrew
Davis, the concert stage was reproduced
with aplomb. Again compared with
3-D imaging champs like the Audio
Research LS5, there was nothing phenomenal about the 7's soundstaging

abilities. Still, the 7located everything
convincingly in space, vocalists had a
feeling of actual physical stature, and
floor reflections were separated convincingly from direct sounds. Corn-

pared with the solid-state Pass Aleph P,
the Marantz's overall image size was on
the smallish side, but that was primarily
due to the lack of upper-frequency
information. On live concert recordings

Imade with J. Gordon Holt, sidewalls
were abit vague and the soundstage was
not as generously proportioned as
through the Pass, Carver, or Reference
Line preamps.
In an attempt to squeeze maximum
performance from the Model 7, Ispent
some time listening in "hot rod" mode:
Itook the signal from the tape outputs
and ran that straight into my amplifiers.
The result was much better definition,
low-level detail, top-end air, and far
greater musical involvement. If Iowned
aMarantz 7I'd certainly do all my listening with it set up this way. In hot-rod
mode the soundstage gained substantial
size, almost equal in suture to that of the
Pass Aleph P. The increase in upper-fre-

T

set. A change in the output voltage of
just 0.001V can alter the input impedance calculation by afactor of 2—and
the output levels of tube components
often exhibit normal fluctuations of at
least that amount! But our measurements do tell us that the input impedance of the Marantz 7is very high —
high enough that virtually any source
should be able to drive it easily.
The phono input impedance measured 51k ohms in the left channel, 48k
ohms in the right. The output impedance at the tape outputs was 26 ohms
with a25 ohm source impedance and
594 ohms with a 600 ohm source
impedance, indicating no active buffering at the tape outputs.
The DC offset at the 7's outputs
measured 27mV left, 32mV right.
These were maximums; the values fluctuated wildly below this —not unusual
in atube design. The preamp is noninvetting. Line-level voltage gain (input to
line output) measured 22dB. Phono
voltage gain (phono input to tape output) measured 42dB. Unity gain was at

11:00 on the volume control. The latter
had good tracking: within 02dB from
9:00 to maximum (the limits of my
measurements). Line-level S/N ratio
(ref. 1V output) measured 79.6dB unweighted from 22Hz to 221cHz, 70.7dB
unweighted from 10Hz to 5001cHz, and
82dB A-weighted. Phono S/N for the
same conditions measured 74dB, 73dB,
and 83.4dB, respectively.
The Marantz 7's frequency response
is shown in fig.1. Note the slightly rising
phono response at high frequencies; this
might well be just audible as alittle
added sparkle. Fig2 shows the classic
phono equalization settings available on
the Marantz, and how they differ from
the RIAA setting: "Columbia" applies
less bass and has alittle more HF attenuation (this is for old Columbias dating
from the early years of LP), "78" provides noticeably more treble gain. Fig3
shows the effects of the Marantz's high
and low filters (the specified HF filter
points appear to be at approximately
-6dB, the LF points nearer to -3dB),
and figA its tone-control action.

he output impedance of the
Marantz 7 at its main outputs
measured 720 ohms in the left
channel and 710 ohms in the right, varying by less than 30 ohms at lower than
maximum settings of the main level
control. The line-level input impedance
was 363k ohms (L) and 369k ohms (R).
While the latter increased at less-thanmaximum settings of the level control, it
should be noted that very high values of
input impedance are difficult to measure
accurately with our Audio Precision test

Fig.1

Marantz Model 7, frequency response, line
(top) and phono (bottom) (right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).

One thing the 7does
well is preserve
three-dimensionality.
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Fig.? Marantz Model 7, phono section EQ
choices (from top to bottom): "78," "RIAA,"
and "Columbia" (right channel dashed,
5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Marantz Model 7, line-stage frequency
response with filters set to (from left to
right): 50Hz, 100Hz, 5kHz, and 10kHz
(right channel dashed, 5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.4 Marantz Model 7, effect of bass and treble
tone controls (5dB/vertical div.).
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quency information returned most of
the subtle spatial cues that had been
swallowed up in normal operating
mode. While transient attack and lowlevel detail still were not the equals of
the passive Reference Line or Carver
preamps, they were much improved.
Yes, hot-rod mode is definitely the way
to go.
The Marantz phono section sounds
quite nice. The 7is certainly not in the
same league as the Vendetta SCP-2C,
Naim Prefix, or Audio Research PH2
outboard phono preamps, but it did
rival the performance of the Gold Aero
DB-45. With 42dI3 of gain vs the Gold
Acro's 45dB, noise levels between the
two phono stages were quite compara-

Fig.5 shows the 7's crosstalk. The
crosstalk from right to left in the line
stage is noticeably inferior to that from
left to right. In the era of the 7's design,
there were no sources available to the
consumer that had better crosstalk than
this; today, the CD does. Still, it's
unlikely that 38dB of separation at
10kHz will compromise the sound to
any significant extent. The dissimilarity
between channels may slightly alter the
soundstaging, but again probably not to
any audible degree.
The THD+noise percentage plotted
against frequency for the 7is shown in
fig.6. The high-frequency rise visible in
both the phono and line results is likely
due at least in part to the above-average
input levels employed to minimize the
effects of noise. Nevertheless, this is a
respectable result. Fig.7 shows the
THD+noise plotted against increasing
output voltage at 11cHz. The minimum
values, where the effect of noise is at its
lowest, correspond approximately to
inputs of 16mV (phono) and 240mV
(line) — the levels Iused to obtain the
1,1

64..0

C.0001•01.

ble. Hum was especially low through
the 7—better, in fact, than acarelessly
set-up DB-45. Once Ioptimally posi-

While the Marantz's phono
section did not dredge
up any new discoveries,
it was always musical
and totally enjoyable.
tioned the Gold Aero, the hum levels
were equivalent.
While the Marantz's phono section
did not dredge up any new discoveries

results in figs.5 and 6.
The output spectrum of the Marantz
7 reproducing 50Hz at ahigh output
level of 10V into 100k ohms is plotted
in fig.8. The second harmonic is at
-74.5dB (about 0.02%), the third at
-67dB (about 0.045%) — quite respectable. Finally, the Marantz's phono
input overloaded (1% THD+noise) at
input levels of 173mV at lIcHz, 395mV
at 20kHz, and 11mV at 20Hz — all
very good results.
The 8ohm readings for the Marantz
Model 9power amplifier were taken
from the amplifier's 8ohm taps. The 4
ohm and 2 ohm results were taken
from the 4ohm taps. Following its pretest, the amplifier's bias was re-tweaked
to the meter-specified value. As mentioned by SS, the pots (or the bias
switch) for V5 and V6 appeared to be
reversed, but after taking this into
account, the bias adjustment was simple. (The two pots do interact slightly,
but aside from that, Icould obtain the
full recommended bias on, say, V5 only
by adjusting the control for V6, and vice
111201•01.11.0 Menu. 1 'NO..« M.Ir• (.0.00.ror

or surprises from friendly old grooves, it
was always musical and totally enjoyable. Noise was low enough, and gain
was adequate to achieve satisfying levels
with the Dynavector, Clearaudio, or van
den Hul cartridges. Not bad for adesign
that predates all but the earliest Grado
moving-coils.
Model 9sound: the Ahhhhh factor
While Iwas somewhat disappointed by
the performance of the Model 7preamplifier, the Model 9monoblock amplifier is still quite awonder. It's not that the
9's performance is outstanding in any
particular performance category; but,
like the proverbial utility ball-player, it
does everything well enough to still be a

versa; the same discrepancy did not
apply to V7 and V8.)
The 9's input impedance measured a
high 250k ohms. Its voltage gain into 8
ohms was 24.8dB. The output impedance measured between 0.46 ohms and
0.49 ohms at 20Hz and 11cHz, and a
maximum of 0.9 ohms at 201cHz (8 ohm
tap). This is quite high, but not for atube
amplifier, many we've measured run far
higher. Still, Iwould expect some small
performance variation depending on the
loudspeaker load. DC offset measured

le

Fig,.7 Marantz Model 7, distortion (%) vs output
voltage into 100k ohms: phono in, tape out
(top); line in, main out (bottom).
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Fig.5 Marantz Model 7, crosstalk (from top to
bottom at IkHz): R-L, L-R, phono in, tape
out; R-L, L-R, line in, main out (10dB/
vertical div.).
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Fig.6 Marantz Model 7, THD+noise vs frequency
at 3V into 100k ohms, phono in, tape out
(top); line in, main out (bottom) (right
channel dashed).
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Fig.8 Marantz Model 7, spectrum of 50Hz
sineuvave, DC-1 kHz, at 10V into 100k
ohms (linear frequency scale).
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pro. After listening through the 9for
just afew minutes, something special
happened to my body —I relaxed!
The sound of the 9was so comfortable, so familiar, that it penetrated past
my brain directly to my muscles and
nervous system. It was like visiting a
close friend Ihadn't seen for 10 years...
after five minutes, the time spent apart
vanishes, and we're simpatico once
more. Micha Shatner, recording engineer and card-carrying audio curmudgeon, coined the phrase "the Ahhhhh
factor" to describe the sound of the 9s.
As with the original Quad ES Ls, music
is presented in such an enjoyable, natural way that it can bring pleasure to even
the most jaded audio types.
The 9's variations from neutrality

5.9mV (it was noticeably unstable but
was never observed to go higher). SIN at
1W into 8ohms measured 703dB from
22Hz to 221cHz unweighted, 69.8dB
from 10Hz to 500kHz unweighted, and
86dB A-weighted. The 9was noninverting: inserting apositive impulse at the
input resulted in apositive impulse at the
output.
The frequency response is shown in
fig.9. The 8ohm and 4ohm results are
nearly identical; the results into asim-

5.0..o.n e •••.e.0 •
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Fig.9

Marantz Model 9, frequency response at
(from top to bottom at 5kHz): 1W into 8
ohms, 8 ohm tap; 2W into 4 ohms, 4 ohm
tap, and 2.83V into simulated speaker load,
4 ohm tap (0.5dB/vertical div.).

were largely subtractive in nature; it didn't possess the transient speed or lowlevel detail of the Boulder 500 AE or
Pass Aleph Os. On alive version of Kcb'

After listening through the
9 for just afew minutes,

something special
happened to my body—
Irelaxed!
Mo's `Am IWrong, - the kickdrum just
didn't have the "aliveness" of reality. Part
of this was probably due to the Marantz's limited power — it is, after all,

ulated real load show only small deviations due to the 9's output impedance.
The Marantz 9's small-signal 10kHz
squarewave response is shown in fig.10.
The rounded leading edge reflects the
high-frequency rolloff evident in fig.9.
There is also aslight ripple on the leading corners of the wave — an incipient
but quickly damped oscillation — but
this is so small as to be invisible in the
plot shown (it shows up on direct oscilloscope observation). The lkHz waveform (not shown) shows abarely visible overshoot, no ringing, and aslight
slope at the top and bottom indicative
of the LF rolloff visible in fig.9.
Fig.11, the THD+noise vs frequency
result, indicates acomfortably low distortion in the midband — even into a2
ohm load. (Amplifiers in the '60s were
not designed for 2 ohm loads —
nobody built loudspeakers that went
that low!) The THD+noise vs output
power curves (at lkHz) for the 9in tri-

only 70W in ultralincar mode. But even
on quiet, delicate material, like Shawn
Colvin performing "Avalanche" with
Mary Chapin Carpenter on The Columbia Radio Hour, 141.I (CK 66466),
Carpenter's finger-picked Guild guitar
just didn't have its natural snap and
speed through the Marantz. And subtle
details like the differences between each
finger's attack on the strings were not
individually delineated through the 9.
Yes, it did asuperb job of conveying
"forestness"; just don't try to examine
each leaf too carefully.
Surprisingly, the harmonic balance
of the Marantz 9was more like solidstate than tubes. Instead of the classic
tube balance of an overly prominent
midbass coupled with warm lower

ode mode are shown in fig.12. This is
clearly amodestly powered amplifier,
but its distortion stays quite low up to
about 30W. The measured discrete
clipping levels (1% distortion at lIcHz),
again in triode mode, were 40W
(16dBW) into 8 ohms (117V line),
37.6W (12.75dI3W) into 4ohms (116V
line), and 39.4W (9.95dBW) into 2
ohms (116V line).
Fig.13 shows the Marantz's output
spectrum while it reproduces a50Hz
input at an output of 252W into a4
ohm load (% power). The harmonics
are clearly visible, yet the largest artifact, at 100Hz, is -58dB (about 0.12%)
—a respectable result considering the
amplifier design is more than 30 years
old! Fig.14 shows the same result, but
this time at 14.7V output into our simulated loudspeaker load. This voltage is
0.82 of the clipping voltage into this
load (corresponding to 2/
3 power). We
use a specified voltage for this test
because of the varying impedance of
our simulated real load. While nominally 4ohms, it rises at low frequencies
STE
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Fig.10 Marantz Model 9, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8 ohms.
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Marantz Model 9, THD+noise vs frequency
at (from top to bottom at 0kHz): 4W into
2ohms, 4 ohm tap; 2W into 4 ohms, 4
ohm tap; 2.83V into simulated speaker
load, 4 ohm tap; 1W into 8 ohms, 8
ohm tap.

Fig. 12 Marantz Model 9, distortion (
0ki) vs output
power into (from bottom to top at 10W):
8 ohms, 4 ohms, and 2 ohms.
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midrange, the Marantz was more harmonically matter-of-fact. While it
lacked the top-end extension of the
Boulder 500, the top was still not as
rolled-off as one might expect from a
30-year-old design.
Another aspect of the 9's harmonic
neutrality was that it didn't have a
midrange that called undue attention to
itself. Grain and grit were minimal, but
the liquidity of modern low- or zerofeedback tube amps was not part of the
Marantz's bag of tricks. 'The intimacy of
Mary Chapin Carpenter's voice came
through, but that extra bit of midrange
seduction (as with the Manleys in triode
mode) wasn't there.
Another solid-state-like characteristic of the Marantz 9was its bass repro-

duction. While not as dynamic as the
high-power Boulder 500 AE amplifier,
the 9still had surprising bass control and
impact. Coupled with the Dunlavy
Signature SC-VI loudspeakers, bass was

— as do all conventional real loudspeakers. So while the result in fig.14 is
not directly comparable to that in
fig.13, it is typical of areal-world situation. The largest artifact, at 150Hz, is
similar in level to the 100Hz artifact in
fig.13, but the remaining artifacts are
larger than with aresistive load. Still,
none of them is above 0.1%—a good
result for atube amplifier.
Fig.15 shows the artifacts (IM distortion) in response to acombined
19+20kHz signal at 17.6W output
into 4ohms (a level just before visible
clipping occurred with this demanding test signal). The largest artifact
here is at 1kHz, -56.7dB, or about
0.15%. The 18kHz and 21kHz artifacts are slightly different in level; in
most amplifiers they're nearly the
same, though it's unclear whether this
is of any real significance. The artifacts
into an 8ohm load (not shown) were
quite similar.

Finally, the lower trace in fig.16 shows
the THD+noise waveform of the
Marantz while it drives alIcHz signal into
4ohms (taken at 5W—the S/N at lower
outputs make the waveform difficult to
capture clearly). There appears to be a
dominant third harmonic here, though
the uneven quality indicates significant
higher-order components.
In the '60s, high-end tube gear meant
Marantz or McIntosh. If you couldn't
afford them, the only other serious option
was Dynac-o. Even today, the test-bench
performances of the Marantz 7and 9are
comparable to the bulk of the tube gear
on the market, though not quite up to that
of the very best in their price range. The
only thing remarkable here is that good
30-year-old designs do measure up to
today's tube designs.
That really shouldn't be surprising.
Despite the hype, current tube designs
borrow heavily from the designs of the
past. Of course, there have been ad-

Another solid-state—like
characteristic of the
Marantz

9 was

its

bass reproduction.
tight, with excellent pitch definition.
Even low bass frequencies, like the bassdrum strokes during the finale of
Tchaikovsky's "Pathétique" Symphony,
were cleanly reproduced. As Imen-
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tioned earlier, the Marantzes did not
suffer from any midbass bumps or
humps. Perhaps the Model 7's multiplefeedback-loop design was partially responsible for this "contemporary" bass
response. 'Whatever the reason, you're
going to like what the 9does for your
bottom-end jollies.
If you've ever heard ahigh-quality
limiter in astudio environment, listening to the Model 9s will be abit of sonic
dtjà mi. These amps sounded like they
have agreat limiter built-in! Instead of
clipping when the level got too high,
the 9s just stopped getting louder. With
only 70W of power, this was asonic
blessing. On JGH/SS recordings, dynamic peaks never got louder than in;
even on passages that arc in reality

vances in power supplies. Feedback is
now more carefully considered, and all
sorts of wrinkles have been added—
some useful, some probably excessive.
And a lot of effort has gone into
increasing power output (40W was
considered high power when the
Marantz 9 was introduced). But the
key amplification circuitry was virtually cast in stone by 1970.
-Thomasj. Norton
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Fig.15 Marantz Model 9, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 17.6W into
4ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.13 Marantz Model 9, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 25.2W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.14Marantz Model 9, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 14.7V into
simulated loudspeaker load (linear
frequency scale).

-fN-Arm
Fig.16Marantz Model 9, lkHz waveform at 5W
into 4ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
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The same passages that strain most
high-power solid-state designs sounded
benign through the 9s.
Switching from tetrodc to triode operation on the Manley 240 amps makes a
huge difference in their sonic personality.
Going from tetrode to triode on the
Marantz 9s didn't cause such aradical
change. Yes, dimensionality did improve
in triode mode. Individual instruments,
especially woodwinds, gained an extra
degree of spatial reality. Upper frequencies were also slightly more extended in
triode mode: Flutes and strings had more
air, and sidewall reflections were better
defined. Low-level detail and resolution
didn't improve in triode mode. Overall,
the sonic character of the Marantz 9was
only slightly different in triode mode —
perhaps there was some additional suavity and finesse, but the differences were
indeed subtle.
Conclusions
I've been hard on the Model 7. The
McIntosh C-22 wasn't asonic worldbeater either, but Iwas perhaps more
forgiving of its foibles. Iexpected alot
more from the 7—perhaps if Ihadn't
had such fond memories of it, Iwould-

n't have put it under such critical scrutiny. Time marches on, while the 7has
remained the same. Surprise, surprisethe art and science of audio design actually have improved in the last 30 years!
On grounds of sonics alone, the
Marantz 7is no longer competitive with

The Marantz Model 9
amplifier is the kind of
component that you can
live with forever.
similarly priced modern designs. The
Pass Aleph P, Reference Line Resolution Two, and Carver Lightspeed preamps all offer superior performance for
the same or substantially less money.
Too much fidelity is swallowed up by
the 7's many wires, switches, and vintage connections.
Does the 7 represent agood value?
That depends on your own priorities. It
does offer agreat number of features,
some of which are still useful. Certainly
the 7permits hard-core anachrophiles

to luxuriate in the glory of hi-fi Christmases past. Even contemporary types
might be musically satisfied by the 7if
they're willing to go the hot-rod route.
Used as originally intended, the Marantz Model 7delivers Class C sound
by 1997 standards. Through its tapeouts, it shinnies to Class B.
The Marantz Model 9amplifier is
the kind of component that you can
live with forever. Of course, some
newer amps offer higher levels of performance for the same money — the
most excellent Reference Line Silver
Signature that I reviewed in July
smokes it in every parameter. The
Model 9offers, at best, lower Class B
sound. But once you own apair of 9s
you may no longer care about ultimate
performance. They have an insidious
way of creating aphenomenon known
as audiophile apathy — you're too busy
enjoying music to give adamn about
individual component performance.
Just ask my friend Micha Shatner: He's
had the same pair of 9s for more than
15 years. Whenever Imention anew
"killer" amp to him, he snorts, "Stop listening to amplifiers! Listen to music!" He
has apoint.
S

Associated Equipment

I

used my main room for this review (see August 1996, Vol.19
No.8, p.117 for photos.) As usual,
Iemployed Dunlavy Signature SC-VI
loudspeakers. Itried apassle of power
cables: Aural Symphonies Missing
Link Cubed Gen.III and Synergistic
Research RC/Master coupler (serial
numbers 555 and 556, Ikid you not).
Isettled on the Aural Symphonic AC
cables because they were shorter,
more pliable, and easier to keep out of
harm's way. Interconnects included
Audio Magic Sorcerer, Discovery Plus
Four, Monster M 1000i, and Audio
Truth Diamond x2. For speakers Ilassoed some Aural Symphonies Gen.II,
Discovery Signature, Audio Magic
Sorcerer, and Synergistic Research
Resolution. Isettled on the Discovery
Signature speaker cables —they fit in
the small spaces provided on the
Marantz with the least aggravation.
My analog source was aVP! TNT
III turntable with the outboard flywheel on a Bright Star base and
Townshend Seismic Sink. Iused the
Graham 1.5 TC and Clearaudio/
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Souther TQ-1 tonearms. Cartridges
on hand included the van den Hul
MC-1 Super, Dynavector XX-1,
Clearaudio Veritas, and Fidelity
Research/van den Hul FR-1. Iused
Discovery Plus Four cable between
the Clearaudio arm and the phono
preamp, as well as from the phono
preamp to the line-level preamp.
The digital front-end included a
TEAC VRDS-20 CD player, C.E.C.
TL 2 transport, and Sony TCD-D8
DAT recorder connected via coaxial,
AES/EBU, TosLink, and AT&T
optical connectors to dCS Elgar and
EAD 9000 III D/As. Digital cables
used were Mod Squad Wonder Link
1coaxial, Audio Magic Sorcerer coaxial, TARA Labs RSC Master AES/
EBU, Illuminati RCA coaxial and
AES/EBU, Aural Symphonies Digital
Statement cable in both RCA coaxial
and AT&T optical, AudioQuest and
Sony TosLink connectors, and fiberoptic EIAJ cable from Parasound.
Preamplifiers in-house included
the Carver Lightspeed, Reference
Line Resolution Two, and Pass Aleph

P line-level units, with Vendetta
SCP-2C and Gold Aero DB-45 outboard phono units. Other power
amplifiers in-house were the Boulder
500 AE and Pass Aleph 0 monoblocks. Discovery Plus Four and
AudioMagic Sorcerer balanced XLR
interconnects ran between the preamp or direct digital source and the
power amplifiers.
Accessories included RoomTune
ComerTunes, F-choTunes, and Ceiling
Clouds, Acoustic Sciences Tube
Traps, Arcici Levitation Stand, with
the power amps on Bright Star Audio
Big Rock bases. More tweaks: Shakti
Stones, VPI magic bricks, Fluxbuster,
PAD break-in disk, NoiseTrapper
power strip, Power Science LTD Foundation AC line conditioner, Audio
Quest record brush, Gryphon Exorcist
conditioning tool, Nitty Gritty recordcleaning machine, RadioShack Sound
Pressure Meter, Kleenmaster Brillianize CD cleaner, and an ebony-black
1989 Gibson L-5 CES arch-top electric guitar.
—Steven Stone
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Rega Planar 9turntable and Exact phono cartridge
Michael Fremer

R

ega's top-of-the-line Planar 9
turntable costs about four times
as much as the classic Planar 3—
so it'd better be four times better, right?
Idon't sec how that price: performance
ratio can be avoided, especially since the
9looks so much like the 3. But of course,
looks can be deceiving.
Iconoclastic designer Roy Gandy
takes the conservative route with the 9,
barely deviating from his original concept. However, given abigger budget,
he's upgraded the parts and how!
The two most visible differences
between the Planar 9and the 3are the
platter and the power supply. In place
of the 3's glass spinner, Gandy substitutes
one made of compressed ceramic powder — the result of apartnership between Rega and acompany that manufactures missile nosccones. The powder
is compressed, then fired at 3000°C. The
platter is three weeks in the making.
Like the 3, the 9's platter rings like a
bell when you flick it with your finger.
And as with the 3, afelt mat damps the
platter and provides acushioned LP interface. Unlike the 3—which, like Henry
Ford's Model T, gives you achoice of mat
colors as long as it's black—the 9is available with avariety of different-colored
mats. Cute. The wood frame is available
in rosewood, maple, and black ash.

Rega Planar 9 turntable: Double
belt-drive, two-speed turntable with
external power supply and integral
Rega RB900 tonearm.
Dimensions: 17.5" W by 5" Hby 14" D
(turntable), 17" W by 2.5" H by 10" D
(power supply). Shipping weight: 35
lbs. Effective arm length: 237mm (9.3").
Serial number of unit reviewed:
17419.
Price: $2595 including RB900 tonearm. Approximate number of dealers: 120.
Rega RB900 tonearm: Gimbal-bearing, medium-mass tonearm with
effective length of 9.3".
Price: 8995. Approximate number of
dealers: 120.

The 9's power supply, housed in an
attractively styled and finely finished
stand-alone chassis, is in aleague completely different from the 3's off-theshelf plug-in transformer. Gandy drives
the 9's 24V twin-phase synchronous
motor with dual quartz-crystal oscillators: 3MHz for 33 1
/
3rpin, 4MHz for
45rpm. The high-frequency signal is
divided and fed to high-current, low-distortion FET amps that supply the
motor's dual phases, which are adjusted

Rega Planar 9 turntable with RB900 tonearm and Exact moving-magnet phono cartridge
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Rega Exact moving-magnet phono
cartridge: Super-elliptical "Vital" stylus, three-point mounting system,
one-piece molded Pocan body. Nominal output: 7mV. Tracking downforce:
1.75gm. Electrical loading: 47k ohms
in parallel with 100pF.
Weight: 4.75gm.
Price: $595. Approximate number of
dealers: 120.
Manufacturer: Rega Research Ltd.,
119 Park St., Westcliffe-on-Sea, Essex
SSO 7PD, England. US Distributor:
Lauerman Audio Imports, 108 EJackson Avenue, Knoxville, TN 37915.
Tel: (423) 521-6464. Fax: (423) 5219494.

relative to one another to minimize
motor resonances. This, the accompanying instructions claim, eliminates the
need for asuspended plinth.
The extra financial wiggle room has
also allowed Gandy to include beefier,
higher-quality, low-resistance, lowcapacitance (105pF), hard-wired interconnect cabling (Klotz GY 107 — a
German brand better known in professional audio circles) terminated with
sexy Neutrik RCA plugs — the ones
with the spring-loaded ground sleeves.
"Do not be tempted to fit any other
wires or cables," the instructions warn.
Ilistened.
Rega's new RB900 arm is based on
the ubiquitous and wonderful RB300.
While the '900 is obviously cast in the
saine mold as the '300, from there
Gandy has broken it. Instead of being
mounted to the plinth via an unwieldy
nut on alarge threaded pipe, the 900
is secured via athree-point stainlesssteel anti-resonant platform. The 300's
black powdercoat finish is not applied,
leaving acool gray surface that has been
given adurable clearcoat. Each RB900
is literally handmade, and goes through
five separate testing phases, including
horizontal and vertical bearing friction,
and tracking-pressure and anti-skating
accuracy.
The RB300's already superb low93

friction bearings have apparently been
improved upon, though Iwas unable to
measure the change. Each '300 precision bearing set is individually adjusted for zero bearing rattle. So are the
ones on the RB900; but, according to
Rega, the parts quality is even higher,
the bearings being those normally used
in navigational gyroscopes.
One aspect of the design is not higher — or lower, for that matter—and
that's the arm itself. Like the RB300,
the '900 has no provision for VTA
adjustment. Gandy sticks to his guns,
believing that utmost rigidity is more
important than VTA. Nor can you
adjust azimuth, though perpendicularity is ensured during the meticulous
assembly process.
Gandy has done aserious upgrade to
the plastic drive hub in the 3's platter
bearing assembly. The 9's hub/spindle
assembly is "diamond-cut" from super-

Associated
Equipment
Analog Front-End: Transfiguration Temper, Lyra Parnassus
DC and Clavis DC, AuclioQuest
Fe-5, Shure V15VxMR, and
Audio-Teclurica AT-ML 150/
OCC phono cartridges. VPI
TNT Mk3, Immedia RPM,
Graham 2.0 tonearms.
Digital Front-End: Audio Alchemy DDS•Pro transport and
LYTI•Pro 32 enhancer/jitter reducer, Enlightened Audio DSP9000 III HDCD*processot
Preamplifiers: Audible Illusion
Modulus 3A and 2D; Plinius
M14 and Gold Aero dB45 Signature phono sections.
Power Amplifiers: VTL Signature 175, Conrad-Johnson Premier 12, Muse 175.
Loudspeakers: Aerial 8, Audio
Physic Virgo, Audio Physic Terra
subwoofer.
Cables: Yamamura Millennium
6000 interconnect and speaker
cable throughout, plus Yamamura Quantum AC cords.
Accessories: Vibraplane isolation
platform, Symposium Acoustics
boards under amplifiers and TNT,
Shakti Stones, A.R.T. "Q" dampers, Lloyd Walker Valid Points,
and Yarnamura Millennium Bearing speaker supports.
—Michael Freiner
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hard vanadium, a chromiumlike element, and features three raised areas
upon which rests the ultra-rigid, precisely balanced, high-density ceramic platter.
The spindle bottom is pointed; according
to Rega, this helps ensure that it rests centered in the precision bearing.
Drive is applied via double 0-rings,
each with its own motor pulley. The
double-belt system ensures maximum
torque and minimum speed variability
due to belt imperfections. The motor is
mounted directly to the plinth. According to Rega, the attention paid to the
dual-phase power supply ensures .1
vibration- and noise-free drive system
that does not require mechanical isolation. (I'm skeptical.)
The plinth is made of thin, light, but
rigid chipboard-and-phenolic laminate.
It sits centered in a wooden frame,
secured via three standoffs. The whole
affair sits on three of Rega's hollow rubber feet, each of which is said to be
tuned to aslightly different frequency.
Clearly Roy Gandy has arigid philosophy, rigidly applied to create one stiff,
rigid machine. Iwish Icould say the
same about myself. [You just did. — Ed.]
The Rega Planar 9is one of the more
elegant-looking turntables out there
right now: cleanly rendered, compact,
graceful, and tight.

The sound of rigidity
Rega supplied the Planar 9with apremounted $595 Rega Exact moving-magnet cartridge. Because the Exact was initially an unknown quantity (see cartridge
sidebar), Ieliminated it as avariable by
first substituting the Clavis DC, followed
by avariety of other Eimiliar transducers.

The Rega Planar 9is one
of the more elegantlooking turntables
out there right now.

While Iadmire Gandy's design concepts and his unswerving adherence to
structural rigidity, Iconsider not being
able to adjust VTA aserious problem in a
high-priced vinyl playback system. Anyone reading this who's played around
with VTA and heard the resulting dramatic shifts in soundstaging, imaging,
and tonal balance knows what I'm talking about — especially if you've done it
with modern hyper-elliptical and linecontact stylus designs.
Not being able to adjust VTA means
you're at the mercy of chance, plain and
simple. Some cartridges will work well,
some won't. When you're spending
Setup
close to three grand on aturntable/arm
Because the 9includes no suspension or combo and your favorite cartridge turns
leveling facilities, you have to be careful
out to be too tall for the Rega's preset
where you set it down. If you have a height, you're gonna be one unhappy
springy floor, you're going to have to
camper. Not being able to adjust VTA is
mass-load aplatform or mount ashelf like standing on stage and having an itch
to wall studs. And you're going to have
in aprivate place you really want to
to find away to level the 'table if your
scratch. Same with not being able to
floor doesn't sit right.
adjust azimuth, but to alesser degree.
Since you can't adjust azimuth or
Perhaps putting a$1700 cartridge on
a$2750 turntable/arm combo is abit of
VTA, cartridge installation is simple:
adjust overhang and VTF, and you're
overkill, but maybe not. I tried it.
done. The Rega arms use avery in- Though the Clavis's height put the back
genious pre-loaded coil-spring trackingof the arm lower than Iwould have
force adjustment system: when set to
liked, still, the Rega/Clavis combo
Ogm, it applies the full force of the
sounded mighty dynamic and pure on
spring upward. Once you've balanced
first playing. Istarted with Mel Tonné and
the arm using the tungsten counterFriends Live at Marty's, and moved
weight that rides on aTeflon insert, you
through astack of standbys to get the lay
apply tracking force by reducing the coil
of the land. Eventually Imoved through
spring's back force. That's how Rega
avariety of cartridges, including the
keeps the counterweight so small, thus AudioQuest Fe5, Transfiguration Temper, and four moving-magnet designs:
reducing overall arm mass.
A cord terminated with a4-pin XLR
the Shure V15VxMR, the AudioTechnica AT-ML 150/OCC, the new
plug connects the power supply to the
'table. Plug it in, plug the grounded AC
Grado wooden-bodied Reference, and
Rega's own Exact.
cord into an outlet, and you're ready to
Having spent agood deal of time with
play records. The power supply houses
the On/Off and speed-control switches.
the Rega 3, Iheard no big surprises from
the 9—which is, mechanically and soniTo play arecord, you turn the unit on
cally, asubstantially refined 3. Like the 3,
and choose your speed.
Stereophile, August 1997

the 9is alively, exciting-sounding turntable. It hurled energy from the stylus tip
right out the electronic back door with
the propulsive authority of far more
expensive turntables and arms. It was
musically organized. Ididn't get the sense
that energy retrieved from the grooves
was being dissipated by sloppy bearings,
or was getting trapped in resonant
sludge accumulating in the system's
mechanical pathways.
The 9's ability to hold focus and musical continuity up and down the frequency
spectrum was one arca where it improved
upon the 3. Bass extension and control
were better, as were resolution, clarity,
and neutrality in the upper midrange,
where the 3sounds somewhat hazy and
indistinct by comparison, especially when
taxed with complex musical material.
The 9's ability to portray the sounds of
violins, saxes, and strings and horns in
general was much more "right" than the
3's. "Ile 9sounded more transparent, and

put in greater relief the distance between blackness in the background and
music in the foreground. The 9sounded weightier than the 3, and more sweet
and rich as well.
Better speed control and motor regulation invariably lead to a smoother
overall picture, with abig reduction in
grain and edge, while at the same time
providing for faster, more realistic presentation of transients. That almost
sounds contradictory, but it's not. It's
why inexpensive turntables sound
either soft and indistinct (resonances ,
or hard and edgy (poor speed control.
Sometimes you get both.
The RB900 arm (available separately
for $995) is, as you might expect, a
superb tracker that can handle everything from the ultra-compliant Shure to
the stiffer, high-mass ScanTech designs
(AudioQuest, Clavis DC), while keeping the lateral and vertical resonant frequencies of all of these cartridges within

the desired range.
The combination of rigidity (onepiece casting, including the headshell),
resonance control (the arm's internal
diameter varies to minimize the effect
of standing waves), and ultra-tight bearings results in outstanding three-dimensional image focus and stability,
low noise, lithe portrayal of dynamic
gradations at both ends of the scale, and
freedom from obvious tonal coloration.
The 900 has agrip on the music that
makes listening a comfortable and
secure experience.
But...
But what? The Rega Planar 9combines
asophisticated electro-mechanical drive
system and ahigh-precision, ultra-rigid,
low-coloration tonearm; together they
offered asubstantial improvement over
the performance of the 3. But you can't
adjust VTA or azimuth, so your choice
of cartridges is somewhat limited — at

Rega Exact Phono Cartridge: Cartridge Compatibility in a Rigid System

II

fyou're thinking about buying a
Rega Planar 9, you're going to
want to know about cartridge
compatibility. While the RB900 can
handle them all in terms of mass and
compliance, the ScanTech movingcoils are too tall for comforr, as are the
Grados, though the less-expensive
ones are less VTA-sensitive. Three
cartridges that did work well were the
Shure V15VicMR, the Audio-Techinca AT-ML 150, and, as you might
expect, the Rega Exact.
The Shure and Audio-Technica
were reviewed in full in the July 1997
Stereophile using the Planar 9, so what
about the Rega Exact? It's a $595
moving-magnet design that incorporates some interesting technology.
Tracking at 1.75gm like agood moving-coil, the Exact features aJapanesemade Apra cantilever and "Vital"
"super-elliptical" stylus —which, also
like agood moving-coil cartridge, is
not user-replaceable. The body is
asingle-piece molding of Pocan, a
rigid polymer that's supposed to evacuate energy quickly—which is, of
course, desirable.
The Exact has athird mounting
hole for amore rigid fit and easier
setup — an idea invented by Linn, I
believe. Like all Rega cartridges, it's
hand-built in-house by asingle indi-
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Rega winds its own coils and
uses about athird less wire in the
Exact than in its other simila4 though
far less expensive, cartridges. The
Exact weighs 4.75gm and puts out a
hefty 7mV.
Obviously Iwasn't plugging that
cartridge into the low-output moving-coil gold phono board of my
Audible Illusion 3A! Fortunately, I'd
called Audible's Art Ferris when I
knew Iwas going to be reviewing the
Shure and Audio-Teclunca cartridges,
and he'd lent me his personal Audible
2D, the last off the assembly line: a
sweet-sounding preamp with amoving-magnet phono section. Iused that
to audition the Exact, along with the
Plinius M-14 (a pricey solid-state
phono section) and the Gold Aero
dB-45 Signature (priced more in line
with the kind of gear likely to be used
with a $600 cartridge and $2600
arm/turntable combo).
The Exact is areally interesting,
unique-sounding cartridge — as you
might expect from the house of
Gandy. In aword, the Exact sounded
explosive. It seethed with energy, no
doubt due in part to its high output,
relatively low coil mass, and rigid,
seamless body. The Exact's midrange
purity was breathtaking, as was its
rhythmic and transient snap. With its

atom bomb-like dynamic swings,
this is one cartridge that will get your
heart racing, that's for sure. But for
me, the frequency extremes were
simply too much. The top end was
not steely bright, just aggressive over
awide band, and in my face on anything but the most mellow recordings ... though it really was revealing. You can balance that off with
"tubey' electronics or warmish-sounding speakers, but what do you do
about what, to my ears, sounded like
way too much low-frequency and
midbass energy?
The Exact sounded positively too
rich on bottom. It was as if the bottom was supposed to balance out the
top, but I didn't hear a balance.
Perhaps with small, bass-shy speakers
the balance would work perfectly, but
with afull-range system that goes
way down, it was just too much. Bass
wasn't out of control or sluggish; it
just sounded excessive to me.
But you know what? If you're going
to audition the Rega 9, make sure you
hear it with the Exact. Then you'll hear
Mr. Gandy's ultimate statement. I
think he deserves your attention on
this — it's his baby, and he's poured
considerable attention and decades of
turntable building and listening experience into it.
-Michael Fremer
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least if your intent is to maximize the
performance you get from it. Some people, including Mr. Gandy, don't regard
that as important. Idon't in a$600
'table; Ido in a$2600 one.
Sonically, the 9had musical integrity,
and that's important But so does the 3,
though to alesser degree. It also costs
$600! The 9, despite its sophisticated
motor drive and hub/spindle assembly,
did not present music out of sonic blackness the way some other, admittedly
more expensive, 'tables do. Nor did it
throw areally wide soundstage whose
front boundary was way back and whose
rear boundary went way, way back. For
some people that's totally unimportant,
but for me it is important. Some people
look down on "soundstage freaks." I
don't, though the tonal and rhythmic
integrity of the music come first—there,
the Rega 9got it basically right.
The 9 did not resolve low-level
details as well as the VP! TNT, but I
didn't expect it to — the Rega costs half
as much, and that includes asuperbly
built arm. It didn't offer the last word in
"air" and "bloom." And its overall tonal
balance was somewhat more bright,
lean, and forward by comparison —
regardless of which arm Iused with the
TNT If you like your analog on the bigShouldn't your music system
use the same electronics
that some of the top speaker
manufactures in the world
use in their reference system?
Now you can.
Introducing:
Electro-acoustic Design GroupE
(EDGE)

Prices from $1550. to 25,000.
EDGE ELECTRONICS
2888 30 TH ST.
BOULDER,C0 80301
(303) 443-1594
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wet-bubby's-kiss bulbous side, this ain't
for you. But if you like it fast, tight, and
exciting, you'll get that from the 9.
Does the electronic phase-canceling
motor-vibration scheme eliminate the
need for asubchassis, as Rega claims?
Well, as far as preventing motor-induced
vibrations from feeding back into the
platter and into the arm, I'd say it works

The Rega Planar 9
turntable is an extremely
well-built, meticulously
thought-out, iconoclastic
"plug and play" unit that
will please the hell out
of many listeners.
well, given the clarity, focus, and clean
bass energy the 9 delivered. In that
regard, the system is really first-rate.
But put the stylus in the groove with
the motor off and the volume set at a
moderate level and gently tap the plinth
or the platform on which you've got the
9 mounted: you get aloud, drumlike
BAM! BAM! BAM! sound, full of midbass and higher overtones from the
speakers. Do the same on the TNT and
you get avery, very low-level, low-frequency thud.
In other words, the 9's mechanical
isolation was not first-rate. You'll have
to be careful where you place it relative
to your loudspeakers, and you'll have to
deal with floor-induced vibrations (like
footfalls) if you put it on atypical rack,
though many spring-suspended 'tables
also have problems in that regard.
Perhaps the floor-bounce test, dramatic
as it is, doesn't say awhole lot about a
'table's ultimate performance. However,
Ican't help but think the low-mass 9's
lack of low-level resolving power compared to the more massive TNTs, was
related to its low mass and its lack of
both suspension and motor isolation.
At the risk of offending Linnies, I'm
still not comfortable putting my records
on adust-sucking felt mat, nor do I
understand the benefits of aplatter that
rings like abell. On a$600 'table, okay.
On a$2600 one ... Idon't know. While
the ceramic platter is perfectly balanced
and exquisitely "true," are extreme
hardness and rigidity what you want
from aplatter? Ikind of like the constrained-layer idea, where you damp
the unwanted mechanical energy creat-

ed at the stylus/vinyl interface and dissipate it as heat in the platter. That's the
theory, anyhow.
Conclusions
The Rega Planar 9turntable is like the
analog version of the Naim CD2 CD
player Ireviewed last February: It's
an extremely well-built, meticulously
thought-out, iconoclastic "plug and
play" unit that will please the hell out of
many listeners — especially dies bought
premounted with the bright yellow
Exact cartridge, and of course using the
supplied yellow mat. No fuss, no setup,
and rich, explosive sound. Ichallenge
any digital system to provide this level of
musical enjoyment. Designer Gandy
has paid agreat deal of attention to the
details (though, on afew of them, some
may not understand why).
The Rega 9is compact, easy to use,
ruggedly built from superior parts, and
doesn't even require aclamp — something the Naim CD player does! Like
the singular-sounding Nairn, the Rega 9
makes acoherent statement that works
on its own unique terms. Unfortunately
(or fortunately), the same can be said for
the Rega Planar 3 at one fourth the
price. The 9is clearly abetter product
mechanically and sonically, but the price
differential is steep. The 9's higher parts
quality clearly justifies its higher price,
but Idon't think the increase in performance is in proportion.
While the Planar 9offers ahigh level
of musical excitement in part due to the
rigidity of its design, that rigidity is also a
trap: your range of cartridges is limited.
And, unlike the VPI 19 Jr. or the Basis
2001, both of which you can take to as
dizzying performance heights as your
bankbook permits, no upgrades are possible with the Rega 9. It is what it is.
And it's priced in the no-man's land
of turntables. What else can you get for
three grand that does so much so well? I
don't know. The arm alone —assuming
it is fitted with the right cartridge —
performs at the two-grand level.
If you simply desire an ultra-highquality analog product to play back your
collection of vinyl treasures and you
don't want to play around, the Rega
Planar 9just might be for you. But if
you're in this as ahobby and you want
to tweak, play, upgrade, squeeze every
bit of musical juice from your records,
and you're tight on funds, why not get a
Planar 3and save your money for that
rainy day when you can afford an arm
that allows you to maximize every playback parameter, and amore muscular
'table to put it on?
S
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Lamm Audio Laboratory Li line-level preamplifier
Wes Phillips

V

these days of minimum-convenience
electronics, the Lamm is packed with features that we older audiophiles used to
take for granted, but that now rarely
make an appearance. Like remote switching for Lamm power amps, a stereo
mode switch (stereo, reverse, L+R, L, R),
tape-monitor facilities for two tape decks
as well as dubbing options, and left and
right gain potentiometers linked to an
output-level pot. It makes for afull front
panel, but it pretty much allows you to do
whatever you need to without having to
root around behind the preamp plugging
and replugging inputs.
That's good, because the rear panel is
packed too. In addition to four RCA
inputs for line-level sources, there is a
Virtue, though in rags,
RCA input that's directed into the left
shall keep me warm
and right gain potentiometers, bypassThe Lamm Li features an interesting
ing the Monitor, Record, and Mode
topology. It is azero-feedback design
switches. There also arc two tape loops.
using MOSFETs biased into class-A
There's apair of single-ended RCA
operation, with tubes in the voltage- outputs in addition to balanced XLRs
regulation stage: one 12AX7/ECC83
(pin 2 hot). A post star-grounds the
and one 6C19 as regulators, as well as one
circuit boards. In addition to an IECstyle power-cord connection, the rear
5651 as the voltage reference. Actually,
there are three stages of voltage regulapanel also sports two unswitched 500W
tion: one high-voltage tubed regulator convenience outlets — another blast
and two solid-state low-voltage stages.
from the past.
The preamp is built to ahigh standard.
The IEC connection is part of an
It has an extremely solid, almost clunkily
assembly that houses aheavy-duty 2A
utilitarian feel. Substantial amounts of slow-blow fuse, and awheel that allows
you to choose the operating voltage from
point-to-point wiring are employed, and
the overall parts quality is quite high.
among 100V, 120V, 220V, and 240V.
The preamplifier mutes upon powerAlps Black Beauty potentiometers, highquality gold-plated RCA jacks, militaryup; the centrally located red LED blinks
for 40 seconds, then the relays click on
grade circuit boards, audiophile specialty
capacitors — the parts list brims over and the light shines steadily, indicating
with no-holds-barred examples.
that the preamp is good to go.
The first thing that impressed inc upon
Most of my listening for this audition
examining the Li was its flexibility —in
was through the direct input.

ladimir Shushurin's Lamm Audio
Laboratory may not be afamiliar
name to many audiophiles, but
the company has been around for awhile
now. Shushurin first designed amplifiers
under the Madison Fielding name before
striking out on his own. In 1995 Jonathan
Scull enthusiastically reviewed the hybrid
Lamm M1.1 (Vol.18 No.4) —a review
that placed it among extremely stiff competition in Class A (Solid-State) of Stemphile's "Recommended Components."
Shushurin was not content to rest
upon his laurels, however. These days
Lamm's line of components includes
three other amplifiers and the subject of
this review, the Ll line-level preamplifier.

Lamm Audio Laboratory L1 preamplifier
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Description: MOSFET line-level
preamplifier with tube voltage regulation, five pairs of single-ended
inputs (RCAs), and two pairs of outputs (one pair RCA, one pair XLR).
Tube complement: one 12AX7/
ECC83 voltage regulator, one 6C19
voltage regulator, one 5651 voltage
reference. Frequency response: 4Hz
-140kHz, -3dB. Rated output voltage: 750mV. Voltage gain: 5.54x,
±2% (14.87dB, ±0.2dB). Slew rate:
30V/ps. Rise time: 1ps. Input sensitivity: 135mV, ±2%. Input impedance: 41k ohms. Output impedance: typically 130 ohms. Power
consumption: typically 65W.
Dimensions: 19" W by 4.4" H by
15.25" D. Weight: 21 lbs.
Serial number of unit tested:
C10024.
Price: $6290. Approximate number of dealers: 7.
Manufacturer: Lamm Audio Laboratory, Inc., 2621 East 24th Street,
Brooklyn, NY 11235. Tel: (718) 3680181. Fax: (718) 368-0140.

Every tub on its own bottom
The L1runs hot — somewhere in the
120°F vicinity, I'd guess. This won't be an
issue if you just set it on an open shelf, if
not, you'll need to give some thought to
ventilation. Otherwise, the Lamm is about
as simple to use as any piece of high-end
gear could be. It performed reliably in a
wide variety of systems, with nary a
mechanical buzz, hiccup, or other rude
noise —except for atendency toward the
dreaded ground-loop. With most of the
systems Iauditioned it in, Iwound up
having to float the Lamm's ground via a
"cheater" plug. In terms of safety, this isn't
really an issue, since Ikept the amps
grounded. However, Idon't understand
why more manufacturers don't offer
switchable grounding options on the gear
itself. It would sure make life easier
The Li has loads of gain — Inever
lacked for juice while using it. (With a
maximum output of 60V, Ican't imagine that gain would ever be aproblem.)
This is where having the Left and Right
gain pots, as well as the output level con97

Associated
Digital Front-End: Krell KPS20i/l, Mark Levinson No39, Naim
CDS.
Analog Front-End: Linn Sondek
LP12 turntable with Naim Armageddon power supply, Naim ARO
toneami, Transfiguration Temper
phono cartridge; or VP! TNT Mk.III
turntable with JMW Memorial tonearm, van den Hul Frog phono
cartridge.
Phono Preamplifiers: Audio Research PH3, Naim Prefix/HiCap.
Preamplifiers: Ayre Ki, ConradJohnson Premier Fourteen, Krell
KRC-HR.
Power Amplifiers: Audio Research VT130SE, Krell FPB 600,
Lamm M2.1 monoblocks, VTL

trol, come in so handy. just dial in enough
gain to allow the output control to operate in its best-sounding range —typically
between 9:00 and 3:00 on the dial.
Like its plethora of convenience features, the L1's hearty, full-bodied sound
harked back to an earlier time. It was

A

full set of measurements of the
Lamm Li was made in the
unbalanced mode, normal input.
Selected measurements were repeated
for balanced operation, but unless otherwise noted, the results below are for the
unbalanced output. The frequency
response and THD+noise vs frequency
measurements were repeated through
the direct inputs with no change in
the results.
The Ll's output impedance measured
121 ohms unbalanced and 242 ohms balanced in the left channel (121 ohms and
243 ohms, respectively, in the right). The
line-level input impedance measured
39k ohms left, 41k ohms right. The output impedance was not significantly
affected by changes in the level control
(the above values were taken at maximum); the input impedance increased
moderately to 52k ohms at a900 setting. The output impedance at the tape
output was 25 ohms at asource impedance of 25 ohms, and 586 ohms at a
source impedance of 600 oluns, indicating unbuffered tape outputs.
The DC offset measured 26mV in
the left channel, 27mV in the right. The
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during my auditioning. Classic's very
welcome vinyl reissue of the Reiner/
Equipment
CSO Spain (RCA/Classic LSC-2230)
has found its way repeatedly to my
750 monoblocks.
turntable over the last few months. It
Speakers: Aerial 10T, Egglestonhas to be one of the finest Layton/Mohr
Works Andra, Wilson WATT/
recordings in the catalog, having a
Puppy 5.1.
soundstage that goes on forever. The
Cables: Cardas balanced phono
Lamm got that exactly right — and, as
interconnect, Straight Wire Crefor telling you where everyone was
scendo interconnect, Straight 'Wire
within that soundstage, I've heard only a
Black Silc bi-wire speaker cable.
handful of preamps that can illuminate a
Accessories: API Power Wedge
very full stage as well as the LI did. And
112, Magro 24 Component Stand,
that big bass drum — Wh000eed
Bright Star Audio Ultimate TNT
Testament's LP reissue of the PreIsolation System, The Shelf by Black
vin/LSO Rachmaninoff Symphony 2
Diamond Racing, Mark 3 Cones
(Testament ASD 2889) sounded preter(equipment) from Black Diamond
naturally real using the Ll. The interRacing.
play between hall and orchestra was
Room Treatment: RPG Abffusors;
captured with spectacular vividness — I
ASC Tube Traps, Bass Traps, Studio
could hear the blat of the brasses bouncTraps, Slim Traps; Jello-mole licoing off the rear wall, and the reverberarice shorthair.
—Wes Phillips
tion from the attack of mallet on timpani was as sharp as awhip-crack. And
seldom have Iheard rank upon rank of
warm but full of detail, yet never soundmusicians delineated with better acuity.
ed strident or overly hyped. One result of
Yet even as Iwas enthralled by the
the superb level of musical detail was that
Previn recording, Ibegan to sense that
the Lamm was an imaging champ, with a the Lamm was giving me too much of a
beguiling presentation of layered depth.
good thing. That beguiling warmth was
As aresult, Ifound that Ilistened to a an additive distortion, not merely the
ion of well-recorded orchestral music
reflection of the natural warmth of live

polarity of apositive-going impulse was
unchanged from input to output, indicating that the Lamm is noninverting. At
the balanced output, pin 2 is positive.
The voltage gain measured 8.8dB unbalanced, 14.8cIB balanced. The S/N ratio
(ref. 1V) measured 89dB unweighted
over a bandwidth of 22Hz-22kHz,
74dB unweighted from 10Hz to 500
kHz, and 91.7dB A-weighted.
The Ll's level-control steps ranged
from 14dB to 3dB across the center of the
range —from 9:00 to 3:00. As the level
control is reduced from the center position, the first four steps reduce the level
llt
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Lamm

11...pktude

by about -2dB per step —a little coarse.
In the positive direction from the cente4
the first eight steps are 13dB, maximum.
You will therefore obtain the most useful
adjustment steps if the level control is
positioned in the upper half of its range.
The same holds truc for the tracking of
the level control; it's
in its upper
range, deteriorating to rad
ta9:00 setting
(0.8dB intercharmel difference at this setting). Unity gain is at a2:00 setting.
The Lamm's frequency response is
shown in fig.l. There was no difference
between the unbalanced (shown) and
balanced (not shown) results. The
510,10.111.
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Fig.I

Lamm Audio Laboratory Li, frequency
response in unbalanced mode at IV output
into 100k ohms (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.2 Lamm Audio Laboratory Li, crosstalk
(from bottom to top at 2kHz): R-L,
unbalanced (10d8/vertical div.).
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music. The strings in the EMI recording
are warm and lush, especially the basses
and cellos — that's one of ASD 2889's
attractions. But the Lamm enhanced
this tendency, and the sharpness of the
articulation suffered.
A good example of this was the new
CD reissue of the Vegh Quartet's Bartók
cycle (Auvidis V 4809). Ilove these
pieces and Iadmire many recordings of
them, yet all other string quartets seem to
be playing music they respect, the Vegh
is playing music they love—and this level
of commitment and passion can be scary.
Take the Alleo molto of Quartet 4, for
instance. It starts with 15 bars of dissonant chords — scraped furiously by 16
strings. The effect should be as that of an
entire orchestra, but the instruments
should also remain what they are. The
Li tended to shift the viola and the cello
down aweight class, producing an effect
more like acello and abass. This also
tended to give the subtly shifting accents
less of that sense of grace that lends the
Alltgro charm to offset its frenzy.
Basically, the Lamm Ll had big-bottomed bass. It trimmed abit off the ultimate bass extension by emphasizing the
lower midbass. This tended to add an
apparent weight to recordings that
would otherwise lack it, and blurred

detail in recordings that don't.
Not everyone will find this hard to
take — in fact, it's seductive. Depending
on the speaker Iused, or the amplifier,
the Lamm could cover up shortcomings
elsewhere in the chain. But that, for me,
is the problem: It covered them up, it
didn't correct them. Well, of course not,
you can't really correct asignal gone
bad. And it goes without saying that the
better the rest of the chain, the more
audible the bass bloat.
In fact, when Peter McGrath played
me some of his marvelous recordings on
asystem consisting of aMark Levinson
No.39, the Li, VTL 750s, and EgglestonWorks Andra speakers, he thought
he was hearing the effect of room modes
until he tried walking around my listening room. (I thought the sound was pretty good, myself.) When we removed the
Lamm and used the No.39's variable
outputs direct into the VTLs, everyone in
the room heard what Peter, with his
familiarity with the recordings, had
already sussed out: The Li was emphasizing the lower midbass to the detriment of the overall tonal balance.
Without the preamp in the chain, the
sound was tighter, more detailed, and
seemed to extend further into the bass —
by nearly an octave.

True happiness consists in worth
The Lanuu Audio Laboratory Li has a
lot going for it. It's well-built, packed with
welcome convenience features, and it
performed reliably throughout the audition. It ranks among the best-imaging and
-soundstaging preamplifiers Ihave auditioned, yet it does emphasize the lower
midbass region to the detriment of ultimate low-frequency extension and transparency. Not everyone will see this as an
unalloyed shortcoming. Some may like
the sound, especially in combination with
other gear that could use some sweetening or bottom-end heft.
Howeveç the Ll's price of $6290 puts
it in direct competition with two of the
finest preamps in Class A in Stereophile's
"Recommended Components": the Mark
Levinson No38S ($6495) and the Krell
KRC-HR ($6900). Numerous other
Class A denizens —such as the ConradJohnson Premier Fourteen ($3995), the
Ayre Acoustics K-1 ($4750), or the
Balanced Audio Technology VK-5 ($3995)
—offer superb sound while costing substantially less. And while none of these is
without flaw, none has as blatant acoloration as the Lamm. Although component matching remains amost subjective
art, Iwould have ahard time recommending the Ll over any of these choices. S

crosstalk is shown in fig2. The latter
increases with frequency, as is usually the
case (due to capacitive coupling between
the channels). While we've seen better
separation in other line-level preamps,
the result here is certainly more than
acceptable. As usual, Iused ahigh-level
input for the crosstalk measurement to
minimize the effects of noise. The same
is true of the THD+noise % in frequency result in fig3 —another result hardly
needing further comment.
Fig.4 shows the THD+noise % plotted against output voltage for both

unbalanced and balanced operation.
Note that both the THD+noise vs frequency and the crosstalk results were
taken at an output voltage of 13V, balanced and unbalanced (requiring inputs
of 550mV and 270mV, respectively).
Although the distortion (plus noise)
continues to decrease in the balanced
case to an output of 10V, 1.5V is adequate to drive most amplifiers to maximum output. Also note that the clipping point (I% THD+noise) is not
shown in fig.4; the maximum available
output on our Audio Precision test set is

10V, which, combined with the relatively low gain of the Li, was insufficient to
drive the output to the clipping point.
Finally, the Lamm's output spectrum
reproducing a50Hz input at avery high
output level of 10V is shown in fig.5.
The highest-level artifact is the second
harmonic, at -69dB, or about 0.035%.
Altogether, avery impressive set of
measurements and one that doesn't at
all reveal why WP and other listeners
found the L1 to sound rather bassheavy.
-ThomasJ. Norton
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Fig.3 Lamm Audio Laboratory Li, THD+noise vs
frequency at 1.5V into 100k ohms (from
top to bottom at 100Hz): unbalanced,
balanced (right channel dashed).
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Fig.4 Lamm Audio Laboratory Li, distortion (%)
vs output voltage into 100k ohms (from
top to bottom at 10V): unbalanced,
balanced.

Fig.5 Lamm Audio Laboratory LI, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 10V into 100k
ohms (linear frequency scale). Note that
the second harmonic is the highest in level
at -69dB (0.035%).
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Check out the power
of your system
with Stereophile CDs and LPs.
Serenade

Intermezzo
Robert Silverman in a
brilliant all -Brahms
program: Piano
Sonata in f.
Op. 5, and Three
Intermezzi,
Op. 117. One of the finest
piano recordings ever made.

Superlative performances of chamber
Saszoiasa
music by Brahms.
Mozart, and Dvofák,
recorded live with
20-bit resolution
and "U -R-There" transparency.

Sonata

Test CD 1

Pianist Robert
Silverman plays Liszt,
including the Sonata in
B-minor. Recorded with
20-bit resolution.

Phase your system,
test your speakers and
listening room, and hear the
difference amike can make.
Take this disc with you when
evaluating equipment.

_ Festival
Orchestral
works by
Copland.
Milhaud, and
Kohjiba
performed by the
world-renowned Santa
Fe Chamber Music Festival. Recorded live
with time -aligned microphones and
20-bit resolution.

\ Test CD 2
Place your speakers
and test them for distortion. Check your
amp for distortion, too,
and hear what CD jitter
sounds like.

Test CD 3

Concert
This omni miked, two-CD
set features Robert
Silverman in arecital of works by Schubert, Chopin, Bach,
and Schumann. Includes the bonus track, "Mapping the
Soundstage."

Use the signals to test
your speakers and your
room. Burn-in components with the unique
noise track. Home in on your home theater's balance. Check out your system with the soundstage
map. Also includes audiophile music tracks.

P08111
An audiophile classic since 1989. Tube-miked performances of
works for flute and piano by Prokofiev. Reinecke, and Schumann,
plus Charles Griffes' Poem.
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Parasound HCA-1000 and HCA-1000A power amplifiers
Barry Willis

A

quote from chainnan JA: "...the
difference in sound quality between awindup music box and a
symphony orchestra is enormous. By
comparison, the differences between
electronic components are actually quite
small." Especially, Iwould add, if those
components are amplifiers, whose price:
performance ratio, as agroup, might be
expressed as an X/Y plot. With perfonnance as the horizontal and price as
the vertical, our amplifiers' imaginary
vector wouldn't extend very far to the
right before it began to climb. Its trajectory would make asharp bend skyward,
pulled off alinear course by the values of
the items populating the hi-fi stratosphere. Soon it would become almost
purely vertical. Near the top of our chart
we'd see little or no increase in performance, but price... ?Gaining like arocket, achieving escape velocity.
The assumption among consumers is
often that price equals quality, but better
results don't always issue forth from bigger budgets. The history of filmmaking
or military spending proves that. The real
art in the production of anything —airplane, house, car, movie, audio component— is to create the best possible result
within abudgetary limit. I've always had a
fondness for the NADs, B&Ks, Adcoms,
and Audio Alchemys of this world,
because they offer so much for so little.
Their products are found on the accessible slope of our price: performance curve.
So is the HCA-1000 —a two-channel,
solid-state, THX-certified power amplifier by Parasound, acompany with a
strong tradition of high performance at a
reasonable price.

Technology

For this ampliflei as for its larger sibling,
the HCA-2200 II (reviewed by Steven
Stone in the March 1994 Stereophile,
Vol.17 No3), Parasound engaged the services of John Curl, an electronics engineer long esteemed for his purist
approach to circuit design. Here Curl has
packed alot of performance into adeceptively lightweight package. The main
printed circuit board of the 1000 is barely
10" by 105", with asemicircular cutout to
accommodate a 5"-diameter toroidal
power transformer. Output and driver
transistors (all of them wide-bandwidth,
high-current devices) are secured to two
9" by 2.75" by 225" internal heatsinlcs
that flank the main pcb. Circuit layout is
clean and open, with audiophile-grade
components like metal-film resistors and
polypropylene bypass capacitors much in
evidence. 'Ile power transformer, whose
primary windings may be wired for
220/240VAC operation as well as for
110/120, has twin secondaries, each of
which feeds afast-recovery bridge rectifier filtered by apair of 630012F/63V
Nichicon capacitors. Other computergrade caps in the power supply boost its
total capacitance to 28,500g.
The Parasound is direct-coupled
from input to output. No LC networks
are used to roll off bottom-end or topend response. The cascode input stage
consists of matched J-FET pairs, and the
pairs of complementary transistors in
the driver stage are hand-matched. The
output stage is biased to run in class-AB.
The HCA-1000 got moderately warm
during extended use, but never got hot,
even when pushed hard. When idling,

Parasound HCA-1000A power amplifier
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Description: THX-certified solidstate stereo power amplifier (1000).
Continuous output power, 20Hz20kHz, both channels driven: 110
Wpc into 8 ohms (20.4dBW); 180
Wpc into 4ohms (19.5dBW); 350W
into 8ohms (25.4dBW), two channels bridged. Peak output current:
25A/channel. Slew rate: >130V/ps.
Frequency response: 5Hz-100kHz,
i-0/-3dB at 1W. THD: <0.03% at
full power, <0.01 typical. IM distortion: <0.03%. TIM: "unmeasurable:' Dynamic headroom: >1.5dB.
Channel separation: >80dB at
lkHz, >60dB at 20kHz. Input impedance: 33k ohms. Input sensitivity: IV for 28.28V out (THX reference level), 1.2V for full output.
Output impedance: not specified.
S/N ratio: >110dB, input shorted,
IHF A-weighted. Damping factor:
>800 at 20Hz.
Dimensions: 19" W by 4.125" H by
13" D. Weight: 22 lbs.
Serial numbers of units reviewed: 191952, 192104.
Prices: $575 (HCA-1000), $595
(HCA-1000A). Approximate number of dealers: 240.
Manufacturer: Parasound Products,
Inc., 950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111. Tel: (415) 3977100. Fax: (415) 397-0144.

both review samples drew only 300400mA of current from the local utility,
an indication that the quiescent current is
adjusted for cool operation. Most amplifiers in this power range run considerably warmer, and draw mains idling
current in the 1-1.5A neighborhood.
A small bat-handled stereo/mono
switch, two gold-plated RCA-type input
connectors, and apair of 50k ohm potentiometers are found at the top of the back
panel. (All my listening was done with
these pots full-on, effectively out of the
circuit.) The output connectors below
them are two pairs of gold-plated fiveway binding posts with red and black
plastic hexagonal nuts, of the type that
has suffered mucho criticism from audiophiles and reviewers alike—they can
101

break if tightened too hard. Yes, there are
better, more durable connectors, but
these arc perfectly adequate and sound
just fine. Why the compulsion for
torquing binding posts past breakage?
The proper-size nut driver and asimple
twist of the wrist are all that's needed to
secure cable to amplifier.
The 1000 comes with aheavy-duty
detachable IEC-type power cord that
plugs into asocket in the lower-right corner of the back panel. Parasound states
that this cord is designed to provide the
best performance with this amplifier, and
discourages the use of others.
The front panel is an anodized matteblack aluminum with the company's
emblem, the model number, and a11-IX
logo in subdued gold lettering. An on/off
rocker switch protrudes slightly from the
lower left, and three narrow "racing
stripes" arc machined into the panel's
lower half. Recessed into the uppermost
of these stripes are four LEI)s: ared
"standby" indicator, which illuminates
briefly when the power switch is thrown;

A

ll the measurements were performed on the HCA-1000A.
Following its 1
/
3-power, onehour preconditioning test, the Parasound
amplifier's cover was uncomfortably hot.
Its input impedance measured 46k ohms
left and 47.3k ohms right. The output
impedance was 0.05 ohms up to 1
lcHz,
and 0.06 ohms at 20kHz. Voltage gain
into 8ohms measured 29dB. DC offset
was an insignificant 0.6mV in the left
channel, 02mV in the right.
S/N Ratio ref. 1W into 8ohms measured 97.5dB over a22Hz-22k1-lz bandwidth, unweighted; 88.8dB over a
10Hz-500kHz bandwidth, unweighted;
and 1002dB, A-weighted. The amplifier
is noninverting.
Fig.1 shows the HCA-1000A's fre-

agreen "normal" indicator, which stays
on when the amp is in operation; and two
red "overload" indicators on the right
side. Iwas unable to trigger these LEDs
during my extended audition, and believe
me, there were afew times when Itried.

The overall appearance
of the HCA 1000 is a
pleasant combination of
ruggedness and style.
The overall appearance of the HCA1000 is apleasant combination of ruggedness and style. Sleek but unpretentious, it's visually compatible with more
expensive high-end audio or hometheater components, but will also seem
right at home bolted into an equipment
rack for sound-reinforcement applications. It isn't overbuilt, but neither does it
feel flimsy. Parasound hasn't wasted its

quency response. In the top octave there is
alittle more rolloff in the right channel
than in the left, but the difference is
unlikely to be audible. As expected from
the low output impedance, our simulated
real load had little effect on the iel,onse.
The 8ohm result is not shown here; it was
identical to the 4 ohm. The 10kHz
squarewave response in fig2 is also excellent, with afast risetime and sharp corners.
Though it's too small to register in fig2,
there is atiny degree of damped oscillation
visible on the top of the waveform when
viewed on an oscilloscope. The 1kHz
squarewave is too near-textbook to show.
The crosstalk shown in fig3 indicates
noticeably more separation in one
direction than in the other, but this is of
little more than academic interest. Even
in the worst case, the crosstalk is too low
to have any predictable sonic result.

resources, or yours, with needless gussying-up. The look is pleasantly industrial.
It could even be called pretty.
First impressions
But pretty is as pretty does, no? Iadmit
that Iwasn't bowled over when Ifirst
unboxed the 1000 and installed it in my
system. It sounded clean, quiet, dynamic,
detailed, and extended, but the soundstage it produced was flat and two-dimensional, like ... well, like agood-quality
Japanese receiver. Your average 011514111er
Rtrorts—reading citizen might have blessed
it right then and there. But we're talking
High End, right? And the overwhelming
quality that high-end gear must have is a
soulfulness that makes listening to music
not just an enjoyable pastime but an intimate, transcendent experience.
Initially, the Parasound was quite
lacking in soulfulness. It sounded okay,
but it didn't demand my attention. I
would sit down for alisten and soon
find my focus wandering. After afew
minutes Imight be off in the kitchen

The THD+noise vs frequency result
(fig.4) requires no comment. The Parasound's distortion waveform (fig.5) indicates a predominantly third-order
component, plus some higher harmonics
and noise. The second harmonic preS. MOP., I 01,•0000.
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Fig.3 Parasound HCA-1000A, crosstalk (from top
to bottom at 10kHz):
L-R (10dB/
vertical div.).
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Parasound HCA-1000A, frequency
response at (from top to bottom at 5kHz):
2.83V into simulated speaker load, 1W into
8ohms, and 2W into 4ohms (right
channel dashed, 0.5d13/vertical div.).

OT

Fig.2 Parasound HCA-1000A, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms.

Fig.4 Parasound HCA-1000A, THD+noise vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at
10kHz): 4W into 2ohms, 2W into 4ohms,
2.83V into simulated speaker load 1W into
8ohms (right channel dashed).
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reading the newspaper, or in my office
playing computer games. It just didn't
have the hook.
But that was only during the first
week or so. "Soulful seeds" are planted
in the HCA-1000, but they need time
to sprout and grow. The clearly written,
easy-to-understand owner's manual addresses this on p.6: "Like other great
power amplifiers, the HCA-1000 requires at least 72 hours of continuous
operation after it is first turned on to
sound its best. This gives the materials in
various circuit components achance to
'form' so audio signals achieve greater
definition, smoothness, and transparency." In other words, this model has a
long break-in period.
Two weeks of three to four hours'
daily playing (the unit was powered on
all the time) was about the point where I
began to hear adifference. One day I
came home, cued up Bernadette Peters's
I'll Be lino- Baby Pnight (Angel D 115737)
—a disc that has been in heavy rotation
here lately—and was heading for the

kitchen when Iheard something that
made me stop, turn around, sit down,
and listen: her glorious acappella opening
to "Blackbird." There was depth in the
soundstage, and an increased sense of
presence. Miss Peters was in fine voice.

dominates into 8ohms (not shown). The
second is also dominant into 2ohms, but
there are clear contributions from higher-order components, as can be seen
from fig.6, which shows the amplifier's
output spectrum driving a50Hz tone at
avery high level into 4ohms. This is a
superb result all of the artifacts are near
or below —80dB (0.01%) except the second, which is only moderately higher at
—77dB (about 0.015%). The odd-order
harmonics were more predominant into
our simulated real load, but even here
the highest (at 150Hz, not shown) was at
—632dB, or 0.07%.
The 1kHz, THD+noise vs level
curves for the HCA-1000A are shown
in fig.8. The discrete clipping levels (at
1% THD+noise) are shown in Table 1,

and are significantly higher than the
specified power. The HCA-1000A will
put out considerable power both into a
2ohm load and bridged into 8ohms.
It is one of the less well-hidden secrets
in audio that modestly priced amplifiers
often measure as well as or better than

became acclimated to it, or both, because Ididn't notice any further improvement. Think of aphotograph in a
chemical bath taking amonth to develop
fully. The HCA-1000 will test your
patience, but that's part of the bargain.
The results are worth the wait.

Idon't remember eating

Dual half-stereo?
Three months ot listening (quick'n'dirty
equipment checkouts are verboten for
Stereophilistines) to my usual smorgasbut Ido remember
bord of music through the Parasound
plowing through
HCA-1000 in normal stereo mode had
me sufficiently intrigued to request asecmy music collection.
ond sample, so that Imight try them as a
pair of monoblocks. The owner's manual
mentions the sonic superiority of using
"Boy, howdy," Isaid. "What have we
here? Real audio at last?" Idon't rethem like this
bridged, but in what
member eating dinner that night, but I Parasound calls "dual half-stereo," using
only one channel of each amplifier to
do remember plowing through my
music collection. It's aritual Iperform
drive one speaker, while the other chanwhenever the hi-ti really works. The
nel idles. Ile improvement in sound is
improvement continued incrementally
attributed in the manual to the full
throughout the next two weeks. Then
potential of the power supply being
the amplifier finally stabilized, or I available to the single channel.

dinner that night,

111111011.0M

the most expensive high-end designs.
Good measurements don't always translate into the best sound, but they can't
hurt. The Parasound's test-bench results
are impeccable.
—Thomas.). Norton
1110.1111.0111.
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Fig.6 Parasound HCA-1000A, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 134W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale).

Fig.8 Parasound HCA-1000A, distortion (
0
4 vs
output power into (from bottom to top at
10W): 8ohms, 4ohms, 2ohms, and
bridged into 8ohms.

Table 1 Parasound FICA-1000A:
Discrete clipping levels
(1% THD+noise at IkHz)

Load
ohms

100 0

lemilorleeiftes4tetyowimsi
pi4sii+ew

120 0

Fig.5 Parasound HCA-1000A, lkHz waveform at
2W into 4ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
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Fig.7 Parasound HCA-1000A, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 134W
into 4ohms (linear frequency scale).

Both Channels
Driven
W (dBW)
(L)
(R)

8
159.7 (22) 159.7 (22)
(line)
118V
117V
4
254.2 (21.1) 251 (21)
(line)
117V
117V
2
(line) Bridged
8ohms
(line)

One Channel
Driven
W (dBW)
168.8 (22.3)
118V
277 (21.4)
118V
401.2(20)
118V
503.4 (27)
118V
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Bridging

A

"bridged" amplifier is amono
amplifier made by driving
two stereo channels out-ofphase with each other. Whatever
instantaneous voltage appears at the
output of one channel is inversely
mirrored in the other. A loudspeaker
is connected across the two "hot" terminals, which when operating are
always opposed to each other. It's a
cheap, clever way to generate alot
of output power with very little
heat and equipment weight. Many
car stereo amps use this technique.
Some interesting things happen when
you do this: The voltage swing across
the speaker is doubled, and the load
impedance each channel "sees" is
divided by half. Theoretically, abridged amplifier will produce four times
the output power of either of its single

channels, but current limiting in the
power supply usually keeps the net
increase down to about 3x. (The
HCA-1000's 350W power when
bridged is approximately three times
its stereo rating.) But for such an amp
to sound pure in the audiophile sense,
the transfer firnction, or relationship of
input to output, must be absolutely
identical channel to channel. An otherwise insignificant difference in
phase or frequency
uz
response will give
the sound a
,
indistinct quality. In
pro sound-reinforcement situations,
sonic focus is routinely sacrificed in
favor of cheap power, but it's not a
tradeoff music-loving audiophiles
should make. Iwouldn't recommend
bridging two stereo amps to drive
very insensitive loudspeakers. Get
some friendlier speakers. —Barry Willis

Looking at the circuit layout, Ihad
doubts about the technical veracity of
this. Apart from the transformer's single
primary winding, the power supply is
dual-mono. Neither the current nor the
voltage available to the unused channel
can aid the working one. In testing both
samples, which performed identically, I
found the output power was much
greater than specified: with Pacific Gas
&Electric supplying 122V of alternating
current, and with both channels driven,
the HCA-1000 at the onset of clipping
put out 35.5V across an 8ohm load,
which translates to 157.53W. Driving a
single channel while the other idled
resulted in an increase of exactly 1V
across the load: 36.5V/8 ohms, or an
increase in power to 166.53W. A 6%
increase of power, aslight fraction of
ldB, isn't abig difference. Idoubt that
whatever audible improvement comes
from using the amps as single-channel
monoblodcs results from the marginally
increased dynamic range. Reduced
interchannel crosstalk? Maybe.

Barry Willis talks with John Curl

W

Barry Willis: Iagree.
Curl: The smaller filter caps do offer a
secondary advantage, though. Because
they're soldered in place, you get amore
intimate connection, which is corrosionresistant. The tradeoff is that you lose a
little punch in the bottom octave. For
most speakers this amp will be used with
it's not aconsideration. Ihave apair of
Sequerra Pro Monitors in my office,
kind of an upgraded Met-7, and Ifind
the 1000 works very well with them. I
use a1200 as asubwoofer amp in my
John Curl: Ipublished the front-end home system. Icould use a2200, but I
design almost 20 years ago in The Audio haven't found that necessary. Ialready
Amateur [now Audio Electronics —Ed.]. drive the neighbors crazy. [laughs]
The concept is over 25 years old. It's Willis: Inoticed that the idle current seems a
basically an ML-2, adesign Igave Mark little lowfor an amp ofthis power...
Levinson years ago. Mark improved on Curl: Yeah, it's adjusted at the factory
what Ihad given him originally. This is to run cool. Ibelieve the optimum is
very close, with some upgrades. The about 15mV to 25mV across the outpurpose is to show what can be done at puts' emitter resistors. Higher biasing
this price point.
reduces the low-level distortion. It
The topology is just as sophisticated won't hurt anything; the amp will mn a
as the most expensive Parasounds. The little warmer, that's all. It's kind of like
only weakness is that the heatsinks and adjusting acarburetor's air/fuel mixfilter capacitors are abit undersized. ture. The factory setting is alittle lean,
That's aconcession to trying to meet a but the basic design is as good as it gets.
price point. Originally Iwas afraid to It's like adual-overhead cam engine
take credit for it, because Ithought that with four valves per cylindet
it might have been stripped down too
The problem with riâss-A amplifiers
far. But when Igot it in my office and is that they run hottest when they're
measured it, Isaid, "I do want to take idling, and get cooler while working.
credit for it —this is anice amplifier."
Class-B amps are just the opposite: they
hat is it about audio people?
They're all so ebullientlohn Curl,
ofVendetta preampfame and lately ofParasound, is another very talkative guy. I
caught him one afternoon while he was laughing over another audio publication's latest
attack on Stereophile. It took abit ofgentle
coaxing to steer him around to discussing the
HCA-1000, but when Idid, Icould barely get
aword in edgewise Thefollowing remarks are
lifted from atwo-hour conversation. Iasked
himfint about the HCA-1000...
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idle cold and get hot when working. In
both cases the dynamics are constantly
changing. What you really want is an
amplifier to work at aconstant temperature. The 2200 is in this middle ground.
Willis: Ididn't notice any dynamic incongnaties with the 1000.
Curl: The concept is very lineat and that
doesn't happen with alot of stuff Many
amps' driver stages have alot of higherorder harmonic distortion when they're
pushed hard, because they can't swing the
volts. This one will. Ihave avery efficient
capacitor-multiplier circuit in it that keeps
the driver stage from freaking out when
the power supply sae..
The essence of all the Parasound
amps is the same: the complementaryFET front end, and the power-supply
buffers on the low-current sections.
This amplifier is intrinsically fast. For
that reason, very bright-sounding
cables aren't the best choice for it.
Bright cables work better with tubes,
which tend to sound alittle dark.
Willis: Why does the 1000 sound so much
better used as asingle-channel amp?
Curl: Ithink it's aphenomenon of the
price-point compromise. You get the
same thing with the Dyna Stereo 70. I
have apair of Dyna MILIVs, which are
basically half aStereo 70 with abigger
power supply. You get very much the
same effect. Just using the power transStereophik, August 1997

Lasting impressions
"Dual half-stereo" or no, Parasound does
not lie about the increase in performance. When Iused the HCA-1000s
as single-channel amplifiers, there was a
major improvement in the apparent
depth of the soundstage, in the resolution
of detail, and in the rendering of thereness.
Previously, Ihad hardly noticed Tori
Amos's inhalation at the start of her
"Famous Blue Raincoat" on 7inver ofSong:
the Sows ofLeonard Cohen, avarious-artists
tribute album with abeautifully crafted
impression written by Tom Robbins
(A&M 31454 0259 2). But now her
breathiness stood out in bold relief.
Using two HCAs presented an acrossthe-board improvement in detail, soundstaging, dynamic attack, and instrumental
weight. What's the moneywise angle at
this point? Two near-170W monoblocks
for $1150? Your Parasound dealer will
probably offer alittle incentive. Let's
say you can buy two for agrand. On
the high-end price: performance curve,
you're in bargain territory.

then there's its internal bridging capability,
which turns it into a350W/8 ohm powerhouse. Although Ithink that it suffers
some sonic degradation in the process, the
potential is there should you need to
exploit it.

former for the one channel makes a
heck of alot of difference.
Willis: Overall, the parts quality is quite
good.
Curl: Itry to get after these guys to not
use anything that's obviously nasty Itell
them, "Don't use any coupling caps or
output coils; we don't need those anymore. Don't use ceramic capacitors if
you can possibly help it, because they're
inherently nonlinear. Reduce interchannel sharing as much as possible."
Just doing that improves the sound of an
amp tremendously. Your circuit layout
gives you that; it's afreebie.
Willis: You think the reduced bleed-over is
what explains the better mono performance?
Curl: Ithink so. You have separate
grounds for the two speakers and better
low-level detail. So much is shared
through the power supply. You'll notice
that dual-mono designs sound better with
separate line cords.
Willis: Are there any plans to change the
1000? Move it more toward the 2200?
Curl: The 2200 is just amore massive
design, but the 1000 is pretty much stateof-the-day. This type of design has been
around for along time. Jolm Iverson used
it. I've been able to put in FETs where
we used to use bipolars. It's a very
straightforward design, but still very
sophisticated. It's much more sophisticated than many others. Some of them

to class-AB. That will be avery high-end
design. [They were launched in May at HI-FI
'97. — Ed.] I'm also working on some
variable-feedback designs, where the
amount of feedback can be controlled
from the outside. Some people say the
The 2200 is just amore
addition of some second harmonic
sweetens the sound, and maybe Ican
massive design, but the
design an amplifier where they can just
dial in the amount they want. My per1000 is pretty much
sonal belief is that although it may be
more pleasant, it's still an effect
state-of-the-day. This type
Ido like class-A designs, though —
like single-ended triodes, which are inof design has been
herently class-A. I'm also experimenting
around for along time.
with [Jack Bybee's] quantum-mechanical filters, which are really fascinating. So
'Willis: It sounds like, all things considered, right now I'm working alot on AC filyou're happy about having your signature on tering, because basic power lines are very
this one
contaminated with harmonics and interCurl: Oh, Iinsisted on it. This was actu- ference. There's agood 2% or 3% of
ally designed to aprice that they thought noise all the way up to 60,000 cycles and
Iwouldn't want to be associated with. I beyond. I'm looking for ways to clean
said, "Guys, this is acost-effective design. that up, and I've been working with
It's as close to aStereo 70 as Ican get. It's Walt Jung on reducing power-supply
the modern, solid-state equivalent of the
noise. Rectifiers emit an awful lot of
Stereo 70. It's like an inexpensive sports noise too. rm experimenting with some
car: good bang for the buck."
exotic declassified military technology,
Willis: What are you working on now? filters that dean up between the harmonWhat's in the pipeline?
ics, IM byproducts, and the like. They
Curl: For Parasound, we have some don't clean up the power line directly,
power-amp designs — more brute-force, but they lower the noise floor. It's hard
class-A type things —for driving difficult for me to fathom.
loads. They'll be switchable from class-A Willis: Me too!
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The 1000 offers versatility not available
from its competitors. There are the "set
'em and forget 'cm" level controls on the
back panel, which make this amp anatural for multiroom or home-theater applications. There's its proven (to me) potential
as ahigh-quality stereo or mono amp. And

Using two HCAs

presented an acrossthe-board improvement
in detail, soundstaging,
dynamic attack, and
instrumental weight.

Ididn't really listen much to these
amps in the bridged configuration, with
this exception: Itried using one HCA1000 as anormal stereo amp, and used the
other one in bridged mode to drive my
subwoofer. Iwasn't totally pleased with
the result. The level control enabled me
to match the woofer's output to that of
the Spicas, but the bass had an unreal, hollow quality It went plenty low frequencywise, and plenty loud, but was lacking in
body. Bass-heavy recordings like Bryan
Ferry's Taxi (Reprise 45246-2) left me
with the impression of hearing outlines of
bass notes rather than fully fleshed ones.
In my opinion, good subwoofer amps
need huge, stiff, fast-recovery power supplies to really control awoofer's movement. Bridging an amp with aless robust
supply won't give the saine effect. But
every product is built to aprice point, and
Parasound probably had to cut afew corners to come in under the wire. The
market is that competitive. To remain
profitable at $575, the power-supply caps
and heatsinks were downsized from

are really pretty primitive —I don't know
why anyone would use them. If we were
talking about cars, it would be like arguing that aflathead four is better than an
overhead cam.
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what they might have been had this amp
been intended to sell for just alittle more
money. The tradeoff is most apparent in
the 1000's low-bass performance.

Fadel Arts Products
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1

...the Fadel stands out
from the pack. This cable is
just plain hard to beat.'

technician,
repairing hi-fi equipment by day and
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Conclusion: HCA-1000
Iused to be agung-ho audio

to build agreat one. It takes more knowledge and deeper resources than the average hobbyist (or technician) possesses.
You're better off applying your energies
in your particular area of expertise, thereby enabling yourself to enjoy the efforts
of other specialists whose abilities differ
from yours. Specialization is what has
brought us to our present high level of
technological sophistication.
And specialization in high-quality,
moderately priced audio components is
what Parasound has been about since its
inception. The company hasn't lost its
focus by diversifying into computers or
video games or Internet search engines.
It's dedicated to providing asatisfying
musical experience at the best possible
price — aphilosophy well expressed in
the HCA-1000.1he amp has alot going
for it, including its abilities to throw a
believable soundstage and to render natural-sounding vocals and instrumentals.
Although it can sound abit "edgy" when
driven hard, especially with rock or
hard-jazz recordings, at moderate-toloud listening levels its tonal balance and
rendering of instrumental attacks and
decays are believably naturaL Its somewhat anemic low-bass performance is
the only serious caveat Ioffer to potential buyers; but with the types of loudspeakers the 1000 is likely to be driving,
that shouldn't be aproblem. All things
considered, Ican recommend it as an
entry-level high-end amplifier.
Parasound's amplifiers might be
compared to Mazda's sports cars. If the
HCA-2200 II is a maxed-out, turboStereophile. August 1997

charged RX-7, the HCA-1000 is a are accidentally connected to the same
Miata. It won't slam you back in your
input. Idoubt it, but Ididn't want to
seat like its big brother, but it's still a find out.
boss ride.
Follow-up: The HCA-1000A
Near the end ot reviewing Parasound's
HCA-1000, Ilearned that the amplifier
had undergone afew modifications, one
of which addresses aproblem discussed
in the review, and two of which add to
the product's versatility. Andy Murray
of Parasound was kind enough to send
nie an early production version of the
revised model, designated the HCA1000A. This allowed me to compare the
two side by side. The 1000A is the same
amplifier with amore robust power
supply and acouple of extra (and useful)
operating features.
The 1000A squeezes four 10,000g
capacitors into the same spot that the
1000 has four at 6300g. The power
supply's capacitance has been beefed up
by almost 60%, resulting in amarked
improvement in the amplifier's bass performance and delineation of instruments
and voices. The "hollow" quality Inoticed on low-bass instruments has been
replaced by asense of solidity and control. Bass-y recordings, like Chris Isaak's
"Solitary Man" (San Francisco Days,
Reprise 45116-2), are rendered with
more authority. Delicate vocals, like
Bernadette Peters's treatment of "Blackbird" mentioned above, also benefit
from an increased sense of air and ease.
The bigger supply also reduces the
amp's slight tendency toward edginess
when pushed hard.
Otherwise, the 1000A uses the same
circuit board and components as the
1000, except for afew minor changes in
bypass capacitors. The "A" suffix refers
to an auto-turn-on circuit that has been
installed near the amp's power switch,
allowing the unit to be turned on
remotely by alow-current DC trigger
voltage applied to asmall terminal block
on the back panel. The circuit substitutes astout relay for the power switch
when it's in the "off" position. (Parasound's P/SP-1500 outputs such atrigger.) The front panel's layout has been
changed slightly to accommodate the
auto-on feature.
In addition, the 1000A sports anew
pair of RCA jacks on the back, just
below the main ones. These extra jacks
are wired in parallel to the main ones
and arc intended to facilitate "looping"
two or more amplifiers together —driving them from the same source. Idon't
know if they also provide the opportunity for trouble if two different sources
Stereophile, August 1997

Like the earlier version,
the

1000A

has along

break-in period before it
sounds its best. That's true
for almost all quality
components.
Owners of the 1000 may wonder if
their units can be updated to the 1000A.
Any competent technician can install
new filter caps, but the auto-on circuit
and looping jacks require different front
and rear panels. The sonic improvement
of the power-supply upgrade, if Parasound decides to make it available, is

cost-effective. The new faceplate, rear
panel, extra hardware and wiring aren't.
Besides, the auto-on circuit is useful only
if the amplifier is used with apreamp
that can turn it on, and the extra jacks arc
needed only if the amp is going to be
looped to another one like it. Not all
users need those features.
Like the earlier version, the 1000A
has along break-in period before it
sounds its best. 'That's true for almost all
quality components.
Summing up: The HCA-1000A
The 1000's few shortcomings have
been completely addressed in the revision. Inow have no reservations about
recommending this product. At only
$20 more than its predecessor, the
HCA-1000A is aserious contender in
affordable high-end amplification. Its
name should be followed by alittle row
of dollar signs in Stereophilte "Recommended Components" list.
S

System Context

II

listened to the Parasound through
apair of PBN Audio SPs and a
mint-condition pair of Dahlquist
DQ-10s, but the bulk of my listening
was done with apair of Spica TC-60s
on 20" sand-filled steel stands. The
TC-60s are wonderful little loudspeakers with anicely balanced frequency response and glorious stereo
imaging. They have, unfortunately,
been discontinued, but there are still
some out there in dealers' stores or
circulating in the used market.
They're perfect for music lovers with
smaller listening rooms. Low bass,
when Iwant it, comes from an NHT
1259 mounted in an old Dahlquist
subwoofer cabinet stuffed with
lamb's wool (obtained free at asheepshearing exhibit at the county fair).
This articulate and dynamic subwoofer is driven by ahigh-power
amplifier of my own construction.
Main gear: Source: Randy Tomlinson-modified JVC XLZ-1010TN
CD player with XL0 power cord.
Preamp: Sony TA-E77ESD in
"source-direct" mode (ie, an $1100
remote-controlled volume pot), one
Panamax Max 1000+ surge protector,
two Shakti stones atop the CD player,
assorted ferrite RF blockers on AC
cords and interconnects. Speakers are
driven through a10' pair of bi-wired

Kniiher Kahle: 4'TC on the top and
8TC on the bottom. Interconnects are
various, depending on the desired
effect: ICimber Silver Streak, XL0
Type 1, M.C. van den Hul 300,
Nordost Flatline, or Mogami Neglex
2534 microphone cable. In short, realworld audio.
But: The walls of my listening
room are covered with abstractexpressionist mosaics done entirely
in Mango dots. Atop my equipment
rack is achessboard sculpture, Karpov and ICasparov, hand carved from
African ebony root, its pawns, bishops, knights, etc. locked in stalemate. Iwalk everywhere Igo now,
having traded my car for this sculpture, but Ithink Icame out on the
long end of the deal. The entire
building is gravimetrically tensioned
and tuned by agigantic ClampRack.
Outside the door to my listening
room is atub of audio holy water in
which Iam purified before each session. Prior to firing up the hi-fi, I
don a ceremonial listening robe,
bow to the four winds, toss salt over
my shoulder, deeply inhale some
stout Jamaican ganja, drink awarm
cup of unfiltered yak piss, and ask
the Great Spirit for good tunes. Try
it. It works.
Just kidding.
-Barry WiHis
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JVC's XRCD...listen and compare.
extended resolution cd

Robert Lucas
Luke and the Locomotives

Nancy Bryan
Lay Me Down

Mil 0024 2

JVCXR•0029 ,2

This is aChicago blues classic from the man

Likened to artists like Joni Mitchell and Sarah

called "the blues discovery of the 'Ws."

McLachlan. Bryan's bell-like tone expresses a
range of emotions from elation to anguish on
this stunning release.

Joe Beard
(featuring Ronnie Earl &The Broadcasters)

Blues Union
JVCXR 0025 1

"1996 Blues Album of the Year" —Offbeat

Tiger Okoshi
Echoes of aNote

Itiger
okoshi

JVCXR 0030 2

Gil Goldstein, Bela Fleck and Mike Stern join
trumpet player Tiger Okoshi on this tribute to
Louis Armstrong.

Mighty Sam McClain
Keep On Movin'

Ella Fitzgerald &Joe Pass
Take Love Easy

JVCIR 00 26 2

JVCNR0031-2

"The Mighty One has done it again! The singer

"Ella. in absolutely first class form,

has gone and made another album as

duetting with Joe Pass: —Jazz The Rough Guide

outlandishly good as his 1993 blockbuster
Give 11 Up To love." —Blues Wire

Doug MacLeod
You Can't Take My Blues

Thelonious Monk &Gerry Mulligan
Mulligan Meets Monk

JVCXR 2027-2

JVCIR 0032 2

"MacLeod is one of the vibrant voices that will

****1/2 —Downbeat

keep this sound alive into the next century."
—Blues Review

THE BILL HOLMAN BAND

The Bill Holman Band
Brilliant Corners
JVCXR 0028-2

No one is better suited to revisit the
compositions of Thelonious Monk than master
arranger/conductor Bill Holman.

ALSO AVAILABLE ON ARCO:
Gene Ammons Boss Tenor

JVCX1i 0033 2

Art Tatum &Ben Webster The Tatum Group Masterpieces
Coleman Hawkins Good Old Broadway
Bill Evans Trio At Shelly's Manne -Hole
Carmen Lundy Old Bevil Moon

JVCIR-0034 2

JVCXR-0034-2
JVCX21-0036-2

JVCXR-0037-2

To find out more about ORCO access our web site at: xrcd@jvcmusic.com

JVC

To order by phone with amajor credit card, call loll free: 1-800-jvc-1386
JVC Music. 3800 Barham Blvd.. Suite 305. Los Angeles, CA 90068
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REL Acoustics Strata II active subwoofer
Robert Harley

I

have alove/hate relationship with
subwoofers. On one hand, the subwoofer is conceptually agreat idea: it
extends the bass range of small loudspeakers without forcing you to sell those
speakers and start over. Athree-piece system (two main loudspeakers and asubwoofer) also lets you position the main
loudspeakers for best soundstaging, and
the separate subwoofer for best bass integration with the room. Moreover, adding
an active subwoofer (one with abuilt-in
amplifier to drive the subwoofer's cone)
confers the advantages of abi-amplified
system: wider dynamics, higher power
handling, and more amplifier power in
your system. Finally, keeping low bass out
of your small two-way loudspeakers
greatly reduces the stress on them, and
consequently increases their midrange
clarity, power handling, and ability to play
loudly without strain.
But there's no free lunch. Although
anyone can put asubwoofer in asystem
and hear more bass, the challenge is to
make that bass fit in musically with your
room and main loudspeakers. In practice,
adding asubwoofer in away that improves rather than degrades the overall
sound isn't easy First, it can be difficult to
achieve aseamless transition between the
subwoofer and the minimonitors. This is
particularly true if the small speakers
were designed for maximum articulation, and the subwoofer for maximum
bass output. Second, an active subwoofer's crossover invariably degrades
the sound of the main speakers. Even the
cleanest subwoofer crossovers aren't sonically transparent; they often add atrace
of metallic hardness or grain to the
music, and reduce transparency Third,
achieving correct time alignment between the subwoofer and main speakers
can be tricky. Finally, most subwoofers
today are designed for Home Theater,
where reproducing dinosaur footsteps at
window-rattling levels takes precedence
over resolving nuances in Eddie Gomez's
bass playing.
However, my interest in subwoofers
in general and the REL models in particular was piqued by ademonstration
at Austin, Texas retailer High Fidelity. I
was played an unaccompanied vocal
Stereophile, August 1997

recorded in alarge church. After afew
minutes, the subwoofer was activated.
The effect was amuch larger soundstage, a more palpable and focused
image, and a vastly heightened impression of avoice surrounded by alarge
acoustic. Most people associate subwoofer demonstrations with "subwoofer
music," in which the intent is to beat you
over the head with bass. ("Stuns small
animals! Rattles pant legs!") 1The REL
seemed like asubwoofer designed with
different intentions.
After living with the Aerial 5minimonitors (reviewed in April '97), which
have superb performance above 60Hz
but no low bass, Irecalled my brief
exposure to the REL and asked US distributor Sumiko for areview sample of
one of the smaller subwoofers in the
REL line.
The REL approach
REL Acoustics makes

six subwoofers,
ranging from the $995 Q-100E to the
$8000 Studio.2The $1195 Strata II is the
second smallest and least expensive subwoofer in the line. In fact, the Strata II is
tiny as subwoofers go, measuring less
than 17" by 21" by 12". The black-painted enclosure is supported by four feet,
which accept supplied spikes for permanent installation. The drive-unit is asingle 10" downward-firing Vifa woofer
located next to around port on the
enclosure bottom. The 40-liter enclosure is made from 3/
4"MDF, with aI"
MDF top panel.
The Strata II's complement of rearpanel connections hints at the product's
unusual connection flexibility. RCA input
and output jacks are provided for connecting the Strata II between apreamplifier and power amplifier with linelevel connections. In this configuration,
the Strata H's integral crossover filters bass
from the RCA output jacks driving the
main speakers' power amplifier.
1When people find out what Ido for aliving, some
arc quick to tell me about how impressive afriend's
stereo system was because it could blow out lighted
matches placed in front oldie loudspeaker port.
2Purchasers must sign alegal release before they can
take delivery of the Studio, whose -3dB point of
11Hz, combined with its high-level bass output, might
damage older houses in certain areas oldie country.

Description: Reflex-loaded active
subwoofer system. Drive-unit: 10"
cone woofer. Enclosure volume: 40
liters. Gain control range: 80dB.
Power output: 60W RMS. Input
impedance: 100k ohms (high level),
10k ohms (line level). Frequency
range: 20Hz-120Hz (upper frequency dependent on user settings,
lower frequency dependent on
room).
Dimensions: 16.5" W by 20.5" H
by 12" D. Weight: 39.1 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
Not noted.
Price: 51195. Approximate number of dealers: 38.
Manufacturer: REL Acoustics Ltd.,
North Road, Bridgend Industrial
Estate, Bridgend, Mid Glamorgan
CF31 3TP, Wales. US distributor:
Sumiko, 2431 Fifth Street, Berkeley,
CA 94710. Tel: (510) 843-4500. Fax:
(510) 843-7120.

The Strata II can also be connected
without using its crossover. The subwoofer is supplied with along cable terminated with aNeutrik connector at
the subwoofer end, and three bare wires
at the power-amplifier end. You simply
connect the three bare wires to the
+left, + right, and either —output terminal of your power amplifier. You are,
in essence, hi-wiring the Strata II in
parallel with your main speakers. The
REL gets its signal from your power
amplifier, and your main loudspeakers
are run full-range. Although the Strata
II's integral power amplifier still drives
the 10" woofer, the drive signal is
derived from your power amplifier, not
your preamplifier.
This second connection method has
the advantage of putting no electronics in
the main signal path feeding the left and
right loudspeakers. And because the
Strata II's drive signal is obtained by attenuating the speaker-level signal output by
the main power amplifier, there's the
potential of amore seamless integration:
The Strata IPs bass quality will be influenced by the bass quality of the main
amplifier. In fact, Iwas surprised at how
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the system's bass changed when changing
power amplifiers, even though the Strata
II's woofer is always driven by the unit's
integral amplifiet
The disadvantage of this connection
method is that low bass isn't filtered from
the main loudspeakers; they're left to run
full-range. This introduces the potential
for lumpy bass as the acoustic output from
the main speakers adds in- or out-of-phase
with the subwoofer's acoustic output (particularly if you set the Strata Ifs crossover
frequency too high). In addition, the main
loudspeakers will still have to work just as
hard as they did without the subwoofer
obviating the usual subwoofer advantages
of increased power handling and wider
dynamic range.
Fortunately, you can connect the
Strata II both ways and decide which
method provides the best performance
in your system. In my system, it was no
comparison: Driving the Strata II from
the Classé CAP-100's speaker output
with no crossover produced not only
better integration, but amore transparent presentation overall.
A rear-panel switch lets you invert the
subwoofer's polarity so that its output
more closely aligns in-phase with that of
your main loudspeakers. This is better
than no phase adjustment, but acontinuously variable phase control would
let you dial in the subwoofer's phase precisely.3To set the Strata II's phase control,
simply choose the position where the
bass is louder, this indicates that the outputs from the main speakers and subwoofer are adding in-phase.
The crossover frequency is selectable
by two rear-panel knobs. Each knob has
four positions, providing 16 crossover frequencies from 30Hz to 120Hz. This
huge range of crossover frequencies
allows the Strata II to be optimized for a
3Here's asimple trick for setting asubwoofer's phase
control: Invert the polarity of both of your main loudspeakers by connecting the red speaker lead to the
black loudspeaker post of each speaker. Play atest Cl)
with afrequency exactly at the crossover frequency
between the main speakers and the subwoofer. Sit in
the sweet spot and have someone rotate the phase
control until you hear the least amount of bass. Now
put your main speaker back in correct polarity. The
subwoofer and main speakers arc now optimally
phase-aligned.
When you played the test tone at the crossover frequency, the main speakers and subwoofer were both
reproducing that frequency. When the subwoofer's
phase control was set so you heard the least amount of
bass, the main speakers and subwoofer were mazinully out of phase. When the woofers on the main speakers moved forward to create an acoustical compression
wave, the subwoofer's cone moved backward to create
ararefaction. The two waves combined and canceled,
producing minimum sound. Now when you put your
main speakers back in correct polarity by connecting
the black speaker lead to the black speaker terminal,
and the red speaker lead to the red speaker terminal,
the main speakers and subwoofer arc maximally inphasc. The cancellation notch is easier to hear than the
corre‘p quint gpeak.
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REL Acoustics Strata II active subwoofer

wide variety of systems and rooms. The
crossover slope is second-order (12dB/
octave) for both the low- and high-level
inputs. Again control sets the subwoofer's
volume. Ifound that this gain knob was
overly sensitive when connected to the
Classé CAP-100: tiny movements produced large changes in the subwoofer's
volume. This made it alittle difficult to
precisely set the best volume.
Pulling the back panel to sec the inside
revealed asurprisingly large power transformer and power amplifier. The Strata
II's power amplifier and crossover are
mounted in asubenclosure that reduces
vibration in the electronics. The transformer is alarge toroid, and the amplifier's output stage is apair of transistors in a
TO-3 package (large metal cans)
attached to aheatsink.
Setup
It may be tempting to install the Strata II,
then immediately try to dial in the right
placement, crossover frequency, and level.
If you do, you're headed for frustration.
The Strata II changes so profoundly in
the first 30 minutes of use that you'll need
to start over once the driver has broken
in. Irecommend running the Strata II for
several hours before attempting final
placement and settings. Also, don't be
alarmed if the first time you listen to the
Strata II (before break-in), the sound is
thick, muffled, and has little deep-bass
extension.
The Strata II can reportedly be positioned in acorner or next to awall.

Although the REL worked well when
placed out of the way, 49" from the rear
wall and 13" from the side wall (measured to the cabinet center), the best
placement in my room was 53" from the
rear wall and 36" from the side wall. This
position was unfortunately where my
desk chair normally sits. The Strata II is
so small, however, that moving it for alistening session was easy. You can also
change the Strata II's sound by rotating
the rectangular cabinet's orientation to
the side wall.
The optimum crossover frequency
turned out to be a surprisingly low
39Hz. It's amistake to set the Strata II's
crossover frequency by theory; eg, "my
main speakers go down to 60Hz, so the
Strata Hshould be set to 60Hz." Instead,
set the two crossover control knobs by
car. Avoid the temptation to set the
crossover frequency too high. In addition, the overly sensitive gain control
encourages too high an output level.
The keys to getting the best from the
Strata II are the crossover frequency and
gain controls: keep the crossover frequency low and the gain way down.
The Strata II proved remarkably easy
to set up and integrate with the main
speakers. Ifound that placement was less
crucial with the REL than with other
subwoofers. Once Ihad the Strata II
dialed in, Iwasn't aware of the subwoofer as aseparate sound source. This
was surprising considering my small
room (11' by 15') and the Aerial 5's ultratight and -controlled bass.
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Listening

Ile changes in sound quality were what
you'd expect from adding asubwoofer to
asystem: greater bass depth and weight.
The Strata II beautifully filled in the
Aerial 5's lean tonal balance with a
warmth and weight that were immensely satisfying. Bass-drum impacts only
hinted at by the Aerials had afull measure of power, weight, and authority with
the Strata II. Ialso enjoyed what the REL
subwoofer did for bass guitar, transforming alightweight presentation into one of
purling fullness.
The Strata II had asurprising ability to
convey the way agood bass-guitar player
and drummer work together to drive the
rhythm. The kickdrum never lagged
behind the guitar (an impression fostered
by lesser subwoofers), and its dynamic
envelope cut through the mix rather than
sounding soggy and flat. The bass was
clean, quick, and detailed. In fact, the
extreme bottom end had atautness and
dynamic agility that suggested amuch
more expensive integrated system, not a
moderately priced subwoofer.
Iwas fraiddy staggered at how low the
Strata II would play for its small size. The
subterranean pedal tones on the Rutter
Requiem (Reference Recordings RR-

Now You Can Go
To Hi -Fi '97 in
San Francisco
r$19.95!

57CD) were reproduced with amazing
depth and solidity. Even at high playback
volumes with this challenging music, the
Strata II maintained its composure.
When listening to this disc at ahigher
than normal level to investigate the Strata
II's performance limits, Iheard some

The REL restored the body,
warmth, and size
of the orchestra ...
without any trace of
bloat, slowness,
or the annoying rumble
many subwoofers add.
chuffing from the port on the lowest frequencies (this disc has high levels of bass
between 12Hz and 20Hz). With music
that places more normal demands on the
subwoofer, however, Inever approached
the Strata II's limits of bass output or
excursion in my small room.
Orchestral music greatly benefited
from the Strata II. Without the subwoofer the orchestra sounded small and
didn't produce the visceral thrill on climaxes that Iexperienced with the Strata
II in the system. The REL restored the
body, warmth, and size of the orchestra
in away that made the listening experience much more rewarding. Significantly, the Strata II did this without
any trace of bloat, slowness, or the
annoying rumble many subwoofers add.
These improvements in bass performance alone were worth the price of
admission. But the Strata II had another
nick up its sleeve: avastly increased sense
of space and ait The Strata II expanded

the soundstage width, increased the
depth, better resolved bloom around
instrumental outlines, and produced a
more profound impression of tangible ait
I've experienced this phenomenon —
low bass adding to the soundstage presentation —at length with the Genesis 11.5
loudspeakers. The remote control for the
Genesis bass servo amplifier has avariable
high-pass frequency, allowing you to
adjust the system's LF extension from
16Hz to 32Hz. Taking the Genesis
woofers down deeper significantly increased the soundstage width and depth,
and resolved more spatial detail of the
recorded acoustic.
Ajaw-dropping example of how the
Strata II made the soundstage bigger was
"Leather Cats," from Oregon's Biyond
Words (Chesky JD130). The piece opens
with Glen Moore playing a1715 Klotz
bass in a large, reverberant church.
Without the Strata II, the bass sounded
more like acello; with the subwoofer, the
instrument had real depth and weight.
But the startling difference was in the
apparent size of the acoustic surrounding
the bass. On their own, the Aerial 5s
made the bass sound small, close, and in a
smallish room. Putting the Strata II back
in the system revealed the true size of the
church, and greatly expanded the soundstage's width and depth.
This recording also exemplified the
superb integration between the subwoofer and the Aerial 5s, in addition to
the Strata II's smoothness. The bass has
lots of low-frequency heft, as well as
midrange energy from the strings being
plucked. The sound of the bass had an
organic wholeness totally unlike the
sound of many subwoofers, which make
the low bass sound like aplodding thump
that bears no musical relationship to the
upper bass and midrange. The transition
was truly seamless — and that's saying a

System
See show highlights and the most exciting
audio/video products available. Meet
industry legends &the staff of Stereophile at
the largest Hi-End Audio &Home Theater
Show of 1997— in your own home!
eHI-Fl '97 Show Review.on Video
Home Entertainmentehnology
Production

To Order Call:

1-800-663-1497

During the two months Ihad the
Strata II in my system, Imosdy used it
with Aerial Model 5loudspeakers.
The main power amplifier was the
superb Classé CAP-100 integrated
amplifier (100Wpc into 8 ohms)
driving the Aerials through bi-wired
MITerminator 2cable. Source components included aWell Tempered
Turntable and Lary Pederson-modified Well Tempered Arm with an
AudioQuest AQ700Onsx cartridge for
LP playback, and aSonic Frontiers

SFCD-1 or Rotel RCD-990 CD
player handling the digital duties.
Interconnects were AudioQuest Topaz, Straight Wire Maestro, and
MITenninator 2. When using the
Strata Has apowered subwoofer, two
pairs of 15' MITenninator 2s connected the Strata II to the Classé's
preamp-out/power-amp-in loop.
The system sat on aBilly Bags 5500series rack, and an Audio Power Industries Power Pack II conditioned
the AC line.
-Robert Harley

S19.95 plus shipping &handling
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lot, considering the Strata II was matched
to the lean, tight Aerial 5s.
Ipinpointed another phenomenon
with the Strata II that contributed to
its overall musicality. On the new
Stereophile recording Rhapsody (STPH
010-2), Hyperion Knight's stunning
solo-piano performance on the Porgy
and Bess Fantasy was snapped into focus
by the Sta-ata II. Adding the subwoofer
provided amore focused image of the
piano, and seemed to better separate the
sound of the piano from that of the
recorded acoustic. This recording also
highlighted how the church's rear wall
seemed to move back with the Strata II,
as well as the seamless integration mentioned earlier. (I was fortunate to hear
this performance live in the church as it
was being recorded.)
Ihad asimilar experience with the
excellent Music for Violin and Guitar
(Sonora SACC 102), by Arturo Delmoni
and David Burgess. The Strata II created
agreater impression of two instruments
surrounded by areverberant room. The
sound was warmer, richer, and had
greater ease, although neither instrument
produces much low-frequency energy.
Conclusion
Irealized how much Iliked what the
Strata II did for my system when, after
living with it for afew weeks, Idisconnected it for some critical comparisons.
The musical presentation was totally
transformed by this relatively inexpensive product in away that made it hard to
listen to music without it.
The Strata H was obviously designed
with aset of priorities different from
those of the vast majority of today's
boomboxes. What most impressed me
was its ability to add weight and extension, and to expand the soundstage
without ever calling attention to itself.
At the $1195 price, it's hard to find any
fault with the Strata II.
Moreover; the Strata H offers ahuge
range of connection and setup adjustments, suggesting that it will work well
in different systems and rooms. The
option of running your main speakers
full-range, with no crossover in the signal path, is, Ibelieve, key to the Strata
II's success.
If you have minimonitors and long
for abigger, weightier presentation, you
must audition the REL Strata II. You'll
not only get superb bass performance,
but amore spacious soundstage. The
REL Strata II is perhaps the biggest
"bang for the buck" upgrade to asmall
system Ican think of, and worthy of my
highest recommendation.
S
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"Of all the CD accessories and tweaks
I've tried, this one makes the most difference.

don't play aCD without first

painting its edges green with CD Stoplight'. And don't play aCD -not even
in my CD 3400 -without CD Blacklight'''. Period. Way recommended!"
Sam Tellig
Stereophile Magazine
November 1996, Volume 19, Number 11

"Set on aCD, the results are truly astonishing.

Better than any other mat

known ... Heartily recommended."
Clark Johnsen
Positive Feedback Magazine
Summer 1996, Volume 6, Number 4
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Audio Physic Caldera loudspeaker
Martin Coiloms

G

ood taste, attention to detail,
and innovative system design
are all keynotes of Audio Physic
designer Joachim Gerhard. His loudspeaker creations are based on sound
theoretical principles allied to solid
engineering and fine cabinetry, and
range from the little Step bookcase
model to the flagship Medea, which
uses no less than six costly, patented,
Manger drivers per pair.' The subject of
this review, the Caldera, is not too dissimilar in size and proportion to the
Medea but is substantially less expensive
at around $20,000/pair, depending on

Audio Physic Caldera loudspeaker
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finish. The Caldera has been in production for afew summers now, and is here
reviewed in its current series 2iteration.
Caldera
The Caldera is aslim, floorstanding,
three-way loudspeaker. Its distinctive
appearance reflects Audio Physic's firm
practice of omitting grilles to avoid the
mild degradations in sound quality that
plague even the best-designed examples
of the art.
The drivers are certainly visible. The
two woofers arc located on the sides of
the lower enclosure, effectively back-toback to cancel their reactive vibration
forces. Of the two midranges, one is
placed on the upper front panel, the
other on the inner side. The front-facing
tweeter is mounted on the upper section. While the main casing is finely
veneered, the topmost section is finished in acontrasting satin-black lacquer, with black fixing hardware. The
basic parallelepiped shape is distinguished by anarrow angled facet on the
insides of the front corners. In addition
to that inner vertical facet, the upper
part of the cabinet has asteeply sloped
outer edge; this lends it afeeling of
almost sculptural asymmetry.
The enclosure is built as three
decoupled components. Once the subenclosures are assembled, the resulting
gaps between them are seen as finely
toleranced styling "grooves" of perhaps
V
i
o" in thickness. The bass system, heavily crossbraced, is secured to the floor
via high-tensile spiked locking bolts.
The mid enclosure sits on it, decoupled
via anonslip resilient polymer mat. The
treble enclosure in turn is decoupled
from the midrange enclosure via resilient cylindrical polymer feet.
It's possible to invert the bass enclosures if required — there are threaded
1The German Manger drive-unit is .1 lull-range. singlediaphragm moving-coil device operated in pure bending mode. The seinifleitible and highly damped
diaphragm is specifically designed to shrink in area with
increasing frequency. thus preserving the twin goals of a
constant sound angle veith focused, near-point-source
radiation of high coherence. To optimize the speaker's
radiation pattern, drive-units are mounted on the front
and side — see iny review of the Audio Physic Medea in
the August 1996 issue of Hi-Ii iVtivs & R'ood Riview
(Vd.41 No.8).

Description: Three-way floorstanding loudspeaker .with two 81
2"
/
Kevlar-reinforced-cone woofers, two
7" carbon-fiber-loaded paper-cone
midrange units, and a 1.2" (28mm)
dome tweeter. Specifications: Frequency response: 32Hz-22kHz, —3
dB. Nominal Impedance: 4 ohms.
Sensitivity: 91dB/2.83V/m. Maximum power rating: 250W.
Dimensions: 44" H by 9.9" W by
20" D. Weight: 119 lbs each.
Finishes available: cherry, mahogany, "rosenut," gray birdseye maple.
Serial number of units reviewed:
Not noted.
Price: 818,995/pair; gray birdseye
maple finish adds 81000/pair.
Approximate number of dealers: 9.
Manufacturer: Audio Physic, Germany. US Distributor: Immedia,
2629 Mabel St., Berkeley, CA 94702.
Tel: (510) 893-2573. Fax: (510) 8932579.

inserts for the floor spikes on both
upper and lower surfaces —and the left
enclosure may be exchanged for the
right to preserve the overall styling contour. In the normal configuration, the
woofers are low down, compensated
near the floor boundary, while the
inverted mode positions them much
higher, just below the midrange drivers.
This is an option for matching to more
difficult rooms. Subtle changes in driver
integration and sound balance result
from this change, but the spacing of the
woofers from the floor is more important. The greater woofer height allows
for fine-tuning of the low-frequency
sound and speaker placement. With the
woofers set "high," aposition near the
back wall would be permissible, and in
some cases amild excess of midbass
might be brought under control.
System engineering
The Caldera employs afine driver line-

up, all units made by ScanSpeak of
Denmark and distinguished by that
company's latest "SD" distortion-controlled magnet systems. Their motor
systems are built on agenerous scale,
115

allowing greater peak travel than most
other comparably sized drivers.
Bass is provided by apair of 81
2"
/
woofers working in tandem, equivalent
to a12" unit. The black cones are reinforced with Kevlar. The midrange i,
covered by two 7" units, this adeservedly popular ScanSpeak design fitted with
adense pulp cone loaded with carbonfiber (and also seen in Wilson Benesch,
QLN, and Wilson Audio Specialties
loudspeakers). The use of two such
units for the midrange confers very high
power handling on the Caldera; however, the design aim was to provide an
inward-directed wavefront shape rather
than ahigh absolute power capacity.
ScanSpeak's 1)29-series 28mm soft-

B

ycareful calibration, Iwas able
to establish that the measured
sensitivity of 90.5dB matched
almost exactly the specified 91dB/
2.83V/m. This figure is better than
average and, in conjunction with the
250W peak program power handling,
allows for agenerous peak sound level
of 110dEt to be generated in atypical listening room. However, the fine sensitivity needs to be set in the context of
the load impedance. The Caldera is
nominally specified at 4ohms; so the
usual 2.83V test level results in 2W
being drawn from the amplifier. A gain
of 3dB in voltage sensitivity is obtained
at the expense of adoubled current
draw from the amplifier. This leaves the
true sensitivity at 88dB/W.
Looking at the Caldera's impedance
(fig.1), you can see the amazingly unreactive nature of the load. The electrical
phase angle is the lower trace in this
graph and is almost flat, better than
+20°, -10° over the whole 20Hz201cHz bandpass. Low phase shift generally results in abetter match to the
amplifier and reduced coloration. The
impedance magnitude (upper curve)
did not fall below 32 ohms, thus defining agenuine 4ohm loading. The average value was 4 ohms, very constant
from 20Hz to 2kHz. There was amild
but harmless rise at higher frequencies,
averaging 6ohms up to 10kHz. This
smooth characteristic will help to maintain aconsistent tonal balance with different cabling and with the higher output impedance of tube power amplifiers. (Use a4ohm output transformer
setting where possible.)
The impulse response (not shown)
was very tidy and very well controlled
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cd to low-order crossovers. With no
paralleled edges in the vicinity of the
tweeter, the cabinet diffraction signature
usually imposed on atweeter is greatly
ameliorated.

The crossover network is built using
top-quality components of the lowest
possible complexity. Thus the tweeter
network is first-order, using film capacitors. This carries through to the midrange, also first-order, while the network includes some additional components associated with response shaping
and impedance matching.
Crossover to the bass is specified at
120Hz, and here the network complexity advances to third-order, compensated and damped. Such atechnique is
generally required to control the lowfrequency passband, where the crossover and the impedance characteristic of
the bass driver can otherwise result in
unacceptable response errors.

by present standards. The unweighted
result for energy plotted against time
(fig2, solid trace) was confusing due to
inter-unit delays. But the BlackmanHarris-windowed ETC (fig2, dotted
trace) was excellent, and in my view
gives aclearer picture of the available
performance: 50dB of decay in 1millisecond is very quick.
Audio Physic claims low distortion
for the Caldera. No problem here —1
can verify that distortion was unusually
low, confirming that "sweet yet natural"
tonal quality appreciated in the auditioning. Good bass power was available
in-room down to 35Hz, the output
falling away by 30Hz, where inputs
above 50W (8 ohms) resulted in mild
but audible doubling (second harmonic
greater than 5%). A 75W input at 35Hz
was subjectively clean and, of course,
free from port chuffing or whistling
noises —the Caldera has no port! The
only distortion present at this level was
just 2% of second-harmonic distortion
and 0.5% of third, both inaudible. At
100Hz at the same level, second harmonic was 0.15% and third 0.1%, both

excellent results. In the midrange,
500Hz came in at 0.12% of second,
0.03% of third; the data at 2kHz were
very similar. In the treble, for 3IcHz the
second harmonic bettered 0.1%, while
third didn't register at all. Similar results
were obtained up through the treble
range, these figures comparing well to
the superb performance of agood pushpull electrostatic. At ahigher 100dB spl,
midband second harmonic was held to
0.3%, with the more significant third
harmonic controlled to amagnificent
0.03%. The observed tonal purity of the
Calderas was real enough, founded on
very good linearity.
Two "waterfall" displays are presented for the Caldera speaker. The first
(fig3) was plotted with a02ms filter
risetime and 10dB/div. vertical scaling;
this gives the best resolution in the frequency domain. There is some "clutter"
in the treble, very likely the rollout of
the mid cone; the tweeter itself has very
good decay responses. Although visibly
present, this clutter wasn't of great aural
significance since the main decay was
pretty good.

dome tweeter is as good as they get. It
has an intrinsically wide, coloration-free
response, and, thanks to the rear-chamber design, an extended bandwidth suit-

The crossover network is
built using top-quality
cornponents of the lowest
possible complexity.

tb•-•••«

Fig.1 Audio Physic Caldera, electrical impedance
(upper trace) and phase (lower) (1 ohm!
vertical div.).

Fig.2 Audio Physic Caldera, energy-time curve
on HF axis at lm, unwindowed (solid) and
Blackman-Harris-windowed (dotted).
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The rated impedance is 4ohms, and
despite the above-average claimed sensitivity of 91dB/W (8 ohm/W), few
tube amplifiers will be able to drive it to
its practical limits. A uniform frequency
response is implied, with the claimed
32Hz-22kHz bandpass merely limited
by aclosely toleranced -3dI3 designation defining the decline in output at
the frequency extremes.
The Caldera is supplied ready for triwiring, or passive tri-amping for that
matter, with input terminals separated
for each enclosure's frequency range. It is
also supplied with acustom cable harness
for immediate bi- and single-wire usage.
The terminals arc five-way gold-plated
binding posts with 4mni compatibility.

Proof of the Caldera's transient speed
was seen in fig.4, the second waterfall
presentation of energy decay, now plotted with a0.1ms filter risetime, and
5dB/div. vertical scaling. The fast, clear
rear section of the graph shows topflight
performance, probably the best I've yet
seen from abig three-way design such
as this.
Measuring the Caldera's frequency
response proved amost awkward affair.
The Audio Physic is one of those speakers that cries out for true free-field measurement, supplemented by an analysis
of its reverberation energy summation.
Circumstance meant that Ihad to measure the speaker in the relative nearfield
in my listening room, so the results are
not truly representative of its performance. Problems result from the extra
side-firing midrange unit and the substantial separation between the mid and
bass drivers, the former operating freefield, the latter boundary-loaded by the
floor. No single mike position can adequately sample the Caldera's overall
acoustic output.
Iwas thus reduced to taking bites at
the measurements, ultimately looking
to the spatial room average for an overall view of the sound, which should
relate better to how the Caldera actually voices in my room. Only then did
matters fall into place.
Pair matching was excellent, within
±0.5dB overall. No grille problems
were present—the Caldera has no
grilles! Low diffraction was evident
from the very flat responses achieved
over bandpass sections for the three
driver sets. The combination of separated box construction, composite walls,
and the extensive bracing has resulted
Stereophik, August 1997

Sound
The loudspeakers arrived stone cold —
literally just afew degrees above freezing —and needed aday or so to stabilize

lessly, sounding well-blended.
Audio Physic's Caldera is one of the
few loudspeakers that is instantaneously
recognizable as athoroughbred. There's
no hint of any shortcut, of cheap effects,
or false emphases covering up problem
Once they were
areas. A product of refined development, it sounds complete and completbroken in, the
ed, and is emphatically not aprototype
rushed to market.
Calderas hit the spot.
Tonal balance proved highly accurate;
ashade on the sweet side by current
at room temperature before any seri- standards, but none the worse for that.
ous listening could be attempted. But The silky purity heard in the treble
once they were broken in, the Cal- sounded more like afine electrostatic
deras hit the spot. Unashamedly a than most dynamic designs.
dynamic (ic, nonplanar) system, its conThere was something different about
figuration and drivers worked seam- the overall sound: Gradually Ibecame
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aware that the tonality was warmer than
Iam used to, this maintained over a
wide range of sounds and loudnesses.
This warmth was not afunction of frequency balance, but more aproduct of
the low-distortion driver technology.
This accounts for some of the differences between planar speakers (ribbon
and electrostatic types) and most "dynamic" moving-coil technology. (This
particular warm tonal quality is also
audible in the midband of the Wilson
WATT System 5, which uses adriver
similar to the Caldera's.)
The Caldera had amore fluid sound
than much of its competition, evident
as reduced "grain." For some cars this
might translate into aquieter, less dy-

in very low resonance levels from the
enclosure walls. Accelerometry revealed nothing of significance, showing
that the skills applied to the system
design have been matched by equal
skills in enclosure construction.
The central solid curve in fig.5 shows
the result of crossover interference measured at asingle mike position on the
median axis at lm. Separately measured
(dashed curves), the drivers showed
excellently tailored passbands, each
almost ruler-flat. The treble output

Fig.5 Audio Physic Caldera, anechoic response
on HF axis at lm (solid trace), with
nearfield woofer response plotted below
300Hz (solid trace), midrange and tweeter
responses (dashed).
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namic presentation, while others will
welcome the resulting sense of stability
and inner calm. Some speaker designs
have arestless quality that is initially

The Caldera had amore
fluid sound than
much of its competition.
exciting and impressive but that may
become wearing in the long run. The
Caldera represented the antithesis of
this. Impressive on grounds of pure
quality alone, it quietly grew on me. Its
introspectiveness, evenhanded powers

extended to 18kHz, -3dB, as uniformly
as you could wish. The bass was also uniform, correctly stepped down to account
for the power increase at the floor
boundary. Against its own reference
level, the bass extended to 42Hz, -6dB,
conferring apractical in-room limit of
around 35Hz, depending on room gain.
The Caldera doesn't operate in the lowest bass octave; here the matching Terra
subwoofer would play its part.
Asample of off-axis responses is given
in fig.6. Above-axis, the mild inter&iver
delays tend to balance and the previously
noted upper-crossover notch is filled in,
even reinforced alittle. However, the
tweeter response barely changed with
measurement angle, confirming the very
low diffradion of this enclosure. Likewise in the lateral plane, the variation
seen against the "reference" axial response is quite small; agood directional
performance is hidden in the nearfield
measurement duttet
I moved out to an unselected
far-field mike position and took asample measurement. "Surely afluke," I
thought of the very flat in-room re-

of resolution, and ability to surprise by
telling more about the inner harmony
and balance of favorite works, continued to satisfy.
Both analog and digital sources were
handled very well, the speaker's mellow
character helping to balance some of the
older, harsher digital recordings.
When the enclosures were optimally
placed in the room, the output of this
speaker was essentially seamless. All the
drivers seemed in harmony with each
other, none of them drawing undue
attention to themselves.
The Caldera's presentation of stereo
images was different from, for example,
that of the Wilson WATT. It was possible to involve reflections from the side

spouse (fig.7), and moved the mike —
to get much the same result. The full
in-room spatial average (fig.8) only
marginally benefited from multiple
microphone and speaker placement
averaging. But a±..2dB result in-room,

The Caldera has been
designed to sound right
at the listening position.
from 36Hz to 7kHz, with aproperly
presented seamless "house curve"
rolloff thereafter, is textbook performance. There is nary a sign of a
crossover in fig.8, nor apower interchange or any step between drivers.
No wonder the Caldera sounded so
uniform and neutral.
Now it all falls into place. The Audio
Physic Caldera has been designed to
measure and sound right at the listening
position, not at the arbitrary and typical
lm microphone distance.
—Martin Colloms
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Fig.6 Audio Physic Caldera, off-axis response: 15°
above HF axis (dotted); on HF axis (solid);
30° to the side (short dashed); and 45° to
the side (long-dashed).
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Fig.7 Audio Physic Caldera, 1
/
3-octave smoothed
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Fig.8 Audio Physic Caldera, spatially averaged, 1
4octave-smoothed response in MC listening
room (5dB/vertical div.).
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les worth briefly noting Audio
Physic's favored technique for speaker (and listener) placement. The listener is directed to aseat close to the
back wall, essentially close-coupled
to the wall boundary. This gives the
listener something of a2-pi infinitebaffle characteristic, removing the
major low-frequency room effects
from the sphere of perception. The
speaker itself then might not need to
rely on room-boundary gain to
achieve a naturally balanced frequency response. In fact, Audio
Physic recommends that the speakers be placed well into the room, as
close to the anechoic condition as
the room will allow. If the speakers
are of sufficient quality, they will,

when freed from local reflections,
sound rather less room-dependent
and have less coloration, coupled
with superior image, focus, and
depth. Some variation in the midrange timbre may be experienced
according to the precise spacing
achieved between head and wall,
and the listening position.
It's well worth trying out. In some
difficult rooms this has proved to be
the only effective way of achieving
control of sound quality. Itried both
this and conventional placement
process with the Caldera with similar success. This suggests that the
Caldera is not unduly room-critical.
—Martin Colloms

Technology

REL Acoustics

Visa

Audio Physic loudspeaker placement

American Express

walls to create asoundstage wider than
the distance between the speakers'
outer edges, yet at the same time maintain a high level of central focus.
Conversely, the Caldera illuminated the
inner space with near-holographic stability and precision. The Calderas' perspective was alittle distant, vocal soloists
appearing alittle behind the frontal
plane, the sound shifted away further
down aclassic shoebox concert hall. But
what could have been a"down the tunnel" effect was avoided by the Calderas'
excellent clarity and spatial resolution.
Transparency was genuinely high, and
imaging extended far into the backstage
area. Recovery of hall ambience was at
the highest level, the Caldera placing
focused sound images in their natural,
local acoustics.
While not quite as fast-sounding or
rhythmic as well-installed Wilsons, the
Calderas were more dynamic and
rhythmically involving than most of the
competition. In addition, their high sensitivity allowed them to cruise at good
sound levels with relatively modest
power inputs. Itried aConrad-Johnson
Premier 8A (4 ohm internal setting) and
achieved clean, effective, high sound
levels. This proved to be abetter match
than anticipated, perhaps duc to the
infinite baffle control in the bass and a
cleaner-than-usual impedance characteristic despite the Caldera's low impedance of 4ohms. (This good behavior
was subsequently confirmed in the
measurements.)
While the Caldera's bass was not in

the earthquake tradition, it did effectively reproduce orchestral bass drum at a
natural level. More important, its low
frequencies were highly resolved, even,
natural, and free from overhang. The
speaker is afine example of the infinitebaffle approach to bass, trading asmall
loss of dynamics for agenuinely rewarding combination of neutrality and transient accuracy.
It wouldn't be fair to say that the
Caldera needed asubwoofer — it didn't. The bass was sufficiently extended
that, except in those cases where a
room is unduly lacking in low-frequency reinforcement, or where Home
Theater levels of heavy bass are needed,
the speaker generally won't be found
wanting. Recalling my experience of
working apair of Audio Physic Terra
subwoofers with the Caldera's bigger
sister, the Medea, Ifound that this subwoofer was most effective in local
room corners. Ican also confirm that
two Terras are more than twice as good
as one, delivering asubstantially more
uniform and more tuneful low end.
The Terra is highly accomplished, very
fast, extended, and highly neutralsounding. The effect of apair of them
on the Medea (and very likely the
Caldera as well) was to add asense of
scale and foundation and, if you can
believe it, more presence — a more
reverberant ambience. Add in the
appropriate increase of bass power,
headroom, and extension, and you may
say, "Yes, this is truly abetter speaker."
But the Caldera's bass was just fine in
Stereophile, August 1997

my Edwardian brick house, so don't consider those Terras unless you really have
to, or if you like the Caldera so much
that you're driven to take it to the limit.

ous ground already occupied by the
Wilson WATT/Puppy 5 and other
noted US designs.
Though the Caldera's gaunt, driverexposed styling may not appeal to
everyone, its asymmetric contour could
The Audio Physic Caldera
well suit modern rather than traditional
room settings. Its true purpose is undisoffered avelvet
guised, while finish and presentation are
both first-rate. You need have no
uniformity, an innate
qualms about the quality of build.
Icouldn't help but be swayed by the
honesty with high
high standard of performance achieved.
dynamic resolution,
This powerful, sensitive three-way
speaker presented arelatively tolerant
and good pace
amplifier loading, albeit a4ohm one.
It's skillfully matched to the floor
and rhythm.
boundary and should deliver seamless,
fast, neutral, and uniform sound energy
from below 35Hz to above 18kHz. It
Living dangerously, Idid ahigh-level
took big power inputs gracefully, while
run using the big Krell, capable of nigh
on 1000Wpc into the Calderas! With providing unusually low levels of distortion over the entire bandpass —somethe amplifiers verging on clipping on
thing that Iheard as greater purity and
the bass excavated from Béla Fleck's
"Flight of the Cosmic Hippo," the
more consistent tonality.
Caldera was then beginning to show
Soundstage width was narrower than
signs of mild compression and bass dousome, and the Caldera could sound a
bling, though without making any real
tad controlled and polite; but it had stacomplaint. The manufacturer's 250W
ble, holographic image focus, with
power rating is more than fair enough;
excellent perspectives and depth. High
transparency was allied to fine lowseriously loud, highly controlled peak
level resolution over the entire frequensound levels were possible with this syscy range. The Caldera offered avelvet
tem, up to 110dB in stereo in atypical
uniformity, an innate honesty with
room, this achieved without blasting or
high dynamic resolution, and good
pain-inducing hardness.
pace and rhythm.
Ican confidently recommend the
Conclusion
At just under $20,000/pair in the top- Caldera for inclusion in the Class A (socalled "limited bass") loudspeaker cateof-the-line finish of gray birdseye
maple, the Caldera is an expensive loudgory in Stereophile's "Recommended
speaker. Such aprice places it in the seriComponents."

System Context
No reasonable person could complain about the galaxy of supporting
equipment assembled for this review. Prime mover was the Krell
FPB 600 power amplifier directly
coupled to the Krell KPS-20i/I integrated CD player. A pair of ConradJohnson Premier 8A tube monoblocks proved equal to the task of
driving the Caldera (though lesser
tubed devices did not). Other amplifier alternatives included the Classé
CA-200 and Krell FPB 300. Preamplification included the Meridian
518 for pure digital-domain level
control, plus the amazing C-J ART
and a Premier Fourteen/Fifteen

combination. Boulder's 2010 ably
covered the all-balanced signal domain, supported by the universalinput Audio Research LS15. Analog
sources comprised a Linn LP/
Lingo/Naim/ARO/van den Hul
Grasshopper IV GLA and aMeridian
200-series FM tuner.
Cables included amix of van den
Hul carbon The First (SE) and The
Second (pure balanced) plus Siltech
Silver speaker cables, the latter used
for the mid and treble wiring
together with van den Hul Revelation for the bass, this proving to
be apotent combination.
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Paradigm Studio 100 loudspeaker
Thomas J. Norton

M

yinitial exposure to Paradigm's
Studio 100, the top model in
that Canadian loudspeaker
manufacturer's new Reference series, was
one of the more rewarding experiences I
had at HI-FI '96 in New York. As Ilistened to familiar program material, there
were no signs of anything seriously amiss:
the midrange sounded neutral, the top
end was clean and open with none of the
symptoms of an overeager metal-dome
tweeter, and the bass was solid without
boom. True, there were better-sounding
loudspeakers at the show, but most of
them required asecond mortgage.
Competition in the $2000/pair price
range is as fierce as any in the loudspeaker marketplace, but on that first
listen the Studio 100s appeared to have
what it takes. Murky as my crystal ball
often is, Isaw areview in my future.

Paradigm Studio 100 loudspeaker

Description

When the Studio 100s finally arrived, my
first impression was of an exceptionally
well-finished loudspeaker. All exposed
surfaces were covered in abeautiful light
cherrywood veneer. Large, gold-plated
feet serve to both enhance the overall
appearance and to lock the furnished
spikes in place after the loudspeakers are
leveled. There are dual sets of five-way
binding posts on the rear for bi-wiring or
bi-amping, if desired.
The Studio 100's low-mass, pure aluminum-dome tweeter (manufactured
by Paradigm and used in all models in
the Reference series) is ferrofluiddamped, with an oversized rear acoustic
damping chamber. As in all of the drivers in the 100, it has adiecast aluminum
chassis that both minimizes mechanical
flexing and acts as a heatsink. The
midrange (also made by Paradigm) has a
butyl suspension, special heatsink fins
combined with something Paradigm
calls AVS" airflow ventilation, ahightemperature, multilayer voice-coil with
ventilated Apical" formers, and amicaloaded polymer cone (Paradigm calls
this design ML13"— for the obvious
reason). The latter is said to have ahigh
stiffness:mass ratio with good internal
damping. Bass crunch is provided by two
8.5" woofers —both of which cover the
entire low-frequency range —combined
with asingle, front-located port. The
port is flared on both ends to minimize
port noise.
Paradigm uses what they refer to as
Cascade' technology for their enclosures. This appears to be nothing more
or less than acombination of wellknown, quality construction techniques.
The large, 3+ cubic-foot cabinet is
composed of MDF throughout. Interlocking horizontal and vertical braces
add rigidity. The interior is well-damped
with afibrous material Paradigm calls
Miraflex.TMI
The Studio 100's relatively simple
crossover is aphase-coherent, quasiButterworth design. Most loudspeakers
1You have probably determined by this nine that
Paradimes emUneering division keeps the trademark
division in business.

Description: Three-way, four-driver, floorstanding, reflex-loaded loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" (25mm) aluminum-dome tweeter, 6.5" (170
mm) MLPTII mica-polymer—cone
midrange, 2/8.5" (215mm) filled
polypropylene—cone woofers. Crossover frequencies: 250Hz (secondorder) and 2kHz (third-order).
Frequency response: 39Hz-22Hz,
±2dB, on-axis; 39Hz-20kHz, ±2dB,
30° off-axis. Sensitivity: 91dB/W/m
(room), 88dB/W/m (anechoic).
Nominal impedance: 6 ohms. Minimum impedance: 4 ohms. Recommended amplifier power: 15-350W.
Maximum input power: 210W (typical program source, clipping no
more than 10% of the time).
Dimensions: 45" (1150mm) H by
10.25" (260mm) W by 16.5" (420
mm) D. Weight: 174 lbs/pair.
Finishes: black ash, light cherry, or
dark cherry wood veneers.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
11556/11557.
Price: $1800/pair to $2250/pair,
depending on finish. Approximate
number of dealers: 200.
Manufacturer Paradigm Electronics
Inc., 101 Hanlan Road, Woodbridge,
Ontario, Canada L4L 3P5. Tel: (905)
850-2889. Fax: (905) 850-2960.

use complex circuits to not only perform
the high-pass/low-pass duties, but also to
correct for inherent flaws in the individual driver responses. Paradigm argues
that the smooth responses of the raw
drivers used in the Reference series make
the latter requirement unnecessary —
thus the simpler network Quality parts
used in the crossover include ceramic
resistors, film capacitors, and both airand steel-core inductors.
My only quibble about the physical
design of the Studio 100 is afamiliar
refrain: Ididn't care for the binding posts
at all, despite their quality appearance.
They may only be finger-tightened —
very difficult to do in their cramped,
recessed location — and the shanks are
too thick to accept the spade lugs found
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Visit us on the World Wide Web - www.btown.com
Analogue Productions Originals
APO 2001
APO 2002
APO 2003

LP = S25 CD = $16

Jimmy Rogers/Blue Bird.
Nancy Bryan/Lay Me Down.
Jimmy D Lane Long Gone.

Vinyl Pressing

N

HO-180'

Analogue Productions
AAPB 034

Junior WeIlsiHoodoo Man Blues LP =$30

AAPJ 035
CDCC 035

Miles Davis Quintet/Great Prestige Recordings (5 LPs) =S200
(Gold Limited Edition) (5 CDs) $175 NOW ON CD!

AAPB 036
CAPB 036
CAPR 3036

Sonny Boy Williamson/Keep It To Ourselves. LP =$30
(Gold Limited Edition) CD = $30
(Aluminum) CD =$15

AAPJ 038
Gene Ammons/Nice An' Cool LP =$30
AAPJ 039
Gene Ammons/The Soulful Moods Of LP =$30
CAPJG 3839 Ammons/Gentle Jug Combines Both LPs on 1CD =530

Analogue Productions is releasing aThelonious Monk Box
Set on LP and CD. Seven of his greatest LPs from the
Riverside Label: Brilliant Corners. Monk &Coltrane.
Monks Music, In Action, Misterioso. Blackhawk, 5by Monk. High

Sonny Boy Williamson - Portrait of a Blues Man
Otis Spann - Good Morning Mr. Blues
Albert King - I'll Play the Blues For You (LP only)

JVC XRCD
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019
020
021
022
A023
029
0023
0030
0059
0063
3005
3008

MCA Heavy Vinyl LPs
AMCA-11161
AMCA-11165
AMCA-11164
AMCA-11319
AMCA-11327

CD = $26.99

Mighty Sam McClain - Give It Up To Love
Bennie Wallace -The Old Songs
Terry Evans - Puttin' It Down
Jimmy Rogers - Blue Bird
Victor Feldman - Audiophile
John Coltrane - Black Pearls
The Montgomery Brothers - Groove Yard
Kessel, Brown, Manne -The Poll Winner - Continuance
Bill Evans - Everyone Digs Bill Evans
Count Basie - 88 Basie Street
Duke Ellington - Duke's Big 4
Doug MacLeod - Come To Find
Nancy Bryan - Lay Me Down
Tsuyoshi Yamamoto Trio - Midnight Sugar
Tsuyoshi Yamamoto Trio - Misty
Tsuyoshi Yamamoto - Girl Talk
Ise° Suzuki Trio - Black Orpheus
Mari Nakamoto w/the Shoji Yokouchi Trio-Sextet - Mari
Ayako Hosokawa - Mr. Wonderful

Classic Blue Notes

Horace Parlan - On the Spur of the Moment

ABNC 84114

Ike Quebec - Soul Samba

ABNC 1588

Sonny Clark - Cool Struttin

Decca (Speakers Corner)

TBM
TBM
TBM
TBM
TBM
TBM

Klavier

AKLALE 521
AKLALE 522

The Tempest - Sullivan/Merchant of Venice/Dunn/Birmingham Sym. Orch.
Massenet: Le Cid - Ballet/Fremaux/Birmingham Sym. Orch,

46094
46095
46137
46338
46339
46509
46516
46528
46548
81558
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USA. $10 elsewhere.
Refundable coupon
with catalog. FREE
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LP = $35
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1-800-716-3553
$4.95

Airborne Select (1-2 days)

$7.95

LP & CD = S30

Rimsky-Korsakov/Scheherazade/Stravinsky Song of The Nightingale/Reiner
Rhapsodies - Liszt,Smetana.etc. Stokowski

CRCAG 68570'

Offenbach/Gaffe Parisienne/Fiedler

CRCAG 68571'
CRCAG 68572

Mussorgsky - Pictures at an Exhibition/Festival/Reiner
Vienna -Reiner

CRCAG 68573'
CRCAG 68574

Richard Strauss in High Fidelity - Reiner
Tchaikovsky & Brahms Violin Concertos -Heifetz/CSO

CRCAG 68575'
CRCAG 68576'

Spain -Reiner (LP =ALSC 2230 -$35 Deluxe Cover)

(Any size order)

AIRBORNE

AEMI
AEMI
AEMI
AEMI
AEMI

2476-9
2889
3371
2441
8534

•Available
on vinyl
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Saint-Saens:Piano Con. 8.2 -Liszt:Piano Concerto No1/Rubinstein
Bartók/Concerto for Orchestra/Music for Strings/Reiner

EMI Testament LPs

TO ORDER CALL:

UPS Ground

STEREO

CRCAG 68568'
CRCAG 68569'

CRCAG 68577*

HQ-180
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LP = $18

Dexter Gordon - Go
John Coltrane - Blue Train
Lee Morgan -The Sidewinder
Cannonball Adderley with Miles Davis - Something Else
Herbie Hancock - Maiden Voyage
Wayne Shorter - Speak No Evil
Art Blakey & The Jazz Messengers - Moanin'
I U
4;44 Prsuing
Hank Mobley - Soul Station
Horace Silver - Song for My Father
.
Sonny Rollins -Vol.2

\
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Ataulfo Argenta Limited Edition Box Set (7 LPs) $195

LIVING

Hi-Fi a la Espagñola

Blue Note LPs
ABNR
ABNR
ABNR
ABNR
ABNR
ABNR
ABNR
ABNR
ABNR
ABNR

But

Decca (Alto)
AATP AA61

Classic Mercury
AMER 90144

Buddy Holly -Buddy Holly $30
Buddy Guy •IWas Walking Through The Woods $11.99
The Who -Who's Next $40
Dave Mason -Alone Together $11.99
Out of Africa -Soundtrack $11.99

L

super

ADEC 2009 Berlioz -Symphonie Fantastique/PCO/Argenta
ADEC 2027 Debussy/Jeux,Danse Sacrée et Danse Profane Dukas/La Péri/Orchestre de
la Suisse Romande/Ernest Ansermet
ADEC 2141 Glazounov -The Seasons/Orchestre de la Société des Concerts du
Conservatoire de Paris/Albert Wolff
ADEC 2296 Manuel de Falla -The Three-Cornered HatA2Orchestre de la Suisse
Romande conducted by Ernest Ansermet
ADEC 2297 Brahms -Clarinet Quintet/Wagner/Adagio for Clarinet and String Quintet
ADEC 4237 Paco Pena and his Group -Flamenco Puro Live
ADEC 6088 Mozart - Sinfonia Concertante with David & Igor Oistrakh and the Moscow
Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Kondrashin
ADEC 6136 Kodály - Hàry Jànos Suite/LSO/Kertesz
ADEC 6777 Prokofiev - Sym. No.6/LPO/Weller
ADEC 2174 Suppe -OverturesNPO/Solti

LP = $30

ABNC 4074

LP = $16 CD = $14

Sonny Stitt & Paul Gonsalves - Salt & Pepper
Gabor Szabo -The Sorcerer
Oliver Nelson - More Blues and the Abstract Truth
John Coltrane - Live At the Village Vanguard Again
John Coltrane -John Coltrane Quartet Plays
John Coltrane - Coltrane
McCoy Tyner - Plays Duke Ellington
Charles Mingus - Mingus Plays Piano
Archie Shepp - Four for Trane
Pharoah Saunders - Black Unity
McCoy Tyner - Inception
McCoy Tyner - Nights of Ballads and Blues
Quincy Jones - Quintessence
Sonny Rollins -On Impulse
Sonny Rollins - Alfie
J.J. Johnson & Kai Winding -The Great Kai & J.J.
Ahmad Jamal -The Awakening
Coleman Hawkins - Desafinado
Alice Coltrane -Journey in Satchidananda
Benny Carter - Further Definitions

Double LP = $30 CD = $16
MCA 11599 1st Rays Of The New Rising Sun
MCA 11600 Electric Ladyland
MCA 11602 Are You Experienced
Single LP = $20 CD .= $16
MCA 11601 Axis: Bold As Love

Analogue Productions Revival Series
LP = $17.50 CD = $15

CJVC
CJVC
CJVC
CJVC
CJVC
CJVC
CJVC
CJVC
CJVC
CJVC
CJVC
CJVC
CJVC
CJVC
CJVC
CJVC
CJVC
CJVC
CJVC

210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229

Jimi Hendrix

quality production throughout. S250. Release date -September 1997

APR 3017
APR 3016
APR 3015

Impulse Jazz
IMP
IMP
IMP
IMP
IMP
IMP
IMP
IMP
IMP
IMP
IMP
IMP
IMP
IMP
IMP
IMP
IMP
IMP
IMP
IMP

Ravel Orch. Works - Paris/Cluytens (4 LP Box) $120
Rachmaninov Sym. No.2 - Previn LSO (Complete) $30
Dvorák Piano Concerto - Richter/BSO/C. Kleiber $30
Mahler - Sym.#4/Schwarzkopf/Klemperer $30
Paganini Violin Con. el -Wieniawski/Rabin/Goossens $30

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
P.O. Box 1905 •Salina, KS 67402-1905
Tel: (913) 825-8609 •Fax: (913) 825-0156
www: htlp://www.btown.com
e-mail: asounds@aol.corn
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on many of today's high-quality cables
(see "An Open Letter" sidebar).
Sound
Ibegan my listening by positioning the
Paradigm Studio 100s in the locations
that have served me well for many loudspeaker reviews: across aroom diagonal.
The results were not particularly promising. Iremoved the speaker grilles. (I
later realized this was not necessarily
optimum, though it is with many loudspeakers.) The imaging was good, but
the timbre was wrong. The top end was
alittle fizzy, the bass too warm and full.
The latter problem appeared to be concentrated in anarrow band in the midbass, rather than in abroadly elevated
response.
Iquickly decided that a different
room setup was needed. Accordingly, I
rearranged things to locate the Studio
100s on the short wall, firing down the
long dimension of the room. They were

j

olui Atkinson measured the Paradigm Studio 100s and provided me
with the results after most of my listening tests were completed. The measurements were made with the grilles
removed.
The Paradigm's sensitivity measured to
spec at an estimated 883dB/W/m (Bweighted). Its impedance is shown in fig.l.
The cabinet's port is tuned to avery low
frequency —apparently about 20Hz. The
usual double-peak curve in the bass typical
of the impedance magnitude of aported
enclosure design is not visible; the cabinet
is very overdamped, and appears to
behave more like asealed box than areflex
design. The small ripple visible at 251tHz
is the ultrasonic tweeter resonance. The
minimum impedance is 3ohms at 90Hz,
and the phase characteristics are relatively
benign. While this should not be aparticularly difficult load for awell-designed

placed well out into the room, agood 5'
from the front wall2 and well out from
the side walls. The toc-in was midway
between straight-ahead and aimed
directly at the listener.
Now things started to cook. The
midrange was open and free of any
obvious colorations. The soundstage
began at the plane of the loudspeakers
and extended wide and deep. The bass
was strong, just ashade warm, extended
(though not into big-subwoofer territory), and well balanced with the rest of
the range.
The top end, however, remained just a
little too prominent. Not truly bright—
though Idid occasionally note atrace of
2The front wall is ill, wall die listener faces —tlw wall
behind the loudspeakers often erroneously referred
to (in lx,thJA's and ow judgment) as the hack wall. The
hack will is the will behind the &rum If you get dus
has, :ickwards, you kwe areal treat in Store Ifyou ever
11.1Ve to de:11 with .1 Nurrollild-SOUIld setup. (
-Let's see,
the rear speakers go on the front wall, and the front
speakers are located just out from die hack wall ...")

bite in the mid-treble — and certainly
not etched. But the tweeter did exhibit a
little of that "listen to me" quality.
Putting the grilles back on made a
noticeable improvement in the balance.
If anything, the top end was perhaps now
alittle too sweet. At first Imissed the
added sparkle of the au naturel look — if a
loudspeaker errs at the top end, Igenerally tend to prefer slightly too much
detail than too little. It's aguilty pleasure,
but only up to apoint. And while in its
uncovered state the Studio 100 did not
(for me) go beyond that point, Iultimately have to admit that, with the grilles in
place, its sound was better integrated.
How much of this improvement was
due to the slight losses inevitable
through any grillecloth, and how much
was due to reduced diffraction is hard to
say. But the Paradigm is designed to be
used with grilles on-board. The grille
frame is cut to fit closely around the
drivers, resulting in arelatively seamless

amplifiet that amplifier should be able to
handle loads somewhat below 4ohms.
The impedance magnitude of the Studio
100 remains slightly below 4ohms from
just below 60Hz to 400Hz—the region
where alot of music has its heaviest energy concentrated.
Fig2 shows the FFT response of the
Studio 100's drive-units measured on
the tweeter axis at adistance of 50",
combined with the nearfield responses
of the woofers, midrange unit, and the
port. As expected from the highly
damped design, the port output is well
down in level (and the port resonances
are therefore of little concern). The
response of the two woofers exhibits a
noticeable rise in the mid-to-upper-bass
region (probably due to coupling of the
two drivers), but the woofers' top-end

rolloff is unusually smooth. The
woofer/mid crossover appears to be at
200Hz —close to the specified 250Hz.
The small dip around 2kHz is likely
due to the mid/tweeter crossover.
Fig3 is the spatially averaged response
taken at adistance of 50" combined with
the complex sum of the nearfield responses. The rising response in the bass
was not really aproblem in my room —
the slight rise in the treble may compensate for it subjectively—though the bass
rise could be afactor in asmaller space,
and might also make amatch with asubwoofer difficult (if such an option is of
interest to you). Though the overall
response is not flat it is remarkably
smooth. Iwas surprised to see that the
bass is down only 6dB at 24Hz. But this is
relative to OdB, not to the mid/upper bass
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Fig.1

Paradigm Studio 100, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/
vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Paradigm Studio 100, acoustic crossover on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield woofer,
midrange, and port responses plotted below
IkHz, 600Hz, and 600Hz, respectively.
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Fig.3 Paradigm Studio 100, anechoic response
on tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with complex sum
of nearfield woofer, midrange, and port
responses plotted below 300Hz.
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An Open Letter
to Loudspeaker Manufacturers
Since certain new European standards
might well deal adeath blow to dual
banana plugs, and since few people
use them these days anyway, why not
space the input terminals, say, 2" or so
apart? Also, lay them out laterally
(four across for bi-wiring) so that the
loudspeaker cables can be neatly
dressed toward the floor. The terminal
shanks should fit all standard spade
lugs and be strong enough not to
break off at the hands of an overeager
installer with anut driver (or is that a
nut with an installing driver?). And
you really don't need to recess the terminals at all; how many users today
jam their loudspeakers hard up against

the wall? Recessing the terminals and
spacing them closely together -especially that foursquare nightmare used
for most bi-wire connections - is
only an excuse to use those cheap,
plastic, recessed terminal cups that
Taiwan pumps out by the millions.
This critique is not aimed only at
Paradigm; it's been building with me
and addresses aplague common to
nearly all loudspeakers. And yes,
reviewers are hardest hit because of
all the system changes we must
make. But Ican't imagine dealers are
any happier with the situation.
There. Ifeel better already.
-Thomas J. Norton

J.
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front baffle without the sharp discontinuities presented by the driver frames. I
was spring-loaded to listen to the Studio
100s with the grilles off- acase of
assuming too much, Isuppose.
With the speakers now well positioned and the grilles back where they
belong, the Studio 100s came into their
own. The overall sound was now
smooth and sweet, with just the right
degree of presence. 'There was no sense
of fizz or metallic edge. Vocal sibilants
were spot-on. Even on bright - but
clean - pop mixes the top end held
together. The Paradigms will not suffer
really had recordings without complaint, but what good loudspeaker will?
There did seem to be alittle less air and
spaciousness than optimum, but in no
way could the sound be called dull or
rolled-off. Rechecking my impressions
once again with the grilles removed, the
sound did become more sparkling,
detailed, and lively, but at the cost of

peak at 60-100Hz; the rise in the midbass may act to mask the otherwise good
apparent low-bass extension.
The Studio 100's vertical response
family, plotted relative to the on-tweeteraxis response (the latter is normalized to
flat, with the remaining curves showing
the change's as the listener moves off-axis),
is shown in fig.4. This remarkable performance is among the best we have seen,
with no serious deviations from the lower
woofer axis to 10° above the tweeter. Any
reasonable seating height should be suitable with this loudspeaker. Fig.5 shows
the horizontal dispersion, again referenced to the on-axis response. There is a
little beaming visible in the midrange
driver at the top end of its band. Some
minor peaking is visible slightly off-axis at
just over 71(Hz -which might have contributed to the occasional brightness I
heard. (The latter is not easily explained
by the smooth-looking response in fig3.)
Fig.6 shows the step response of the
Studio 100 (the ripples visible just beyond
7ms are room reflections). The impulse
response (not shown) is excellent. The
step response indicates that the three drivers are not connected in the same polarity. (Such aresult does not necessarily
indicate adesign error, but rather adesign
choice.) The loudspeaker is not timecoherent. (Again, this is not necessarily a
negative -despite all the talk about it,
the audible significance of absolute time
coherence in amultidriver loudspeaker
Stereophiie, August 1997
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System
The Paradigm 100s were auditioned
in asystem consisting of the Mark
Levinson No37 transport and No.
36S D/A converter, Rowland Consummate preamplifier, and Aragon
8008 power amplifier. Also pressed
into service were the Carver Lightstar Reference Two power amp and
the Sony CDP-XA7ES CD player.
Interconnecting was via TARA Labs
RSC Reference from D/A (or CD
player)
ic
to preamp, and Cardas Hexfrom preamp to power amp.
The digital link between the transport and the D/A converter was
Kimber AGDL. The loudspeaker

certainly the response extends well into
the mid-30Hz region. And the usual
sonic spectaculars were impressive. If
the Studio 100 didn't shake the walls
with the falling drumset in Des
(Reference Recordings RR-12CD), it
certainly came as close as any loudspeaker I've heard in its price range.
"Hell's Bells," from The Apocalypse Now
Sessions (Rykodisc RCD 10109, rum-

The Studio 100 combines
asolid bass with
an uncolored midrange,
fine soundstaging,
and adetailed,
open top end.
bled and groaned impressively. The percussive drumstrokes on the Patriot
Games soundtrack (RCA 66051-2) were
solid. And the big drum from Kodo's
soundtrack for The Hunted (TriStar
Music WK 67202) was rewardingly
stomach-thumping.
If Ihave any reservations at all about
the bass, they're minor, and few relate to
bass quality: percussive attacks were alittle less, well, scary than the best I've
heard, and Isensed signs of incipient
distress with loud bass through one of
the Studio 100s (a very slight, barely
audible rustling or rushing air sound).
The lack of truly deep extension was
evident only on things like deep organ
pedal — the deepest growls on Jean
Guillou's organ transcription of Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition (Dorian
Stereophile, August 1997

cables were Monster M1.5s (top end)
and Monster M22s (bass) in abi-wire
hookup.
All listening was conducted in my
(approximately) 18' W by 26' L by
11' H listening room. Aside from the
wall-to-wall carpeting, the room is
acoustically treated with amixture of
RPG Diffusors, ASC Tube Traps
and panels, and Wavelength Absorbing Linear Structures (WALS)
and Wavelength Absorbing Panels
(WAP) from System Analysis. (The
last two devices perform acoustic
absorption/bass-trap functions.)
-Thomas J. Norton

DOR-90117) sounded impressively
low, but lacked that true air-shudderingin-the-pipes feel that you know is there
once you've heard it on astate-of-theart subwoofer [probably not]. Idid try
moving the Studio 100s acouple of feet
closer to the wall behind them in an
effort to add alittle oomph to the bottom
octave, but the loss in image quality was
far greater than the gain in bass weight.
Still, it's not really fair to expect roomcrunching, subterranean bass from a
pair of loudspeakers selling for under
$2000. The Paradigms make their own
way at the bottom end, and the case
they make is convincing.
Ihad another pleasant surprise waiting for me when Imade the second significant change in the system driving
the Paradigms: substituting the Sony
CDP-XA7ES CD player for the Levinson No37/No36S combination I'd
been using. The Sony actually worked
better with the Studio 100s. Its bass was a
little richer and more powerful —neither
adistinct plus nor minus there, actually
—but its more full-bodied midrange lent
awelcome increase in presence, especially on well-recorded vocals. Three recordings, in particular, were sheer magic over
this system: Muddy Waters' Folk Singer
(Mobile Fidelity UDCD 593), Mighty
Sam McClain's Give It Up to Love (JVC/
AudioQuestJVCXR-0012-2), and Terry
Evans' Pullin' It Down (JVC/AudioQuest
JVCXR-0014-2). If you're aregular reader of Stereophile, you are already aware of
the quality of these recordings —[Waters
was an R2D4, and the other two were
Recordings of the Month—Ed.]. The JVC
XRCD discs are also arevelation. Like
the Waters, the music is heavily acoustic
in nature. There is something creepily

real about the sound of these three discs. I
have not yet heard the XRCD recordings
through other loudspeakers, so can't say
with assurance that the Paradigms were
performing any special magic here. But
what Ican say for certain is that they
definitely did nothing to detract from
the experience.
Condusions
Is the Studio 100 the best loudspeaker in
its price range? Silly question, and impossible to answer. It combines asolid bass
with an uncolored midrange, fine soundstaging, and adetailed, open top end.
While it has its output-level limitations,
these are no more troubling than in other
loudspeakers selling for anything like
realistic prices. On the negative side, it
can, in some situations, sound alittle too
crisp on top, and there is an occasional
edge audible in the mid-treble.
But you should definitely give the
Studio 100 alisten. And if it's too pricey
for your pocketbook, there are three
other, less expensive models in the
Paradigm Reference series that appear
to use very similar drive-units and technology, and that may well display adistinct family resemblance to the sound of
the flagship Studio 100.
S
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Classé

NEW! CPA-100 INTEGRATED AMP

The

Analog Shop
&nefif

DIGITAL LENS
•100 WAITS/CH.
•Remote Control
•Flexibility of Separates with Convenience
of Integrated

•Will Accept Digital Signal from Any Source
•More Apparent Space, Depth and Openness
are the Benefits

•Standard Setting Performance and Value

NEW! CDP.5

•Rave Reviews •Highly Recommended

Transfiguration

•Based on the Separate CDT-1 Transport
and DAC-1
•20 Bit Burr-Brown PCM 1702
•HDCD Decoding Capability
•Standard Setting Performance and Value
•Second Only to The Temper

'AUDIO"
.MAGIC.

•Sweet, Liquid & Articulate
•.4 MV Output
•Tapped Body Allows Easy Mounting
to Any Arm

14144 4/Ze

Hale

CABLES

SORCERER

ILLUSION

•Pristine, Clear High End

•Natural, Uncolored Sound

•Excellent Bass Definition

•Extremely Flexible, Easy to Work With

•Very High Quantities of Silver Used Throughout

•Opens the Window Between You and the Music

•When Only the Best Will Do

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE:
•ATLANTIS •AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS •AUDIO MAGIC •AUDIO PHYSICS •AUDIO TECHNICA •AUDIOMECA •AUDIOQUEST
•AYRE •BAIANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY •BENZ-MICRO •BIUGHTSTAR •CHANG LIGHTSPEED •CLASSÉ •CLEAR AUDIO
PHONO PRODUCTS •CODA •CONRAD-JOHNSON •DISCOVERY CABLE •DUNLAVY LOUDSPEAKERS AND CABLES •FAD
•EAR •FANFARE •GENESIS •GRAFF •GRAHAM TONFARMS •IMMEDIA •KIMBER 'CABLE •KUZMA •LYRA •MAGNUM
DYNALAB •MEWS •MESA •MICROMEGA •MORDAUNT-SHORT •MUSE
•MUSIC METRE •MUSIC REFERENCE •REGA •RPM •SME •SOIIDSTEEL
•SUMIKO •TARA LABS •TARA LABS DECADE •TONVNSHEND •TRANSFIGURATION •VPI •WEATON TRI -PLANAR •VEA •ZOETHECUS

PHONE 716.742.2860

FAX 716.742.2859
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Musical Fidelity X10-D and Z-Man Audio Signal Enhancer
Muse Kastanovich, with John Atkinson

T

he conventional wisdom states that
the more electronics one inserts
into an analog signal path, the
worse the resulting sound. This wisdom
is true only to apoint: Taking simplicity
too far can result in acure worse than the
disease. At one extreme you have many
excessively complicated circuits, far more
than you'd ever really need to get the job
donc; by the time the music makes it
through this tangle of electronics, it's
been mangled. At the other extreme is a
circuit so bare-bones it can't even accomplish the necessary amplification and
control of volume, much less do so with
low distortion. Where, between these
two extremes, is that magical point of
greatest performance?
Many line-level "add-ons" have been
claimed to improve the sound when
inserted into astereo system, taking it
closer to that point of greatest performance. Equalizers, dynamic-range compressor/expanders, the Aphex Aural
Exciter, the BBE Sonic Maximizei the
Taddeo Digital Antidote, and others
have attempted to improve whole systems. In a very-high-quality system,
however, these add-omis are just as likely
to take away sound quality as they are to
restore it. In addition to what they're
supposed to do to the signal, they often
add measurable distortion, and audible

Musical Fidelity X10-D: Tube linelevel buffer stage. Inputs: one pair on
RCA jacks. Outputs: one pair on RCA
jacks. Tube complement: two 6D18s.
Input impedance: 470k ohms. Output
impedance: <200 ohms. Frequency
response: 10Hz-100kHz ±0.2dB. S/N
ratio: >112dB (A-weighted). THD:
<0.005%, 10Hz-100kHz.
Dimensions: 43/
8" (110mm) W by
43/
8"(110mm) H by 85
/
8"(220mm) D.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
XY00194.
Price: $199.95. Approximate number
of dealers: mail-order only.
Manufacturer: Musical Fidelity, 1516 Olympic Trading Estate, Wembley,
Middlesex, England HA9 OTF, UK. Tel:
(44) 181-900-2866. Fax: (44) 181900-2983. US distributor: Audio Advisor, Inc., 4649 Danvers Drive SE,

distortions as well.
Enter the Musical Fidelity X10-Di
and the Z-Man Audio Signal Enhancer
line-level analog buffer stages. Both of
these were designed to be used with
Cl) players and inexpensive D/A converters "to take out the excessive brightness and grain" inherent in the CD
medium. (I certainly know all about

Kentwood, MI 49512. Tel: (800) 9420220, (616) 975-6100. Fax: (616)
975-6111. Web site: http://www.
audioadvisor.com.
Z-Man Audio Signal Enhancer:
Tube line-level buffer stage. Inputs:
one pair on RCA jacks. Outputs: one
pair on RCA jacks. Tube complement:
one 12AX7. No specifications given.
Dimensions: 41/2 W by 33/
4" H by
61
/
2"D.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
040696105.
Price: $198. Approximate number of
dealers: 25.
Manufacturer: Z-Man Corporation,
2118 Batchawana SE, Grand Rapids,
MI 49508. Tel: (800) 478-9727, (616)
246-7929. Web site: http://www.
z-man.com.

these annoying qualities of CD; many of
the discs in my collection could use
some "enhancement.") These two buffers attempt to make inexpensive CDplayer output stages sound better by presenting them with ahigh, easy-to-drive
input impedance. The buffers' output
impedances are low to better drive both
cables and apreamplifier's input.
Musical Fidelity X10-D: $199.95

.171D-CD

)

MUSICAL FIDELITY

Musical Fidelity XI
O-D line-level buffer

Stereophite, August 1997

The X10-1) is an interesting-looking
piece of equipment: The main chassis
is ablack cylindrical extrusion, but,
thanks to two integral support rails, it
won't wobble or fall down. (Other
Musical Fidelity products with this
unusual chassis are also available.)
Stuck to the bottoms of these rails are
four small, rubbery feet (one of which
Imanaged to lose during the review
and the other three JA subsequently
lost). These feet couldn't be very
expensive, so acouple of extras should
be included with every unit. The front
panel is adisk of bare, beveled aluminum 3/
8"thick, with a red power
1See Sam Tellig's very favorable report on the X10-D
in "Sam's Space" in the November 1996 Sterrophile
(Von') No.11), followed up, again favorably, in June
1997 (Vol.20 No.6).
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ing sound slower and lazier, and "lazy"
is one way Jimi never played. Mellow,
maybe, but not lazy. Rhythm and pace
seemed to be diminished.
Moving on to the Audio Alchemy
DITB D/A converter, I listened to
Sanderling/Ireland NSO playing Tdiaikovsky's First Orchestral Suite (Naxos
8.550644). There seemed to bc less detail
available with the X10-D buffering the
DITB than without. Harmonic colors
were less realistic, the oboes sounding a
The X10-D was broken-in
bit like clarinets. There was less air in
the
violin tone, and everything sounded
for more than 50 hours
too fluffy. The instruments' attacks didn't sound as fast, making the tempo
before Ibegan my
seem lethargic. The low frequencies
critical listening.
seemed more limited. Substituting the
overachieving $250 NAD 510 CD player or the $349 Denon DCM-360 CD
that it is already fairly optimized, with a changer didn't give different results.
Ithen inserted the Musical Fidelity
well-balanced and lively presentation.
And remember that all my comments X10-D into the real-world system in my
living room, where Ibreak in loudrefer to the effect of inserting the buffer
speakers, in this case the Signet SL256
and apair of interconnects.
minimonitors Ireviewed in June '97
Putting on the 1993 digital remaster(Vo120 No.6). The room itself is revering of Axis: Bold As Love (MCADberant; speaker placement is semi10894) by the Jimi Hendrix Experience,
nightmarish, with one cabinet perched
Inoticed aslight upper-bass emphasis
atop the TV and one on awooden box
with the X10-D. Everything was slightin the corner. The CD players drove
ly veiled and softened alittle. The low
either the buffer or an NAD 1600
and rnidbass appeared to be rolled of
tuner/preamp, this plugged into an
making them sound less meaty. The
NAD 2100X power amp. Interconnects
leading edges of transients had less
impact, which made Jimes guitar play- were affordable Straight Wire Laser

indicator. On the back panel are the
gold-plated, plastic-body RCA input
and output jacks, and the AC power
input. The power transformer is aseparate I2VAC "wall wart."
The two tubes are US Philips 6DJ8s,
one used for each channel, presumably as
cathode followers. The inputs are coupled
through 022p.F film caps, the outputs
through 22p.F film caps. The resistors are
high-quality V4W metal-film types. The
two tubes' heater filaments arc fed quiet
DC current rather than AC, as in the
Z-Man. The main supplies have 6000g
ofJamicon electrolytic capacitors —not as
much energy storage as you might think,
since the supply is bipolar and the voltages are fairly low. The X10-D does continue operating for afew seconds after
power is removed, which is always agood
sign. Two TO-92 cased 3-pin devices
regulate each voltige rail.
Listening: The X10-D was broken-in
for more than 50 hours before Ibegan
my critical listening. The unit was left
on continuously to avoid warm-up time
before listening sessions. Though the
X10-D increases the signal level by
about ldB, potentially skewing listening
perceptions, this difference appeared to
be small enough that any effect it had
on perceived sound quality was completely swamped by qualitative differences inherent to the unit.
Ibegan the listening comparisons in

my main system with the excellent Rotel
RDD-980/RDP-980 transport/processor, these connected by two jitter-reduction boxes in series (see "Associated
Equipment" sidebar). These were fed
into an Audio Electronics AE-2 preamp,
Zen SE MOSFET power amps, and
B&W 804 speakers This system is abit
oía worst-case scenario for the X10-D in

A

about the unit's sound quality without
this gain being compensated for. The
X10-D won't necessarily sound louder,
but, all things being equal, it might
well sound more present, more detailed, more dynamic. Inote with interest that MK's comments actually
were in the opposite direction: that the
Musical Fidelity tended to make the
sound less involving and less dynamic.

lthough it could be conjectured
that the presence of tubes in
the X10-D might add acertain
thennionic something to its sound,
there was nothing in the measurements
that would confirm that hypothesis. In
fact, the Musical Fidelity appears to use a
well-engineered circuit, with no compromises that could be laid at the feet of
its tubes.
The A-weighted S/N ratio, for
example, was an excellent 95dB (ref.
1V output), though this did decrease to
68.4dB, unweighted, across a wide
10Hz-500kHz bandwidth. The buffer's input impedance was high, at least
320k ohms, while its output impedance was auniform 26 ohms across the
audio band, usefully lower than specified. It didn't invert polarity. As Muse
Kastanovich noted, however, the Musical Fidelity does have asmall amount
of gain: 0.98dB. Despite MK's protestations, Ifeel this is large enough to
cast doubt on any comments made
134
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The X10-D's frequency response,
plotted out to 200kHz in fig.1, two
octaves higher than is our usual practice, is flat within the audio band and
doesn't reach the specified -02dB
until 150kHz. The lower pair of traces
in fig.1 is with the load impedance
reduced from the standard 100k ohms
to apunishing 1k. Other than adrop in
level of 02dB, there is no change in
51,00,rie 110.•00.1.4.0 010-0 C,0001•0.

0000

•• 110010,

soco

4000
0.5 DO
SC01.00

r000

--

.00
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Fig.1 Musical Fidelity X10-D, frequency response
at 1V output into 100k ohms (top) and lk
ohms (bottom) (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.2

Musical Fidelity XIO-D, crosstalk (from
bottom to top at 10kHz): R—L, L—R,
unbalanced (5dB/vertical div.).

Stereophile, August 1997

Links, veterans of many systems. Speaker cable was 14-gauge stranded stuff.
This is the kind of system that nonaudiophiles and college students listen to
every day, if they're lucky.
I enjoyed the Cranberries' To the
Faithful Departed (Island 314-524 234-2)
through the Denon DCM-360 in the
real-world system. Overall, things sounded more timbrally correct after the insertion of the X10-D, though pace and timing were still affected. The fast drum
rhythms were not as clear, nor were guitar rhythms as well pronounced. The
midbass still sounded atouch rolled off.2
Dynamics were decreased, and detail was
partially veiled.
Z-Man Audio Signal Enhancer: $198
The Z-Man Audio Signal Enhancer
looks about as black-box as anything
could look. The only diversions from
rectilinear monotony are apower button,
"AUDIO SIGNAL ENHANCER" in large gold
letters, and ared power LED on the front
panel. The RCA jacks on the back panel
are gold-plated with plastic bodies.
Inside, the circuit appears to be simple
and of high quality. The good-sized
transformer is not shielded from the circuitry, and the tube heater filament is
AC, but these should not introduce

Z-Man Audio Signal Enhancer line-level buffer

much noise —it's aline-level device with
nominal unity gain. The power supply is
classic tube, with ahalf-wave rectifier
instead of afull bridge, and alarge El
core filter choke. The GI high-speed
diodes arc filtered by filin caps. After the
choke, a100p.F Panasonic TSHA3 electrolytic capacitor filters the supply before
it passes through alk resistor to asecond
10011F cap and film bypass.
The single tube, a Sovtek 12AX

40Hz.

3These Panasonic capacitors have become wry popular with high-end designers. This particular type is
rated at I05°C, resulting in long life at normal operating temperatures.

response. Note also the excellent channel balance. The plot of crosstalk
against frequency (fig2) shows decreasing channel separation at low frequencies, this usually an indicator of
increasing power-supply impedance.
Separation is still good in the midrange
and above, however.
Ihaven't shown the plot of the
X10-D's THD+N against frequency;

at 2V into either 100k or 1k ohms, it's
a straight line at the 0.015% level.
This excellent linearity was confirmed by looking at aspectral analysis of the unit's output driving 50Hz
at 2V into 1k ohms (fig.3). Even
under this worst-case condition, the
only significant harmonics that can be
seen are the second- and third at
-86dB (0.0005%). It's hard to believe

2Technically speaking, the Signet SL256 has no low
bass; its low-end capabilities do not extend Mow
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Fig.3 Musical Fidelity X10-D, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 2V into lk ohms
(linear frequency scale). Note that the
second and third harmonics are the
highest in level at -86dB (0.005./0).
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Fig.4 Musical Fidelity X10-D, distortion (
0/0)
vs output voltage into 100k ohms and
lk ohms.

7WXT shared between channels, is
mounted in aceramic socket and runs
with aplate voltage of 260V. Audiograde polypropylene film and foil MIT
MultiCaps couple the inputs to the tube.
The outputs arc coupled through metalized-filin MIT MultiCaps. Large 1
/W
2
and 1W high-quality Holco metal-film
types were selected for the audio circuits.
Listening: The Z-Man ASE was broken
ni for more than 50 hours before I
began my critical listening, and thereafter was left on continuously. It reportedly reduces the signal level by about

that the circuit features tubes!
Finally, fig.4 shows the THD+N percentage plotted against output voltage
into both 100k and 1k ohms. The traces
overlap, so immune is the X10-D to the
load impedance. The drop in THD+N
from 0.1V to 22V is due to the noise
component becoming less significant as a
fraction of the measured leveL But above
the minimum distortion level at 22V, the
X10-D rapidly becomes nonlinear, clipping (defined as 1% THD+N) at 7V
RMS. This is much higher than the output of any current CD player Iknow of;
though some Theta and Kinergetics
models will overload the Musical Fidelity. These components do have powerful buffer stages of their own, however,
making the use of an outboard stage
unnecessary
Other than the subjectively misleading gain and the high crosstalk at low
frequencies, this is excellent measured
performance.
—John Atkinson
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03dB, but the inherent differences in
sound quality were easily heard, and
completely overwhelmed any differences due to the level change.
Listening comparisons began in the
main RoteVAudio Electronic/Zen/B&W
system. Playing disc 3 (Ghost in the
Machine) of The Police's Message in aBox
boxed set (A&M 31454 0150 2), the
ASE made the top octave sound atouch
less present. This quality helped make
vocal and guitar timbres more realistic,
though there was abit of added grain in
the midrange. The low and midbass
were rolled-off, weakening bass guitar
and kickdrum. Interestingly, with this
loss of low bass came an illusion of good
bass tightness. The weakness of the low
harmonics gave more emphasis to the
upper harmonics, which are the "faster"
portions of any bass instrument's sound.
This proved to be only an illusion, however. When examined on their own,
sounds restricted to the upper bass and
midrange were actually a little less
dynamic and detailed.
This loss of detail made it more difficult for the Z-Man to pick out Andy
Summers' atmospheric guitars floating
around in the background. Some of these
mutated guitar sounds are way down in
the mix; they could be heard more easily

T

he Z-Man's gain was slightly less
than unity, with an insertion loss
of -023B. This will have less of a
sonic effect than the Musical Fidelity's
+1dB. The ASE didn't invert polarity
and its noise level was low, the Aweighted S/N ratio measuring 101dB
ref. 1V, (81.5dB unweighted, 10Hz5001cHz). While, as befits abuffer stage,
the ASE's input impedance was very
high — at least 470k ohms — its output
impedance was both quite high and varied with frequency. Measuring an okay
465 ohms at lkHz and 201cHz, the
source impedance rose to 1500 ohms at
20Hz, perhaps due to an undersized
coupling capacitor.
The effect of this can be seen in fig.5,
which shows the ASE's frequency
response at 1V into both 100k and 1k
ohms. While the unit is very flat across
the audio band into the high impedance, the 1k load results in asevere
rolloff in the bass (-3dB at 27Hz).
While it is unlikely that the 1-Man ASE
will ever see aload as low as this, MK
did comment on the unit's diminished
bass extension. Ihaven't shown the
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and hall ambience noticeable through
the Z-Mm, and the soundstage was less
precise. The whole orchestra sounded
less energetic, and rhythms seemed less
well defined. The low and midbass
were rolled-off, and the characters of
individual instruments were less recognizable. The Z-Mm was preferable to
the X10-D, but the system sounded its
best with neither of them connected.
Again, there were no changes in my
findings using the ASE with either the
Denon DCM-360 CD changer or the

little NAD 510.
Moving back into the living room, I
once again took on the real-world
NAD/Signet system with that sloppy
speaker placement. The booty-bouncing Young MC album was popped into
the NAD 510. With the Z-Mm in the
system, Marvin Young's voice had anice
round quality, though with some treble
grain. The Z-Man sounded more transparent and more dynamic than the
Musical Fidelity, but less so than the system by itself. The soundstage was less
dimensional, the images less precisely
defined. Relatively quiet sounds in the
mix were harder to hear, and the midbass was reduced. The ASE did usefully
reduce the effect of this album's hyped
top octave, however.
Just to stress the NAD 510's output
stage as much as possible, Itried plugging it straight into the variable inputs
on the NM) 2100X power amp. These
inputs have an impedance of just 20k
ohms, requiring more current from the
510 than the 50k ohm inputs on the
preamps. But again, the Z-Mm couldn't
match the sound of the direct connection. There was less detail when it was
inserted; dynamics became weaker, and
things became abit veiled.
In asystem with no tone controls, the

channel separation: crosstalk was
beneath the noise floor in the bass and
midrange, and only rose to -87dB (L-R)
and -97dB (R-L) at 10kHz. This is
superb channel separation, considering
both how close the RCA jacks are to
one another, and that the two channels
share asingle tube. Of course, there is
no amplification involved, but Ihave
seen so-called "passive" preamps with
less separation.
As with the Musical Fidelity, the ZMan's THD+N percentage hovered
around 0.015% over most of the band

(fig.6). However, it does start to rise
above the audio band, although this is to
astill low and probably inconsequential
0.07% at 40kHz. Fig.6 was plotted
using a11cHz test signal with the ASE
driving ahigh 100k ohms load. The circuit's linearity appeared to be less good
at low frequencies and into lower
impedances. Fig.7 shows the spectrum
of the ASE's output reproducing 50Hz
at 1V into 10k ohms; this atypical level
and the load lowish but not untypical of
some of the preamps or power amps out
in the real world. There is some 120Hz

without the Z-Man in the system. The
sound, as awhole, was noticeably better
without this outboard buffer stage.
After substituting the Audio Alchemy DITB, Iagain listened to the
Naxos recording of Tchaikovsky's First
Orchestral Suite. There were less detail

The Z-Man was preferable
to the X10-D, but the
system sounded its best
with neither of them
connected.
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Fig.5 Z-Man Audio Signal Enhancer, frequency
response at 1V output into 100k ohms (top
at 100Hz) and lk ohms (right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.6 Z-Man Audio Signal Enhancer, THD+noise
(
0
/0) vs frequency at 1V into 100k ohms
(right channel dashed).
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Z-Man's smoothing and warming might
be an acceptable tradeoff in exchange for
its drawbacks —but just barely, and only
with certain recordings.
Conclusions from MK
The Z-Man Audio Signal Enhancer and
the Musical Fidelity X10-D were auditioned with and without AC power
conditioning, in two completely different rooms, with four different digital
sources ranging in price from $250 to
$2000, and with two different preamp/amp/speaker combinations. They
were tried with different interconnects
and speaker cables, and with many different types of music and recording
qualities. In only two of these configurations did the ASE or the X10-D improve the sound. However, they both
seemed to make electric guitar timbre
truer, and could improve the sound of
synthesizers (must be those vacuum
tubes). Guitar pace and timing was
always worsened, though.
Ialmost preferred the sound of some of
the systems with the 1-Man connected. It
did improve some things, but the attendant losses in midbass, detail, and dynamics made me prefer the systems without it.
After many listening tests, it became dear
that the Z-Man preserved more of the

power-supply noise present at -90dB
and the dominant harmonic is the second at 100Hz. Though it is high compared with the levels plotted in fig.6, at
-60dB or 0.1% it should have no audible consequences. But when the load
was dropped to apunishing 1k ohms
(fig.8), the second harmonic rose to
an audible -32dB (around 3%), and
was joined by third, fourth, and fifth
harmonics.
This intolerance for low impedances
can be seen in fig.9, which plots the
Z....41
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music's dynamics and clarity than the
X10-D, but only by athin margin.
Ifound no combination of components that sounded better overall when
one of these line-level buffers was
added. This is too bad — Iadmire the
high engineering and parts quality in
both. In this case, it seems that the conventional wisdom concerning the benefits of simpler analog circuitry is true.

Ifound no combination
of components that
sounded better overall
when these line-level
buffers were added.
To those looking for ways to improve
their systems without exchanging any of
their gear for new components, my advice
is to try ajitter-reduction box (see
"Associated Equipment" sidebar) or an
AC power conditioner. These are two
types of devices that, when incorporated
into an appropriate sound system, and
unlike the buffers reviewed here, seem to
offer sound-quality benefits with no drawbacks.
-Muse Kastanovich

THD+N percentage against output
voltage for three loadings: 100k, 10k,
and 1k ohms. Into the highest load, the
distortion and noise figure drops to a
low 0.12% at 600mV, with agentle rise
above that figure to 0.1% THD+N at
7V RMS. But into amore typical 10k
ohms, the minimum distortion is just
under 0.03% at 250mV. The unit is
producing arelatively high 025% distortion at 2V RMS, equivalent to the
typical maximum output of aCD player, and clips at 6.5V, slightly lower than
1.)..11..•

ee fn.., 1.1

JA offers some comments
It's an appealing idea, using apurpose
built buffer to isolate the possibly
wimpy output stages of inexpensive CD
players. Many of the op-amp chips commonly used have only alimited ability
to source current, for example, even if
they can swing the necessary volts. In
fact, back in the early '80s, Iexperimented with using first adiscrete class-A headphone driver, then aclass-A line-stage
buffer, both designed by John Linsley
Hood, to isolate my preamp from the
very long interconnects Iwas then using.
Ialso tried reducing the power-amplifier
input impedance to less than 600 ohms to
see whether forcing the buffer to source
more current would reduce the sonic signature of the cables. It took me some
time to realize that although there were
some sonic gains in specific areas, particularly in low-frequency definition and
extension, the overall sound quality was
diminished with the extra circuitry.
When it comes to electronic circuits,
more can sometimes mean less.
Muse Kastanovich found that neither
of the two units under test was transparent, something Ifound particularly worrisome in the case of the Musical Fidelity
X10-D, which has been highly recommended in these pages by Sam Tellig.

the Musical Fidelity's clip point into
the same load despite the ASE's much
higher voltage rails. And into the
severe 1k load, the ASE clips at just
250mV!
The Z-Man Audio Signal Enhancer is
not really abuffer. Its moderately high
source impedance at low frequencies
and its poor linearity and overload characteristic into low impedances represent
no better performance than the output
stages of most CD players.
-John Atkinson
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Fig.7 Z-Man Audio Signal Enhancer, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 1V into 100k
ohms (linear frequency scale). Note that
the second harmonic is the highest in level
at -59dB (0.1%).
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Fig.8 Z-Man Audio Signal Enhancer, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 1V into lk
ohms (linear frequency scale). Note that
the second harmonic is the highest in level
at -32dB (3%).

Fig.9 Z-Man Audio Signal Enhancer, distortion
(%) vs output voltage into (from top to
bottom at 100mV): lk ohms, 10k ohms,
and 100k ohms.
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Following the measurements, Idecided
to perform my own listening tests. Iused
aMeridian 500 transport driving aParts
Connection Assemblage DAC-1 processor via aMeridian 518 used as adigital
volume control. The output of the
DAC-1 was fed either straight into aPass
Labs Aleph 3 driving B&W Silver
Signatures or via the Musical Fidelity
X10-D or the Z-Man Audio Signal Enhancer. Interconnects were all Audio
Quest Lapis x2, 1m between DAC and
buffer and 15' between buffer or DAC
and power amplifier.
The Assemblage DAC-1 uses an
Analog Devices AD847 op-amp chip as
its output driver, with aseries 76.8 ohm
resistor both to define its output impedance and to limit the output current into
ashort circuit. The DAC-1 has ameasured source impedance ofjust 77 ohms
across the audio band, while the Aleph
3's measured input impedance at lkHz
is 22.3k ohms. The DAC shouldn't
therefore have any problems driving the
power amplifier direct.
And it didn't The sound was thrillingly
direct, with asuperbly transparent view
into the soundstage. Low frequencies,
however, sounded alittle exaggerated and
lacking in ultimate definition. This wasn't
unpleasant on well-recorded rock and
classical orchestral CDs. Plugging the

Musical Fidelity X10-D and the extra 1m
length ofAudioQuest Lapis into the chain
(and reducing the Meridian 518's digital
output level by 1
dB) was initially rather
frustrating as any difference was, as MK
noted in his system sidebar, small. But
after trying several recordings, Istarted to
get ahandle on what was happening.
Basically, Ifeel MK was correct when
he stated that the X10-D very slightly
reduces music's sense of pace and
rhythm. Ialso felt both that the lower
treble moved slightly forward in the
mix, reducing the sense of soundstage
depth, and that the delicious sense of
high-frequency transparency Igot with
the D/A plugged straight into the power
amplifier was slightly obscured. Ialso
agree with MK that the midbass sounded atouch rolled off with the Musical
Fidelity. However, in my system this was
actually aplus point. The rather illdefined low frequencies with the direct
connection cleaned up nicely with the
X10-D in the chain, allowing me to
more easily groove on the system's
excellent bass extension. There was no
doubt in my mind that the Musical
Fidelity's tubes more effectively drive
long cables at low frequencies than the
Assemblage's solid-state op-amps.
With the Musical Fidelity in circuit,
there was also more of an analog feel to

Associated Equipment
CD Transports & Players: Rotel
RDD-980, NAD 510, Denon DCM360.
Jitter-Reduction Boxes: Audio
Alchemy DTI Plus, Monarchy Audio
Digital Interface Processor, Theta
Timebase Linque Conditioner.
DIA Converters: Audio Alchemy
DAC-in-the-Box, Rotel RDD-980.
Preamplifiers: Audio Electronics
AE-2 (The Bride of Zen), NAD
1600.
Power Amplifiers: home-built
Zen SE MOSFET monoblocks,
NAD 2100X.
Loudspeakers: B&W 804, Signet
SL 256.
Loudspeaker Cables: Straight Wire
Maestro, TARA RSC Reference
Gen2
Interconnects: Sound & Video
(HAVE) Digiflex Gold I, Digiflex
+Plus, Audioflex Gold V; Illuminati
DV-30; TARA RSC Reference
Gen2, RSC Prime; Kimber PBJ;
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Straight Wire Laser Link.
Accessories: RoomTune JustaRack,
home-built power conditioner, 2kg
steel slabs (speakers), Stereophile back
issues.
Room Treatment: ASC Alpha
Wedge foam panels; assorted tapestries, blankets.
Note: Please keep in mind that all
descriptions of sonic differences in
this review refer to small differences.
The systems were, after all, exactly
the same except for the addition
of the buffer and one pair of interconnects. None of the differences
heard constituted amajor change in
sound. If Ibothered to mention it,
though, it automatically follows
that Iconsidered the change musically important. To help keep the
differences in perspective, assume
that the words "little bit" or "slightly" or "a touch" precede each individual description.
—Muse Kastanovich

the presentation, in that the individual
soundsources within the image bled
into one another slightly. The result was
definitely an increased palpability, particularly with voices that sounded more
robust through the X10-D. Iam sure
that many listeners will find this effect
an improvement with typical CD
sound. But every time Iremoved the
X10-D from the chain, it was actually a
relief not to hear that slight melding of
sounds, even though Ifelt that Ialso lost
an octave of bass extension!
How about the Z-Man Audio Sivlia'
Enhancer? The Meridian 518 only offers
ldB level steps, so it wasn't possible to
compensate for the unit's 023dB insertion loss. Idon't think this was significant,
however. And again, Imostly agreed
with MK's assessment of the ASE. While
it wasn't transparent, it did appear to have
less of an overall signature than the
Musical Fidelity. It also performed the
"analoglike" smoothing-over number,
but to my ears, this was to alesser degree
than the British unit. Surprisingly, in
view of the measured performance, the
Z-Man didn't have the X10-D's Stygian
low-frequency performance, though I
found its mid and upper bass to sound
fatter and more exaggerated than the
direct connection. MK did remark on
the Z-Man's "warming" effect, and I
guess Iwas hearing the same thing.
As with the Musical Fidelity, Iwas
relieved when Iremoved the Z-Man
from the playback chain. Like MK, I
found the slight smearing of high-frequency detail and the diminishing of the
soundstage too much of aprice to pay
for the smoothing and fattening of the
overall sound. Paradoxically, though I
consistently preferred its low-bass presentation, it was the apparently betterengineered Musical Fidelity X10-D that
had more of asonic signature than the
Z-Man Audio Signal Enhancer.
With both these units, it will be very
hard to predict whether or not they will
work an improvement on the sound of
any specific system. Despite MK's and
my experiences, it is always possible that
some components will benefit from
their use, particularly if long interconnects are involved. Wes Phillips, for
example, reports excellent sonic results
using the Musical Fidelity X10-D to
buffer the audio output of his DSS satellite receiver. And anything that would
help the woefully underspecified analog
output stages of PC soundcards would
be aboon. But more than usual, you
should try to audition these units in
your own system before you make a
purchase decision. —John Atkinson S
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uring the music panel discussion
at Stereophiles recent HI-FI '97
show in San Francisco, several
good questions arose, two of which have
kept me thinking, and seem to deserve
more complete answers than what was
offered at the Show.
The first addressed that looming black
obelisk of music journalism, the great
imponderable that all music writers
eventually have to face: "Why does everyone hate Kenny G so much?"
The intrepid Zan Stewart, bless his
cotton socks, jumped in on that one,
valiantly trying to soften the blow by
praising Mr. Gorelick's circular breathing
technique and damning with such faint
but earnest praise as, "He's really not
that bad."
Wes Phillips, he of athousand telling
and hilarious anecdotes, then spun the
tale of the sax player who survived an
eight-storey fall. One of two passing
instrumentalists remarked that this
clumsy oaf must be the luckiest sax
player in the world; to which the other
intoned, "Naaahh, that's Kenny G."
As much fun as music writers have at
Kenny G's expense (personally, I've
moved beyond bashing his heinous taste
in material—oh gee, I've done it again—
into wondering whether his raven tresses are rooted or clip-on), there's apoint
hidden here: You've got to serve your
readership. An intellectual malaise common to all music writers and magazines
is their tendency toward elitism. If the
artist is too big or sells too many records
or is too cloying and populist (ie, Kenny
G), then that artist must be uncool, and
so is ignored. If you write about music
long enough, the-weirder-the-better
theory does take over.
The problem is, the majority of listeners feel exactly the opposite. They don't
want to hear Ellen Taffe Zwillich; they
want to hear Ludwig van Beethoven.
They'd much rather sit down with John
Coltrane than John Zorn. And if it's U2
vs Uncle Tupelo, Bono wins every time.
While Stereophile has amore musically
literate readership than that of most
magazines, Ido try to remember that
not everyone thinks that hybrids of
hybrids of hybrids are what's most
important.
Stereophile, August 1997

Which brings me to the second question, posed not by amember of the audience but by aStereophile writer: "Who are
we writing for?"
If you glance at the "Letters" section
of this magazine, you'll soon discern that
one of the most impassioned never-end-

If you write about
music long enough,
the-weirder-the-better
theory takes over.
The problem is,
the majority of
listeners feel exactly
the opposite.
mg arguments dwells
on the two-stage
question of `Who
do we think we
are?" and, more
important, "Who
the hell are we
writing for?" In
terms of high-end
gear, the questioners assume that the
answer is either "Those
who can afford the price
tag" or "Those who can
afford it once in awhile."
Either way, people like
to bitch.
Back in my section, the
argument is something more
akin to, "Are you writing
for other music writers
or for awider audience?" The answe4
of course, is a
wider audience.
Again, elitism is at
the heart
of what's
being
questioned

here. I've always felt that the first goal of
music writing should be to communicate
information. Even if you don't like me,
my opinions, and/or my writing style,
you'll at least get what you need to know
about this disc or that artist. Next, writers
have to keep the focus on what they're
reviewing and resist the temptation to
become their own favorite subject.
There's nothing worse than a music
writer who thinks he or she is arock star.
(Well, maybe Kenny G's Christmas
album.) Just talk about the music, please.
I'm the first to admit that music writers are pompous asses who somehow
got the idea that their opinions mattered.
The only difference between music writers and music lovers is the knowledge
that comes from listening (and talking to
musicians) as ajob. That —and, in the
best cases, an obsessive love for music,
the music biz, and the
whole bloody mess
—can, in non-egomaniacal hands, be
both entertaining
and informative.
If you ask songwriters what
audience they
write for, the
good ones
will always
say "Mysee
Music writers and editors
do not have
that luxury. S
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sdichéd and overblown as it
sounds, Thelonious Monk was a
genius. The jazz pianist rambled,
marched, and leaped across the keys with
uncompromising vision and relentless
creativity, stamping his melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic signature on every
tune he wrote or covered. During his
early days as abandleader he was
ordained the High Priest
of Bebop —a dubious
moniker, as Monk's
radical playing was
more driven by
stride, blues, and
swing influences than by
bop. Indeed,
instead of
piquing

the curiosity of jazzophiles, the esoteric
title actually scared more people away
from his admittedly difficult and oddsounding music. In much the same vein,
Monk encountered as many setbacks in
his career as he enjoyed successes. While
he garnered recognition from his musical
peers as well as, eventually, the recordbuying public, he was often misunderstood and unfairly castigated
as aneurotic for his idiosyncratic behavior and newfangled tunes.
Yet Monk's brilliant
compositions continue
to make waves in the
jazz world and beyond. Unfortunately,
his pianistic and compositional talents only
began to receive widespread acceptance and
appreciation after 1982,
when he died of astroke
at the age of 64. Today, in
addition to the plethora of
jazz pianists negotiating the

twists and turns of his tunes, jazzers from
all instrumental backgrounds cover his
work. A prime example: the latest Art
Farmer CD, Live at the Stanford Jazz
Workshop (Monarch, MR-1013, 1997),
which features the trumpeter-flugelhornist and his band playing Monk for half
the total time of the disc.
In recent years adivergent cast ofjazzbased musicians has paid homage to
Monk, ranging from the 1991 Art
Ensemble of Chicago/Cecil Taylor tribute, Thelonious Sphere Monk: Dreaming ofthe
Master Vol2 ([MW/Columbia, 1991), to
the Charlie Hunter-piloted group TJ.
Kirk, which released two adventurous
funk-and-rock-infused CDs of Monkmeets-Rahsaan-Roland-Kirk-meetsJames-Brown music Tj. Kirk, (Warner
Bros. 45885-2, 1995); and IfFour Was One,
(Warner Bros. 9 46262-2, 1996). Even
well-versed pop musicians have memorialized Monk, most famously on Hal
Willner's groundbreaking 1984 Monk
tribute LP, That's the Way IFeel Now
(A&M, SP-6600).
But to best appreciate Monk's artistry
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as apianist, composer, and improviser,
you've got to go back to the source. He
recorded widely as aleader from 1947,
when he was first signed to Blue Note,
through his final 1971 studio dates in
London for Black Lion over adecade
before his death.
What's so remarkable about Monk's
recording career is how infrequently he
wrote new tunes, and how often he
returned to his earliest compositions.
During his lifetime, critics longing for
new material often took umbrage at this
practice. Peter Keepnews (son of Orrin
Keepnews, Monk's Riverside Records
producer) wrote about this subject in the
1982 liner notes of Live at the Jazz
Workshop LP (Columbia, C2 38269), recorded in San Francisco in 1964: "Some
people began to put Monk down, not
because he was too different, but because
he wasn't different enough. Specifically, a
few impatient souls began to complain
that when they went to see Monk perform, they heard the same old stuff. He
was in a rut He wasn't writing new
tunes. He wasn't growing."
Keepnews pointed out that this was in
keeping with Monk's iconoclastic nature
He liked to do things his own way. "If he
was no longer actively searching for 'new
chords, new ways of syncopating, new figures, new runs,' it was because he had
found them," explained Keepnews, who
is now working on aMonk biography.
"He had created his own highly personal
musical vocabulary, and it enabled him to
say things exactly the way he wanted to
say them—so why
should he changer
Monk was a

rophile, August 1'

true improviser, wrote Keepnews; aspontaneous composer who, during his "active" years, never stopped creating. "If his
solos sounded like the same old stuff to
the casual listener, that was because they
all sounded like Monk — but each solo
was, if you listened closely enough, a
whole new adventure."
Each of Monk's albums is an adventure in listening. Even though the
eccentric pianist reinterpreted his favorite pieces several times on his recordings, each visit is so charged with
imaginative impulses — the bending of
notes and the tweaking of phrases, the
tangential pouncing and dissonant
plunking—that his music teems with

most playful, and beautiful.
In building aMonk library, it's worth
hearing the master improviser at work
re-creating his tunes. But where to start,
and what criteria does one use to choose
which Monk compositions to explore?
There's no better authority on Monk
than On-in Keepnews, who worked
closely with him during his immensely
successful Riverside years (1955-61). In
writing the liner notes to the April in
Paris live recording (Bandstand BDCD1516) taped during Monk's first European tour in 1961, Keepnews offers
some advice on listening to Monk.
He starts by singling out four numbers from the live set —"Off Minor"
and "Well, You Needn't," both recorded
first in 1947, and "Epistrophy" and "I
"Monk had created his
Mean You," originally recorded in 1948.
In asserting that these four pieces provide
own highly personal
acapsule history of Monk's career, Keepmusical vocabulary, and it news wrote: "By 1961, all four had of
course become staple items in his repenabled him to say things ertoire, but they had not remained static.
While preparing these notes, Idid some
exactly the way he wanted comparative listening ... and rediscovered that the alterations in approach
to say them —so why
and performance are fascinating. Irecommend the procedure as agood course
should he change?"
in Monk listening."
Trusting Keepnews' wisdom, Iset out
surprises. Just when a melodic shape
to do an in-depth comparative sampling
becomes familiar, Monk changes it in
of my own, adding to his list short
small, almost indiscernible ways to
overviews of three other Monk numbers
freshen it for himself and his listeners. It in the jazz canon: "'Round Midnight,"
happens even on his best-known tunes,
"Straight, No Chaser," and "Ruby, My
like "'Round Midnight" and "Straight,
Dear," all of which Monk debuted with
No Chaser." There's the melody —
his own bands on Blue Note 78rpm sides
undeniably Monk in its whimsy and in the late '40s and early '50s. My Monk
angles, beauty and brashness, space and
listening by no means represents an exrhythm. But then the pianist bonks the
haustive search of his entire discography.
keys, flats or sharps anote so that the
Rather, Iused aselective process, focusmelodic line shifts, sounds "off,"
ing primarily on the 4-CD Thelonious
wrong, even dismaying. At first blush,
Monk: The Complete Blue Note Recordings
you wince as the dissonance destroys
(Blue Note CDP 830363 2, 1994), and
the beauty, the pratfall disrupts the
the 15-CD Thelonious Monk: The Complete
dance. But once Monk's wit and sagacRiverside Recordings (Riverside RCDity sink in, you realize that the discord
022-2, 1986), both of which supersede
enhances his music's appeal.
individual discs issued by Blue Note and
Monk plays in a sprawling style,
Riverside/Milestone. In addition, Iextumbling out the unexpected across plored the 3-CD Thelonious Monk: The
the keyboard like Chaplin teetering
Complete London Collection (the Black
on the brink before falling down a Lion recordings, plus alternate takes,
flight of stairs, landing in a heap,
Black Lion/DA Music BLCD-7601-2,
then dusting himself off 1995), several Monk albums from his
with araised eye'60s stint on Columbia, and the recently
brow. Monk stumre-released quartet albums Live at Monbles and falls, dusts
terry Jazz Festival, '63, Vols.1 and 2, on
himself off, then
Mobile Fidelity (Vol. 1UDCD 685; Vol.
scurries off in a 2UDCD 686, 1997).
new direction. It's
"Well, You Needn't" is one of
the essence of jazz
Monk's great romps. His seminal Blue
— improvisational
Note trio sessions, which suffer from a
glory at its keenest,
muffled sound quality, include the stan147
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dard take and an alternate, which clocks
in at just under three minutes. On both
tracks Monk plays ebulliently, splicing
chords and sprinkling right-hand dissonances while Art Blakey rides the cymbals. The alternate take differs from the
final version in Monk's less hasty return
to the head after his solo.
The sonic quality of "Well, You
Needn't" is avast improvement on the
Riverside sessions. Producer Keepnews
includes fragmentary and full takes of the
tune from the historic 1957 septet
recording (featuring tenor saxophonists
John Coltrane and Coleman Hawkins,
alto saxophonist Gigi Gryce,
trumpeter Ray Copeland, and
Art Blakey on drums), originally
issued on The Thelortious Monk
Story. Keepnews first offers documentation of false starts where
you get to hear Monk at work.
He stomps his foot to introduce
the beat, then begins the melody
with askeletal one-finger intro.
Then he mumbles disapprovingly, "You can't hear that, man, or
you just want to be obstinate?"
These short behind-the-scenes
rehearsal edits provide insight
into Monk's working habits by
hinting at his brusqueness, impatience, and sly sense of humor.
The complete take of "Well,
You Needn't," one of Riverside's
first stereo recordings, is abeauty
The septet's horns give the piece
afull-bodied sound, and Monk is
full on, playing with azip and
bump throughout. He's much
more adventurous and open than
in the short Blue Note recordings
(playing time was limited; they
were cut for 78s). Plus, his quixotic compings while Coltrane is
blowing his heart out are atreat. A big
bonus is hearing Monk yelling "Coltrane, Coltrane!" to remind his sideman
that he's first in line for the solo roundup.
The other Riverside version of "Well,
You Needn't" comes from Monk's 1961
Paris concert during his first European
tour. It's aquartet date with tenor saxophonist Charlie Rouse (he played with
Monk the longest: 11 years, from 1957
to 1970), who offers adeep, raspy-toned,
swinging solo. Again Monk has fun
comping. His improvisational solo flight
finds him alluding to the melody line
before dashing into aflurry of notes. He
dots the keys, then drives with an upbeat
push. After uneventful bass and drum
solos (by Jolm Ore and Frankie Dunlop,
respectively), Monk signals the return to
the head by ringing the keys and insinuStereophile, August 1997

ating the melody before he and Rouse
robustly take it out.
"Well, You Needn't" also figured
prominently in Monk's 1963 quartet
appearance at the Monterey Jazz Festival,
on Vol2 of Mobile Fidelity's two-volume series. The recording, originally released on Storyville, has been given a
pristine sonic upgrading by Mobile
Fidelity (the deep bass notes bound out
of the speakers). Rouse's solo isn't as
strong as in the aforementioned Paris
date, but the rhythm team puts on abetter performance. Again Monk is playing
at the top of his game, with his chunky

Monk and Charlie Rouse at asession in the late '60s.

chording and wonderfully meandering
single-note runs. And once again, his
comping for Rouse is ahighlight. This
time the audience is right with him,
laughing at his whimsical support, which
prompts him to continue playing his startling chords for the laughs.
Monk's "Epistrophy" (cowritten by
Kenny Clarke) is atumbling piece with
an up-and-down movement filled with
lots of Monkish angles. There's acall-andresponse feeling of conversation at work
in the melody, and abounce-and-strut
rhythmic sensibility The number became
his in-concert theme song in the '50s and
'60s. As such, it appears numerous times
on the Riverside box, mostly as short
sketches signaling the ends of live sets. It
shows up twice on the Blue Note collection, first in aquartet setting with vibist

ivlilt Jackson, who tikes the first solo and
dances on top while Monk launches into
ashort solo. The two sound exquisite
together streaming out cascades of notes
as they return to the head.
The second Blue Note "Epistrophy"
is alive version recorded by Coltrane's
wife, Naima, at the Five Spot in New
York City in 1958. The session, first
released in 1993 on Discovery! (now part
of Blue Note box CDP 899786 2), finds
Monk and Trane going for arollicking
ride through the piece, which is treated
to agalloping rhythm. The sound quality
isn't great, but it's adequate given the circumstances. Coltrane blows with
longing and passion as Monk
peeks unobtrusively around the
corners. When it's the leader's
turn to solo, he dives in vigorously, crashing and driving. However,
just as he's ready to soar, there's a
fade-out (perhaps Naima changing the tape?), then afade-in as the
two front-men launch into the
final bars.
"Epistrophy" shows up nine
times on the Riverside box, mostly as short in-concert tracks. The
highlight is about with tenor saxophonist Johnny Griffin from a
1958 Five Spot live show. As for
the longer versions, there are a
couple noteworthy takes. From
the 1957 Coltrane-Hawkins studio sessions, "Epistrophy" is first
heard as a fragment that fades
shortly after Trane's inspired solo.
He's on the money during the
buoyant keeper take, which
ultimately disappoints because
Monk takes only ashort peek-aboo solo that stays close to the
melodic line. The leader stretches
out more on a1960 date recorded
live with asextet at the Blackhawk in San
Francisco. This rare full-length version of
"Epistrophy" showcases Monk scrambling and dancing across the keys and
keeping the tune's big swing in motion.
The recording is marred by the club's
background noise, including producer
Keepnews explaining to someone how
he's got "plenty of stuff" to work with
from the taping.
The best Riverside versions of "Epistrophy" were recorded live in Paris and
Milan in 1961 (the Milan date is sonically inferior because Rouse's tenor sax
is so low in the mix). Monk shines in
these performances — both taken at a
brisker pace than earlier recordings —
with plinks and plunks, wink-of-theeye turbulence, and lots of discordant
tension. By aslim margin, Monk's solo
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at the Milan show is the better of the
two, in my opinion: he's quirkier, and
plays with more attention to the spaces
between the notes.
Likewise, Mobile Fidelity's recording
of"Epistrophy" from his 1963 Monterey
appearance is remarkable for Monk's joyful leap-and-jab solo. A few months later
Monk played Lincoln Center with a
large ensemble. The date was recorded
for the triumphant Big Band and Quartet in
Concert release (Columbia/Legacy C2K
57636, 1994). The quartet version, with
Rouse and Monk conversing, is strong,
but the draw here is the two short takes
of "Epistrophy" with the full
orchestra. The horns sound magrecent and absolutely Monk-ish
as they keep the edge on the
composition's angles intact. In the
reprise, Monk leads the charge
with splashing notes and rhythmic bite. He closes the piece with
asolo trill.
"I Mean You" was another staple of Monk's repertoire. It's a
perky tune in which Monk
springs into action, zigging and
zagging, jumping and rolling,
clinking and shouting. In his
discography are several remarkable variations on the tune, with
impressive sideman along the way
including Milt Jackson, Coltrane,
Gerry Mulligan, Thad Jones, and
Rouse. Monk first recorded the
romp himself in 1948, two years
after Coleman Hawkins covered
the piece. Jackson was along for
the quartet ride on the bouncy
Blue Note take. The boxed set
also includes alengthy 1958 Five
Spot Monk/Franc version, which,
despite its iffy sound quality, is a
must-listen. The tenor saxophonist begins with astretch of
uneventful soloing, then builds into atorrential outpouring of notes. Obviously
pleased by his sideman's ebullient improvisation, Monk flies off into his own
spirited solo.
The first Riverside encounter with "I
Mean You" came in 1957. Producer
Keepnews includes three of the four takes
Monk launched into with Mulligan.
They're all keepers, with, in Keepnews'
words, "fascinating variations." The
chemistry between Monk and Mulligan
is strong as the leader offers his staccato
rhythms, chord clusters, and flowing
arpeggios, while the baritone saxophonist
blows deep-bodied swing and soul. A
quintet rendition of the piece was recorded in 1959 with Rouse and trumpeter
Thad Jones. That slowed-down version
Stereophile, August 1997

feels more polished, more serious, and
not as effervescent as earlier recordings.
Jones's solo is bluesy and straightahead,
Rouse follows his lead, and each returns
for another improvisational showcase
before Monk, who has been strangely
absent from comping duties, enters with
his delightfully circumspect approach to
the melody.
Monk's live renderings of "I Mean
You" are also characterized by different
approaches. His Paris date in 1961
(Riverside) features his quartet skipping
into "I Mean You," with Rouse bounding
exuberantly and Monk keeping his notes

piece adisjointed reading. Even though
the performance falters at the end, this
take captures Monk at his expansive,
eccentric best.
Though Monk was fond of playing it,
"Off Minor" was documented on record
less frequently than other tunes reviewed
here. It's got aLooney Toon-ish playfulness, both in its melodic structure and
in its slapsticldike development. Monk
plays off-kilter and goes off-track on this
two-handed melody, which he also
called "What Now." It features some of
his most humorous and challenging
piano excursions. Again, sound is afactor
on the Blue Note disc, but
Monk's performance will make
you forget that quickly. He punctuates the piece where you least
expect it, and hilariously bumps
and bounces to ahalt in the coda.
In the trio setting, he has plenty of
room to be his quirky self on this
underappreciated number.
"Off Minor" appears in three
different settings on the Riverside box. His first Riverside
launch into the tune took place
with his Coltrane/Hawkins septet in 1957. Two takes are included, beginning with the alternate
version first. Both are superb (the
previously unissued rendition is
ever so slightly less vibrant). The
band dances with Monk as he
leads it on ajaunt full of unpredictable turns. His own solos are
packed with amix of chordal and
single-note adventures. Again, the
final piano work makes for a
comic end.
Two years later Monk recorded "Off Minor" in concert at
Town Hall with a 10-piece big
band including a French horn,
baritone sax, and tuba. It swings
to aminimum in his pensive solo. For his
in its orchestral arrangement, yet there
Monterey appearance (Mobile Fidelity,
are plenty of oddities when Monk lets
Vol.* Monk frolics. You can tell he's havloose with improvisational glee. There
ing ablast. But it's Monk's 1963 orchestral
are bluesy touches, lots of breathing
take (on the Big Band and Quartet album,
space, and fanciful tinldings. Monk's
recorded at Philharmonic Hall in Lincoln
cooking. Although his funny ending
Center) that proves to be the winner,
prompts applause, Ifind it odd that no
with its fine arrangements and the full
laughs are audible. Two years later at his
horn section jauntily swinging into the
Paris show, Monk launched into a
head. Monk's so excited that he playfully
lengthy version of "Off Minor" that
dances through his solo, which inspires
stalls with detracting bass and drum
soprano saxophonist Steve Lacy to
solos. It starts well as Rouse takes the
respond with asuperb irnprov excursion.
lead while Monk sketches outside the
Monk's final studio recording of "I
lines and echoes the melody. After the
Mean You" took place in 1971 (lite saxophonist's mighty solo, which makes
London Collection) with a trio that inthe piece swing, Monk takes over, skitcluded drummer Blakey, who puts a tering across the keys and then drawing
punch into this relaxed rendering. Monk
convoluted lines. He rings the keys and
clips and chops the melody, giving the
rolls, but never sounds totally engaged.
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Before there was hi-fi, there was Music!
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One of Monk's most celebrated and
recorded ballads is the transfixing
melody "Ruby, My Dea4" first documented by him on Blue Note in 1947.
Purportedly written when he was in his
early teens, the tune is astunning beauty,
spiced with dashes of dissonance to create a bittersweet mood. There are no
sub-par recorded versions of the tune.
The Blue Note trio recording with
Blakey brushing the drums features an
alternate take in addition to the original
issue. Both capture Monk in ecstasy as he
plays and hums along off-mike.
The Riverside renderings are equally
mesmerizing. Especially noteworthy is
the juxtaposing of a1957 studio quartet
take starring Coleman Hawkins (and
Blakey again) with alive quartet version
acouple months later featuring Coltrane.
In Keepnews' liner notes, he says the
pairing "strikes nie as providing awonderful lesson in the continuity of jazz."
Hawkins, in the twilight of his career,
gives asmoky, passionate reading, while
Trane, whose career was about to soar
(he joined Miles Davis' band shortly after
the date), opens in apensive mood, and
is then carried away by the melody into a
state of improvisational nirvana.
The Riverside box also includes a
trinkling-tinkling solo rendition of
"Ruby" that Monk duplicates on his
1965 masterpiece, Solo Monk (Columbia/Legacy CK 47854, reissue 1992 ).
The 1971 Black Lion date on disc 2
of the 3-CD London box finds Monk
back in atrio setting with Blakey again.
The longer-than-usual version of the
tune spotlights the leader in typically
brilliant form.
One of Monk's most famous compositions is "'Round Midnight" (often
called "'Round About Midnight,"
which is how it appeared on Monk's
first 78 side). Cootie Williams introduced the ballad on record in 1944, and
Dizzy Gillespie recorded it in 1946.
Monk's own luminous version is aquintet date in 1947. Taken at alazy, lowlights, romantic pace, it gently startles
with the leader's glistening dissonance.
Ten years later Monk debuted the piece
on Riverside by taking the solo route (on
his fourth Riverside album, Thelonious
Hitnsele Fantasy/OJC OJCCD-254-2 and
also part of the boxed set). In the most
revealing of all the alternate takes on the
Riverside box, Keepnews includes astring
of six aborted run-diroughs of "'Round
Midnight." You hear Monk playing in the
moment, exploring various approaches to
the piece and concentrating intensely as
he offers avariety of extemporaneous jolts
and jars, long steps, and quick clinks.
Stereophile, August 1997

These sketches are priceless, as is the
issued take, which is six and ahalf minutes
of enchanting magic taken at asnail's pace.
A few months later Monk and Mulligan
pushed the tempo of the numberr, the
baritone saicist giving the piece asoulfully
swinging reading, the leader responding
with frolicsome descending arpeggios.

1961, that sounds less than inspired.
The best versions of "Straight, No
Chaser" appear on two Columbia albums.
A quartet take on the 1966 Straigh4 No
Chaser album (Columbia CK 64886, produced by Teo Macero and produced for
1996 reissue by Keepnews) is bright and
buoyant. It swings big-time. Monk dances
as he comps for Rouse, then takes flight
into aplayground of eccentric voicings,
One of Monk's most
phrasings, and strides during his solo. The
Macero-produced orchestral rendering of
celebrated and recorded
the tune on Monks Blues (recorded in
1968, released in 1969) receives amassive
ballads is the transfixing
dose of swing. Monk's piano is almost lost
in producer Oliver Nelson's arrangement
melody "Ruby, My Dear,"
for 16-piece band. But Monk saves the
first documented by him
day when he's in the spotlight for his solo,
which is lean, oblique, and crashing. The
on Blue Note in 1947.
end, where Monk pounces on the keyboard and the horns blare, is quite an
exhilarating listening experience.
The rest of the Riverside versions of
In terms of library-building con"'Round Midnight" are live tracks, insiderations, all of the above CDs come
cluding another uptempo take with tenor
highly recommended. Overall, the
saxophonist Johnny Griffin (1958), and
Riverside box is essential, not only for its
two slowed-down versions recorded at
expansive view of Monk during the most
the Blacldiawk in 1960. Another recomprolific stretch of his recording career, but
mended solo exploration was recorded by
also for its sonic quality, and the informaColumbia for the excellent Monk's Blues tive liner notes by Monk champion Orrin
album (Columbia/Legacy CK 53581,
Keepnews. The Blue Note boiç which
1968, reissue 1994), produced by Teo
suffers from understandably rough sound,
Macero. Here Monk keeps the tempo at
nonetheless opens an important window
ballad pace, assertively pronouncing each
on Monk's seminal first recordings.
step with strong-fingered clarity.
Equally valuable is the Black Lion set,
"Straight, No Chaser" was not only
recorded in London at what proved to be
the most popular of Monk's tunes, but the end of Monk's recording career. And
was also one of the easiest of his compofor audiophiles, there are the Mobile
sitions for sidemen to decipher and
Fidelity volumes of Monk in concert.
swing into. There are several superb
These CDs give an overarching view
recordings of this now-standard piece.
of Monk's multifaceted genius. EsThe 1951 Blue Note debut, which feapecially considering his twilight rectures Sahib Shihab on alto sax and Milt ording years on Columbia, you can see
Jackson on vibes, is launched by drumhow Monk never lost his creative stride
mer Blakey, who skips rimshots in the — the hallmark of amaster. Keepnews
intro to pave the way for the quintet's
commented in his liner notes for the
jaunt through the blues-infused number.
original Riverside LP, At the Blackhawk
Two takes from Monk's 1957 session
(Fantasy/OJC OJCCD-305-2 also part
with Mulligan are included in the
of Riverside boxed set), that artists of all
Riverside box. The pace is slower, but stripes often "show us their whole hand
still swings. Take 1captures the pair getall too quickly and then show it to us
ting acquainted with each other By take
again and again — possibly deepening
3(the issued version) they're in perfect and maturing, but inevitably repeating
sync, deepening the groove and embellthemselves at least somewhat and thereishing their comp lines. For his solo,
fore becoming at least somewhat less surMonk darts across and over the keys.
prising, challenging, or interesting." But
Two years later Monk cut another midhe argues that Monk never sank to that
tempo version with cornetist Thad
level of predictability in his music.
Jones, who blows an impassioned,
Instead, he was an artist who always
bluesy improv statement that the leader played with amagic touch. Keepnews
follows with percussive accents and a concluded by saying that Monk was "a
jagged-edge reconstruction of the
wizard, apoet, and so we always turn to
melody before the quintet returns to the
his latest effort with athrill of anticipation
head. The pace quickens in alive quarand wonder." Fifteen years after his death,
tet reworking, recorded in Milan in
that continues to be true.
S
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three blind mice

25th Anniversary Celebration Numbered Ltd. Ed. 180g LPs

TBM-6
IBM.?
TBM-19
TBM-63
IBM-25
TBM-39
IBM-35
TBM-24
IBM-43
TBM-30
TBM-15
TBM-23
IBM. 1005

Q: Horn section, piano, boss, drums, guitar & xylophone.
Nowl: Bluenote bebop at its best! Piano, bass, drums & sax.
Morning Flight: Great standards! Piano trio + 2trombones.
Black Orpheus: Classic piano trio playing great standards!
Blues World: Blues & standards! Guitar, organ, bass, drun,
Green Caterpillar: Maseru 'made Trio + 2(guitar & congo.
You Are My Sunshine: G. Otsuka Piano Trio plays standard ,.
Blue City: Isao Suzuki Quartet + Kazumi Watanabe (guitar
Conversation: Nakamura Duo. Standards (guitar & bass).
Misty: Yamamoto Trio. Late night piano trio lozz at its finest!
Blow U I: Isao Suzuki Quartet. Standards & originals will leave you breathless!
Midnight Sugar: Yamamoto Trio. An incredible mix of blues and standards Wow!
Scondonavion Suite: Big band iazz like you have never heard before!

CD

1009
1008
1007
1006

/Gold

/2009
/2008
/2007
/2006
2011
1010 /2010

POrt, ion /
MUSIC

LP
NA
2025
NA
NA
2027
2029
2032
2031
NA
2030

LP'S: $34.99
4 or more SCALL

/Geld
/ 1101
/ 1099
/ 1100
/ 1102
/ 1051
/ 1104
/ 1108
/ 1107
/ 1106
/1105

CD
CD's: $14.99 / Gold CD's: $27.99
Shostakovich: Symphony #5
SAMPLERS [
Mozart: Symphonies #25, 29 & 40
vol.
or 2: 56" eo.
Mark Gorenstein: Schnittke /Gogol
vol. 3S6./Gold $9.
Tchaikovsky: Sym. #6 /Francesca do Rimini /Gorenstein
Tchaikovsky & Prokofiev: Romeo & Juliet /West Side Story
Chopin: Waltzes, Nocturnes, Scherzos, Ballades, Fantasies,

CD
180g LP'. $23.99" / Gold CD's $21.99*
Chet Baker: In New York
Bonnie Rain: Nick of Time
Miles Davis Quintet: Miles
Bill Evans Quintet: Interplay
Phoebe Snow: Phoebe Snow
Nat King Cole: Love Is the Thing
John Coltrane: Lush Life (NEW!)
Bonnie Rain: Luck of the Draw (NEW!)
Miles Davis Quartet: The Musings of Miles
Jethro Tull: Aqualun
D=S24.99/LP=S27.99)•
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LP's: $17.99
CD's: $12.99
73CD
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RX-1000
RR-76CD
REFERENCE RR-68CD
RECORDINGS RR-75CD
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1043 Ronnie Earl /Eye To Eye
'039 Joe Beard & Ronnie Earl /Blues Union
1038 Terry Evans & Ry Cooder: Puffin' It Down (SROM)
1041 Doug McLeod: You Can't Take My Blues (HDCD -$21.99)
1042 Mighty Sam McClain: Sledgehammer Soul &Downhome Blues

Clark Terry: Express

CD's/LP's:

180g LP's:i
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&
CteeSym .
/Elegy $12.99,7,,,,,81819"'
RR & XLO: Stereo Test & Burn-1n CD - $2
'
7799
Dallas Wind Symphony: Holidays & Epiphanies
Mozart/E.Istomin: Concertos #21 & #24 (SROM)
,,,..,. 0.,,<., Belorr
Janacek: The Makropoulos Case/Cunning Little Vixen )....)-C' ,--::: _
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gl Blues
APLP/CD 027
APLP/CO2003
APLP 033
APLP 032
APLP/CD 036
APLP 038
APLP 039
APLP 035
ANALOGUE

LP'S & GOLD CD'S: $29.99
ALUM. CD'S: $14.99/515.99
Janis Ian: Breaking Silence (SROM)
4 or more: 5CALL
Jimmy D. Lane: Long Gone (LP: $24.99) (NEW!)
Amanda McBroom: Midnight Matinee (Alum. CD available)
Amanda McBroom: Dreaming (Avail. in Gold CD lar 524m on Gecko & Alum. CD
Sonny Boy Williamson: Keep It To Ourselves (LP, Gold & Aluminum CD available)
Gene Ammons: Nice and Cool
I
APG(1) 038/9 Cinnhines Thew 2 'Vim.
Gene Ammons: The Soulful Moods e
(Me Great Gold
Miles Davis: Prestige 5LP Box Set Ltd. Ed. of only 2,5001 $199.99 (NEW!)

PRODUCTIONS
REVIVAL
CDS: $14.99
LPS: 917.49

3013 Art Pepper: So In Love
3012 Art Pepper: New York Album
3014 Art Pepper: The Intimate Pepper
3016 Otis Spann: Good Morning Mt Blues
3017 Sonny Boy Williamson: Portrait of A Blues Man
3015 Albert King: I'll Play the Blues For You (LP Only) (NEW»
THREE NEW GOLD CD'S - $15.1111 (Limited Time Offer -Act Fast)
04032 %mien Bluien: Bluiett's Barbecue Band
03632 Jack Jeffers Big Band: New York Dances
03932 Avi Lebo with Slide Hampton: Shades of Brass
03852 Joe Stanley Sextet: King of the Honky Tonk Sax
02632 Norris Turney: Big, Sweet & Blue NOW IN GOLD!
02752 Sweetmon: Austin Back Alley Blues NOW IN GOLD!
56292 Clifford Jordan Quartet: Live At Ethel's NOW IN GOLD!

SONY MASTERSOUND GOLD CD'S
441
64212
57206
64403
64367
64426
64274
64425

Janis lop in: Peor
Santana: Santana
Willie Nelson: Stardust
Miles Davis: Kind of Blue
Michael LeGrond: ILove Paris
Roger Waters: Amused To Death
Duke Ellington: Black, Brown & Beige
Stevie Ray Vaughn: Couldn't Stand We...

5 S
66226
64368
64408
53814
64411
64405
52944

PREMONITION RECORDS - CD:

23.99

Journey: In insty
CALL FOR
Carole King: Tapestry
COMPLETE
Frank Sinatra: The Voice
LIST.
Dave Brubeck: Time Out
Billy Holiday: Lady In Satin
Bob Dylan: Blonde On Blonde
Pink Floyd: Wish You Were Here
Robt. Johnson: King of the Delta Blues...

$14.99 8, LP: $27.99

PREM-737

Patricia Barber: Cafe Blue (CD & 180g LP) 572110PRILE R204

CISGCD8001
CISGCD8002
CISGCD8003
CISGCD8004

Stradivarius On Gold (Beautiful violin & piano)
Massenet: Le Cid (Orchestral spectacular)
Gary Karr: Adagio D'Albinoni (Contra-bass & organ:
Favorite Opero Arias (It's like you're at the Met':

GOLD CD'S: $29.99

-see.ovoiewi-

CISCO
etaterie MIX

'
lb,

In order to offer our customers the lowest
price & best service we will meet or beat any
competitors advertised or catalog price!!

MOBILE FIDELITY SOUND LAB
LP

/ Geld CD

254 / 661'
NA / 687
NA / 679
NA / 686
NA / 685
270 / 692
NA / 676'
262Y 678'
NA / 691
NA / 683
NA / 684
NA / 690
NA / 688
NA / 666
NA / 650
263 / 680
264 / 681
NA / 677

200g LP's 8e Gold CD's -$22.99*

Cat Stevens: IZITS0 (CD includes Back To Earth & Numbers •a 3-CD set S64.99)
Ten Years After: Cricklewood Green -&- Sssssh (2 LPs on 1CD) (NEW!)
The Kinks: Kind() Kinks -&- You Really Got Me (2 LPs on 1CD)
Thelonious Monk: At the Monterey Jazz Festival, Vol. 2 (NEW!)
Thelonious Monk: At the Monterey Jazz Festival, Vol. I
Bernard Herrmann: The Mysterious Film World of B.H.
Canned Heat & John Lee Hooker: Hooker 'n Heat
Peter Frampton: Come Alive (2 LPs & 2CD's)
Steve Winwood: Steve Winwood (NEW!)
Red Hot Chili Peppers: Mother's Milk
Robin Trower: Bridge of Sighs Aaadisq 200 LP's New
Out-ef-PrIntt ley gefere
Nirvana: In Utero (NEW!)
They're All Ilene!
Ben Sidran: Mr. P's Shuffle
Nirvana: Nevermind
Werld's Largest Selestien
U2: The Joshua Tree
Of Out Of Pries
V.-Speed& D2D LP's!!
Bee Gees: Trafalgar
New II Used!!
Cream: Goodbye
REM: Reckoning
'2 & 3CD & LP Sets additional Cost "Out of Print

Classic Records Goes

LSCD2449
C5CD6023
CSCD6252
LSPCO2438
LSPCD2612
LSPCD2533
LSPCD1972
LSOCD6006
LSPCD1993
1PCD5002
CSCD6013
LSPCD2712
CSCD6191
LSOCD6007
LSOCD6065
RTHCD5052
JPCD4/5001
LSC2230
JP5004
LSP2927
LSP2533
MS6113
CS8127
LSP2712
BA17023
LSC2327
CS8503
MS6036
LSC2271
VICS1102
LS06007

GOLD!!

Gounod: Ballet Music
Gold CD's: $21.99
... •
Ravel: Ma Mere L'Oye
Harold: La Fille Mal Gordee
ESE Wi$-I 10
Paul Desmond: Desmond Blue
Sonny Rollins: Our Man In Jazz
Charlie Mingus: Tijuana Moods
Harry Belafonte: Sings the Blues
(0111
Harry Belafonte: At Carnegie Hall
Chet Atkins: In Hollywood (NEW')
Dean Peer: L/Cross (Also in LP-529.99)
DeBussey: Iberia (Images Pour Orchestra)
Sonny Rollins: Sonny Meets the Hawk (NEW!)
Mendelssohn: Sym. #3 /Moog /LSO (NEW!)
Harry Belafonte: Returns To Carnegie Hall (NEW!)
Royal Ballet Gola (with Deluxe Pkg. & 24 pg. booklet)
Jennifer Warnes: Famous Blue Raincoat (Also in LP-524.99)
Art Davis: A Time Remembered (alum.-514.99 /LP-529.99) (SROM)

Diff

iSC.SS>

Spain: Reiner /CSO
SPECIAL LIMITED TIME
Branford Marsolis: Dark Keys
180G LP SALE! SELECT
Sonny Rollins: Now's the Time!
TITLES WERE: S.
Charlies Mingus: Tijuana Moods
NOW: $26.99
Brahms :Sym. #4 /Walter /CSO
Duke Ellington: Jazz Pary In Stereo
SPECIAL!! Numbered Ltd.
Sonny Rollins: Sonny Meets the Hawk
Edition Verve, 1s, & Brit Boxes
Tubby Hayes: Tubby the Tenor (NEW!)
available for $349.99
Bizet: L'Arlesienne Suites /Morel /ROHO
Kenny Burrell: Weaver of Dreams (NEW!)
Beethoven: Sym. #3 /Walter /CSO (NEW!)
Rovel-D'Indy: Piano Concerto /Schweitzer /Munch
Beethoven: Sym. #4 /Egmont Overture /LSO (NEW!)
Harry Belofonte: Returns To Carnegie Hall (2 LP's-$46.991

DECCA
ADEC 4173
ADEC 6398
ADEC 6139
ADEC 2243
ALON 6013
ADEC 2218
ASD 8534
ASD 608
ASD 3345
ASD 5258
ASD 2410
ASD 3090

LP's: $34.99

EMI

LP's: $29.99

4 or more: KALI
4 or more: 5CALL
Bernard Herrmann: Music From the Great Movie Thrillers (NEW)
Hindemith: Sym. Metaphorses /Janacek: Sinlonietta
Massenet: Scenes Alsaciennes /Scenes Pittoresques
Albeniz: Iberia /Turina: Danzas Fontasticas
Debussey: Images Pour Orchestre (NEW!)
Prokofiev: Peter & the Wolf
ADEC 6113 Mahler: Sym. # I/Solti/LSO
Paganini: Violin Concerto # I(NEW!) ASD 2448
Bizet: Carmen Ballet
De Folio: 3 Cornered Hat
ASD 162
Orff: Carmine Buren°
Eiger: Coronation Ode
ASD 493
Bruckner: Sym. #9
Strauss: Four Last Songs /Elisabeth Schwarzkopf (soprano)
Maria Callas: French Operatic Arias /French Natl. Radio Orch.
1S Bach: Sonatas & Partitas For Solo Violin /Ida Haendel - 3 LP's: $74.99

LP's $21.99 /CD's $12.99 /Gold CD's $22.99
10155
1D147
.0154
JD157
JD141
JD152
.0145
JD153
CD10
JD156
0012
0001
0004
0007
0014
0013
0011
0008
0002
0010
0009

(PUY
WORDS

Sara K: Hobo (NEW))
Livingston Taylor: Bicycle
Bodi Assad: Echoes of Brazil (NEW!)
Best of Brazil -a compilation (NEW!)
Rebecca Pidgeon: New York Girls Club
Christy Boron: IThought About You (NEW!)
Poquito D'Rivera: Portraits of Cuba (SROM)
John Pizzarelli Collection: One Night With You
Chesky 10th Anniversary (2 CDs or ONLY 515.99!!)
A Tribute to Paul Desmond -Desmond Blue /Finck, Basile, Mequito, Crossley (NEW)
Mighty Sam McClain: Give It Up To Love (SROM) (NEW))
"611 V
The JVC XRCD Sampler: Selections from Various Artists
Tiger Okoshi: Two Sides To Every Story (SROM)
Spirit Traveler: Playing the Hits From Motor City
Terry Evans: Puffin' It Down (SROM) (NEW!)
Bennie Wallace: The Old Songs (NEW!)
CD's $29.99
Misha: Connected To the Unexpected
4 or more SCALL
Oscar Castro-Nenes: Tropical Heart
Bill Holeman: A View From the Side
0005 Carmen Lundy: Self Portrait
0006 Nakagawa: Posey
Tom Coster: From the Street
Hiroko: Pure Heart
0003 Ernie Watts: Unity

xrc
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MING COIL CARTISIDGIES:
CA L w/

made scAu.

REFERENCE
SCALL W/ Trade $CALL
MC H20; MO.9; LO 4SCALL WI Trade SCAU.
MC GOLD (0.4mV) . $350 W/ Trade $225
MC SILVER (2.0mV) . $350 WI Trade $225
MC-20E11
$150
LUKASCHEK PP-1 PHONO STAGE
$1,199.99
Elenz/Aesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer$199.99
"i .cr)onc
into analog la aure to
tram one et the rrue hatter•pocered
ea,nri
i dgcitmnagnetizer. from
A,
‘' •r.r,
W.11 /1à/e».

ans figuration:

From Immutable Music.
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THE GLIDER

$750
With Trade SCALL

.Output Aoudads.)

"1 his is akiller cartridge. _more lifelike.
more holographic, more involving.... more musical.
Hider is ss a) recommended.' ante Brun nett. Sterrophdr. Aug. 96. Kai /9 06

Temper Cartridge 6.,..,e4..de
I
hai qoalili WI r' ,hermit hobble or ultrinale

SCALL

Iranspasenv). the prec•rr.ron of 111C hammme
envelope around met) instrument and nun,i al es env :mil the acorinhing punt) ot tone are chat 'et the Temper spin from
other cartridge. Ice heard. ana make ir sound more like live music 10 111f. "•41 hymn,. Sterrophile. July 96.101 PI 07

ENAKTI STONE: Me:I

• •
. ,..
-- -.
S199.99
"The Shakti offers aworthwhile and cost effective boost in sound quality....Focus, transparency. clarity,
and speed were better, as was the sense of space & pace." Jonathon Scull, Stereophile. 2/96. Vol. 19 11.7

CIDEMB-CARTRIDGES & TURNTABLES
EL
etoving Coil/High Output
ffFr
Blue Point Special Cartridge

Black Pearl Cartridge
$64.99
SCALL Oyster Cartridge
539.99
KAU. TURNTABLES:
Blue Point Cartridge
SCALL Pro-Jest 6Turntable
SCALL
Pearl Cartridge
$84.99
.
_ .p,. _jej .2 Turntable
$_C„ALL
"rve hied better tables. arms. cartridge, preamps. cables, and isolation scheme,
NITTY GRITTY" ...some lave ever gir en nie the kind% of impel', ernenn in nuke ncluctiun,laritr,
nod ellaninetion of mid-to-irehle rin gin g litai there record-cleaning machines
bave....lf you listen to record,, sit aera areeord-clegning machine. Period." RECORD CARE PRODUCTS Carey Greenberg. Stereaphile. .iley '94. Fier" u5
mODEI. I0
MODEL 1.0 - Manual application °tit/lad
brosiont:
•
oktong while 1.1111MIng.
STI.5,3eT. 1112

Vinyl oodgroin Cabinet
ITEM #-ANIT1.0
S1114
1.101:
MODEL 1.14- Aura scrubbing. &
mod..
whale'''. slide-out waste /Jolt/ tray
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
ITEM #-ANIT1.5
11,349.94
1
MODEL 1.5
MODEL 1.5FI - 4,,,,, Iliad iimliciiiinn. scrubbing. & rotation. Vinyl Woodgrain Cob:, •
ITEM #-ANIT1.5FI
$409.99
MODIL MINI-PRO 1 - nil Arndt's & vacuums both sides simultaneously:
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
ITEM #-ANIT1.5FI
$599.99
NI1TY GRITTY CD MASTER (CD Cleaner)
$39.99
DUST COVERS (DC-1 Soft Vinyl for 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5)
$18.99
(vinyl for 1.5Fi, 2.5F1, Mini-Pro 18,2 .... ».99 Acrylic -all models)
Record Cleaning Bruik -- $13.9iirtEC0RD & CD CLEANING FLUIDS Vac Sweep Kit: (4 Vac-Sweeps)
$13.99 Purifier 2
16 oz.
$15.99
Capstan Kit: (4 Capstans)
$13.99 (for all LP's) 1/2 gal.-536.99/1 gol. .559.99
CD Buffer & Loser Buffer Pods:
$13.99 Pure CD
4oz.
$13.99
Ultra Clarifier:
iULTRA DELUX
$1 14.99
I CLARIFIER
-Best tweak
I Treats CD's, LPs
of SW •Imaget seemed mere
10(1.
&
Clarifier:
.001ed roger Mined& 0.1e0 110 1,•••
s 349.99
•1•11.001N imprn•rd
•••
/11010cr
S34.99
Battery Eliminator: $15.99

li$Cedon

ICurcliocluest cables 61 accessories
RCA Interconnects: Jade, Turquoise, Topaz, Ruby, Quartz. AU lengths available teer49.... SCALL
Speaker Cables: Type 2, 4, 6, Indigo, Crystal & Midnight. All lengths available (111901)•- SCALL
Emerald X4 Tonearm Cable: Ailá9.. $149.99 Pro Tonearm Coble: gram
SCPJJ.
UltraConnect 2: (w/cleaners) Ultra-high-purity contact cleaner. No residue
$29.99
Record Brush: Anti-stat Carbon Fiber
$14.99
RF Stoppers: RF & Digital Noise Filter (set of four)
Juniors: $31.99
Seniors: $49.99
Laser Guide •Optical Clarifier/Cleaner -"Improves CD soundl"
$26.99
Sorbothane Little Feet: (Pock of 4)
$32.99. Sorbothone Big Feet: (Pock of 4)
$49.99

Pciitit Audio System Enhancer Disc
The ultimate bum-in and demagnenzabon Disc! 4001VŒIP

Gruv-Glide II -

•• ,

$134.99

Improves sounct removes static. Improves tracking, records and styk lest longer

GEO-DISCrid

By Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab
Precision cartridge alignment system. achieve critical alignment w/in

$19.99

S24.99
003 inch it mantente.

RECORD SLEEVES - INNER

Japanese Resealables - 40c ea

-40c ea $30/100
OUTER 20c ea $111/100
$30/100 MoFi Rice Paper -$8/10 pack fe S70/100

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472

1022

ROLLING BARREL RD.
PENDLETON, IN 46064

Please ask obout our Package Prices For

•

»A VE! 3cr ruahle

made

al u.s.a.

Source!!

TURNTABLES:

HW-19 JUNIOR -A totally dead-solid acrylic plotter, precision machined for direct
coupling to records, with reflex clomp and dustcover.
Fully Upgradeable to I-IW-19 Mark Ill (5599) /HW-19 Mark IV (S1199)
11W-19 MARK III -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor & armboard, black acrylic
plotter and spring suspension
}4W-19 MARK IV -TNT bearing & spindle assembly. 20 lb. acrylic platter.

SCALL
SCALL

SCALL
ARIES -Near TNT performance in an 1-1 W-19 sizel Requires only a22' it 16' space,
TNT 3planer & bearing.
SCALL
TNT JUNIOS -Huge sound stage is balanced by osolidity only mailable from super
tables. Now affordable to alarger audience. 21 lb. stainless steel motor assembly.
6314§X4
LL
TNT SERIES 2.5 & The ultimate in turntable technology.SCALL
TONEARNIS CA
THE JMW MEMORIAL -VPI has designed an all-out affordable tonearm reference that is
extraordinary in its ability to extract information from an LP's grooves. Soundstage is wide &deep
with air & separation between instruments. Feeling of solidity of images & top to bottom coherency is unmatched. 5-star rated in TAS issue 106!
*CALL
GRAHAM 1.5 BASIÇ -Award-winning uni -pivot design. Fully upgrodeable.
SCAUL
We offer oll models of Graham Toneorms and Accessories!! Call for details.
PAE Model 309 -Classic design. Best medium-priced arm on the marked
lliCALL
We offer oil models of SME Toneorms, Turntables & Accessories!! Call for details.
OWDIOOUEST PT-6. PT-7 (Emerald X4 Cable á PT-8 (Pro Cablel Adjustable pivot damping, FPC internal wire, Adjustable VIA.
$CALL
NEW VPI LOW-MAg -VP)'s newest tonearm. Budget priced) Great performance!
18CALL
CLEANING MACIœlig: steroFri
"...have »lard the 11W-16.5 to he ‘Ill outstanding
performer The "(Toni surjaces
microscopically clean & are so pristine they look new! -Audio Magazine

Features: Self-contained liquid pump: Applies
liquid and scrubs record at same time; Bidirectional cleaning: pushbutton controls: "The
most deluxe record cleaner on the market!"
KW-17 -$769.99

HW-16.5 Semi-Automatic

Both fully automatic

$399.99

KW-17F -$849.99
with cooling fan

ACCESSORIES:

POWER LINE CONDITIONER -Speed controller ond power filter. GREAT UPGRADE!!
'MAGIC" BRICK -EMF control device $49.99 STROBE DISC -Set turntable speed
CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT GAUGE$14.99 PRECISION BULL'S EYE LEVEL K.A.B. SpeedStrobe Digital Phonograph Speed Readout:

$399.99
$17.99
$5.99

Accuracy

ve/in

$84.99

03%! Hottest accessory for vinyl junkies!

fludioPr•Ism

Largo ISO Bearing
16.5 lbs. Per Globe Rating
(3 pock)
$14.14
Saudi ISO Rearing
4.5 lbs. Per Globe Rating
(3 pack)
$49.011
...and these little guys WORK! ...I'm keeping
them under all my gear." -Cony Greenberg.
Strreophile. .4pr '92 Vol. IS, 44
MOO
Ina CD STOPLIGHT
"lhe improvement was astonishing" Dick Maher. Sterrophde. ttor
Vol 1.1 53
514.95 /3 OR MORE 512.95

e

(765) 778-2669
VISA
ORDER or INFO BY E-MAIL:
ElusDisc oaol.com
FOR INFO: (765) 778-2715
"ALL In-Stock orders shipped in 24 hrs!"

ORDER BY FAX

Your Ultimate

HW-191R Turntable w/ Audioquest PT-6 Arm': $949.99
• Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': $1,174.99
• Add Benz-Micro Glider': $1,549.99
HW-19JR Turntable w/ New VPI Low Mass Arm": SCALL
• Add Sumiko Blue Pt, Special': SCALL
• Add Benz-Micro Glider': SCALL f FREE Ecper 1 ortr.dge 1

Ode

(HI -2.0mV dMedium.I

SPECIAL!!!

CD BLACKLIONT .Combining mechanical
dampening, conductive
carbon traces reducing
electrostatic charges &
luminescent face reducing jitter results in your
music sounding more
natural, 3-D & dynamic
with significantly less
liedloPnta.
glare & edge. .1130.119
"I
he mat works in abig way.ldid not have to strain
to hear the improvement. Improved definition, detail, dy namics, amore analog-like soundstage. To tell
you the truth, I...begged Victor fora mat on the spot"
- Sam Tellig. Stereophile, Apr.'96 Vol. 19 tr4

150+pager3" U.S.A. /55" INTL.
CATALOG I FREE WITH ORDER!!
pOMESTIC SHIPPING:
UPS Ground/Priority Moil: 1-4 Items: 55 (adtl. items .50c ea 1
/3-Day Select: 1-3 Items $7 (mill. Items $1 ea.) /
2nd Day Air: 1-3 Items: $8 (add. Items $1.25 ea.)
INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING- CALL OR FAX)
CANADA: 1st Item $7.00 (adtl. items $1 ")

If you want to hear

Heavenly Music,
you need an
Angel to
guide you.

JA 80
JP 200 MC

JD1

JS1
On Display

Farella 400, Baltic/Stromboli On Display
Only 10 minutes from the George Washington Bridge.

Angel Audi.

Tech, Inc.

Hi-end Audio &
Palisades Park Plaza #5-4 • 110 Broad Avenue • Palisades Park, N.1 07650
Tel. 201-313-5551 • Fax 201-313-5552
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t's easy to overplay the idea of
"searching" when writing about jazz.
Because of the often baleful tone of
their instrument — not to mention their
high rate of self-destruction —sax players are most often hung with this poetic
ideal. Searching for a style. Searching for themselves.
Charlie Parker's dizzying flights meant he was searching.
To apoint, Ibuy it. But c'mon — no one can search all
the time. Sometimes players are just playing, or maybe
simply reveling in their speed or tone —or, in the case of
aBird, their high. That said, there is in some cases an
obvious amount of truth in the whole raw-emotioned,
dissectible notion ofjazz "searching." Miles was undoubtedly an insatiable hunter. Another was John Coltrane,
who remains (along with Miles) one of the original moving targets.
Jazz history is spangled with mini turning points, and one
occurred in spring 1957, when, for the first time, Coltrane
began recording under his own name. Shaped into rough
form by his time in big bands, the Miles Davis quintet, and
finally Monk's band, Coltrane and his talent were then just
asilhouette of the master he would soon become.
As fate and release schedules would have it, three of
Coltrane's most important early solo discs have all been
recently reissued in audiophile editions with significantly
improved sound. One of them, the new Blue Train; is also
an enhanced CD — if you have aPentium or Power PC
computer, you can get interactive. Rather than choose
among these discs, which were recorded between May
1957 and May 1958, it seemed more interesting to declare
atriple tie and write about all three. In many ways, they're
continuations of the same session: While the sidemen
change from disc to disc, the big tenor in the middle just
keeps growing and growing before your very ears.
Lush Life ttaakkeess its tide from the lead track, alyrical reading
ofBilly Strayhorn's signature composition. The album is best
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JOHN COLTRANE
Ls, !Lde
DCC: GZS-1108 (CD). 1997. Bob Weinstock, prod.;
Rudy Van Gelder, eng.: Steve Hoffinan, reissue prod. ;
AA!)? TT: 3639
Performance ****
Sonics *****
Blue Train
Blue Note CDP 8 53428 0 (CD). 1997. Allied Lion,
prod.; Rudy Van Gelder, mg.; Michael Cuscuna, reissue prod.; Philip Coady, enhanced CL) prod. MD?
TT: 5920
Performance ****1/2
Sonics *****
Black Pearls
JVCJVCXR-0017-2 (Cl)). 1997. Bob Weinstock, prod.;
Rudy Van Gelder, eng.: Akira Taguchi, reissue prod.
AM)? TT: 38:59
Performance ****
Sonics *****

II

EV

known for three cuts in which Coltrane is
accompanied by only bass and drums, a
setting favored by Sonny Rollins. Legend
has it that, rather than being the result of
any set plan, this arrangement occurred
because the pianist on the date simply didn't show up. Unlike Rollins, who used the
extra space to shove in more of everything, Coltrane is not so inspired. More
concerned with working out clear articulations of his ideas and finding his songwriting legs, he ventures one original and
four safe standards. A fast take of Cole
Porter's ballad "I Love You" in which he
flashes his farnous cascading approach (the
cliché is "sheets of sound"), and aslow,
lush cover ofJimmy Van Heusen's "Like
Someone in Love," that hint at glories to
come. Although still in mono, DCCs
gold reissue gives this album anew sonic
lease on life, thanks to the quality of Rudy
Van Geldees original engineering and Steve Hoffinan's
multidimensional remastering.
The title track of Blue Train, which was Trane's first
"hit," features the powerful tenor player uttering one of his
most coherent early solos. An alternate take of "Blue
Train" offers up another, less compelling solo turn. Still, it's
clear that he's beginning to find the language he seeks.
Though they've often been castigated for being out of
place here stylistically, trombonist Curtis Fuller and trumpeter Lee Morgan rip off big, stinging solos that, depending on your tastes, add or subtract alot from the proceedings. An unassailable rhythm section of Kenny Drew, Paul
Chambers (both of whom played with Coltrane in Miles'
quintet), and the incomparable Play Joe Jones complete
what is, by any standard, ahellaciously talented sextet. Here
again, 20-bit Super Bit Mapping has revealed new textures
and detail missing from previous reissues of this disc.
Weakest in terms of material, Black Pearls is weighed
down by the interminable (+18 minutes) "Sweet Sapphire
Blues." Thanks to JVCs Extended Resolution Compact
Disc process, it is also the best-sounding disc of the three.
Uncompromised by any of the steps it takes to make aCD,
these nearly handmade discs sound extraordinarily alive.
The sound here of Coltrane finding himself is the prelude to the first of his masterworks, Giant Steps, recorded
in 1959. But, like Miles' Birth of the Cool or Louis
Armstrong's recordings with King Oliver, this is Coltrane
to be loved for its brawn rather than its finesse, for its
sweeping searches rather than minute observations — the
explorations that were to energize both the player and his
music for the rest of his life.
-Robert Baird
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gives his own dotty spoken introduction
to one of the breeziest renditions of
CLASSICAL Chopin's Minute Waltz ever recorded.
Also, some of the choices are enjoyably
off-the-wall. Conductor Hans Knappertsbusch, renowned for his sublime inEMI CLASSICS
terpretations of Wagner's Paned, is heard
Centenary Edition
in a particularly witty, frothy Strauss
Various Artp.r.
waltz. A lot of this stuff would be awfulEMI Classics =, 66253 2through 566262 2 (10 CDs
ly difficult to chase down on your own.
plus adocumentary disc). 1997. Various prods, nags.
ADD/DDD. TT: 8:54:11
The set gets less fun in the last two volPerformance ****
umes.
Performances seem glossier and
Sonics ***
less provocative, the repertoire more standard. Granted, these are recordings Iwas
fever alabel has earned the right to
celebrate its centennial in such a already familiar with, whereas in previous
grand fashion, it's this one. Besides
volumes Iknew perhaps 20 to 30% of
the performances—which is fairly low,
having arich back catalog dating from
1897, EMI had the good fortune to
considering I'm an avid EMI collector.
not see it destroyed in various world
For all of its riches, the Centenary
wars. Compilations, however, tend to
Edition missed a number of opportunities. No matter how much care is
have alowbrow image in the classical
world: Movements from complete symgiven to the order of the selections, there
phonies are excerpted, or, even worse,
are still abrupt transitions. For example,
one hears bleeding chunks of larger Vol.9 goes from IPagliacci to a late
works. Whether or not this lavish packBeethoven string quartet. Might it have
age was designed in red to hide the
been more practical to program the
bloodstains, EMI's biggest consideration
recordings by genre? Think of it One
was to somehow encapsulate 100 years
could hear the performance practice of
in amanageable form. The rather severe
Beethoven symphonies traced through
format settled upon here is chronologithe century, from the high-handed
cal, which has pluses and minuses.
Wagnerian romantics to the authenticOne has to have the imagination of an
performance purists. Imagine an entire
archeologist to enjoy the earliest recorddisc of composers performing their own
ings, which force the listener to extrapowork. Or adisc of musical-theater exlate what the performer might have
cerpts. Perhaps the purpose of this set is
sounded like if recorded with modern
not so much to entertain or instruct, but
techniques. Lilli Lehmann, for one, was
to enshrine the EMI catalog and encourpraised for being able to sing Mozart and
age us all to buy more where these came
Wagner equally well, and is sometimes
from. Clearly, EMI has avested interest
used as an argument against vocal specialin not making this set aself-contained
experience —although, with the $100
ization. But whether it's because of her
vocal idiosyncrasies or the quality of the
price tag, don't we deserve one?
recording, her strange, charmless, vibrato—David Patrick Stearns
less rendition of "Or sai chi l'onore" from
Don Giovanni, made in 1906, is not anything I'd want to hear again.
CHICAGO SYMPHONY!"
A number of other great singers were
ORCHESTRA
caught in their waning years, which comTribute to Jean Martinon
pounds the problematic nature of these
recordings. There are revelations, such as
From the Archives, Volume 12
Bach: Brandenburg Concerto 4; Beethoven:
Edvard Grieg's fresh, light-fingered rendiOverture; Bizet: Farandole from 'Ad( sionw Suite
tion of one of his own piano pieces. And
No.2; Britten: Four Sea Interludes from Peter Grimes;
some of the singers had such irrepressible
Cimarosa: 11 matrimonio seed° Overture; Debussy:
Images for Orchestrér, Dukas: The Sorcerer's Appnuticr,
personalities that the most primitive
Dvorák/Stock: Humoresque in G-flar, Martinon:
recording quality couldn't filter them out
Symphony 2(Hyrime àla Vie); Roussel: The Spider's
Rasr, Ruggles: Sun-7rturkr, Excerpt from an inter— such as Fernando di Lucia's mesmerizview with Jean Martinon (by Bernard Jacobson)
ing excerpt from The Barber ofSeville.
Jean Martinon, Chicago Symphony (in Bach: Steven
Staryck,
violin; Donald Peck, Joane Bennet, flutes)
Somewhere around VoI3, the set quits
CSO CD 97-2 (2 CDs). 119971 Original WFMT
being just educational and starts being
Concert Broadcasts: Norman Pellegrini, prod.;
fun. Of course, experiencing great
Alfred Andhra, Don Smith, engs. David 1)ieckrnann,
reissue coordinator, Mitchell G. Heller, A/D conmusicmalcing is always fun. But these
version; Konrad Strauss, digital mastering. ADD.
performers seem to be such individualTI': 23504
ists, you never know what you're going Available from the Chicago Symphony's wail ourler, The
Symphony Store, (312) 294-3345. Price: $60 ($5 sc«.
to get next. One of the most entertaining
Performance ****
Sonics ****
is pianist Vladimir de Pachmann, who

I
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Jean Martinon

C

onsider the case of Jean Martinon, amusician of considerable
accomplishment and background
who arrived in 1963 on the CSO podium
with little recognition in the US concert
scene compared to his predecessor, Fritz
Reiner, whose 10-year reign in Chicago
put the cap on abrilliant 40-year American career. In retrospect, it seems equally
unfortunate that Martinon preceded Sir
Georg Solti, whose powerful international image would enable him to pull
the underrated CSO into the high-profile, global-touring class of the world's
elite orchestras.
Martinon's comparatively modest but
significant achievements could easily
have been forgotten had it not been for
asingular event during his tenure. He
was destined to be the first CSO Music
Director whose weekly subscription
performances in Orchestra Hall would
be taped in stereo for broadcast in what
was then state-of-the-art quality, and
which continues to stand up well to this
day. Moreover, the approach of Chicago
classical station WFMT to archive maintenance over the years has ensured that
most of the materials have survived in
near pristine condition.
The set has been programmed to
reflect Martinon's background as acomposer as well as aconductot A pupil and
ardent champion of Albert Roussel,
Martinon's own Symphony 2 directly
follows his mentor's Spider's Feast on disc
1. One may hear the influence of
Roussel's deft scoring in Martinon's
work, but there is more than ahint of
Messiaen in the ecstatic passages. As a
composing conductor, Martinon was
quick to champion American composers
when he came to Chicago, and his overall programming of current and recent
works by composers of all nationalities
was more varied and balanced than that
of any other CSO conductor since
Frederick Stock. And that includes those
159
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7-CAUCE SPEAKER CABLE
Stereophile, March, 1996, Interview, Ulrik Poulsen And His Amazing Flat Cables, p. 115, Jonathan Skull.
"And then there is Dan D'Agostino at Krell, who has become so enthused that we are now developing aspecial
7-gauge cable especially for him. It'll be called Krell/Goertz."

ONLY

So, for that extra muscle to drive that really high-power audiophile amplifier, Goertz MI AG 3"Faberge" Solid
Fine Silver and Goertz MI 3"Divinity" High Purity Copper is the answer. The Goertz "Big Boys" deliver punch
in the bass, and asound so revealing that we maybe ought to mark them: "Adults Only." In fact, the Goertz
MI AG 3 "Faberge" is arguably the heaviest solid fine silver cable ever made. An 8-foot pair contains more
than apound of 99.99% pure silver. High fidelity solid fine silver spades will fit all high-end binding posts.

were
Founder. Ulnk Poulson

HAS

THE LOWEST INDUCTANCE
to match loudspeaker impedances.
VIRTUALLY ZERO DISTORTION
even with the longest cable runs.
VIRTUAL ELIMINATION OF
•high frequency rolloff
•skin effect
•hum caused by adjacent power wiring
•cross talk between channels
•emitted EMI /RFI
•microphony from strand interaction

Priced Per Pair
Mega

MI AG3 "Faberge" 7AWG High Purity Solid Fine Silver, Dimensions: 1.3" x0.08" ...$156 /ft.

Spades/Banana/Pin 8'...$2544 10'...$3168 12'...$3792

Silver Spades 8'...$2568 10'...$3192 12'...$3816 15'...$444t

Well, MI 3 "Divinity" 7AWG High Purity Oxygen-Free Copper. Dimensions: 1.3" x 0.08" ....$26 /ft.
Spades/Banana/Pin 8'

$464 10'

$568 12'

$672

Silver Spades

8'...$488 10'...$592 12'...$696 15'...$852

"One of the very best speaker cables I've ever experienced." Dan D. Agostino, President, Krell
Industries. The Goertz 7AWG cables were developed at Dan's request.
"Alpha-Core *s Goertz speaker cables and interconnects resolves all information in very high and low frequencies. Goers:.
creates another layer of absolute silence in asystem. The flat low inductance design provides adeep sound stage that is
wide, fast, and immediate."
"Why play with firecrackers when someone hands you dynamite?... The sound knocked me out."
Clement Perry, Editor, The Audiophile Voice.
"These Goertz speaker cables and interconnects just totally surpassed the sound quality of the speaker cables Iwas using
earlierr, Ididn't have to strain to try to hear the differences. Transparency, soundstage, neutrality, and bass were all
impmved on dramatically. And the Goertz cables didn't even have to break in or warm up."

THIN AS A PENNY install under the thinnest carpeting.
EVEN THE UNTRAINED EAR
CAN CLEARLY HEAR GOERTZ
IS INFINITELY BETTER!

Priced Per Pair
DOM

MI AG2 "Cartier" 9 AWG High Purity Solid Fine Silver Dimensions: 0.8" x 0.04"

Spades/Banana/Pin 8'
$1208 10'
$1497 12'
a-Wire-Banana/Spade/Pin 8'...$2395 10'...$2975 12'

$72"/ ft

$1788 Silver Spades 8'...$1232 10'...$1522 12'...$1812 15'...$2247
$3555 Bi-Wire-Silver Spades
8'...$2430 10'...$3010 12'...$3590

Men MI 2 "Veracity" 10 AWG High Purity Oxygen-Free Copper Dimensions: 0.8" x0.04" ..$10'/ ft
Spades/Banana/Pin 8'
$212 10'
$252 12'
Bi-Wire-Banana/Spade/Pin 8'...$401 10'...$483 12'

15 R R..oeum-plated

$293 Silver Spades 8'...$235 10'...$276 12'...$317 15'...$378
$564 Bi-Wire-Silver Spades
8'...$436 10'...$518 12'...$600

Stereophile Recommended Component, 4/1997, p. 153, Goertz MI AG 2and MI 2$$$ Speaker Cables.
"JS was quite taken by these 9-gauge high capacitance silver cables calling them ultra-clean &
last. He also
admired their extreme high resolution and wonderful spatial qualities."... The less expensive copper version is an LBjavorite.

Stereophile, March 1996, page 114 Jonathan Skull.
Sapphire RCA Solid Fine Silver per pa,
"These cables sounded, above all. ultra clean and delightfully fast. You'd think aflat ribbon would be an invitation to
1m...$310 1.5m ...$442 2m...$563 3m... $623 the RF! Heebie-kebies, but this was absolutely not the case. Quite full bodied, apparent DC-to-light extension, extreme
high resolution, wonderful spatial qualities, these cables let the ladies amplifiers be all they might."
Wee Sapphire XLR Solid Fine Silver per per
.5m...$237'1m...$395 1.5m...$554 2m...$699 3m...$785 "But wait, there's more"-only avery few minutes of break-in required! I'm not joking. Oh, blessed is he who casteth
tiff the drudgery of break-in from this sublunary coil All this from an easy-to-handle cable that won't suddenly uncoil
Doefi2 Tourmaline RCA High-Purity Copper per pair and gore house guests, and that was designed to lie flat under acarpet or against awall! The Goertz has relatively high
.5m...$69 1m...$87" 1.5m...$105 2m...$125 3m...$155
capacitance, but the secret in the recipe is...very low inductance."

oneAlt

S175

med12

Tourmaline XLR High-Purity Copper per par
.5m...$85 1m...$132' 1.5m...$155 2m...$177" 3m...$221

Stereophile Recommended Component 4/97, page
151, Goertz AG and Goertz Copper RCA.

Doelff12 MI

Hat-conductor interconnects 1/101 DAS enthuses over.
Offers lower inductance than shielded cable, yet has excellent RF rejection. bnpressive."

Dimensions: 0.4" x 0.004"

Stereophile, 3/96, p. 114, Interview, Ulrik Poulsen
And His Amazing Flat Cables, Jonathan Scull.
Scull: "Okay. let me carry out ins earlier threat and come
back to dreaded RI"!. Obviously your cable isn't atwisted
pair of atype that fights RR. so...?"
Paulsen: "Because they have alow inductance, which pulls
both ways, the radiated fields of the cable itself are virtually zero. By the same token, it also makes the cables insensitive to outside fields. You can easily test this by bundling the
cables with power cords-you don't get any line-frequency
hum. And you can bundle them with other signal-caming
cables, and you get no cmsstalk whatsoever. You can also
easily check that they're impervious to broadcast frequencies, because you can hear that there's no dirt getting into
your feedback loop at all.
'MERTZ Press and fflefeabont %O., to clump.

AGI "Tiffany"
12 AWG High Purity Solid Fine Silver

Priced Per Pair

...$41 /ft

Spades/Banana/Pin 8'
$705 10'
$889 12'
Bi-Wire-Banana/Spade/Pin8'...$138710'...$171512'

$1033 Silver Spades 8'...$729 10'...$893 12'...$1057
$2043 Bi -Wire-Silver Spades 8'...$1422 10'...$1750 12'...$2078
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of his two successors as well.
Martinon couldn't have found a
more challenging work for himself; his
players, or his listeners than in SunTreader by Carl Ruggles, an iconoclastic
New England recluse. His revival of the
work for this CSO broadcast was acase
of tough love. You gotta be tough to
love it, but as the piece unfolds, we ask
ourselves — isn't this at least more honest, communicative, and memorable
than the impersonal formulations of
Stockhausen and Boulez? Or many of
the minimalist or warurabe romantic
noodlings being offered today?
Arguably, the performance and repertoire highlight of the set is Debussy's
Images, with the familiar Ibéria as the centerpiece, framed by the Gigues and
Rondes de printemps. Deftly idiomatic and
played with the nth degree of polish, the
performance has few riyals in the commercial catalog other than Munch/
BSO on RCA — appropriate enough,
considering Munch's considerable influence on Martinon. The Britten Sea
Interludes from Peter Grimes show another
side of Martinon: his ability to adapt to a
variety of styles and approaches to mood
and color. The Sorrerer's Apprentice is expertly drawn, with respect for this great
narrative masterwork, yet it's as riotously
funny as Till Eulenspiegel.
Martinon's tenure and VVFMTs early
broadcast series endured Orchestra Hall's
1966 renovation, apoorly conceived affair
that literally put the damper on one of the
world's great recording sites. Producer
Norm Pellegrini and his engineering
team, led by Alfred Andlitz, agreed to
emulate the approach of Mercury Living
Presence by suspending three evenly
spaced Neumann M-49s about 18' above
the stage apron. The mikes fed apreamp
mixer of Andlitz's own design, and from
there into an Ampex 352 running at
15ips. No compression or EQ.
For this Tribute, Mitch Heller ran the
tapes on aStuder A80 through aLexicon
20-20 AD converter. Except for the
Cimarosa, which seems abit congested
and harsh in the tuttis, the sound is of a
uniformly revealing quality that shows
what was lost in the heedless hacking of
1966. The Roussel, Bizet, Cimarosa, and
Bach works are pre-renovation. You can
hear it in the bloom of the orchestra and,
interestingly, in the audience sounds.
(Each work in this set ends with around
of applause.) Orchestra Hall is currently
in the midst of afar more extensive renovation than that of 1966, and this time
the acoustic consultants are making
promises, promises. Come fall '97, we'll
hear the results.
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In the meantime, this set enables us to
sample a neglected period of a great
orchestra's history, along with asampling
of concert recording without the limitations of broadcasting. There's more
where this carne from. Two of Maninon's most spectacular performances,
Sibelius' En Saga and Hindernith's Concert
Music for Strings and Brass, both prerenovation, did not make this issue.
Maybe next time.
-Richard Schneider
RAMEAU
Hippolyte et Aricie
Mark Padmore, Hippolyte; Anna-Maria Panzarella,
Aricic; Lorraine Hunt, Phèdre; Laurent Naouri,
Thésée; Eirian James, Diane; others; Les Arts
Florissants, William Christie
Erato 15517-2 (3 CDs). 1997. Martin Saucr, prod.
DDD. TT: 3:03:48
Performance *** 1/2
Sonics ****

R

ameau wrote Hippolyte dAride at
50; it was his first opera, and it
almost caused arevolution. The
dissonances drove the conservative Parisian audiences wild; compared to the
operas of Lully, who was adored, this was
anarchy. But it was too good to ignore, and
indeed, the composer André Campra,
Rameau's contemporary, thought there
was "enough music in this score to make
ten operas. [Rameau] will eclipse us all."
Well, Rameau hasn't exactly eclipsed
Lully, but Campra was right about H&A
— it's chock-full of great stuff, both dramatic and musical. The libretto is loosely based on Racine's Phèdre Phèdre
secretly loves Hippolyte, her husband
Theseus's son by a previous union;
when she hears that Theseus is dead, she
confesses her love to Hippolyte and says
that she sees his beloved, Aricie (one of
Diana's handmaidens), as arival. Hippolyte is horrified; in the middle of this
confrontation, Theseus arrives. Dreadful
recriminations, self- and otherwise, ensue, but as usual, the fate of the characters is in the hands of the gods. There's a
happy ending — after Phèdre's (offstage) suicide, that is.
In other words, there's plenty of room
for great lyricism, dramatic outbursts, visits to the underworld, storms, marches,
hunts, and inevitable dance movements
—and all of it is gorgeous. The French
Baroque is the height of artifice, but what
exquisite artifice! Christie and Les Arts
Florissants obviously love this score, and,
to our benefit, they do not perform it in a
powdered-wig manner—the characters
exclaim dramatically, and the problems of
Theseus, Phèdre, and Hippolyte are as
moving as Mirni's and Roclolfo's.
As much as Ilove Marc Minkowski's

Conductor William Christie and Les Arts
Florissants revel in the riches of Rameau.

performance of this opera on Archiv, this
present recording must take its place in
my heart. Minkowski% Jean-Paul Fouchécourt is a few points above Christie's
Padmore, and the Arides are about equal
(both delicately excellent), but Christie's
Naouri is far better than Russell Smythe.
Lorraine Hunt, in the pivotal role of
Phèdre, is way above Bernarda Fink for
Minkowski, singing with spite, passion,
dread, and sadness. And in the tiny role
of "a Cupid," the amazing Paul Agnew
(why isn't he singing Hippolyte?) is a
great Christie bonus. Both orchestras and
choruses are fine, but Christie's has an
extra suaveness that puts it in the lead
again. The recording is excellent, with
distant music where it should be, and
Rameau's handsomely colored scoring
— those bassoons!—all audible and naturally placed.
Yes, this is arich little bon-bon, and
all of the French Baroque is an acquired
taste, but if you're interested in getting
your well-heeled feet into this century
and country, here's the place to start. If
you're already won over, Hippolyte et
Aride will delight you.
-Robert ',vine
CLARA SCHUMANN
Lieder Songs
"Am Strandc," "Sic liebten sick beide," Op.13 No2;
"Beim Abschicd," "Er ist gckommen in Sturm und
Regen," Op.12 No2; others.
FANNY MENDELSSOHN-HENSEL:
"Die frtihen Graber," Op.9 No.4; "Die Mainacht,"
Op.9 No.6; others.
ALMA MAFILER:
"Vier Lieder," "Laue Sommemacht," others.
Christina [-Renan, soprano; Roland P6ntinen, piano
BIS CD-738 (CD). 1996. Jens Braun, prod, eng.
DDD. TT: 77:39
Performance ****
Sonics ****
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standing songs such as these remain virtually unknown by singers and their
audiences. The fact that they were composed by women, all of whom were
born in the 19th century and who happened to be related by marriage or birth
to far more famous male composers,
provides ahistorical context for their
relative obscurity. But the quality of the
music makes you wonder why more
singers in the late 20th century haven't
readily adopted these pieces into the
repertoire. If you hear these songs at all,
it will usually be on a program of
"music by women composers." The
irony is that if you played many of them
for listeners familiar with the lieder of
the 19th and early 20th centuries, they
would likely guess that they were listening to Schubert, Schumann (Robert,
that is), or Brahms.
Iwas most attracted to and impressed
by the songs of Clara Schumann, which
seem best to capture the moods of the
texts and most effectively use the
expressive capacity of the voice and
piano. Her melodies are uniformly
well-crafted — elegantly shaped, deceptively simple. At their best, as in the
exquisite "Beim Abschied," "Warum
willst du and're fragen," and "Geheimes
Flüstern hier und dort," they are equal
to the finest in German song literature
— and if you're asinger, you just want
to pick up the music and sing them.
Accompaniments are skillfully written
to support the melodic line; but often
the piano takes asolo role, and, as in
"Lorelei," provides essential context and
commentary on the unfolding drama.
It's obvious that Schumann knew the
piano well (she was known primarily as
an exceptional concert pianist), but she
never lets that dominate in these songs.
Fanny Mendelssohn, Felix's older sister, is no second-rate melodist either.
Just listen to "Die Mainacht" The song
perfectly evokes the mood —"When
the silver moon blinks through the
bushes...," and the gentle, flowing
accompaniment carries us through the
unfolding night, with its "blessed, fluting
nightingale" and cooing "pair of doves"
as the singer turns away, "seeking darker
shadows." While these songs are structurally and harmonically less sophisticated than those of Schumann, their
more innocent character combines perfectly with the beautiful, well-chosen
texts. And how can we help but be
moved by Mendelssohn's last song,
"Bergeslust" (Longing for the Mountains), ahappy, optimistic piece written
the day before she died. The text is eerily appropriate: "0 the longing to gaze
Stereophile, August 1997

from the mountains ... / The clouds
float downward and the bird descends
too. /Thoughts rise, as do songs, right
up to heaven."
The songs of Alma Mahler, written
more than 50 years after the last of
Schumann's and Mendelssohn's, have a
totally different character. Thick of texture, melodically difficult, and harmonically complex, they remind us of
Wagner or early Schoenberg. Of course,
these songs arc not as immediately
ingratiating, but they provide aperfect
context from which to listen to other,
even less accessible early 20th-century
works. What you hear is the effort of an
accomplished composer who unfortunately labored in the shadow of a
domineering husband who, when the
couple were married, demanded that
she give up composition. She resumed
her work later in their marriage.
Swedish soprano Christina Hifegman
is a fine interpreter of these songs,
although she's far more comfortable in
the Schumann and Mendelssohn pieces.
She exhibits superb control of dynamics
and intonation; her phrasing enables us
to easily follow the poetic flow of each
song. Her voice is just the right weight
and strength for these pieces, which
demand alot from the lower and middle
parts of the range. Roland Kintinen is a
seasoned accompanist and concert
soloist whose work here is flawless. The
sound places us acomfortable distance
from the performers, letting the voice
and piano breathe and resonate in a
space that complements rather than
obstructs their color and character.

enough, the Fourth, with its brooding,
mysterious themes and unconventional
structure, is unlike any of Sibelius' other
symphonies. Berglund has gone to
greater lengths than most conductors,
not only in studying the score, but in
correcting numerous misprints in the
manuscript and in making careful
adjustments in the balances among the
orchestral sections. In fact, he is in the
process of making apractical performing
edition of all of the symphonies, which
in current versions are full of notational
errors and problematic orchestration.
To many listeners, this Fourth and
Sixth, performed by the superb Chamber Orchestra of Europe, will seem
smaller-scaled and less weighty than the
renditions we usually hear. Of course,
the notion of what we "usually hear" is
relative: these arc the two least-performed and -recorded of all the Sibelius
symphonies. Regardless of how you feel
about the size of the ensemble and of the
— David Vernier
sound it makes —it's still impressive, just
not overwhelming — what you'll be
aware of immediately is the clarity of the
SIBELIUS
texture. And that's the point. With fewer
instruments in the strings, for instance,
Symphonies 4 & 6
and with reasoned adjustments in
Pavo Berglund, Chamber Orchestra of Europe
dynamic balances among the orchestral
Finlandia 14951-2 (CD). 1996. Pekka Savijoki, prod.;
Tony Faulkner, mg. D1)D. TT: 61:26
sections, we can actually hear things —
Performance ****
thematic passages, textural colors, harSonics ****
monies — that larger orchestras and less
hen asked to offer his des- meticulous, less knowledgeable concription of the "character" of ductors obscure or overlook. And, at the
the Fourth Symphony, a end of the Fourth, we discover that Berquestion interviewers love to ask glund's remark about never achieving
Sibelius conductors, Paavo Berglund, the called-for "chaos" is pure modesty.
who has been conducting Sibelius since
The Chamber Orchestra of Europe is
1952, responds simply: "I cannot say one of the most intelligent ensembles
anything to that. Sibelius has said that among the world's top orchestras. Agile,
this is just music." Well, so much for responsive, enthusiastic, uncommonly
death, anxiety, forbidding landscapes, knowledgeable about the repertoire, and
and darkness. Berglund does say that he second to none in technique, these playfinds the end of the finale "tragic," but ers know how to play Sibelius as they
only because he "will never learn how know how to play Beethoven (the COE
to [achieve] the chaos before the ending set of Beethoven symphonies is the best
that Sibelius has described." Sure modern recording), Schubert, or Mo-
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zart. The ensemble's lean yet vibrant
sound is well-served by the production
team, including one of the industry's top
engineers, Tony Faulkner. While you
may want to hang on to your prvil
Gothenburg Symphony or Blomstedt/
San Francisco Sibelius recordings, this
one—and the complete cycle to follow
—just might become your favorite.

I

es tough to think of Danny Gatton
in the same guitar-hero terms as
Eric Johnson or Steve Vai, but when
you listen to adisc like this — strippeddown trio, no vocals, Gatton's guitar
front and center at all times — it's clear
that the late, great Mr. Gatton was, as
offensive as the slang sounds, aguitar
wanker. Doubt it? One tune on this
posthumous disc clocks in at 16:41. The
—David Vernier
prosecution rests.
Before you start scribbling outraged
letters to the editor, hear me out. Unlike
JOHN WILLIAMS!
4
most guitar godz, Gatton preferred actuTIMOTHY KAIN
al songs by actual songwriters to the
exhibitionistic, self-absorbed, bloodless
the Mantis & the Moon
I'll hazard aguess that Williams is on the
meariderings (ie, crap) that most guitar
Jolut
Fintothy ICam, acoustic guitars
heroes dote on. You know the old joke:
left, Kain on the right). Their telepathic
Sony Classical SK 62007 (Cl)). 1997. Dr. Steven E.
Paul, prod.; Mike Ross-Trevor, mg. 1)01).
interplay and bold repertoire make the What's the difference between watching
TT: 67:06
Mantis & the Moon the most satisfying paint peel and listening to a guitar
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****
modern guitar recital since Bream's wanker album? Eventually, even peeling
paint stops. Despite the timing listed
20th-Century Guitar.
Nigel Westlake's Songs from the Forest above, Gatton did know when to stop.
hroughout his distinguished cabegins with a mutely theme and proAlthough I'm not privy to the emoreer, John Williams has helped
gresses through achallenging series of tional cocktail that pushed him over the
alter the public's perception of the
edge, Gatton's tragic suicide, like Roy
so-called classical guitar, even as he
harmonic and rhythmic variations. Phillip
Buchanan's before him, surely had
Houghton's prismatic title theme exploits
worked to expand its repertoire. Some
something to do with dashed expec20 years ago, Williams' glassy tone, awide palette of tonal colors in amanner
that often suggests traditional koto music,
tations and laboring in obscurity —
steely attack, and rhythmic dynamism,
while his concluding Alchemy is avirtuoso
mostly at his home base (and site of this
coupled with Julian Bream's lush
recording), The Birchmere in Alexanstudy in spiraling melodic lines and crashromantic gestures and broad vibrato,
dria, Virginia. Taken from a1994 gig, In
ing chordal contrasts. Turlough O'Caroproduced what seemed an ideal conIan's sprightly Planxty Madam Maxwell (as
Concert shows the range of Gatton's
fluence of contrasting visions. Now, in
arranged by Gerald Garcia) celebrates a musical interests, not to mention his
fellow Australian Timothy Kain, Willblinding chops. Normally, guitarists who
variety of Irish folk sources, from pranciams has found the other half of his own
play double-necked guitars (in this case,
ing jigs to seafaring tunes.
heartbeat.
aTelecaster on top and asix-string bass
Recorded digitally, with a warm,
Most intriguing to these ears are those
reverberant sense of space and aslightly compositions by North and South on the bottom) can be tagged as looksover-substance Jimmy Page wannabes.
distant audience perspective, the Mantis & American composers. Peter Madlem's
Monte Carlo and Paulo Bellinati's _Ringo But here, on Vince Guaraldi's oftenthe Moon begins in Spain, with composiabused "Linus and Lucy," Garton jumps
suggest jazzy counterpoint and polytions by De Falla and Granados. The
rhythms.
back and forth between guitars, creating
two guitarists then undertake aworld
On Frederic Hand's poignant Prayer rich, diverse layers peppered with acid
tour through the modern repertoire, as
the two guitarists sound like two sets of Hendrix solos, quotes from The Simpsons
represented by composers from Austheme, and bits where he actually reverts
hands on asingle harp, while Leo Broutralia, Ireland, the Americas, Japan, and
wees Micropiezas allows them to function
to the original melody. That leads
Russia. (A charming miniature from
into the improvised "Orange Blossom
Shostakovich's music for the film The as amini percussion ensemble, the comSpecial" stringstorm that closes this disc.
Gadfly suggests the balalaika in its sup- position's crashing dissonances animated
by an unmistakable Afro-Cuban dance
One song, "88 Elmira," an original tune
ple weaving of lines)
Fans of John &Julian (Williams' first
feel. But then, in the hands of these two
from Gatton's first, unjustly ignored
set of duets with Bream on RCA) will
masters, even the most astringent har- Elektra record, 88 Elmira St. (1991), is a
find more physical immediacy to the old
monic skirmishes seem to blossom with
roots rock/heartland rock guitar showanalog depiction of two guitars — like a mystery and beauty.
—Chip Stern
case that represents Gatton at his most
lush, alluvial red wine compared to the
commercial.
But as In Concert confirms, Gatton
rarefied white of the Mantis & the Moon.
had wide-ranging interests; he was as
Still, since upgrading my digital frontROCK
comfortable with surf guitarisms like
end to a California Audio Labs Icon
"Apache/Surf Medley" as he was with
Mid! HDCD, the deck's enhanced
slow blues ("Blue Newburg"), or his
focus, resolution, and detailing have serDANNY GATTON
special favorite, jazz, represented heir
ved to mollify some of my misgivings
In Concert 9/9/94
by an inventive if long (10:)3) run
about digital sound; all things being
through of the Pizol/Ellington number,
equal, this is an excellent recording of 13ig Mo 2028 (Cl)). 1997. Ed Lomdgc, exec. prod.;
Billy Wolf, Justin Galcnski, ens.; Timm Bicry, mix.
"Caravan." The breadth of Gatton's jazz
two musicians so tightly attuned to each
AA!)? TT: 68:34
other's muse that it's pointless to try to
playing — from early, self-produced
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***1/2
discs to Blue Note's New York Stories to
distinguish who's playing what (though
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Relentless, his Big Mo pairing with
organist Joey DeFrancesco — makes it
clear that he had the feel and the talent
to have made it as ajazz player. But
that's what made Gatton one of the few
worthy wankers: the man put his emotions out there, and ultimately had
something genuine to say.
More informative than essential, this
disc does manage to capture some of
Gatton's flash in sound, which, while not
in the league of the best live recordings, is
not one of the worst either. -Robert Baird
OLD 97's
Too Far to Care
Elektra 62050-2 (Cl)). 1997. Wally Gagel, prod, cog.
AAD? IT: 4633
Performance ****
Sonics ***1/2

I

fthe new hybrid of country and
alternative music known as No
Depression is to survive and prosper
further, it needs hits. Not AM radio hits,
exactly, but hits in the alternative or
Triple A radio format, hits that will catch
people's ears and compel them to buy
albums and concert tickets. So far, Wilco
and Son Volt have been the biggest
hopes in terms of breaking out. But
now, to quote Yods, there is another.
Nothing, including Old 97's first
album, Wreck Your Life, prepared the
world for the impact this gem of adisc
will have. A wild, slightly hardcorc live
act, this Dallas-based quartet (whose
name comes from Johnny Cash's '50s hit
"Wreck of the Old 97") have obviously
decided to sweeten and broaden their
appeal. Bristling with hooks and harmonies, this disc has all the makings of
No Depression's first genuine hit.
The songwriting here comes in two
distinct varieties: galloping, ride-themwild-guitar country honks like "Time
Bomb" and "Melt Show" (perfect for
on-stage excess), and full-on, plaintive
vocal pop tunes like "Salome" and
"Streets of Where I'm From," which are
the band's future. In "Streets...," frontman Rhett Hall, aTexan, sounds unmistakably like Scotland's pop savant Roddy
Frame. In fact, in an odd way, this entire
disc has the attitude and the song structures of a mid-career Aztec Camera
record like Knifi: Hall, like Frame before
him, has adopted aworld-weary pose
that straddles the line between hardened
nihilist and broken-hearted romantic.
He's also grown attached to the idea of
being asinger rather than ashouter. It's
amazing what rehearsals will do.
'While there's still enough twang here
Stereophile, August 1997

Red Red Meat's There's oStar Above the Manger Tonight is not quite the second coming.

for those who've grown bored with
alternative music's ever-present jangle,
this is amuch bigge4 more appealing
record than this band's debut, or most of
the other No Depression discs out there.
Along with hits, the No Depression
alternative country scene needs astar. Is
Rhett Hall that man?
-Robert Baird
RED RED MEAT
There's aStar Above
the Manger Tonight

like the gently propulsive "Airstream
Driver," the foreboding and bluesy "All
Tied," or the moody "Quarter Horses,"
Red Red Meat sounds like aband that's
found its voice.
This collection would have been 20
minutes shorter and considerably more
listenable had they abandoned those
extended sonic explorations. But perhaps they had to venture into uncharted territory to arrive where they have.
Hey, indulge them. Ultimately, There's a
Star rewards alittle patience.
—Steven Stolder

Sub Pop SPCI) 387 (CD). 1997. Red Red Meat, prods.;
Brian Deck, eng. MD? TT: 5533
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***1/2

R

ed Red Meat has alot of nerve.
Unlike so many of its too-timid
indic-rock peers, the Chicago
quartet dares to tamper with what
brung 'em. Yes, remnants remain of the
Stones-inspired chunky chords and
driving beats that marked the early
work of frontman Tun Rutili and company. With There's aStar, however, the
Meat men dig deeper into that Main
Street morass than ever before, emerging
on turf they can call their own.
Not that they don't get lost occasionally along the way. Mixing everything from dissonant guitar slu-onk to
backwoods banjo music, they frequently
find themselves clinging to the unsteady
frame of these songs by the tips of their
red, red fingers. One can't help but wonder why "Paul Pachal," the sevenminute-long art-damage jam that splits
the album in two, wasn't sequenced at
the end of the album — or better yet, as
one of those hidden tracks that begin five
minutes after you thought the album
was over. The trouble is, those slots are
taken by similar exercises in abrasiveness.
Still, when the pieces fall into place on
somewhat more conventional numbers

Developer
Matador Ole 220-2 (CD). 1997 No prod. or eng.
listed. AAD? TT: 36:51
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****

L

aboring first in the wilds of
Missoula, Montana, and then in
Seattle, Silkworm —guitarist Andy
Cohen, bassist Tim Midgett, and drummer Michael Dahlquist — has been
pounding recording-industry pavement
for almost 10 years, peddling its distinctive and hip indic rock to adventurous
souls everywhere. Developer, the trio's
fourth official album after releasing afew
DIY tapes, brings the band closer to the
mainstream with friendlier, more accessible songs and terrific production.
Over the course of their recording
career, including 1994's fine In the West
and last year's Firewater, Silkworm has
excelled at enlarging and stretching their
songs to accommodate space between
the notes, enough space to exploit with
darkness and deep quiet. Occasionally,
Dahlquises inexact but resonant spurts
of percussion on songs like "Waiting on
aTrain" and "'The City Glows" punctuate
those spaces beautifully, as does Cohen's
167

Alan's Song
SOUTHERN JOUFtNEY: Various Artists
V01.1: Voices from the American South
Rounder CD 1701 (CD). 1997. AAD? T1': 65:46
Voll: Ballads & Breakdowns
Rounder CD 1702 (CD). 1997. AAD? Ti': 58:12
Vo1.3: 61 Highway Mississippi
Rounder Cl) 1703 (CD). 1997 AA»? Ti': 60:18
Vo1.4: Brethren, We Meet Again
Rounder Cl) 1704 (Cl)). 1997 AAD? TI': 5906
Vol.5: Bad Man Ballads
Rounder CD 1705 (CD). 1997 AAD? TT: 55:08
Vol.6: Don't Cha Know the Road
Rounder Cl) 1706 (Cl)). 1997. AAD? TI': 62:18
An of the Above:
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***
All if the Above: Alan Lomax., Shirley Collins, orig
prods.; Anna Lomaic Chairetakis, Jeffrey
Greenberg, prods.; Matthew Barton. Andrew L.
Kaye, asst. prods.; Steve Rosenthal, eng.

M

any years ago, John Lomax
and his son Alan, two of the
most famous folklorists in
human history, wondered aloud to
each other if the mass of oral tradition
they had collected might not be fertile
material for an American opera. While
that opera has yet to be written, the
Lornaxes' justly famous field recordings —cut mostly on Edison cylinders
and aluminum masters — contain
much of what is America's musical
Holy Grail. Under the auspices of the
Library of Congress, Jelly Roll Morton, Leadbelly, and Woody Guthrie all
recorded for the Lornaxes. In the late
'40s, when funding for the Library's
now priceless Archive for American
Folk Music was cut by conservatives
who wanted to stop "long-haired
radicals" from the subversive and
wasteful practice of collecting "itinerant songs" (think Gingrich, Helms,
and the NEA), Alan Lomax left the
Library and, after afew years of learning the eccentricities of tape recording,
went to Europe. There, under the auspices of Columbia Records, the Musée
de l'Homme, and the BBC, he sought
to create what he called an international "Vox Humana" that, upon its
release, bore the more modest title of
The Columbia World Library of Folk and
Primitive Music.
Lomax and his far-reaching, 18-volume project were nothing short of
visionary, anticipating by nearly 50
years the current boom in what ego/ethnocentric Americans now fashionably refer to as "world music."
Lomax himself did the field recordings
for the volumes covering Spain, Italy,
Ireland, England, and Scotland. On the
other 13 volumes he served as general
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editor, depending on local musicologist for material. While some of these
albums remained in print until the
1980s, most have never been reissued
until now.
When he returned from Europe,
the folk boom in the US was in full
swing, and so in 1959 Lomax again
headed south, with what was then the
latest in portable tape recorders.
Backed by Atlantic Records (who in
1993 released afour-disc boxed set of
Lomax-derived material called Sounds
of the South), he revisited many of the
instrumentalists and singers he had
recorded in the '40s. These recordings
eventually became a19-volume collection called SouthernJourney, which is
also the title of the initial group of six

America's foremost musical hunter and
gatherer, Alan Lomax

releases in Rounder's hugely ambitious Alan Lomax Collection. Stricken
by astroke just prior to the launching
of this project, Lomax has given it his
official blessing.
When you look at the projected
arms of this many-tentacled beast,
you have to wonder whether anyone
now reading this will be alive when
Rounder's Vox Humana is completed. Following the model of the justissued Southern Journeys, the grand
plan is to issue anumber of similarly
subtitled series, all under the umbrella title of The Alan Lomax Collection. Future series include Prison
Songs, The Caribbean Collection, The
English, Scottish, and Irish Recordings, The
Spanish Collection, The Italian Collection,
The Columbia World Library, Del:,River
ofSong, Portraits, and The Ballad Operas.

Eventually, the entire series will number over 100 discs
As the most accessible of Alan
Lomax's field recordings, the Southern
Journey series is an excellent place
for Rounder to begin its long odyssey
into Lomaxiana. The first volume,
Voices from the American South (subtitled "Blues, Ballads, Hymns, Reels,
Shouts, Chanteys, and Work Songs")
is asurvey of what's on the other five.
From the bizarre between-verse exhortations of the four fisherman in
the Bright Light Quartet in "Po'
Lazarus" to the primitive but breathtaking ululations of Ike Caudill and
the congregation of the Mt. Olivet
Old Regular Baptist Church singing
lining hymns, what's here is enormously charming.
Many performers appear on more
than one volume. Because recording
in southern prisons was so central to
the Lornaxes' work, the fifth volume,
Bad Man Ballads: Songs of Outlaws and
Desperados is especially powerful. 61
Highway Mississippi (Vol3) is enlivened
by the work of Fred McDowell. The
two discs of religious music, Brethren,
We Meet Again (Vol.4) and Don't Cha
Know The Road (Vol.6) are the biggest
surprises among the initial batch of
releases, both being filled with memorable music and inimitable performers. While they don't always sing in
tune or play at the right tempos, the
spirit here is unmistakable.
Second only in terms of sweat and
blood to sorting and labeling miles
of tape was the sonic restoration job
performed on this mass of material.
Fortunately, Lomax remained interested in new recording technology
throughout his career; much of what
he recorded from the mid-'50s on
comes from decent source material.
Most of Southern Journey, for example, was recorded in stereo on a
portable tape recorder, which made
it relatively easy to restore. That will
not be true of some of the other volumes to come.
As wonderful as this material is,
one question looms: Is there amarket
for all this? Kudos to Rounder and
the Lomax Archives for taking the
gamble and resurrecting one of the
most valuable legacies in the history
of sound recording.
-Robert Baird
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—Dominic Baker, Hi -Fi World, April 1996
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At Music Direct
We're asking the questionWHAT'S IN THE BOX!?!
At Music Direct we understand that network cables have awell deserved reputation for holographic soundstaging
while geometry cables are known for detail. So we did alittle experiment. The result? Not only did Synergistic Research
cables allow us to hear more of what was there, but when it came to soundstaging, the difference
between Synergistic Research and the box guys (and gals) was like the difference
between our childhood View Master Viewers and the "hologram
deck of the Enterprize"- we were totally
don't take our

blown away!
f
ighttr

rit, call us now and we'll arrange for

geseare

" 'p•nce

you to audition Synergistic Research's latest cables in your system for comparison to your old cables from MIT and Transparent Audio. If you agree

that Synergistic Research cables "beam you" to the live event, we'll give you up to an 80% trade in allowance
when you upgrade to Synergistic Research. *Restrictions apply, call for details.
1327 W. Washington Suite 102 Chicago IL 60607 ae,phone 312-433-0200
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erratic but articulate guitar (think Neil
Young fronting Pavement) and Tim
Midgett's baleful, peculiarly perceptive
vocals. Well past the "developmental"
stage and inching toward an exquisite style
of its own, Silkworm's musical instincts on
"Developer" are excellent. Colored by an
equally impressive sonic production, these
instincts should result in a promising
future. An unlikely prospect, yes, but a
possibility nonetheless.
-Bob Guile

JAZZ
HERBIE NICHOLS PROJECT
Love is Proximity
r.o ik Kunbrough, piano; Ted Nash, tenor sax, clariner,
Ron Horton. trumpet; lien Allison, ba.ss; Jeff Ballard,
drums
Soul Note 121313-2 (Cl)). 1996. Jazz Composer's
Collective, prods.; Michael Brorby, cng. AA1)? TT:
63:46
Performance ****
Sonics ****

p

ianist Herbie Nichols is one of
the great unsung figures in the
history of jazz —a singular
composer and improviser who, to these
ears, is the equal of Monk, and was
most certainly aprofound influence on
the young Cecil Taylor. Together with
Andrew Hill, the legendary Philly icon
Hassan Ibn Ali, and such distinctive
stylists as Ran Blake and Gem Allen,
these innovators represent something of
athird stream in jazz piano, mixing as
they do elements of classical music, traditional jazz, and the global village into
their post-modernist stew.
Nichols labored most of his life on dixieland gigs, and always wanted to expand
upon his basic trio format with horns,
which is what the Jazz Composer's
Collective has done here on Love is
Proximity, afine and very personal set of
10 arrangements based on their interpretations of Nichols' music. Isay "interpretations," because they manage to shine a
fresh light on Nichols' recorded and
unrecorded legacy without feeling overly
beholden to the master's own approach.
Drummer Jeff Ballard and bassist
Ben Allison draw upon 40 years of
hindsight in their rhythmic interpretations of Nichols' work, leaning more
toward the impressionism of the later
Bill Evans trios than the steely call-andresponse Nichols engaged in with Art
Blakey, Max Roach, and Al McKibbon.
(Ballard has acertain sprawling aspect
to his colorations that doesn't fit with
my preconceived notions of what this
music requires.) But then, in approachStereophile, August 1997

ing apair of Nichols' waltzes ("Love,
Gloom, Cash, Love" and the title tune)
and the tender "Infatuation Eyes," the
collective emphasis is on the lyric/harmonic aspects of Nichols' work rather
than the compulsive rhythmic dialogs
of his Blue Note trios. (Dig the lovely
clarinet and trumpet work by Ted Nash
and Ron Horton on the latter.)
Frank ICimbrough, athoroughly gifted and original pianist, is the key player
in this collective, bringing his own
expansive talents to bear on Nichols'
music, from the acerbic polytonal musings of "Crisp Day/Blue Chopsticks" to
the glacial overtones and ambiguous
voicings that herald "Amoeba's Dance"
and "Wildflower 2" (with its gentle intimations of Teddy Wilson-like stride,
and chimelike two-handed exchanges).
The evocative blue musings of "Spinning Song" and the driving changes of
"Dance Line" close out this set, as
Nichols' changes suggest the linear
grace of bebop, but with some very offthe-beaten-track melodic contours —
just one aspect of his living legacy.
—Chip Stern

1

FRANK SINATRA

WITH THE RED NORVO QUINTET

Live in Australia, 1959

Blue Note CI)P 837513 2(CD). 1997. Will Friedwald,
reissue prod.; Mark Levinson, remastering eng.
AAD? TT: 6103
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***

I

n the past few years — I'm perversely tempted to add "as the
Chairman of the Board slowly
enters nirvana" — several well-known
Sinatra bootlegs have crossed over to
become "legitimate" discs. In 1994,
Reprise released Sinatra and Sextet: Live
in Paris, an important live document
from 1962. Now Blue Note has reached
back even further to come up with this
single disc drawn from a previously
bootlegged pair of shows Sinatra played
with vibes player Red Norvo and his
band in the West Melbourne Stadium
in 1959. Sinatra's longtime piano accompanist Bill Miller also is on hand.
Introduced as the sextet's "boy singer"
(an old joke even then), Sinatra leads this
nimble outfit through aset dominated by
memorable (even for the masterful
Sinatra) renditions of such Cole Porter
tunes as "Night and Day," "At Long Last
Love," and "I've Got You Under My
Skin." During the opening bars of the last
tune on the aforementioned list, a
woman screams, to which Frank good-

Sinatra in his prime: The Gentleman
definitely was atramp, er champ.

naturedly shoots back, "Take your hand
off that broadr In the first chorus of "All
the Way" he veers into ashrill off-tune
screech, then intones, "Nobody sleeps in
this act, Freddyr This kind of good-time
spirit informs many of the uptempo
numbers here.
One of the great pleasures of listening
to Sinatra live shows is hearing how he
varies the phrasing, emphasis, and at
times the lyrics of his signature tunes.
Here, on "The Lady is aTramp," he
laughs to complete the famous couplet,
"She's broke — but it's oke." Though he's
in fine voice throughout, in the end this
is good, not great, concert Sinatra.
Remastered by Mark Levinson using
his Cello gear, the sound varies from a
nearly underwater lack of tone in the
opening instrumentals to one that's
transparent and slightly spacious in middle tracks like "Moonlight in Vermont."
Along the way are spikes of tape hiss,
and at least one very audible bit of tape
wobble. Levinson has obviously worked small wonders here, but in the end
this definitely is adisc worth having for
historical rather than sonic interest.
—Robert Baird

HENRY THREADGILLi al
AND MAKE A MOVE
Where's Your Cup?
Henry Threadgill, alto sax, flute; Brandon Ross, electric
and classical guitars; Tony Cedras, accordion, harmonium; Stomu Takeishi, 5-string fretless bass; J.T.
Lewis, drums
Columbia CK 67617 (C1)). 1997. Bill Laswell, Henry
Threadgill, prods.; Bob Musso, Tom Ruff, engs.
AAD? TT: 6620
Performance ****
Sonics ****

D

on't count on selections from
Henry Threadgill's latest CD
popping up on the playlists of
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Criss Cross and Double-Time Jazz
BILLY DRUMMOND: Dubai
Billy Drummond, drums; Chris Potter, Walt
Weiskop£ saxes; Peter Washington, bass
Criss Cross Jazz 1120 (CD). 1997. Gerry Teekens,
prod.; Max Bolleman, ene DDD. TT: 51:12
Performance ****1/2
Sonics *****
JOHN SWANA: In the Moment
John Swana, trumpet Eric Alexander, tenor sax;
Steve Davis, trombone; Kenny Barron, piano;
Peter Washington, bass; Kenny Washington,
drums
Criss Cross Jazz 1119 (CD). 1997. Gerry Teekens,
prod.; Max Bolleman, eng. DDD. TT: 75:55
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****l/2
ERIC ALEXANDER: In Europe
Eric Alexanden tenor sae Melvin Rhyne, organ;
Bobby Broom, guitar; Joe Farnsworth, drums
Criss Cross Jazz 1114 (CD). 1997. Gerry Teekens,
prod.; Max Bolleman, eng. DDD. TT: 63:15
Performance ****
Sonics *****
JOSHUA BREAKSTONE: Let's Call This
Monk!
Joshua Breakstone, guitar; Dennis Irwin, bass;
Mickey Roker, drums
Double-Time Jazz ITIRCD-121 (CD). 1997. Jcahua
Brealcstone, prod.; Jamey D. Aebersold, exec.
prod.; Rudy Van Gef&r, eng. DDD. TT: 63:15
Performance ****
Sonics ****1/2
VIC JURIS: The Musk of Alec Wilder
Vic Juris, guitar; Tim Hagans, trumpet; Dave
Liebman, saxes; Steve Laspina, bass; Jeff
Hirshfield, drums
Double-Time Jazz DTRCD-118 (CD). 1997. Jamey
D. Aebersold, prod.; Steve Davis, eng. DDD. TT:
68:22
Performance ****
Sonics ****1/2
ANDY FUSCO: Big Man's Blues
Andy Fusco, alto sax; Walt Weiskopf, tenor sax;
Renee Rosnes, piano; John Goldsby, bass; Billy
Drummond, drums
Double-Time Jazz DTRCD-116 (CD). 1997.
Jamey D. Aebersold, prod.: Steve Davis, mg.
DDD. 64:54
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

T

here's nothing like aBlue Note
record. Well, almost In the '50s
and '60s, though there were
independent labels such as Prestige,
Riverside, Candid, and others that did
awonderful job of documenting the
then-burgeoning modem jazz scene
(primarily in New York City, but
other places as well), the label from
that time that is most revered is Blue
Note. A classic Blue Note record—
from amadcap organist like Jimmy
Smith and adedicated avant-gardist
such as Cecil Taylor to then-newcomers Freddie Hubbard and Herbie
Hancock —meant honest, direct playing, the type that truly represented the
artist, the kind the musician engaged
in on his or her own.
Today there are many small, individually run labels that do what Blue
Note and the others did three and
four decades ago: document with
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and Jerry Bergonzi, trombonist
Conrad Herwig, and guitarist John
Abercrombie —journeymen
who
Let's Call This Monk!
deserve to be heard. So fiir, Aebersold's
ill, •
released about 30 albums.
II'
Both owners stress aclean, natural
sound. "I start adate with the drum
sound, then the bass," says Teekens,
who, no matter where he records,
always uses Dutch engineer Max
Bolleman. "That's the heart of the
band. If you don't hear that well
enough, then forget it. I'm basically
Den ne, Irwin
Mickey 'biker
looking for agreat natural sound."
Aebersold: "The date has to have
anice sound: not too upfront, not
authenticity the nonstar artists, from too distant. Iwant it like you were
up-and-comers on the edge of break- there. That's the ultimate goal of proing through to notoriety to those ducing."
who've been around a while but
Here are afew highly recommendwhose records don't sell that well: ed recent releases from the two labels;
all told, players who need and deserve each one has aclean, direct sound:
exposure. As one owner says, "SomeBilly Drummond is one of the
body has to record these guys." Two crispest of the in-their-30s, beenof the best of these labels are a around, NYC-based drummers. He's
veteran one, the Danish import Criss been heard with Sonny Rollins, James
Cross, and a fairly new arrival, Moody, with his wife, pianist Renee
Double-Time Jazz, based in New Rosnes, and as aleader. On Dubai,
Albany, Indiana.
Drummond encourages alot of free
Both labels are run by jazz devo- play, and he gets it. This doesn't mean
tees. Criss Cross chief Gerry Teekens the music is always angular and hard
is an ex-drummer who started his line to fathom; it's also gorgeously melodin the early '80s with recordings by ic and draws you in. Saxman Chris
saxophonist Warne Marsh and gui- Potter, who is developing so fast it's
tarist Jimmy Raney. He has by now scary, employs his rounded-angled
recorded such notables as pianist
Benny Green, trumpeter Tom Harrell, and saxophonists Kenny Garrett
and Ralph Moore. But perhaps more
importantly, Teekens has documented
the players we either have just heard
about, or haven't but should. These
include saxophonists Eric Alexander
and Jon Gordon, trumpeters John
Swana and Joe Magnarelli, and organist Melvin Rhyne. In all, there are
over 130 albums in the Criss Cross
catalog.
Double-Time's owner is Jamey D.
Aebersold, son of saxophonist-educator Jamey Aebersold, famed with
musicians for his Play-a-long recordings, which are still in wide use. Jamey Rollins-Ornette approach on the
D., as his artists call him, has similar pretty Pat Metheny line, "The Bat"
ideals as Teekens, looking to make and on the chantlike title track. Walt
albums that will stand the test of time, Weiskopf's personal and quite lyrical
and that musicians will like. His artists take on the Coltrane tradition shines
are mainly middle-level established on Straylaorn's "Daydream" and his
pros, like saxophonists Dave Liebman own crackling, edgy "Drumhead."

Joshua Breakstone
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the Grant Green of the current jazz
scene: asolid guitarist who plays with
creativity and personality, whose records are always good, but who remains alesser name. Not fair, but true.
His Let's Call This Monk! is obviously a
tribute to Thelonious. He picks many
rarely played numbers, from the complex "Work" and the sweet "We See"
to the rambunctious "Brilliant Corners," a meaty song played at two
different tempos. Favorites include
"I Mean You" and "Reflections."
Though Monk doesn't readily translate to guitar, Breakstone offers some
neat Monk-ish chords, and the
employment of bassist Dennis Irwin
and drum maestro Mickey Roker to
back him gives the set aspareness that
happily recalls Thelonious.
The Music ofAlec Wilder is delightful,
collecting 12 compositions by aremarkable songwriter known for his
book, American Popular Song. There are
so many gems here, from the undulating "Moon and Sand" (remember Gil
Evans' version with Kenny Burrell?)
The band is superb: Kenny Barron and the bite of "That's My Girl," to
shining as always, trombone dynamo such gorgeous ballads as "Blackberry
Steve Davis, Eric Alexander ("The Winter" and "Winter of My DisconHank Mobley of Criss Cross," as tent." Vic Juris, like John Abercrombie, is aguitarist who enjoys fiddling
Teekens calls him
. ), and the Washington fellows. The tunes range from the with sounds: his tone can ring with
back-beat pump of "The Lonely purity, or it can be deliciously elecOnes" and the sprintlike "Le Barron," tronically distorted to create breadth.
built on the changes of "Sweet Geor- Dave Liebman offers many choice
gia Brown," to the remarkable "Ballad moments on soprano, his sound wispy
of the Sad Young Men," replete with and evocative, while Tim Hagans
is more brazen, direct. Steve Laspina
emotion.
Eric Alexander's In Europe has a and Jeff Hirshfield fill out everything
club-date feel, due in part to the blues- with class.
Mess derived from Melvin Rhyne's
Finally, altoist Andy Fusco is anothorgan. This is good, rich stuff, as er artist with afat sound and fleet finRhyne is one organist for whom the gers who deserves more. Best known
breakthroughs of Larry Young did not for his work with Buddy Rich and
go unnoticed. Alexander, runner-up Walt Weiskop£ he can play sweet in a
to Joshua Redman in the 1991 Monk Bird mode, as on "Embraceable You,"
competition, is underrated: he has a and with consummate fire: check out
bold sound, rhythmic poise, and he the molten "Airegin." Lots of good
concocts long lines that offer consis- stuff here, including "Big Man's
tent interest. "What a Difference a Blues" for a swinger, and "StableDay Makes" is taken atypically uptem- mates" for rigorous intensity. Rosnes,
po; another speeder is "Trippin'." Less Drummond, and Goldsby don't just
boisterous are Bobby Broom's "The support these tunes, they flesh them
Edge," which has that in its compos- out; of course, the pianist is awoner's solo, and Alexander's somber "To drous soloist who gets her share
Be With You," which he delivers with of space.
maturity and grace.
—Zan Stewart
Joshua Brealcstone could be called

The rhythm team creates plenty
of heat.
John Swam has been parking in his
native Philadelphia for many years.
Chances are if he'd lived in New York,
he'd be amuch
name. On In the
Moment, the trumpeter reveals how
much he likes Freddie Hubbard: his
playing has the drive, verve, and punch
of Hubcap from his Blue Note days.
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jazz radio stations. It's highly unlikely
any of these seven classical- and folkinfused jazz explorations will be broadcast unless abrave programmer has a
heart for adventure, acommitment to
airing fresh soundscapes, and the courage
to ward off outraged listeners longing for
soothing background dinner music.
Threadgill shatters the calm and jars
the status quo. With this new disc, it's
best to draw the curtains, push the volume, and let Threadgill thrill and move
you with his compositional genius. It
requires attentive listening and awillingness to be shaken.
Like fellow iconoclast Omette Coleman, Threadgill embraces a singular
vision as acomposer and arranger. He
eschews the predictable head-soloshead approach, instead charting musical
journeys that he then extemporaneously
negotiates with his simpatico ensemble.
His newest band, Make aMove, features
a remarkable cast, including guitarist
Brandon Ross, accordion-hannonium
player Tony Cedras, 5-string bassist
Stomu Takeishi, and drummer J.T.
Lewis. They help the alto saxophonistflutist leader weave sonic textures that
are at once brimming with joy and eerily unsettling.
"100-Year-Old Game" opens the CD
with adronelike accordion prelude. It
shifts into alyrical tango-meets-reggae
excursion with pockets of unnerving dissonance before speeding out of control
like a runaway train on a downhill
course. Threadgill makes good use of this
duality of festiveness and urgency
throughout Where's Your Cup? He and his
crew charge into "Laughing Club" with
whimsy (helixing saxophone and guitar
lines) and turmoil (tumultuous drumming and anguished sax screams), and
deliver "Feels Like It" with dreamy grace
(wafting flute flights) and haunting
intrigue (the slow-paced, mysterious bass
undergirding).
The most gripping of the tracks is
"The Flew," where Threadgill leads
his band out onto the serrated edge
with lacerating alto sax exhalations. The
music is frightening yet strangely
breathtaking, unnerving yet boldly
passionate as Make a Move powers
through dark and troubled territory.
The only place where the proceedings
flag momentarily comes when "And
This" opens with the same pensive
mood that sealed the evocative title
track before it.
The superb sound quality affords full
appreciation of Threadgill's genius for
creating unusual and colorful sonic
tapestries.
—Dan Ouellette
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Blue Note otters ten superb reissue titles, remastered by
Michael Cuscune at abargain price of $15.99! John Coltrane
Blue Train

Cannonball Adderley Somethin Else

Dexter Gor

don Gol Lee Morgan the Sidewinder Wayne Shorter Speak
No Evil Herbie Hancock -Maiden Voyage Art Blakey Moanin'
Hank Mobley Soul Station Horace Silver Song For My Father
Sonny Rollins Volume 2DCC continues with LP end gold CD
roi

.
$21,99 each. Nat King Cole Love Is the Thing Miles

Davis The Musings of Miles John Coltrane Lush Life Bonnie
Rant Luck of the Draw Jethro Tull Aqualung $24 991 Badfinger No Dice

Wes Montgomery ruii

Swingin' the 20s Warner Bros joins the fray with import. 189g
vinyl pop and jam titles -all analog and remestered from
the original tapes! Miles Davis Tutu

Dona kl Fagen

he

Nightliy Fleetwood Mac Rumours Riche lee Jones Rickie Lee
Jones Van Morrison Moondance Randy Newman Little Cornmats

fly Cooder Pans. Texas

Simon Graceland
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Paul

Talking Heads Remain al Light Other 110g
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Spain Reim Lee Jones Pop Pop °sag Peterson We Take Requests
Sergio Mender Brazil 66 Black Sabbath Black Sabbath Chuck
Mangione Children Just when we thought they were
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through. GRP/Impulse continues its winning super-heavyweight vinyl reissues. LPs, $1499 CDs. 913 99 ' • lui',Undue

mfrom another? Musie Direct goce beyond

tive at the Village Vanguard Agan

the usual audiophile recordings with ahuge

.•John Coltrane

Oliver Nelson More Blues and the Ahstro timams McCoy Tyner
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Plays Duke Ellington

vin.vl selection in the audiophile business. Pie

Rollins Allie

also got agreat selection ofaudio accessories,

and Gonsalves Salt and Pepper Archie Shepp F
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you're ohm's getting the bastfrom us.

terey Jazz Festival 63. Vol 1 Theloniuus Monk Monterey Jazz

See why thousands of satiOed customers

the Kenny Drew Trio Steve Winwood Steve Winwood Nirvana

still alittle vinyl left. Act quickly! Thelonious Monk MonFestival 61 Vol 2 TIC Oranges and Lemons Zorn Sims and
in Utero the Velvet Underground The Velvet Underground and

already think arre the best. Call toll-freefor

Nico The Mysterious Film World of Bernard Herrmann

our latest catalog.

Dinah

Washington What aDill'rence aDay Make, JVC ARCDs -the
best-sounding CDs on the market! $2599 each Terry Evans
Puffin' It Down' IStereophtle Recording of the Month) Mighty
Sam McClain GWO ti up to Love Bennie Wallace the Old Songs'
Jimmy Rodgers Bluebird l'ongmally on Audequestt Bill Evans
Everybody Digs Bill Evans The Montgomery Brothers The Poll
Winners and much more
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Alto Edition
Audioquest
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and
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llets lust say that we've seen most used pieces selling for
more I
the Pro-32 is only one ot many specials were running right
now -we've also got the AD 12upgrade chip for Si99 99 $7499
with Prov31 purchase), plus the new Monolithic Sound power

musicdirect

supply upgrades for many Audio Alchemy products

Apature
Arcici
ASM Labs
Audient Technology
API
Audio Prism
Audioquest
Bedini

Benz Micro

Black Diamond Racing
Bright Star Audio
Creek
Elac
Ensemble
German Acoustics
Gold Aero

Grado
Harmonix(Combak)
Highwire Audio
Lightspeed
Man goAudio Labs
McCormack
The Mod Squad
Monster Cable

Nutty Gritty
Perfectionist Audio
Rega
Rin gMat Developments
Roomtune/Michael Green
Sennheiser
Solidsteel
Sound Anchor

Music Direct •800 449-8333
In Illinois 312 433-0200
fax 800 411-1280 .
312 433-0011
http://www.amusicdirect.com
e-mail md@amusicdirect.com

Sumiko
Synergistic Research
Tar get
Tekna-Sonic
Townshend Audio
Vans Evers
Versalab
VP)

Our Family Portrait
Standing Back Row: Audio Research, Jim Rhye, Classé, Joe Fisher, Pass Labs, Acurus 8t Aragon, Energy, Aerial,
Jim Golden, PSB, Martin Logan, Dunlavy. Seated Pima Row: Fanfare, California Audio Labs, Enlightened Audio Design.
Not Pictured: Wire World, XLO, Purist, Arnfi, Harmon Kardon, NAD, Grado, Magnum Dynalab, Black Diamond Lit more...

Trade-Ins accepted.
Call for recent used list.

chum creek Audio, ,„c.

esmiNgs

Financing Available
2553 S. Colorado Blvd. Suite 106, Denver, CO 80222 (303) 758-HIFI (4434)
"Hear The

Difference"

Free hold

STEREO °on VIDEO
(»he. e,,,teidai.i.d Tech-eta/ere Meet!
AMC •Aragon •
Atlantic Technology •Audio
Prism •B&K •Chang •Chiro •
CWD Furniture •Denon •DTS
Laserdiscs •Elan •Golden Tube •
Grado •Harman Kardon •JM LAB •
Jolida •Kinergetics Research •Knoll
Systems •Meadowlark •NAD •NEAR
•NHT •Nuance •Parasound •
Pioneer •Premier •PSB •Runco •
Sony •Sota •Stewart •Sound
Lab •Tara Labs •
Velodyne

Introducing

B&K AVP-4090

* Dolby Digital & DTS
* Fully Upgradable
* Made in USA

At. 9 North -Freehold, NJ
908-866-9500
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Dynaudio/GMC Jimmy
Editor.
We at Dynaudio would like to thank
Stereophile, in particular Wes Phillips, for
taking the time and effort to explore highend car audio via "Car Tunes." Thanks for
recognizing our rather involved attempt at
bringing hi-fi into the cat Wes's reaction
to the sound system in our GMC Jimmy
serves as positive reinforcement that there
is merit to the concept of high-end audio
in an automobile.
Although Wes so graciously compared
the Jimmy's dedication to sonic performance and installation to that of true
concept vehicles, there are currently thousands of similar commitments to high-end
car audio on our roads today. Many highend enthusiasts, sound-off competitors,
and car buffs are deeply involved in taking
their vehicles' sound systems to ahigher
level. We share asimilar philosophy: If
something can be improved upon, it must
be done.
Contrary to what many would believe,
this level of performance is not achieved
simply by taking existing home audio
loudspeaker drivers and installing them in
acan From an environmental and acoustical standpoint, amotor vehicle presents
a greater challenge than most rooms
for achieving quality audio reproduction.
There are more acoustical variables to
contend with: reflective glass surfaces,
off-axis (loudspeaker) mounting locations
with uneven path-lengths, road noise, and
anearfield listening position, as well as the
inherent differences in 12V electronics vs
traditional home audio gear. However,
using gear of the highest caliber, and an
intelligently engineered system design accompanied by atopnotch installation, will
yield incredible results.
To address the specific needs of car
audio, Dynaudio invested five years and
serious financial resources into developing
loudspeakers designed specifically for the
car that would offer the same level of performance as our home audio products.
Our Mobile Fidelity loudspeakers utilize
different and specially adapted materials,
motor structures, and parameters to allow
for controlled dispersion even when
mounted off-axis, and, more important, to
perform well in aharsh, nearfield listening
position. These new designs help to
achieve many aspects important to the
musicality of playback experienced in the
car acoustic environment. The fact that
Stereophik, August 1997

Wes and several of his passengers had so
many positive remarks about the system
serves as the ultimate testimony that we
have indeed achieved our goals.
Again, many thanks to Wes Phillips and
Stereophile for continuing to highlight all this
as high-end audio. We would also like to
extend aspecial thanks to Linear Power,
Straight Wire, and McIntosh. Without
their fine products and assistance, our performance expectations for the Jimmy's
sound system might not have been fulfilled.
Aldo R. Filippelli
Director, Dynaudio North America
Marantz Classics 7& 9
Lditoi.
Thank you for Steven Stone's excellent and
thorough review of the Marantz Classics
Model 7 and Model 9. As the reviewer
noted, these are faithful re-creations of the
original issues, with essentially two major
changes: LEC detachable AC cords as well as
the use of modern speaker binding posts—
both changes necessitated by modern electrical compliance standards, in the US and
overseas. While the physical appearances of
certain internal components (ie, capacitors)
have changed due to manufacturing methods, they are sourced from the original vendors and aren't "updated" in any way.
Other items, including chassis parts, transformers, meters, etc., have been replicated
by the original vendors of these parts to the
Marantz Co. of Long Island City, New
York, so many years ago. By the way, the
Classics amplifiers' (9 as well as 8B) speaker binding posts will accept banana plugs:
Simply remove the barrel inserts in the
appropriate posts.
As noted in the review, we could have
disposed with anumber of archaic features,
in uding microphone preamps, tape-head
equalizers, etc., that are essentially useless to
modem audiophiles. In the interest of historical accuracy, we chose not to do so.
Unlike other recent amp and prearnp reissues that contain very modern parts, updated circuitry, and printed circuit boards,
etc., Marantz and V.A.C. went to extraordinary lengths to maintain historical
accuracy.
Ithink that SS kind of misses the whole
point of the Classics prqjects —that is, we
have brought to the market components
that sold well in their day, but surprisingly
became more and more appreciated by
audiophiles the world over after they were
originally discontinued (in the mid '60s). To

this day, vintage Marantz tube models that
somehow find their way to market command avery high price. For collectors hellbent on owning the originals, the availability
of the Classics will do nothing to soften the
market price or deter the die-hard collector,
who will most likely sell the vintage versions to wealthy overseas buyers anyway and
make ahandsome profit.
For awhole new generation of music
lovers, the introduction of the Marantz
Classics (now available in more countries
around the world than when they were
first produced) means that they can own
apiece (or two, or three) of real highfidelity history, with performance that is
eminently musically satisfying, and with a
pride of ownership that is impossible to
put avalue on.
Comparing the sound of the Classics to
the latest and greatest "whatever" might be
an interesting exercise for reviewers, but
purchasers of these fine components aren't
so much interested in their pecking order
on the audiophile scales. Rather, they are
desiring good and satisfying musical performance, and outstanding build quality and
reliability. These owners are also secure and
confident in the knowledge that these
products are indeed truly historical, and
that they certainly are not going to be next
year's forgotten, discontinued, or bumpedoff-the-recommended-components-list
models.
David Birch-Jones
Marketing Manager, Marantz America
Parasound HCA-1000 81 HCA-1000A
Editor:
Our sincere thanks for awonderfully positive review of our HCA-1000 and HCA1000A. Kudos to Barry Willis for the kind
of thoroughness that is typically reserved
for reviews of much more expensive products. Likewise for taking the extra step to
interview audio genius John Curl about
how we've employed his legendary designs
in Parasound models.
Stop and think about this for amoment:
Here's a great-sounding, solidly built
amplifier, designed by one of the greatest
audio designers of all time, using virtually
the same basic circuit topology found in
his most exotic amplifiers. Selling for
under $800? We work very hard to define
and build products that earn such unqualified praise for their performance —
and value. Reviews like this continue to
prove that nobody is more committed to
value than Parasound.
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As if this weren't enough, when we
upgraded the HCA-1000 to the HCA1000A, we increased its rated RMS power
from 110Wpc to 135Wpc. The 60% larger power-supply filler bank, the automatic turn-on, the looping jacks, and the
AC line indicator were implemented with
only a$20 cost increase. This was made
possible because we are selling this model
at arate that far surpasses our original
forecasts, enabling us to pass on our
substantial savings.
For listeners who require even higher
power output, our new HCA-1500A
further refines the same circuit topology
with matched complementary MOSFET
drivers, amuch larger power supply, additional 15A output transistors, and athreerack space chassis, to achieve aconservatively rated 205Wpc (650W mono) for
under $1000.
"flunks for informing Stereophiles readers
that, thanks to some manufacturers, High
End doesn't have to be synonymous with
high price. Enjoy the savings. Buy more
music.
Richard Schram
President, Parasound Products
Audio Physic Caldera
Editor:
Thank you, Martin Colloms, for your
thorough review of the Audio Physic Caldera. The descriptions of construction,
sound quality, and measured performance
are illuminating, and the goals of our
development are identified beyond our
expectations. Reviews like this are the
hallmark of Stereophile.
I'd like to comment on the strong correlation between listening and measurements. Designing coherent loudspeakers
involves extensive optimization in basic
engineering, computer simulation, measurement, and, last but not least, listening.
For instance, hundreds of crossover network iterations were simulated on the
computer for the bass-to-midrange crossover, all based on the same design. After
measuring the most successful simulations,
12 of them —all optimized to the same
degree — made it to our listening moms.
Although their departures from the
theoretical ideal, when judged by measurements alone, should have been inaudible in
the listening rooms used for evaluation, they
all sounded remarkably different. Of course,
the most uniform-sounding crossover made
it into the final version of the Caldera. The
same attention to detail was paid to every
aspect of the design, which has made the
most seamless performance in frequency
response and distortion characteristics
possible, as Martin Colloms pointed out It
is this low distortion level that allows us to
hear deeper into the music, while the
absence of coloration increases the enjoyment of music in the home.
As measurements indicate, we chose not
to include the lowest octave of bass in the
Caldera design. This was adesign decision
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made with the knowledge that, in all but
the largest listening rooms (if my memory
serves me well, MC has 530ft. 2 available),
room gain can exaggerate the bass response
to such an extent that everything in the
soundstage gets too big, and the then illdefined bass draws attention to itself. This
leaves the listener with the unsatisfying
choice of deciding between optimum
imaging and tonality or bass performance.
For this reason Audio Physic prefers the last
octave to be handled by semi-active
speakers, like the Medea, that offer room
gain control, or room-gain—controllable
subwoofers like the Terra or the new Luna.
With this capability, the main speakers can
be placed in their optimum position for
imaging and midrange/midbass tonal
balance, and the bass can be added to
appropriately balance with the mom's
natural bass-loading characteristics.
One final point: We do not actually
recommend tri-wiring. We prefer to use a
"star grounded" arrangement in which a
set of leads from the tweeter to the bass
and an additional set of leads from the
midrange go to the bass, with asingle set
of leads going from the amplifier to the
bass unit. This seems to present amore
stable load to the amp.
Again, we are very grateful to Martin
Colloms and Stereophile for providing such
athorough report of our efforts to the
audiophile community.
Bernd 7Ireiss
R&D, Audio Physic
Paradigm Reference Studio/100
Edito::
Our sincere thanks to Stereophile, Tom
Norton, and John Atkinson for reviewing
the Paradigm Reference Studio/100. When
a speaker (or any component, for that
matter) arrives for testing at Stereophile, it
goes through arigorous review procedure.
With the review of the Studio/100, positive
comments like "combines asolid bass with
an uncolored midrange, fine soundstagin
and adetailed, open top end" certainly
make all the countless hours of design and
listening worthwhile!
We would like to mention that all
Paradigm Reference systems are designed
to be used with the grilles on to eliminate
edge diffraction. We have taken the liberty
of including the frequency-response curve
of the Studio/100 (serial number 11557)
with the grille in place, as measured in our
own anechoic chamber (fig.1). In addition,
with regard to low-frequency response, this
curve also shows very smooth balance from
the midrange extending right through to
the low-bass region.
Thanks again for the fantastic review.
We are very pleased that Tom enjoyed the
Studio/100s even more in this in-depth
review than he did at HI-FI '96 (see
"TJN's Best," Stereophile, October 1996).
While we were indeed pleased to be
included in the same paragraph as "megabuck" loudspeakers, for us it is even more
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Paradigm Studio/100 (S/N 11557), anechoic response on tweeter axis.

gratifying to produce high-end speakers that
anyone who loves music can afford.
WA VanderMarel
Director, Sales &Marketing,
Paradigm/AudioStream
Z-Man Audio Signal Enhancer
Editor:
Due to an unfortunate oversight between Stereophile and Z-Man, my response
to this review will be brief because Idid not
receive acopy of the review until about
eight hours prior to the article going to
press. To those reading this, please allow
me some latitude if my response does
not appear to be fully thought-out or
developed.
To the audio community at large, and to
the Stereophile reviewers: This review poses
a very interesting situation. From this
review, the merit of the Audio Signal
Enhancer would appear to have limited
value. In contrast though, a favorable
review just appeared in CLASSICAL
disCDigest, Vol.5, No.4, Issue 18, titled "ZMan Strikes (Sonic) Gold." In addition,
very favorable reviews are about to be
released on the ASE by The Inner Ear Report
Positive Feedback, and Bound Fur Sound. (An
additional review will be appearing in a
fifth journal that cannot be identified due
to the editorial policy of that publication.)
Giving equal respect to all reviewers
involved, how does the consumer evaluate
and understand how one reviewer can
come to one set of conclusions about the
ASE, while the next reviewer comes to a
completely different set? Although I
believe that avery positive consensus will
exist about the ASE by reviewers and
consumers by the end of the year, Ialso
believe that this review demonstrates the
importance of the individual listening to a
product's performance and coming to his
own conclusion about that performance.
As Iglance back over the review, Ido
have some concern that the primary intent
and application for the ASE seems to have
been overlooked. And that is that the
product was developed to be used in those
systems where an individual is trying to
overcome the problem of excessive brightness and edginess from CDs and other
digital sources. This type of problem occurs
Stereophile, August 1997

Focus Audio Signature 88
Editor:
We at Focus Audio would like to take this
opportunity to thank you for the time and
effort you awarded us on behalf of
the Signature Model 88 loudspeaker
reviewed in the June 1997 issue (p.145). It
is reassuring to know that John Atkinson
appreciated the design and engineering
of the product and enjoyed the musical
experience.
Kam Leung
Research &Design Dir., Focus Audio

When we first discussed the possibilities of
entering the consumer field, we wanted to
ensure that our first product offered the
performance that the professional audio
community has come to rely on over the
years from dCS, as well as instill the confidence in high-end consumers that their
investment in such aleading-edge product
will be well protected from technology
obsolescence, especially in the fast-moving
world of digital.
The implementation of the Elgar quite
successfully supports these goals:
dCS Elgar
1) The Elgar is asuperb 44.1kHz DAC
Editor:
for the vast current Cl) repertoire.
2) When used without an amplifier, the
Thank you very much for amost insightful
Elgar's 48-bit precision digital volume conreview of the dCS Elgar [Stereophik, July
trol presents the music with atransparency
1997, p.87]. In offering aproduct with so
many different design attributes and funcand immediacy that arc seldom experitional advantages, we arc very fortunate to
enced. Now with selectable 2V/6V output,
it will work with almost every audiophile
have John Atkinson's opinions and experience lx)th as arecording engineer and
amplifier that we know of.
as ahigh-end audio champion.
3) In addition to 44.1kHz and 48kHz
decoding, the Elgar is completely comOver the past four years, dCS ADCs
have garnered tremendous support from
patible with all current 882kHz and
96kHz interfaces, including the singlethe most critical classical recording engineers in the world, earning their concable, double-speed system used by Sonic
tinued support and encouragement. As a Solutions, Pioneer, and dB Technologies,
as well as the two-cable Dual AES system
result, dCS products have continued to
push the performance envelope of digital
used initially by Nagra and now by Genex,
SADie, and many others. In fact, an
audio engineering, with our most recent
focus on 24-bit, 96kHz recording.
alliance between dCS and Nagra, formed
The dCS Elgar is anatural extension of in April 1996, was the genesis for the
the dCS professional audio products family.
development of the Dual AES interface.
4) The Elgar is future-proof because the
digital interface components are not
sourced from the traditional suppliers
upon whom many other manufacturers
depend. Our digital interfaces arc implemented in Field-Programmable Gate
Arrays (FPGAs), which operate by reading
aprogram from the Elgar's EPROM every
time it powers up to determine its working
mode. Changes in digital interfaces in the
future can therefore be very easily impleLet us show you how to artfully blend home theater with high-end audio
mented by changing software in our
to create the system of your dreams.
EPROM, the reserve capacity of which is
We carry only the finest components -from state-of-the-art audio
four times our current implementation.
to sophisticated Dolby Digital and THX home theater systems. Our new
Most important, we are very pleased that
the sonic performance and operating
additions include. the Cary CAD805 Signature amp. ProAc Response 4's.
convenience of the Elgar meets and exand Spectron's 1.000 watt digital switching amplifier. We are widely
ceeds the expectations of the high-end
recognized in the industry as highly knowledgeable and courteous.
audiophile community. Back in February
Call us today and
1996, when Mike Story, the founder of
dCS, and Ihad the discussion about enlet us make your dreams
tering the consumer business, we wanted
atotal reality!
to be able to deliver our first product in the
consumer business on target. We spent a
lot of time and effort rallying the dCS
Ask us how.
310 517-1700
engineering and development teams to
310517-1732 fax
produce the Elgar. Your encouragement
18214 Dalton Avenue. Dept SP
and support with the "Class A" rating is
Gardena, CA 90248
Certified installations (MIA. TWO
most appreciated and cherished!
email rav2000@aol.com
State contractor's license #725552
&men K Lee
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR: ADA •ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS •AUDIO ALCHEMY •AUDIO
Canon's Inc, US distributor

with systems in both the mid-fi range and
high-end range of audio. If an individual is
struggling with excessive brightness, I
would definitely suggest he try the ASE.
Secondary benefits that the ASE will
provide include greater bloom to the music,
warmth, and agreater sense of musicality.
Iwish Iwould have had the opportunity to interact with Muse Kastanovich
during the reviewing process. Iwould
have liked to suggest that he try an alternative type of interconnect on the input
side of the ASE. It has in fact been our
experience that some cables interact in a
negative way with the ASE. When this
occurs, the highs sound rolled off, the
music is less dynamic, and the soundstage
may sound slightly compressed.
If possible, Iwould like to suggest that
Stenvphile pursue using the ASE in an
audio system that has a problem with
excessive brightness and provide a"Follow
Up" with their results. For those interested
in trying the ASE, it is backed up with a
30-Day Satisfaction Guarantee when purchased direct from the factory, and is also
available from anumber of high-end audio
dealers who also stand behind the product's performance.
Thank you very much, Steraphile, for the
dine invested in reviewing this product and
for providing your assessment.
Gerald B. Zelas
.
President, Z-Man Corp.
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EAR. 834P
Editor:
'Thank you again for the positive review of
the E.A.R. 834P phono stage iStertvphile,
179

the debate about anew high-quality audio
disc based on DVD.
In most high-tech product categories,
advancements are based on genuine improvements in core technology and/or
availability of improved components. However, in consumer electronics "breakthroughs" are sometimes based on marketing hype and arc often lacking sound engineering principles to support them. For
example, many readers will recall the 1970s,
when amplifier manufacturers misled consumers by routinely creating new ways to
specify the power of their amplifiers.
Competing companies claimed higher and
higher wattage ratings until the Federal
Trade Commission imposed regulations to
protect consumers.
In the personal computer field, many
people are aware that memory devices
and microprocessors are routinely expanded to more bits and higher speeds as
silicon geometries are reduced. The DVD
Quicksilver
disc format provides greater data storage
Editor:
[than the CD] for essentially the same reaThank you for choosing the Quicksilver
son. And, quite naturally, many Stereophile
M135 Mono Amplifiers as astandard for
reviewers, editors, and others arc already
comparison with Muse Kastanovich's
UltraAnalog on 96/24
fantasizing that the increased storage capacreview [of the Pass Labs Aleph 3] in the
Editor:
ity of DVD could provide more bits and
April 1997 issue of Stereophile.
As apaid subscriber of Sterevphile and a faster sampling than the existing CD, perI would, however, appreciate the
degreed engineer with over 20 years of haps 24 bits/kHz. Let's call this fantasy a
opportunity to clarify the following issues:
experience developing high-resolution
"Super CD."
The pair of Quicksilver Audio M135s
data-conversion products, Iwould like to
Unfortunately, the increased data storage
of DVD addresses only one of the technical
that Mr. Kastanovich borrowed for one
share some technical insights regarding
issues currently precluding us from having a
"Super CD." Thus far, the discussions about
such aCD have overlooked the fact that
basic conversion technology and the industry-standard digital audio interfaces are
incapable of producing anywhere near true
20-bit resolution for recording or playback,
let alone 24 bits. First, the converters that
translate music into bits and vice versa are
limited to troc 18-bit performance. Second,
the digital audio interface standards (AES/
EI3U and S/PDIF) have poor jitter performance. Third, getting the major consumer electronics firms and software
providers to agree to auniform standard
will undoubtedly present amajor challenge.
Despite the fact that converter manufacturers claim 20 bits (or more) of resolution, the perfonnance specifications fall
short of 20-bit performance, and the most
critical parameters (differential nonWe at econtinually earning recognition for the highest performance to price ratio
linearity, intemiodulation distortion. jitter,
of all cable companies. Our customers tell us our cables are sonically equal to
etc.) are not even specified. For example, if
(or better than) those of any of the competition and at very moderate prices.
we only consider the effects of jitter, then
Call for free product information that also includes literature that demystifys wire
true 16-bit performance would demand
and cable technology.
less than 100 picoseconds of jitter. To
Call 800 321 2108
Fax 609 428 1832
achieve 20-bit perfonnance requires less
than 6ps; it is inconceivable to imagine the
Some current dealers:
0.5ps required for 24-bit performance! Ido
Affordable Audio 813 832 5554
Hudson's Audio Center 505 296 6978
not real any digital processor/transport
Audio Accurate 972 960 291 I
Sound Waves 408 479 1733
combination ever reviewed by Stereophile
House of Stereo 904 642 6677
Stereo Shoppe 561 391 0552
measuring below 100ps with musical signals. Hence, one may conclude that conLA T INTERNATIONAL, INC.
sumers (and perhaps Sterevphile's staff) have
317 Proyincetown Rd Cherry Hill NJ 08034
not yet heard cue 16-bit performance in
A subsidiary of LAT International Enterprises, Inc.
their CD-based playback systems. This

July 1997, p.1111. One thing that requires
further conunent, however, is the name by
which you identify the manufacturer of
the product. While "Esoteric Audio
Research" is the name under which Tun
de Paravicini founded his company nearly
20 years ago, the company is now called
E.A.R./Yoshino Ltd. The "EAR." appellation is still used for the company's products because of its name recognition, but
"Esoteric Audio Research" does not appear
on this or any other product.
Stereophile was obviously not aware of
this when it used "Esoteric Audio
Research" in the headline of the review, nor
was 1aware the name would be used when
the review was submitted to nie for comment. Iwould appreciate it if acorrection,
or acopy of this letter, be published to rectify the error. Thank you very much.
Dan Meituvald
Proprietor, EAR U.S.A.

evening from Moondance Sound and
Cinema was atwo-year-old demonstration
pair with older transformers and the original Chinese EL34 output tubes. The
M135s that are currently being provided to
end-users have an updated transformer and
Tesla E34L output tubes. Most high-end
dealers today are not able to open anew
pair of amplifiers for every customer that
wishes to demo them at home. Had Mr.
Kastanovich identified himself with his real
naine or as areviewer, our dealer would
have made sure he was doing amore current pair of amplifiers.
Mr. Kastanovich also remarked that he
was only aware of two amplifiers that have
just two gain stages. In keeping with
Quicksilver Audio's design philosophy that
simpler is better, both the Quicksilver
Audio M60 Mono Amplifiers and the GLA
Stereo Amplifiers have just two gain stages.
As always, the test is in the listening.
We encourage you all to listen for yourself
in your system and choose the product
that is right for you.
Michael Sanders
Quicksilver Audio, Reno, Nevada

LA T INTERNATIONAL
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discrepancy between true performance and
marketing hype may help to explain the
impatience to change to ahigher resolution
format. Thus far, we have not reached the
limits of the 16-bit/44.1 kHz Cll.
Even outboard re-clocking devices
attempting to remove jitter from the
AES/EBU data stream do not achieve 16bit performance. As evidence, Stcreophi/e's
reviewer (RH) could still recognize the
sonic difference of digital transports with
the highly regarded Genesis Digital Lens
inserted into the digital signal path between transport and processor [Vol.19
No.Z July 1996]. This suggests that the jitter from the transports was still quite audible with 16-bit data. A reasonable engineering conclusion would be that our
industry needs anew digital interface standard to truly improve upon the limits of
current CD technology Some high-end
companies are beginning to address this
issue by implementing the PS interface in
their latest digital products, which promises aj
itter improvement compared to the
standard interfaces.
Speaking of jitter, in the June '97
Stereophile, one manufacturer has announced the "World's First 24-bit, 96kHz
Home D/A Converter," which exclusively
uses the (AES/EBU and S/PDIF) digital
interfaces. If these interfaces do not provide
better than 16-bit jitter performance, one
must ask how can amanufacturer claim
24-bit resolution? Icarefully read the data
sheet and did not see any performance
specifications that could validate the
claimed resolution. Are unsubstantiated
claims of 24-bit resolution any less dece
tive than amplifier manufacturers specify
ing "peak instantaneous power"? Are we
about to embark on a misleading "bit
wars/specmanship" race inviting government intervention to protect consumers?
If we expect anew digital format to
represent a true advancement, then improvements in core technology are needed.
For recording and CD mastering, we need
audio A/D converters that have more than
alabel claiming 24-bit resolution. We need
a new standard that manufacturers will
uniformly comply with. (Who wants a
Betamax vs VHS battle?) The standard
must address sampling rates; 44.1, 48, 882,
961cHz or higher? Why sample at 961cHz if
major artifacts [can be] generated when
converting back to 44.1kHz? It must
address signal bandwidth; 20, 30, 40kHz? It
must address the number of bits; 16, 20,
24? How about data formats, error detection, and correction? Can we separate the
clock from the data stream to dramatically
reduce jitter? For playback, we would need
anew digital interface standard, as well as
higher resolution digital filters and improved performance D/A converters. By
the time these technical issues are properly
dealt with, we may see an entirely new
format that hasn't been mentioned.
Beyond the issues discussed above,
Stereophiie, August 1997

another challenging issue exists regarding
the "Super CD." The DVD consortium
has specified that discs use asingle layer,
which appears to preclude the possibility
of backward-compatibility with existing
CDs. This means that anew disc based on
DVD would not play in aconventional
CD player. Lacking a backward-compatible fonnat, another conflict will arise
between the software and hardware suppliers. History has proven that retailers will
not accept a dual inventory system, especially since audiophiles represent below
1% of the music-buying population.
Contrary to Wes Phillips' comments
("As We See It," June 1997), it is extremely
unlikely that innovative smaller companies
can influence the standards for a new
"Super CI)." Engineers who were present
during the original Audio Engineering
Society (AES) standards discussions for the
existing CD understand the power of
market position when it comes to establishing new standards. As many readers are
well aware, Sony and Philips jointly developed (and dictated) the standard for CDs.
More recently, Stereophilt's offer to evaluate
digital audio compression schemes (prior to
setting the standards) was not embraced by
the DVD consortium.
From the editorial continents and news
updates regularly appearing in Stenvphile,
and in the in-depth panel discussions at HiFi '97, it appears that many audiophiles
mistakenly believe that a"Super CD" is just
around the corner. As Stereophile intends to
responsibly report new developments,
please take the time to understand what's
required from athorough technical perspective and use that knowledge to separate
true advancements from hype. Speculation
about a"Super CD" can lead manufacturers to embarking on "bit wars" and
"sampling-rate wars" while standards are
not set and software is unavailable. Conswners need help to understand the unsubstantiated claims that can mislead them
into purchasing "breakthroughs" that are
not. By reading in Stereophile that current
CDs are flawed and a"Super CD" is just
around the corner, many consumers are
discouraged from investing in the [only]
CD that is likely to be available for the next
few years. Of course, Stertvphile's staff has
heard 24 bits/961(Hz and is eager to have a
new format based on more bits and faster
sampling. Iwould not argue that what you
have heard is better than CD. However,
any properly designed studio recording
equipment sounds better than CD, including the Pacific Microsonics HDCD
processor and the Apogee UV-22. If we
expect anew audio format to truly surpass
current CDs and realize its ultimate potential, many technical and marketing challenges must first be solved. In the meantime, let's not deny your readers the pleasure of the continually improving CD!
Richard I. Powers
Ultrazinalog,
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ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
(907) 272-9111
Shimeks Audio
(907) 276-2525
Fairbanks
Sound Designs
(907) 456-1424

ARIZONA
Mesa
Hi Fi Sales
(602) 969-1338
Mr. Audio
(602) 898-0358
Phoenix
Speakers Etc.
(602) 272-6696
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
Tempe
Arizona Tube Audio
(602) 921-9961
Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd
(602) 326-4662
CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
Audio Chamber
(510) 549-2178
dB Audio
(415) 548-8733
San Francisco Stereo
(510) 486-1044
Beverly Hills
Sound Center
(310) 274-6951
Brea
Audio Haven
(714) 529-5634
Burlingame
Future Sound
(415) 342-1476
Campbell
Golden Pacific Systems
(408) 371-9177
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Stereo One
(916) 483-5363
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895
Culver City
Armadillo 8Company
(213) 937-7674
Audio Video City #2
(310) 838-8889
Dublin
Video City
(510) 829-2900
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Eureka
Eureka Audio/Video
(707) 445-9447
Fremont
NV Room (The)
(510) 713-1241
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700
Goleta
Custom Hi-Fi and Video
(805) 683-2162
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Hollywood
World Book and News
(213) 465-4352
Los Angeles
Brentwood Communications
(310) 476-6363
Robertson Magazine 8
Bookstore
(310) 858-18134
Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
(415) 323-1030
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan, Ltd.
(818) 359-9131
Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(408) 655-8000
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303
Monterey Park
Hi Vi Audio
(818) 282-4692
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
Palo Alto
Audible Difference (The)
(415) 328-1081
Pasadena
Canterbury Records
(818) 792-7184
GNP Audio
(818) 577-7767
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio 8Video
(619) 776-1616
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019
Riverside
SpeakerCraft. Inc.
(714) 787-0400
Roseville
Dimple Records
(916) 781-2800
Sacramento
Audio FX
(916) 929-2100
Audio Gallery
(916) 447-2100
Paradyme Audio/Video
(916) 481-3900
San Diego
Audio Video Excellence
Show Room
(619) 689-1311
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San Francisco
Laser City
(415) 794-9664
Performance Audio
(415) 441-6220
San Francisco Stereo
(415) 861-1044
Ultimate Sound
(415) 781-6025
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Hi Fi Cents
(800) 789-4434
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Cruz
Ocean Street Home
Entertainment
(408) 429-6621
Santa Monica
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Shelley's Stereo
(310) 451-0040

Santa Rosa
Catania Sound
(707) 526-7555

New London
Roberts
(203) 442-5314

Sawyer's News Inc.
(707) 542-1311
Soundscape
(707) 578-4434

Simsbury
Audible Difference (The)
(203) 651-7945

Studio City
Dave's Video, The Laser Place
(818) 760-3472

DELAWARE

Sunnyvale
Laser Source
(408) 749-1122
Thousand Oaks
Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
(805) 374-2771
Torrance
Sound Eye
(310) 533-0478
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(213) 373-6796
Tustin
Digital Ear (The)
(714) 544-7903
Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 786-4240
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
(510) 944-4740
Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835
Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8503
COLORADO
Boulder
fads News 8Smoke Shop
(303) 442-5900
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
Colorado Springs
Audio Visionaries
(719) 532-1518
Listen Up 03
(719) 633-2600
Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
Denver
Listen Up #2
(303) 444-0479
Second Sound
dba MoonDance Sound 8Cinema
(303) 777-4449
Sound Hounds
(303) 722-3200
Durango
Northstar Leading The Way
(970) 259-6722
Thornton
SoundTrack Pearse
Electronics
(303) 412-2525
Westminster
Westminster Newsland
(303) 428-0823
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(203) 584-0131
Danbury
Carston Stereo
(203) 744-6421
Hartford
Stereo Shop (The)
(203) 523-7250
New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127

Dagsboro
Omni Satellite Systems
(302) 732-3955
Wilmington
HiFi House
(302) 478-3575
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050

Thomasville
Hi-Fi Sales 8Service
(912) 228-0093

HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Direction
(808) 732-6550
Classic Audio 8Video
(808) 732-9625
IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
(208) 772-3348

FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Stereo Shoppe
(407) 391-0552

ILLINOIS
Arlington
Columbia Audio-Video
(847) 394-4770

Clearwater
Rising Sounds
(813) 787-1133

Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500

Cocoa
Tropical Video Systems
(407) 633-0872

Chicago
Alpha Sound and Video
(773) 588-4990
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Van L. Speakerworks
(312) 769-0773

Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
Ft. Lauderdale
Southport Home Entertainment
(954) 537-3353
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(305) 921-1408
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677
Key West
Audio Video International
(305) 294-4018
Margate
Good Sounds
(305) 969-2550
Miami
Audio by Caruso
(305) 253-4433
Palm Harbor
Audio Video Odyssey
(813) 784-1911
Sunrise
South Florida Sights and Sounds
(954) 349-8766

Chicago Heights
Music in Motion
(708) 754-3770
Crystal Lake
Sound Forum
(815) 256-8700
Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844
Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd.
(708) 357-4190
Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2503
Rockford
Absolute Audio
(815) 395-1000

IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200
Cedar Rapids
Audio Design
(319) 399-1761
Davenport
Audio Force
(319) 324-6646
Camera Comer's Visions .6 Vibes
(319) 391-8144
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878
KANSAS
Great Bend
Custom Sound and Video
(316) 793-3399
Salina
Acoustic Sounds
(913) 825-8609
Shawnee Mission
Audioport Ltd.
(913) 341-2222
Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Soundsations Audio Video
(502) 244-1325
Middelsboro
181 Electronics (RadioShack)
(606) 248-2067
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Orleans
(504) 831-0050
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457

GEORGIA

INDIANA

Alpfaretta
Laser Video Limited
(770) 640-1399

Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370

Duluth
Stereo Festival
(770) 623-1640

Bloomington
Sound Solutions
(812) 330-0390

Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(404) 804-8977

Carmel
Sound Productions
(317) 844-1103

Lilbum
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606

Elkhart
Midwest Audio
(219) 266-5607

Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145
Bertek Systems
(770) 951-8834

Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 745-5460

Martinez
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143

Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342

Norcross
Hi Fi Exchange
(770) 242-6644

Tone Studio
(317) 257-0601

Frederick
Acoustic Supply
(301) 620-4311

Portage
Who's Your Entertainment
(219) 762-7027

Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600

Terre Haute
Audio Connection (The)
(812) 232-1663

Laurel
Home Theater Gallery
(800) 966-3658

Roswell
AV1 Home Theatre Store
(770) 640-1120
Home Theater 8Sound Concepts
(770) 889-2388

MAINE
Belfast
1S1 Home Entertainment
(207) 338-2288
MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Burtonsville
15 Audio
(301) 989-2500
Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 465-5500
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Lutherville
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 465-5500
Rockville
Needle Express
(301) 279-5511
Speaker Factory
(301) 840-0747

Northhampton
Northhampton Music
(413) 584-9547
Norwood
Megaplex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Pittsfield
H.B.5 Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434

Silverspring
Capital Classics
Newsstand Ltd.
(301) 598-2669
Graffiti Audio-Video
(301) 589-3444

VVorchester
AV Designs
(508) 795-1512

Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202
MASSACHUSETTS

Ann Arbor
Accutrones
(313) 741-4444
Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
East Lansing
Cimala Custom Audio 8Video
(517) 332-7839

Boston
looney Tunes Records
(617) 247-2238
Brookline
Audio Studio
(6)7) 277-0111

Ferndale
Imagery
(810) 544-8370
Iron Mountain
Sound City USA dba
Sound North
(906) 774-9400
Kalamazoo
Audio Kiosk (The)
(616) 384-5787
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(810) 549-7320

Cambridge
Audio Lab
(61)) 864-1144
Looney Tunes II
(617) 876-5624
Chicopee
Sale 8Sound
(413) 594-6460
Framingham
Natural Sound
(508) 879-3556

S. Lyon
Soundquest Audio 8Video
(817) 437-1898

Hyannis
New England Dl Supply
(508) 771-7464
Vehicle Vibes
(508) 775-2236

Traverse City
Sound Room (The)
(616) 947-4710
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio
(810) 737-0005

Needham
You Do It Electronics
(6)7) 449-1085

We Are

The

Missoula
Everything Electronic
(406) 721-2146

MINNESOTA
Edina
Master Media
(6)2) 844-9829

NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image 8Sound
(702) 876-3401
Sight 8Sound Center
(702) 648-4444
Upper Ear (The)
(702) 878-8212

Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
(612) 932-9414
Hi End Audio
(612) 933-4064
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
(612) 866-0083
HiFi Sound Electronics
(612) 339-6351
Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644

MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage 8Sons
(313) 386-3909

Arlington
Cameras Inc
(617) 648-8111
Stereo Shop
(61)) 648-4434

Superior Sight 8Sound
(810) 626-2780

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
Nashua
Ensemble
(603) 888-9777

Rochester
EBA, Inc dba Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328

NEW JERSEY
Caldwell
Detailed Sound
(201) 403-0375

MISSOURI
Nina
Architectural Media Environments
(417) 725-4567
Springfield
Greystokes Lifestyle Entertainment
(417) 864-4447

Dunelien
Home Theater Shop (The)
(908) 424-8680
Eatontown
Hi Tech Stereo 8Video
(908) 542-3334

St. Louis
Best Sound Company
(314) 997-7644
Creative Auto Works
(314) 653-1897
Flip's Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600

Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(908) 866-9500
Linwood
Sounds and Images
(609) 926-1630
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559

MONTANA
Billings
Inner Sanctum
(800) 747-6193
Bozeman
Sound Pro
(406) 587-5118
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683

Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
(201) 744-0600

Clifton Park
Ambience Unlimited, Inc.
(518) 373-0770

Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799

College Point
Audio Source Ltd.
(718) 539-2600

Wall
Shore Sight and Sound
(908) 681-7234

Davenport Center
Feather 8Screen
(607) 278-5541

West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264

Flushing
Upgrade WV Center
(718) 886-1700

Whitehouse Station
Tewksbury Audio Video
(908) 534-0354

Hempstead
Big Juke's Audio
(516) 292-1088

Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(908) 636-7777

Kingston
Burt sElectrones
(914) 331-5011

NEW MEXICO

Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd.
(516) 585-5600

Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Page One Newsstand 8
Bookstore
(505) 294-2026
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188

Latham
Clark Music In Albany
(518) 785-4322
Little Neck
Hi Fi Exchange
(718) 423-0400
Liverpool
Audio
AudExcellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Signature Sound
(315) 622-4137

Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Audio Design Ltd.
(505) 474-4555
Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933
Downtown Subscription
(505) 983-3085

Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading Corp.
(516) 887-7530
Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
Melville
Digilalville
(516) 673-1133

Montclair
Cohen's
(201) 744-2399

NEW YORK
Auburn
Renter's Choice
(3)5) 253-2121

Ridgewood
Sounding Board (The)
(201) 445-5006

Binghamton
IS G. Audio Video
(607) 722-3551

Mt Kisco
Media Room, Inc.
(914) 244-3570
Sound Mill (The)
(914) 241-1230

Trenton
Hal's Stereo and Video
(609) 883-6338

Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491

New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381

PHILADELPHIA AUDIOPHILES Choice

•ACCUPHASE

•GRAHAM

•PLATINUM

•ACOUSTIC ENERGY

•GREEN MOUNTAIN

•PLINIUS

•AIR TIGHT

•HARBETH

•PRESENCE AUDIO

•AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS

•HIGHWIRE

•PS AUDIO

•AUDIOLAB

•JADIS

•REGA RESEARCH

•AUDIOMECA

• KIMBER KABLE

•SCIENTIFIC FIDELITY

MCCORMACK

PASS LABS

•BEL

•KLYNE

•SPENDOR

AUDIOCRAFT•

DISC DOCTOR

•BEL CANTO

•KUZMA

•STAX

•BENZ-MICRO

•LYRA

•SWANS

AUDIO LAB'

MAGNUM AUDIO LTD'

•B+K COMPONENTS

•MAGNUM

•SYNERGISITC

JOLIDA'•

NORDOST FLATLINE

•CABASSE

•METAPHOR

•TOTEM

ANTHEM

MEADOWLARK AUDIO

•CARY

•MICHELL

•UNITY AUDIO

•CONDOR

•MICROMEGA

•VAC

•COUNTERPOINT

•MONITOR AUDIO

•VAN DEN HUL

•CREEK/EPOS

•MONTANA

•VP!

•ENSEMBLE

•MORCH

•WADIA DIGITAL

TEL. (508) 636-3400

•EVETT & SHAW

•MORDAUNT SHORT

•WAVELENGTH

TOTEM

SOUND IMAGES CABLES'

•FANFARE FM

•MUSE

•WILSON BENESCH

BEDINI

CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS

•GRADO

•NAD

•WOODSIDE

•GRAAF

•PASS LABS

•YBA

David Lewis Audio

your maul
SINGLE ENDED

(holey
E.A.R.

GRAAF'

ATMA-SPHERE•

AIR TIGHT'

ACCUPHASE'

VERITY AUDIO'

SOUND LAB

GALLO ACOUSTICS"
—

MASSACHUSETTS
HIGH-END CHOICE r
IN BEAUTIFUL PICTURESQUE WES
1100 MAIN ROAD
WESTPORT, MA 02790

J.A.MICHELL*
G

FAX (508) 6

SCIENTIFIC FIDELITY•

ACROTEC

CABLES'

VANDEN HUL

LTD

8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495
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AUDIO GALLERY
',hen /he nu, %it. plea,e, your ear,

FURNITURE BY
TARGET, CONTOURS, OSAR', AND SALAMANDER
MANY MORE PLEASE CALL
TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
NEW ENGLAND'S EXCLUSIVE DEALER
MASSACHUSETTS EXCLUSIVE DEALER
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You are invited to audition

The Pass Labs
Power Amplifiers

Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
18R Music World
(1 &RElectronics)
(212) 238-9000
Lyric Hi -Fi
(212) 439-1900
Magazine Store (The)
(212) 246-4766
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Queens
T.D. Electronics
(718) 528-4956

We also Feature:
Evanston
847-864-9565
Hinsdale
630-789-1990
Libertyville
847-362-5594
Chicago
I2-642-5950

Angstrom, Ayre,
Bryston, Goldmund,
Gradient,
Magnepan,
Mark Levinson,
Martin-Logan,
Micromega,
Proceed,
Sonus Faber,
Thiel, Threshold,
and many more.

aUDIO consurrams
the finest in stereo

Audio and Video Specialists Since 1967

A
UDIOO
UEST •
CAL •A
UDIO MAGIC
G
RADO •
C
AMELOT •
PAC •
JPS L
ABS
B
ILLY B
AGS •
C
REEK •
A
UDIOP
RISM
T
OTEM •
MAGNUM D
YNALAB •
EPOS
A
UDIBLE ILLUSIONS MUSICAL DESIGN

Rochester
Avalanche Photograph
(716) 442-0890
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410
Monroe Stereo Shoppe
(716) 244-6820
Rowe Audio
(716) 442-8230
Sound Concept (The)
(716) 442-6050
Saratoga Springs
Le Sounde Audio 8Video
(518) 587-0303
Scarsdale
Listening Room
(914) 472-4558
Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355

-SALE
AUDIONISM Rbckight AStoçight •
AllDt0OUEST •
BEDISI euClanhei
1PSIARS•
Emote Dioifex Gold S39 ou Mondcry Speed

ANAUDIOWAVES
the

finest in affordableaudio

800.510.4753 P.O. BOX 461 TRINIDAD (AllfORNIA 95570
PHONE/FAX 107.617.3299 audiowaves000l.corn

1
1

80
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FREE SHIPPING

PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
(610) 649-7002
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 263-4960

Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
(513) 429-4434
Findlay
House of Hindenach
(419) 422-0392
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam, Inc.
(216) 228-7330

Lyndhurst

Hi-Tech Hi Fi and Video
(216) 449-4434
Mayfield Heights
Hofhan's Audio Video
(216) 461-3707
Toledo
Jamieson's
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010
OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240

Audio Video Environments
(615) 868-7710

Memphis
Modern Music Audio 8Video
(901) 682-6557
Underground Sound
(901) 272-1275
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

TEXAS
Austin
High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833
Bedford
Classic Home Audio
(817) 267-6502
Conroe
Jobe Systems
(409) 441-1112
Dallas
Audio Home
(214) 247-1487
Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156

WASHINGTON, DC
Serenade Records
(202) 452-0075

WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston
Payne Audio Video
(304) 345-5312
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874

WISCONSIN
Appleton
Suess Electronics
(414) 733-6464
Cudahy
Cudahy News and Hobby
(414) 769-1500
Glendale
Sound Investments Ltd
(414) 438-1818
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599

El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421

Sheboygan
Gene's So-und 8Camera
(414) 458-2141

Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383

Houston
Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555
Groove Audio Video
(713) 523-2900

Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
(715) 421-5910

Harrisburg

I.PD. Distribution Services
(619) 481-5928

Lewisburg
Stereo House
(717) 524-9182

OHIO
Boardman

Madison

Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
(360) 698-1348

Doylestown
Trac Records
(215) 348-5633

Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Charlotte
Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
Wilkesboro
Modem Electronics 8Appliances
(910) 838-000

Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434

Musical Design SP-213

Salem
Hear No Evil Home 8Car
(503) 363-3633

Lancaster
GNT Stereo
(717) 393-4471

Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565

Totem Model 1Signature

Portland
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341

NORTH CAROLINA

Audible Elegance
(513) 793-3737
Ohio Valley Audio
(513) 451-4855

AudioPrism Debut

Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
(541) 753-0472
Eugene
Riles Audio
(541) 687-9294
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454

Boone
Highland Audio
(704) 264-1858

Cincinnati

Audible Illusions Modulus 3A

TENNESSEE
Johnson City
Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233

Jenkintown
Stereo Trading Outlet
(The)(215) 886-1650

Sound Shop (The)
(216) 629-8191

Cal Audio Labs CL-15

OREGON
Albany
Front Row Home Theater
Systems
(541) 924-4567
Beaverton
Art of Audio (The)
(503) 643-5754
Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3510

Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Pittsburgh
Audio Gallery (The)
(412) 521-9500
Listening Post
(412) 681-8433
Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055
Triangle Television 8Audio
(412) 561-1115
Selinsgrove
Village TV 8Stereo Shop
(707) 374-0150
Shillington
Elements Audio Video
(610) 775-9325

Shippensburg

Squires Electronics
(717) 532-2875
Uniontown
Shake 'N Bake Entertainment
(718) 539-2603

Wexford

Eclectic Honewill, Inc.
(412) 935-3322
Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815
RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Stereo Discount Center
(401) 521-0022
SOUTH CAROLINA
Aiken
Aiken Audio
1803) 649-3940
Greenville
American Audio
(803) 288-4293

SOUTH DAKOTA
Kimball
SoundworIcs Plus
(605) 778-6771

Lubbock
Sound Wave (The)
(806) 792-7299

UTAH
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511
Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918

WYOMING
Gillette
Pro Audio of Wyoming
(307) 687-1954

CANADA
Notional Distributor
DeNfinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One, RRI

ALBERTA
VERMONT
Rutland
Showcase Appliance 8TV
(802) 775-1103

VIRGINIA
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434
Richmond
Stereo Trading Post
(804) 320-2684
Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
(804) 424-5850

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047
Okanogan
Steve's Discount Stereo
(509) 422-3005
Olympia
Deseo Audio 8Video
(360) 943-1393

Seattle

Bulldog News
(206) 632-6397
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609
University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387

Calgary
K8W Audio
1424 Fourth St SW
Loyalty Sound, Ltd
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 121h St NE, Bay 1
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second St SE

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway CM163
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clanon Books 8Music
480 Sixth St
New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No.3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St, 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway *101
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2205 W. Fourth Ave
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Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Moms St
ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W
Hamilton
Village Audio —Westdale
1059 King St W *2
Kingston
Just
239 Princess St
London
London Audio
716 York St
Nepean
Euphonies Audio 8Video
1480 Merwale Rd
Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St

De Hifiwinkel
Tel: 31 (40) 211 3388
Far. 31 (40) 211 7734
The Wish%)
Tel: 31 (13) 544 3444
Fax: 31 (13) 612 345

ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca
Sound 8Music
Tel: (39) 583-55-301
Fax: (39) 583-419-115

BRAZIL
Blumenau, SC
Sound Image
Fax: (047) 322-0305

JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
AX1SS Corporation
Tel: (81) 3-5410-0071
Fax: (81) 3-54104)622

BRUNEI
Jalan Gadong
Auvisual Haven
Fax (011) 024-48841
CHILE
Santiago
Comercial Rupaygo Limitada
Tel/Fax' (562) 2-209.2134
COSTA RICA
Curridiabat San Jose
Parlatek SA
Tel/Fax: (506) 225-8231
CROATIA
National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel (385) 589-742
Fax (385) 214-0376
CZECH REPUBLIC
Borivojova
Ego vos Audio Studio
Tel/Fax 42-2-90001181
DENMARK
Norager
Hi Fi Klubben
Tel: (459) 722-4941

Audio Excellence
8763-A Bayeew
Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd
Thomhill
Brad Electronics North
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Brad Electronics
69 Front St E.
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
L'Atelier Gngorian
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital Hi-End
5221 Hwy 7#3
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N.
Whitby
American Sound Whitby
233 Brock St S.
QUEBEC
Montreal
Opus Audio
5154 Mid Decarie
Son Or/Filtronique
9343 Laieunesse
Quebec
C0 RA
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
ROTAC electronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy
ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires
RJ Martinez
Tel/Fax (54) 1-585-1413
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Templestowe, Victoria
Audio Q Imports
Tel. (61) 3-1994-8413
Fax: (61) 3-9846-2407

FINLAND
Turku
HifiMesta Op
Tel: (358) 2-2504-888
Fax: (358) 2-2504-808
FRANCE
National Distributor
Toulouse
Audio Salon
Tel (33) 61-12-33-66
Brest
Brazil
TeL (33) 98-43-1188
Cannes
Vector
Tel: (33) 92-99-0720
Paris
Affimiative
Tel: (33) 47-34-1682
Creations Audio
Tel: (33) 40-20-9528
Fax: (33) 40-20-9533
Port Royal Audio
Tel: (33) 30-64-9222
GERMANY
National Distributor
GeisenheimStephanshausen
Eclectic Audio
Tel: (49) 6722-8060
Fax: (49) 6722-8067
GREECE
National Distributor
Athens
N.M. Acoustics
Tel (30) 1-292-2724
Fax: (30) 1-293-3168
HONG KONG
National Distributor
PS Audio
Tel: (852) 2524-8T75
Fax: (852) 2845-0746
Kowloon Brandi
Tel: (852) 2392-6368
Fax: (852) 2392-6328

INDONESIA

BALTIC STATES
Riga, Latvia
AT Trade
13th of January Street 13
Tel (3712) 211-688

Jakarta
MOO Electronics
Tel: 6221-692-7840
Fax: 6221-625-1133

BENELUX
National Distributor
Durob Audio BV
Dept DC Publishing
Tel 31 (73) 511 2555
Fax: 31 (73) 511 7583

IRELAND
National Distributor
Blackrock County Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel: (353) 1-288-8477
Fax: (353) 1-283-4887
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MACEDONIA
T.P. Kock Export-Import
Tel/Fax: (389) 91 11 83 66
MALAYSIA
National Distributor
Kuala Lumpur
The SoundStage
Tel: (60) 3-717-6969
Fax: (60) 3-719-4188
MARTINIQUE,
FRENCH WEST INDIES
St Joseph
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel (596) 64 69 63
Fax' (596) 57 96 39
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
D.R. Britton
Tel: (64) 4-5688-066
Fax: (64) 4-5688-065

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
The Adelphi
Music Box (The)
Fax: (65) 33-42-106
Stereophile Audio
Tel/Fax: (65) 33-66-790
SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Alberton, Gauteng
Hi-Fi Excellence
Tel: (27) 11-907-9092
Fax: (27) 11-907-8399
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Surte Audio Elite
TeL (34) 6-351-0798
Fax: (34) 6-351-5254
SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm
Hi-Fi Art
Tel (46) 8-661-6300
Fax: (46) 8-660-2207
SWITZERLAND
Notional Distributor
Geneva
Portier
Tel (41) 22-784-0050
Fax (41) 22-784-2904
THAILAND

NORWAY
Notional Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Tel/Far (47) 55-25-62-14

Bangkok
Music World Ca, Ltd,
Tel: (662) 276-3190
Fax: (662) 276-2456
Hi -Fi Club
Fortune Town, 3rd floor

PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Upscale Audio
Tel (63) 2-931-37-42
Fax: (63) 2-741-28-93

TRINIDAD
Curete
Sanch Electronix
Tel (809) 663-1384
Fax: (809) 645-2205

POLAND
Gdansk-Oliwa
Arts Audio 3
Tel/Fax: (48) 52-0639
Hifi Sound Studio, Ltd.
Tel/Fax: (48) 58-520-639
Warsaw
Hifi Sound Studio, Ltd.
tel/Fan -(48) 2-774-8154
PORTUGAL
National Distributor
Anadora
Alasom
Tel: (351) 1474-8709
Fax (351) 1475-1367
PUERTO RICO
Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
Tel 809 274-0927
San Juan
Nova Electronics
Ave de Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo
RUSSIA
Moscow
AT Trade
Ostozhenka 37, Kor 3
Tel (7) 095-291-5086
Fax: (7) 095-291-5871
Esotenca
Tel (7) 095-917-4385
Fax: (7) 095-917-8762
Neo Tek
Tel: (US) (408) 973-0946
Fax (US) (408) 725-8335
The Purple Legion
40/42 Maxim Gorky
Nabereznay
Tel (7) 095-233-1442
Fax: (7) 095-248-3352
RG Sound, Inc.
Tel: (095) 256-5091
Fax: (095) 259-2742

SAUDI ARABIA
Jeddah
HiFi House
Fax: (99) 62-68-24-098

TURKEY
Istanbul
RKD Muzik
Tel: (90) 212-241-3411
Fax: (90) 212-231-9673
UNITED KINGDOM
National Newsstand
Distributor
COMAG Magazine Marketing
Tel: 44 (0)181-844-1000
Fax: 44 (0)181-751-2666
National Dealer Distributor
Wollaton Audio
Tel: 44 (0)115-928-4147
Fax: 44 (0)115-928-0625
Berkshire
Audio T
Tel 01734 585 463
Bury St. Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St
London
Kamla Hifi
Tel 0171 323 2747
Musical Images
Tel: 0171 497 1346
Sound Organisation
Tel 0171 403 2255
Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Tel 01865 790879
Reading
Audio T
Reading Hifi
Broad Street Mall
Suffolk
Bury Audio
Tel 01284 724 337
VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh City
Show Room
Tel/Fax 848651868
YUGOSLAVIA
Belgrade
Vox Trade
Tel: (381) 11-222-4322
Fax: (381) 11-140-689

Want it? — NOW?
You've made your decision.
You've heard the perfect component
for your system.
You want it -NOW!
One thing is stopping you -money.
We can help -now.
Stereo Trading Outlet pays
cash -top dollar guaranteed! -for used
equipment, like yours -and we pay now.
Since 1984, we have been buying and
selling the finest in new and used
audio equipment.

Why not call now?
Authorized Dealer for
Audio Quest, HarmonKardon,
Infinity, Marantz, Nad, NHT,
Niles, Panamax, Paradigm,
Paradigm/Reference, Sunfire, Terk

Stereo Trading Outlet
HOME THEATER SHOWROOMS
320 Old York Road
Jenkintown, PA 19046
1-215-886-1650
24 HR FAX 215-886-2171
Cash Paid for Audio & AV Eqpt.
WEBSITE-Catalog www.tsto.com
E-Mail tsto@tsto.com

METIEMINETIEF
"One of America's Finest
Audio/Video Stores"
A IIITIORIZ El> DEALER
We Nock 106 brands of Audio/Video and Car
Stereo, only afew atoms in America can
make this statement and virtually
all of us are located in college
towno adjacent to
hi-tech Univenaties
mu,
Niles Audio
Ada:. nil
(Mk-yo
aid/sr
Chilcyo Integra
Alon
Panamint
Alpine
Pioneer Elite
Aragon
PS Audio
Atlantic Tech PSH
Audio Control Rock Solid
AurboTochinica Rosinante'
FMK
Sanus
Bell'oggetti
Sennheuer
•Fir&W
•Sharp Vision
Cal Audio Lab Snell
Celestion
Sonic Frontiers
CWD
Sony
Denon
•Sony ES
Dunlavy
Sound Anchor
Forte
Straight Wire
Haller
Tara Labs
harmantkardon Target
Infinity Comp Threabold
Kimber Kahle •Velodyne
KEF
VTL... & More
Klipsch
Lexicon
•in more demo
Magnum-D
required at
Mirage
KlEF"S
Mitaubishi
25th & Irma Si.
Monster Cable lawman, KS 66646
NA13
12 Showroom.
NEAR
M.T.W.TIO•niSpat
Nakakmichi
F-S 1-Eiren

htt •://www.kiersav.corni
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AUDIO
STEREOPHILE's ALMOST-COMPLETE INDEX lists every article that has appeared in
Stereophik from Vol3 No.1 through Vol2O No.8
(1971 through August 1997), and every component reviewed by Stereophik since Vol.1
(Please note that an index does not include the
review or article texts.) Currently available only on
5Y4"or 3Y2"floppy disks (MS-DOS, raw ASCII
only). Send $19.95 to Stereophile Almost-Complete
Index, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe NM 87502-5529.
Please indicate disk size.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA—Franchised dealer for Nains, Roksan, Pink
Triangle, Spendor, Music Reference, Creek, Regs, Epos,
Totem, Quad, JPW, Dynaco, 0C-9, Goldring, Revolver,
Target, and more. Always lots of used gear Established
way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311.
AUDIOPHILE 8c SCHOLAR —University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin —Acurus, Aerial, Aragon,
Audio Research, MK., CAL, Creek, EAD, Golden
Tube, Hales, JoLicla, Krell, Lexicon, Linn, MartinLogan, Micromcga, NEAR, Paradigm, Purist Audio,
Rega, Runco, Spica, TARA, Thiel, Totem, Vandersteen,
Von Schweikert, YBA. (608) 284-0001.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAI, Class.' Audio, Fanfare FM, Grado, Jeff
Rowland, Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Martin-Logan,
Mirage, MIT, Power Wedge, ProAc, Target, Theta, van
den Hul, Vandersteen, JF Woodworks. Audio Excellence
Liverpool, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/MC/ArnEx/Discover.
SME 3012-R: Newest version of this superb archival
tonearm. Suitable for all recorded sources, including
LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal. SME
owners: Upgrade through exchange to current updated
Series II Improved, Series III, and Series "R" models.
New SME hcadshells, Fluid Damper Kits, manuals, and
parts. Audio "78" Archival Supplies,' PO. Box 187; San
Anselmo, CA 94979, (415) 457-7878.
AT LAST! EVERYTHING YOU NEED to know
about buying and enjoying high-quality hi-fi! The
Complete Guide to High-End Audio, by Robert Harley, is
packed with inside secrets on getting high-end sound at
low prices, setting up your system for the best sound,
and becoming abetter listener. More than 450 pages
and +200 illustrations. Written for beginners and experienced listeners alike. Find out why Sam Tellig says,
"Before you make amistake, buy Bob Harley's book."
Only $29.95 (softcover) or $39.95 (signed hardcover),
plus $4.95 S&H. 30-day money-back guarantee. Call
(800) 848-5099 or send check or Visa/MC iniOnnation to
Acapella Publishing P.O. Box 80805, Albuquerque NM
87198-0805.
THE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK — ON-LINE.
Keeping you informed, entertained, and connected with
audiophiles worldwide since 1984. By modem: (818)
988-0452 (8N1), or Internet Telnet: TANeccom .Featuring: classifieds, databases, forums, online shopping.
Internet e-mail, newsroom, library, conferences, and
Internet access. Voice/data 24 hours: (818) 782-1676, fax
(818) 780-6260.
IF YOU ARE AN AUDIOPHILE and stranded in
Iowa or without alocal dealer — don't despair. Audio
Video Logic in Des Moines can help! Choose from
Acorns, Angstrom, Aragon, Audio Power Wedge,
Audio Research, CAL, Chiro by Kinergetics, Definitive
Technology, Dunlavy, EAD, Genesis, Grado, JoLida,
Krell, McCormack, Martin-Logan, ProAc, NB, Regis,
Synergistic Research, Thiel, van den Hul cartridges,
VII, and Wilson Audio. (515) 255-2134.
MBC AUDIO: Klyne, BEL Gradient, C.E.C, Ikusen,
Diapason, Audio Magic. Denver, CO. (303) 399-5031,
MST
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RATES: Private, $1.10 per word; Commercial,
$3.85 per word, $154 minimum on all commercial
ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters
with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with
order, either by check or credit card: MasterCard,
Visa, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile,
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa
Fe, NM 87502-5529. FAX: (505) 983-6327.
DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working
day of the month, two months in advance of the
issue in which your ad will appear For example, if
you want your ad to run in the September 1997
Stereophile, you must submit it by July 1, 1997.
Please Note: Phone-in ads are no longer being
accepted. Please plan on faxing or mailing in your
ads on the form provided at the end of the section.
No refunds.
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Cary, Nalcamichi,
Acunas, Kimber, KEF, Parasound, Kinergetics, Quad, PS,
Fried, Audible Illusions, Spendor, Target, Carver many
more. Free catalog! Read Brothers Stem), 591 King St,
Charleston, SC 29403. (803)723-7276.
JPS LABS INTRODUCES THE SUPERCONDUCTOR line of unique cables to join our popular
Golden Flute Bass Alignment Filters. Please contact us
anytime for your nearest dealer and the latest rave
reviews. Finally hear your system's potential, beyond its
designers' expectations. Phone/fax (716)685-522Z or visit
http://iypn.wm/jpslabs
HI-FI EXCHANGE —Large selection of quality used
high-end components at huge discounts. We buy, sell,
and trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-0400 or visit
our shsnvrooms at 251-11 Northern Blvd, Little Nede, NY
11363.
WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on REP Noise-fighting accessories for pennies,
power-line conditioners starting at $75. Alternative to
the Shakti Stone, $25. Write for catalog! Virtual Mode, 1
Old Goam Rd, Shelton, CT 06484. (203) 929-0876.
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors
quote you on your used ARC, Cello, Krell, Levinson,
Spectral, Wadia, etc. Call me last Dealer for Aragon,
Acunas. Audio Alchemy, !Umber, Sonic Frontiers,
XL0. Audio Chamber, (510) 549-2178.
ATTENTION QUAD AND SPENDOR OWNERS!
Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Spendor, Gradient, Enter, and Acoustic Panel Systems.
New and used Quad equipment bought/sold. ESL/ESL63 updates, stands, and subwoofer systems available. For
further details, contact Mike or Randy, QS6D, 33 Mc Whirr
Loop *108, &Wendish«, VA 22406. (540) 372-3711, fax
(540) 372-3713.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West LA. Call Sure= Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 fax, Stunk
AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase, Acoustic
Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Audio Artistry,
Audiomeca, Audio Note, Basis, Benz-Micro, Chang,
Chario, Coda, dpa, Dynavector, Ensemble, Graham,
Harbedt High WireAkeda, Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab,
Magna. Meret Micromega, Musical Design, Music
Metre, Muse, NSM, Onix, Regs, Sound Anchors,
SOTA, Spendor, Symphonic Line, Totem, Unity Audio,
Wheaton Triplanar, Wilson Benesch, YBA, and more.
Call/JayJohn Barnes at (303) 691-340Z 2341 W Yak Ave,
agInvood, CO 80110.

S7EREOPHILE's RECORD-REVIEW INDEX
lists every record review published in Stenvphile from
Von(' No.1 through Vo120 No.8 (January 1987
through August 1997). Also includes indexes to
"Building aLibrary" and musician interviews, and
indicates Records To Die For and Recordings of the
Month (Please note that an index does not include
the review texts.) Available on 51
4" or 3S2," floppy
disks (MS-DOS, raw ASCII only). Send $9.95 to
Stereophik Reconl-Review Index, PO. Box 5529, Santa
Fe NM 87502-5529. Please indicate disk size.
ELIMINATE THE BOOM IN YOUR ROOM!
with the ATA NF-1 Bass Notch Filter. A hit at CES!
Eliminates unwanted bass resonances. User-adjustable
frequency and attenuation. Transparent. No effect on
imaging or soundstage. Only $195 ($5 S&H). Arizona
Tube Audio, (800) 269-7078.
UPDATE YOUR MAGNAN Vi's. Available only
from manufacturer. Restrictions apply. Call or fax
Magnan Cables, Camarillo, CA. (805) 484-9544, or contact
us through our Wébsite: www.magnartcom
THE NEW PRODUCTS ARE HERE! The UTP-1
($1295) and the UCD-1 ($995) combine improved
sound with new cosmetic appeal. Our Basic Player
($549) and the Reference One transport ($649) have
made Bound for Sound's "Components of Merit" list
Low-jitter kits still available. G&D Tran.fonns, (602) 6501155. E-mail Transfonns@aoLcom
FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet Visit our
Web site at ktp://wwwfinsfarecom .See the latest FM
antennas (the new APS-14), plus tips on improving FM
reception. Download our product literature. Not on
the Net? Call for our Stereo Pilot newsletter at (800)
268-863Z also (716) 683-5451, or fax to (716) 683-5421.
E-mail to infoeurfarecom ,or write to Farrfine FM, Box
455, &eh, NY 14225-0455.
AUDIO NOTE ONGAKU handmade, silver-wired,
single-ended integrated amplifier, 27 watts per channel.
Considered to be among the world's best amplifiers by
many reviewers, ($89,200) $45,000. Serious inquiries
only please. Steven, afn12686@afrung or (603) 924-7392.
ACTIVE COMPONENTS: Made-to-order crossovers,
subsonic filters, summers, and boostamps with optional
level controls, for bi-, ni-, and quad-amp configurations.
Includes power supply. For brochure: DeCouney
Enginening Lab, 11828 W Jefferson Blvd, Culver City, CA
90230 (310) 397-966g fax (310) 397-8498, impdsurch
@ool.cont .
MERIDIAN 518, ($1800) $1295; Meridian 566, ($2000)
$1450; Classé CP60 preamp, full phono, ($4200) $2775;
Classé CP50 preamp, ($2700) $1995; Classé CA300
amp; Classé DAC 1, ($4000) $2850; Sonic Frontiers
SFT-1 transport, ($2300) $1595; Transparent Ultra
speaker cable: 10' pair, ($2400) $1595; 15' pair, ($2750)
$1745. David, (517) 337-8362 before 10pm EST knot. specfi
ic message
CALIFORNIA: ICON MLR $600; Alpha D/A,
$900; Straight Wire Mega Link coaxial, $50; Sonic
Frontiers SFL-1, $700. (908) 709-9766.
GOLDEN TUBE AUDIO: 1pair SE-40 amplifiers,
excellent condition, low hours usage, $1600 for the pair
plus shipping. (801)272-6572, ask for Ed.
LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES: Adcom, B&O,
Bryston, B&W, Carver, Celestion, Citation, CIsssis,
Definitive, Denon, Dynaudio, HK, KEF, Lexicon,
Ltuonan, Mirage, Nalcamichi, NH"!', Onkyo, Polk,
Pioneer Elite, Rotel, Sunfire, Tandberg, Thiel, Velodyne,
Wadia, Wilson, many, many more. Shipping throughout the world. Incorporated 1964. Norrnns, Inc, (770)
772-7700.
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ROBERT HARLEY'S NEW HOME-THEATER
BOOK IS HERE! Home Theater for Everyone: A Practical
Guide to Today's Home Entertainment Systems is packed with
everything you need to know about Home Theater.
Brand new and completely up to date! Written for
beginners and home-theater enthusiasts alike. Only
$19.95 (softcover) or $29.95 (deluxe signed hardcover)
plus $4.95 S&H ($6.95 outside continental US). Sixtyday money-back guarantee. Call toil-free (800) 8485099, or send check or Visa/MC information to Acapella
Publishing, PO. Box 80805, Albuquerque NM 87198-0805.
ICRELL KSA-200S, $3900; Mark Levinson No.35,
$2350; Meridian 50820, $2450; Martin-Legan CLS
IIZ, walnut, 3months' use, $2850. All mint with boxes
and manuals. Will split shipping. Doug, (719) 634-3251,
leave message
MELOS 402 GOLD MONOBLOCKS, like new
with factory boxes, $3800. Prefer local call and leave
message any time. (310) 280-8465.

vrt

225 DELUXE MONOBLOCK tube amps,
excellent condition, $2500. (810) 608-8783 home (810)
288-3888 office, Reg Harris.
HANDMADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire. Teflon insulation, Cardas silver/rhodium connectors. Low-capacitance,
low-inductance
design.
Interconnects,
$150/meter pair; speaker cable, $100/mrming meter.
Money-back guarantee. Don't pay more! (770)457-8748
before lOpm EST
COUNTERPOINT SA9 PHONO, ($4000) $2000,
mint. (817) 338-8304 days, (817) 560-0504 eves.
VIDEO PROJECTORS: Sony VPH-1030Q, 100",
$1995; Sony VPH-1020Q, $100", $1495; Ampro
Aquastar, 250", $1995. (916) 354-1990.
ARC SPIO, needs phono tubes, $975. Jim, (513) 8715643, 7pm-10pm EST

Audio

CORNER AUDIO, PORTLAND, OR. Quicksilver,
BEL, Linaeum, EAD, Audio Physic, Immedia, Michael
Yee, Lyra, WireWorld, PSE, Mesa, Tice, Benz-Micro,
Klyne, AMC, Sound Anchors, RPM, Sumiko, Yamamura, Townshend, XL°, Audio-Technica, REL, Sanus,
LAST Weltronics, VPI, Chang Lightspeed, CWD,
Golden Sound, ASC, Nitty Gritty, and more. Used and
demos available. Trade-ins welcome. (503) 227-1943.
ENCORE PYRAMID DAC, $1995; GtItD Transforms
transport, $525; VanEvers Clean Line Reference line
conditioner, $175; Kimber Power Cords, $75; Deluxe
RoomTunes, $45 each; CornerTimes, $8 each. Call (615)
29b2125.
SIGNAL GUARD RESONANCE ATTENUATION
PLATFORM. Dimensions, 19" by 16" by 3"; weight, 27
lbs; supports 200 lbs. Wide-band attenuation, 14Hz551cHz, $349. Shannon Dickson's review upcoming in
Stereophile, unequaled build quality, elegant aesthetics.
Call far information, dealer nearest you, or order factory-direct to open areas. (914) 496-1067 Dealer inquines
invited.
PRIMYL VINYL —The audiophile record collector's
newsletter. Reviews, tweaks, discographies, free ads. 500
specialist vinyl dealers! DIY vacuum record deaner,
$50! "Quite valuable" —Michael Firmer, Stereophik,
March 1997. SASE to PV7C, Box 67109, Chestnut Hilt MA
02167 Phone/fax, (617) 739-3856; e-mail pvx@ma.
uhrattet.com
ULTRA-HIGH-END LIMITED EDITION dualmono pure tube balanced line-stage Magnum Opus
preamplifier. Produced by Elliot Audio Science, new,
sealed, ($17,500) $14,875. (404) 305-4961, leave message
ARAGON 8008ST, mint, used for only 4 months,
($1999) $1500; Audio Research DAC2, mint, ($3300)
$1200; B&W 640i, black, mint, ($1400) $650. All in
original boxes with manuals. Raymond (212) 794-5133

"...the most spatially realistic two-speaker playback
I've heart
-...lt certainly
qualifies
for sonne
kind of
best-. uy

SOLUTIONS
Snell
Audio Research
Aerial
Theta Digital
ProAc
McCormack
Condor
Pass Labs
Aragon
Von Schweikert
Acurus
EgglestonWorks

releutteed,
qiefIce•td Seleetee
5576 aameee note.s64 d.
nele4044, geolgtec 3033S

(770804-8977
http://www.audiosolutions.com

Magnum Dynalab
VPI
Sound Dynamics
Grado
Sony ES
Sumiko
Marantz
Tara Labs
Belles
Kimber Kable
AMFI
Audible Illusions
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THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE is proud to be
involved with the good people at these fine companies:
Angstrom, Audio Logic, BAT, Cary, CEC., Clearaudio,
Discovery, ESP, Fanfare FM, Graaf, Lamm, Magnum
Dynalab, MBL, McCormack, Pass, Pentagon, ProAc,
Proton, Thor Audio, Timbre, Verity, and more!!! Call
anytime to learn about our very generous trade-in policy and our monthly specials on mint-condition preowned gear. Thank you and good listening. Ted, (860)
651-7945 or audibled@tiacnet or www.highendaudiocom
... TUBE TRAP ... TUBE TRAP ... TUBE TRAP ...
Check bass-transients response of speakers and room
with ASC-MATT test on CD. Send recording by mail
or e-mail for analysis. Call for details: Engineer, (541)
343-9727; info, (800) ASC-TUBE; (541) 343-9245 fax.
BUY FACTORY DIRECT Now you can afford
incredible state-of-the-art audio cables. Better performance than cables 10 times the cost! Selected demos
available at extra savings. Call or write for information
and reviews. 30-day money-back guarantee. US and
Canadian orders only. Tice Audio Products, phone (561) 5757577, fax (561) 575-0302.
KRELL FULL POWER BALANCED 600, 6
MONTHS, ($12,500) $9500. (770) 487-6022.
METAPHOR 5SPEAKERS, cherrywood panels, perfect condition with boxes, ($3450) $2250. (603) 5957180.
APOGEE CENTAUR MINORS, $650; Marantz
CD63, $250; CD63SE, $350; TARA Quantum
Reference II, lm, $95; Temporal continuum, 05m,
$125; Siltec 4-24, lm, $225; AudioQuest Red (speaker),
7', $50. Big (518) 798-6558 before lOpm EST
THRESHOLD S-500 II, MINT, $1700. MD T-8000,
glass; MD 7000 II, balanced, glass; both mint, $3100
for both. (972) 262-5708.

The Best in
Home Grown
Audio.
Featuring:

The Van L. Stage Two is the first production
loudspeaker using the unique ambient recovery
technology developed by Charles McShane
Available factory direct for alimited time at 5099 00 apair
plus s.&h 30 day in home trial, money back guarantee, 5year
manufacturer defect warranty . Available exclusively from..

•Quad •Spendor
•Greek
•Alon
•Von Schweikert •Coda
•OCM •Kan ber
•Clayton
•B&K •Accuphase •Kora
•YBA
Also featuring high end used
equipment fully guaranteed!

Van L

Speakerworks
Featuring Products from

•
Adcom Apogee AudioQuest •
Audio Innovations
•B&K •Cardas. Chicago Audio Group
•
Counterpoint. Esoteric Audio •Grado
'Al Labs •Kimber Kable •McCormack •NSKI
•Pinnacle .PS Audio 'Rogers. Spectrum •
Sumiko
•Taddeo. Target •
Tice •
Totem •
Van Den Hul
We also offer

•Repairs •Parts •Kits Recoiling

312 769 0773
5704 N. Western Avenue Chicago, IL 60659

Hi-Fi Farm

616 Plaza, Suite 5, Moneta, Va., 24121
(:all
1 F•or8011*
informali
752on•Ull
4018
Free: 1
On li,,t. at wvtm.hillfann.t
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'Well even design apiece to your exact specifications.'"

Our CUSTOM design department is
fast and affordable. We also offer over 100 stock
designs of unequaled quality.
Be sure to visit our growing web site at:

http://www.billybags.com
PRO-33
Audio Rack
The ultimate in audio
rack design. When
columns are loaded rack
weighs up to 300 lbs
before components are
installed.

KRELL FPB 300 AMPLIFIER., hardly used, excellent
condition, boxes and manuals, ($9000) $6500-, PAD
Colossus interconnect, Revis, XLR, 7m, $650; CoganHall interconnects, Im, 3m, $200 for both. (773) 2713887
CELLO ZARATHUSTRA 54 turntable, Pluto arm,
Cello cartridge, $14,000; Cello phono preamp, $1300;
VPI stand, $700; Infinity RS1-B, custom crossovers and
EMITs, $4500; PSIS Stratus speakers, $1000; Levinson
No23 amplifiers, $3000; AR SP9 Mk.11 preamplifiers,
$1200; Lexicon CP-3 processor, $2500; Snell Surround
speaker system, $5000; Soundstream 200W 11-IX
amplifiers, $400; KEF 1052 speakers, $4500; 2Bryston
4B amplifiers, $1300 each; Bryston Model 11 preamplifiers, $900. Call Lorin Hollander, (207) 567-3219, or. email Itnirth@aolcom .
SINGLE-ENDED AUDIO—KOchel (Park) loudspeaker (97dB/8 ohms), Wavelength Audio, Cary,
Caztech, Golden Tube, Woodside, 1)PA Digital,
Magnum FM, MIT, Vampire, Townshend, Sound
Anchors, more. Speaker demos—call. Visa/MC. TMH
Audio, Dayton, OH. (937) 439-266Z fax (937) 439-2685,
e-mail tmhaudio@juno.wm
MIT Z-STABILIZER, $395; Z-strip, $295; Z-2
Isolator, $350; Z-II power cords, $100 each; Sumiko
SHO cartridge, $895; ARC SP10 Gold Aero tube set,
$275; Cardas Golden Cross digital cable, 1
m, $200;
AudioQuest Ruby interconnect, 1m, $50; Apex speaker cable, 9', $85; 6', $50; van den Hul MCI) 352 speaker cable, 8', $50. Call Ben, (919) 779-3019 &fore 9:30pm
EST or leave message at (919) 362-2763.
CITATION 7.0, MINT, have boxes, manuals, low
usage, latest software. Phone (801) 656-0570, e-mail
BgHead8che@aotrom

New Pro-44
T.V. Table on casters
Will hold up to a40"
monitor and two
components.

SPECTRAL 1)MA-180, $4600; MIT 770 Reference
speaker cable, 8', $3100; MIT 350 Reference interconnect, 1m, mint, $995. (219) 831-2984 before 10prn
CST

#BB-4803
Component Center
Built with our exclusive
truss system.

-r

cb

OMAHA
Give 'em

PRO-1000
Holds 1000 CDs.
Our music and film
storage racks come in a
variety of sizes.

THIEL!
Now n

Audio Duster
Quick and easy.

*Steel
•Glass
'Stone
•Laminated
Veneers

*Stability
•Rigidity
*Selection
*Design

Be sure to visit your local stocking dealer and
browse through our new 75-page catalog of
audio/video furniture. And contact us today
for acopy of our detailed newsletter with
product photos and specifications.
4147-A Transport St. •Ventura, CA 93003

805/644-2185
Fax: 805/644-0434 •E-mail: billy@billybags.com
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•Acurus •,1,1g,Irom

•Aragon

.Ati
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s

•Audio Power Wedge •Audio Research •CWD •CAL
•Chiro by Kinergetics •Definitive Technology
•Dunlavy •EAD •Genesis •Grado •HK

•lolida

•Krell •Magnan •Martin Logan •Magro •McCormack
•Monster Cable •Onkyo •ProAc •PS11 •Rega •Santis
•Standesign •Synergistic Research •Thiel •Van den hul
cartridges •VPI •Wilson Audio ... and more.

L•0•0•1.c
The Midwest's Ultimate Stereo Store
3702 Beaver
Des Moines, IA

Ave.
50310

515-255-2134
Specials on ow Website: httpWwww.audio-logic.com

AUDIO ORLEANS—SERVING THE GULF
SOUTH, Our 40K10-square-foot showroom features
Conrad-Johnson, Krell, MfT, NHT, Parasound, Theta,
Thiel, VPI, Von Schweikert, and many others. Trade-ins
accepted. Call or fax for recent used/clearance list and
e-mail for Website info. Audio Orleans, 2031 Metairie
Road, Metairie, LA 70005. (504) 831-0050, far (504) 8313161; or e-mail audio@iamerica.net
A UNIQUE NEW EXPERIENCE now in New
Mexico. First solar-powered listening room, located 30
miles south of Santa Fe off historic Turquoise Trail.
Come hear the quiet of Clearaudio, Discovery, Marigo,
RoomLens, Sound Lab, Spectron, and more. BC
Picnic/Off Grid Audio, (888) 76U904. MCI Visa
MARK LEVINSON NO29 power amp, eta years,
remains on warranty, hardly used, $1750. (508)482-8857
AMPLIFIERS: Golden Tube SE40, $595; ConradJohnson MF80, $695; Cary CAD 50SL monoblocks,
$1450; Carver AV405 5-channel, $450. Preamplifiers:
Classé 5L, $1095; Conrad-Johnson PVIO, $550. CD
players: Sony X707ES, $1050; Pioneer Elite PD 65,
$450; Aragon DAC D2A II, ($1600) $595; TARA
RSC Master, balanced, 1m, $200; Cardas 5C
Quadfinks, 1m, balanced, $120 (408) 245-4054.
WADIA 25, MINT, ($4750) $2700; MIT MI-350
Reference interconnects, 1in pair, ($2000) $1050. BilL
(360) 568-4480.
BRYSTON 7BST, $3750; Aerial 107', walnut, 4
months, $4500; Dynaudio Contour L8 Mk.II, $1575;
Welbome Laurel 300BSE amp, $850; Acurus A-150
amp, $375; Grado Platinum, $200; Dahlquist Prelude
$650. (205) 426-4549, CST
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS DELTA/SIGMA II,
$900; Iluminan D60, $2.25; two Hafkr 9270s with Musical Concepts mods, $775; two 3' pairs AudioQuest Argent
¡IL $400; lin AudioQuest Lapis III, $240; 2' pair Audio
Quest Midnight, $40. Mike, (203)944-0579, 5-9pm EST

High End...
Not High Price
Anthem
Audioquest
Audio Alchemy
Audio Truth
B&K
California Audio Labs
Cary Audio
Counterpoint
Creek
Magnum Dynalab
Maranu
McCormack

Monitor Audio
Rega
Sharpvision
Signet
Snell
Sonic Frontiers
Sumiko
Taddeo
Transparent Audio
Vandersteen
Von Schweikert
Well Tempered

SOUNCAMIG
3400 Monroe Ave. Rochester, New York

716 264.0410
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WAD1A 27. ($8450) 56300; Wadia 20, ($4500) $2500.
Laserdiscs, 60% off. All mint. Steve (813) 835-9043 EST
SPENDOR 3/1 LIMITED EDITION, bass ports,
mint, carton unopened, $1000. (919) 489-1150 evenings,
weekends.
WE OFFER PERFECT CONDITION with warranty: Anna-Sphere, Audio Research, Cary, C-J,
Gershman Acoustics, Krell, Levinson, mbl, MrT, NBS,
Sonic Frontiers, Transparent, Wadia, and many more
high-end components. Call for inventory list. (718) 9618842, far (10 886-9530. He End Audio.
NORDOST: RED DAWN, 2m, hi-wire speaker cable,
($895) $495; 2m cable, balanced, ($595) $301); MIT
Probe 330, balanced, 1
m, ($495) $275; AudioTruffi
Lapis 3; 1m, ($595) $300. All above with boxes. (847)
949-3971.
GENESIS 6LOUDSPEA10ERS, mint, will ship, $5800;
Surniko Premier 1tonearm, $100; 2 Snell 750 subs,
$500. Tom, (610) 966-8500, or e-mail inrimpress@adame •
CLASSÉ S700 200Wpc stereo amp. Balanced./SE
input, black face, $1900. Dennis, Cincinnati, OH. (513)
271-1170.
D'Il.PRO, $225. Dan, (714) 951-6494.
B&W NAUTILIS SPEAKERS, new, $28,000;
Levinson 30.5, $13,000; 31.5. $7800; No33S, $226,000
(pair); Transparent cables: 2m, XL, balanced, $6000;
1m, XL, balanced, $5400; 8', XL, speaker, $6300-, 20'
Reference, balanced, $2500; 20' Ultra SE, $1500; ARC
Reference preamp, $7000. All mint with boxes and
manuals. (800) 376-3906, leave message
TICE POWER BLOCK Ill Signature, ($1495) $1100;
Straight Wire Maestro with WBT ends, 1m. ($650),
$200; X1.0 02 balanced lm interconnect, ($225)
$150; MIT MI 330 phono cable with RCAs, ($3OO)
$250; MIT Terminator 2 bi-wire with spades, ($399)
$295. Call John, (717) 530-1224, until 9pm, leave message

CORRECTION: MAY TFIROUGH JULY ISSUES;
Magnum Opus one preamplifier from Elliot Audio
Science incorrectly priced. Correct current price:
$22,000. Apologies to those inconvenienced. To audition
this magnificent preamplifier, (404) 305-4961.
NO REVIEWS, NO EDITORIM...5., just lots of used
equipment! For over 5years, thousands of audiophiles
have used our publication to buy and sell used audio
gear nationwide. Call today for your free brochure and
sample issue. Audio Trading limes, (715) 479-3103.

McINTOSH MX 130 MIX preamp nmer. MC 7106
amplifier, MCD 7008 CD changer. All in sealed factory cartons, $8750. Will not separate. (818) 769-8345.
AUDIO POWER INDUSTRIES Power Wedges and
accessories on sale, SOTA turntables on sale, Target
Equipment Supports on clearance. A/V Designs is
proud to offer these great products at the best prices.
Call for availability and pricing. (800) 518-6680.
LEVINSON NO38, $2900; Levinson No333, $7000;
Levinson No37, $3200; Levinson No36S, $5400. All
mint with boxes and manuals. Allen, (800) 376-3906,
leave message

ROWLAND COHERENCE PREAMP, gorgeous
silver with BATpak, best preamp I've heard,
($12,800) $8000; Wadia 20 transport, ($4500) $2200;
Wadia 27 DAC, ($8450) $6850; Genesis Digital
Lens, ($1800) $1200; Orchid digital cable, ($750)
$450; or digital package, $9200. Cardas Golden Cross
1m and 1.5m, half price. API Power Wedge 114, half
price; API Power Enhancer, ($300) $170;
McCormack Micro headphone drive, ($700) $400;
Audio Magic Illusion, 1.5m, balanced, half price;
Theta Data III, beautiful silver with AC-3 out,
($4500) $3200. Only 100-200 hours on all equipment. Call Tint (573) 686-4800.

ANTENNA PERFORMANCE —Now offering the
tubed Audio Enhancer AE-1 with blend for tuners,
$295; tuner IF and audio mods, and the finest in outdoor FM antennae: the APS-14 (see Stereophile
"Recommended Components," April '97) and APS-8.
APS, (860) 643-2733, fax (860) 643-9748; e-mail:
antperf@aol.com

LINN NUMERIK DAC, latest Brilliant p.a. and Nuld
chip, ($2600) $1500; Kinergetics Claro C-800 A/V
remote preamp. mused. ($2200) moo; Infinity Renaissance 90s, ($3600) biro; Stax Quattro CD, ($2500) $550.
(352) 371-4649.

MARTIN-LOGAN REQUEST, new in boxes; ConradJohnson MV 125, mint, box and manual; Transparent
digital, 1m; various 6550 output tubes. All priced for
quick sale. (904)725-1008, 5-9pm M-F; weekends 8am-8pm
EST

CARY AUDIO SLM-I00 monoblodcs, $2500. Eminent Technology ET2 toneanns, 2available. Everything
mint (708) 799-1365.

PBN AUDIO MONTANA XP loudspeakers, black
lacquer, brand new in boxes, top-rated in h magazine.
Ask for Jon H, (213) 960-3569, (213) 960-3575 fax, until
midnight.

SONIC FRONTIERS SFT-I Mk.II and SFD-1
Mk.II, $2650; SFS-80, $1450, all black. ICinergetics
KBA75, $895; ARC SP11, $2450; M-100, $3150;
Classic 60 balanced, $1850; EAD DSP1000-3, HDCD,
$750; Wadia 15 DIA, ($4000) $1790; X32, ($2500)
$890. (909) 627-3869.

uy It!
Sell It!

CAL DELTA CI) TRANSPORT, $450; Snell C/V
speakers, $1700 (pick up only); Parasound P/LD 1500
preamp, $450. PA, (215) 567-4626.

FOURIER COMPONENTS PANTHER: OTL
190Wpc triode monoblocks, ($11,950) $5700. Original
owner, with boxes and manuals. Rave review, h magazine, July/August '96. Call Stewart, (201) 868-5818
evenings, 7-12 EST or weekeruis.
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"The Nationwide Classifieds"
Each issue typically has over 1000 items
for sale from individuals and dealers
around the nation. Used equipment is
organized in an easy to find alphabetized
format and mailed to our su bscribers 2
times each month. Subscribers advertise
up to ten items for free. Non subscribers
pay just $3/item & run for five consecutive issues.. Phone ads welcomed.

Subscription Rates:

9-10PPE

21 N. Market Si.. Selinsgrove. PA •717 374 0150
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6mo/12 issues:$25 1yr/24 issues $45
Visa/MC or send check. Call for foreign rates.

PO Box 27, Conover, WI 54519
Ph.715-479-3103/Fax 715-479-1917
Call for brochure
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DEMO AND USED MODELS
ALWAYS AVAILABLE
323 WEST MAIN STREET
ABINGDON, VIRGINIA 24210
(540) 628-3177
'local market only

e-maul, ratliff@preferred corn
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Pre-owned sst-End Kornai
Audio

Ant-Z
ROM
Acurus
Scan
Aragon 8008ST $1395
8008BB
$1649
Bryston 48 (orig) $995
Dynaco ST-70 wftree
pre & tuner
$349
Futterman OTL-3 $5795
Krell KSA 100S $2895
KSA 2005
$3995
Levinson
SeaII
McIntosh MC-30 $995pr.
Naim
90 & 42.5 combo $995

203 Mamaroneck Avenue
White Plains, NY 10601
Buy, Sea Trade, Consign
1114-421-066M Phone
914-3211-3862: Fax

EAD DSP9000 Pro Ill
HMO Bal.
$2895
Esoteric P500
$395
Spectral
SDR-2000 Pro $4895
Theta Cobalt
$249
Pro Basic II
$795

Basis Debut Gold $4495
ET2
$895
Goldmund
TB3 & Studio
$1995
Linn LP12 Valhalla
w/LVII arm
$849
Revox G36
track $595
Walker
Procenium
Scan
Acurus
ScaII
BAT VK-5i
$2995
CJ PF1
$695
AO Diamond
Dennesen
1m Bal
$449
JC 80 MKII
$1249
1.5m Bal
$595
Krell KBL & KPA $2195
will separate
call M'AS Black 8' spkr $249
UHOR's & more
$call
Yamaha
C-6 Nat.Sound $149 Yamamura Millen'm 5000
1m RCA
$375
1.5m RCA
$450
8ft. spkr
$749
Acurus
Scall
AR DAC 2
CAL Tempest
CEC TL-2

$1195 New equipment arrives daily,
$695 pima caiilyou am looking
$1995 for something Mars not listed.

Credit Cards, Trades and Consignments welcome.

AUDIO ALCHEMY 0M502A, pure class-A amp
with two PSU 502A power supplies (240V, can NOT
be converted to 120V): US $800. (310) 798-5671, fax
(310) 798-5681; e-mail: HelloBrian@aolcorn

PASS A 12, $8700; Aleph P, remote, $2900; Cary 88SE1
20W triode integrated, $1800; 300SE OIL $2100;

ECHO BUSTERS! DECORATIVE ACOUSTICAL
treatments for your audio room/home theater Ab-

OUR SUMMER CLEARANCE CONTINUES:
Threshold T-100; Threshold T-3; Totem Ones, $1195;
Totem Manis; Sonic Frontiers Line One, Line Two,
Power Two; SFD-1 Mk2 HDCD processor, $1195;

sorption, Diffusion, and Bass Control packages tame
acoustical problems attractively! You must treat your
room if you want to attain the best sound possible.
Visa/MC: (516) 643-6895, fax (516) 253-0298; e-mail:
mikearoe@aoLcom
KRELL KSA-200S, all imices, packing, manual,
remote, Tiptoes, $4000 (includes shipping). Also: APT1snip, $400; and Esoteric CD-Z500 CD player, $300.
Rich, (715) 426-1338.
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-5R Mk.I1 preamp, $2500;
VT130 stereo amp, $2500; or both for $4750. VTM
120 mono amps, $2500. CD-1 CD player, $1500. Sonic
Frontiers SFL-2 preamp, $1950; McCormack phono
drive with EPS, $700; Muse 18 subwoofer, cherry,
$1800; Wilson WATT/Puppy Vis, still in wrappers,
$9500; Levinson No331 amplifier, $3000; No3I
transport, $4200; No.36 processor, $2650; Apex
Signature speaker cable, 9', $500; McIntosh MR-78
tuner, $850; Transparent Ultra balanced interconnect,
20', $1000. (405) 552-4507, 9am-5pm CST
N.E.W. DCA 66 power amp, purchased 11/96,
($3000) $1600; VAC DAC separate power supply,
($5000) $2100. Tony, (412) 268-2313.
YOU KNOW YOU WANT TO CALL! We are tubeproduct specialists. Call. No dealer? Call. Alón, AMC,
Anthem, AR, Audio Research, CM, Cary, Caztech,
Diapason, MS, Townshend, Wireworld, more! Manta
Tube Audio, (602) 921-9961. http://www.tubeaudio.com
THIEL 3.6 SPEAKERS, oak, $2995. Manhattan, (212)
675-7986.
TEAC ESOTERIC P-2s, one year old, under factory
warranty, with box and manual, mint condition, must
sell, ($7000) $3500. Call Ben, (714) 532-1624, (310) 9250086 evenings

IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
there exists avery special
place which offers only
two classes of components ...
..,eete»

.9fee

Ae2e 164 71/
dhe
Does anything else really matter?
AUDIBLE ILLUS.
AVALON
CARDAS
CLASSE
C-J
GALLO
GOLDEN TUBE
GRADO
JP S
KUZMA

MAPLESHADE
MARTIN-LOGAN
MICROMEGA
MIT
MUSE
NAKAMICHI
PARADIGM
SPECTRAL
SPECTRON
TARA

VON SCHWEIKERT

1050 E. Imperial Hwy., Ste. C-2&3
Brea, California 92821
(714) 529-5634
e-mail: ahaven@earthlink.net
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SECD-1 Gold, $2695; Aerial Tens, Aerial Sevens;
Meridian; Conrad-Johnson ME2100/PF2L combination, $1995; MF22, $1300; PER, EF-I; PSB Stratus
Series; MIT Please call Audio Associates, (601) 362-0474.
MACH 1ACOUSTICS Signatures, Storophile Class A
recommendation (Vol.19 No.10), mint, latest version, biampable, tri-ampable, spectacular resolution, ($18,000)
$6995. Offers. (860) 677-7618, CT
LOVE TUBES? READ THIS! Upscale Audio is authorized for the best components, featuring Audible
Illusions, Presence, JoLida, B&K, Meadowlark, PSB,
more with an extensive selection. So we know what
works and what doesn't. The largest and finest inventory in the US of genuine rare NOS tubes from
Telefimken, Amperes, Siemens, Mazda, Brimai; and
MulLard. No fakes. No RFT, Russian, Chinese, etc.
Performance selection featuring a $21,000 Spectral
Dynamics EFT Analyzer and Tektronics 570 curve traces Twenty different varieties of rare 6DJ8/6922/7308
in stock. (909) 931-9686, www.upscaleaudio.com/he.
CITATION 01-RATED HOME THEATER System:
7.0 Processor, 7.1 amps, 72/73 speakers, and 7.4 subs.
Sold together or by the piece. Faroudja LD-200, Zenith
Pro 900 projector, Adcom GTP-500 II preamp, GFA535 amps. Phone 10am-11pm PSTfax anytime Phone/fax:
(808) 261-1215.
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 5stereo amplifier, $2250;
Jeff Rowland Coherence 1Series ll preamplifier, $1695.
Both in excellent condition. (541) 687-6199.
3MUSE 300W WITH MONO AMPS, mint, ($2000
each) $1500 each OBO. (505) 522-7347
LEVINSON 331, PERFECT, $3500. (909) 677-1649.

MARX LEVINSON 38S, remote preamp, 4years full

GOLDMUND MIMESIS 12 D/A, $1500; Genesis 5,

transfer warranty, perfect, ($6500) $4200; Sonic
Frontiers SFD-2 Mk2 DAC, 6months new, Stemphile
Class A (see March 1995, p.127) ($5300). SFT-1 trans-

6 months old, $8500; PS Audio Ultralink with AT&T,
POO; Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 Mk.I I, $2800; Levinson 26

port, ($2300) 13100 and $1500/pair. (352) 336-5984 or
24-hourfax (352) 371-4542.
Fine Audio & Video Components

SLP94 OIL $1400. Wanted: Adcom 5500, Philips
CD960, CD80. (801) 226-1018.

CARY AUDIO SSE Stereo single-ended amps, 20Wpc,
oil caps, chrome chassis, updated, ($5500) $2000 OBO.

with MC, $2600; Krell KRC, $2700; Wadia 32X D/A,
$500; Straight Wire Virtuoso, 10', bi-wired, ($2300)
$800; XLO Reference, balanced, 2m, $275; Forsell Air
Cable, 1m, $200; Aaotec 2010, RCA, 1.5m, $250; ART
speaker cable, 5', ($1200) $350. Victor, (718) 692-3926.

SLP-94 Prear111
3.
oil caps, ($2500) $1100. All mint. Stevç
(864) 487-4985.

McCORMACK MICRO HEADPHONE AMP,
($695) $350; CAL Sigma II DAC, ($750) $375; Straight

COUNTERPOINT NPS-400A (hybrid), $2800;

Wire Virtuoso Gold, lm, ($450) $200. (908) 789-4718,
ESE

'Alchemy DTI•Pro 32 with AD upgrade, ($1700) $799;
Musical Fidelity X 10-D, $125; Wadia 9, ($13,500)
$8400; ARC 1522, ($4000) $2450; MIT 1m Digital
Reference, RCAs, ($325) $175. COD plus shipping.
(310) 798-5671, firc (310) 798-5681; e-mail: HelloBrian
@aol.com

METAXAS OPULENCE PREAMPLIFIER, ($8800)
$3500; latest Sheker power supply, line section and
phono (MM) board upgrades (choice of power cords).
Amrita Jovian Pillars, 4-way tower loudspeakers, ($3200)
$1500. (309) 852-3022 days, (309) 856-8261 evenings

SONIC FRONTIERS SFD-2 D/A, ($4695) $2200;

MOD SQUAD LINE DRIVE DELUXE, $400; BEL

PS Audio Lambda CD Drive, ($1695) $900. Both units
little used, original boxes, papers, etc. (908) 766-1207

1001 Mk3A, $2000; Counterpoint SA-12 amp, $400;
Theta Data II Universal Transport, $600; Audio
Research DAC 1-20, AT&T, $500; ProAc Response 2

CLASSÉ CA300, 1 year old, black, mint, $2900;
Kimber KCAG, 4.5m, RCA, $850. Greg, (610) 767-

with Target stands, $2000; Magnan Vi, 6', $400; Tice

8875 before 9pm EST

Microblock, $200. John, (619) 224-9005.

THETA DATA II, $900; Genii processor, $800. Eriç
(718) 424-1002 evenings

$1750; Thiel 22, $2200. Call Juan, (718) 358-8676.

THRESHOLD T50, ($2250) $1190; S-5001I, ($3800)
$1650; Cary PH-301 phono, new, balanced and volume
control, ($1800) $995; Quintessence Shadow, piano
black, ($20,000) $12,000; Duntech Sovereign, $6500,
Apogee Duetta Signature, $1900; Forsell Air Reference
DAC, $2200; EAD DSP7000, $580; Entec Lf-30 subwoofers, $2900; Sonic Frontiers SFD-1 Mk.II, $1100;
ARC SP11 Mk.II, $2550; M-I00, $2990. (909) 6273869.
AUDIO RESEARCH SPIS, $2950; Bryston 8B,
$1975; Micromega Duo, $1300; Wadia 15, $1500. (303)
777-1589.

1CRELL KSA-50S, $2300; Audio Research LSB II,
THE LIFT—A VINYL LOVER'S DREAM come
true. Save your records and stylus from wear. A tonearm
lifting device. A thumbs-up from reviewers. Flawless
performance for amillennium. See it lifting on the Web!
www.orpressmadiningeom. $99.95 chrome, $119.95 gold.
$6 58tH US, others $15. P.O. Box 641251, San Jose CA
95164-1251.
JADIS DEFY 7 Mk.111 AMP, $3950; Sonic Frontiers
SFD-2 Mk.II D/A, $2950; Kimber KCAG interconnect, 1m, $175; 1.5m (2), $100 each. Original owner
and excellent condition on all. Call Chris, (214) 3609388 or e
mail at Gerh3150@aoLcom.
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AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 30, new tubes, mint,
($2500) $1200; Conrad-Jolmson Premier 5, new tubes,
excellent, ($75f)0) $2900; PS Audio 200C, excellent,
($1850) $500; Threshold 5300 Series II, mint, ($3150)
$12(,0; Audio Research SP14 with phono, mint, ($3000)
$1250; Coda 0213 near mint, ($1950) MOO; Goldintind
Mimesis 2NP, with phono, near mint, (1.11.500) $4600;
Jadis 1)efy DPL, mint, ($4500) UM); Krell KRC-2,
remote, mint, ($3700) $1450; Levinson 28, mint with
phono, ($4000) $1700; Camelot Arthur, mint, ($1200)
$325; Parasound D/AC2000. excellent. ($2000) $1000;
PS Audio Ultralink, AT&T, mint, ($2300) $550; Wadia
9, mint, ($11500) $7000; C.E.C. TL 1transport, mint,
($4950) $2600; EAD T-7000, mint, ($2000) $80Q LAI)
T-1000,
($1200) $650; Krell MD-20, mint,
($4000), $1700; Para.sound C/131)2000, mint, ($1550)
$850; VPI HW19 Mk.1V, transparent connectors, mint,
(V300) $1350; Benz-Micro M0.9, less than 20 hours.
mint. ($1200) $660; Lyra Lydian, less dun 40 hours,
($11:00) $550; Aerial 7 speakers, mint, ($28(X))
$1450; Magneplarur 33R, stands, mint, ($3600) $1650;
Merlin 311+, excellent, ($2170) $750; Mirage M3si, mint,
($3300) $1550; Mission 770, excellent. ($900) $300;
Mordatint-Short Perfiinuance 880, mint, ($3800) $1900;
Polk LS90, mint, (S17(0) $650; Wilson WATTs
3/Puppys 2, mint, ($13000) $6500; Hiewirr 703LS,
speaker, 3m (2), ($798 each) $340 each; 700A, 1m,
($398) $170; MIT MI-1750 Plus, 8' (2), ($650 each) $275
each; MIT MH750 hi-wire. 8', (UM)) $470; Straight
Wire Virtuoso Plt, speaker, 8' (2). ($950 each) $420 each;
Pk., balanced, 1.5m, ($550) $245; Maestro. hi-wire,
($IM» 5705; Maestro II, balanced, 30', ($1715) $760;
Rhapsody II, speaker. 1.2% ($370) $165; TARA MC,
speaker, 8'. (572(1) $245; Transparent Reference 4)eaker,
8', ($4100) $IMI; Super, speaker, 8', mint, ($1200) $500;
Reference, Ini, ($19(0) $900; Reference, balanced, 10',
($4400) $2100; Plus, balanced, lm, ($525) $240; XLO
Type 1, 2m. ($475) $210. 7iner, (302) 737-2606.
WILSON WATT 2 WITH SOUND ANCHOR
STAND, $2100. (425) 401-6769.
AVALON ASCENT Mk.II, ($16,500) $11,495. (409)
693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558 ermine, holodede@
myriadmet.
BARCO 1200 HI), ($31,495) $23,599. (409) 693-9262
days, (409) 690-7558 al.17aagS, holodiriernyriadmi .
BASIS I)EBUT GOLD, ($6900) $3449. (409) 6939262 days, (409) 690-7558 evenings, holodak@inytiaditet.
CONVERGENT AUI)10 JI-1 REFERENCE,
($19,500) $14,490. (409) 693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558
(Male, hoWrk@myriadnet.
1)AY SEQUEltRA FM REFERENCE. ($5,300)
52749. (409) 693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558 wettings,
holodeck(thmyriadre .
RAI) THEATER MASTER, ($9995) $5995. (409) 6939262 cksr, (409)690-7558 eretal(mç kabdark@laytiadial.
FAROU1)JA VP 400, ($20,000) $14,995. (409) 6939262 days, (409) 690-7558 evenings, hokyleck@myriadie .
FAR()UI)JA LI) 100, ($14,950) $12,000. (409) 6939262 days, (409)690-7558 meniues, holodedemyriadmet .
GRYPHON REFERENCE 1, ($31,000) $15,495.
(409) 693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558 evenings, holo
dak@myriadmet.
JVC
W-VHS high-definition
pro VCR, ($18,000) $8995. (409) 693-9262 days, (409)
690-7558 eveniony, hok,dedemyriacinct.
KRELL AUI )10 STANIMIt1), ($17,500) $12,249.
(409) 693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558 al'ailiagS,
hdalkYk@Myfialkad .
NAKAMICHI 1000 REFERENCE DAT recorder,
($10,000) $7499. (409) 693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558
Madirk@mytiadml .
NAMAKICH1 DRAGON transport and MA,
($9800) $7349. (409) 693-9262 dap, (409) 690-7558
ermines, holodlyk@myriadmet .
PIONEER CO-V200, lascrdisc Auto Change Library,
($6680) $4675. (409) 693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558
erelli e, iltilOdetkelllyriad.10 .
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QUADRATURE DSP 4 I)SP loudspeaker system,
($11,400) $8549. (409) 693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558
epergne, holodeck@myriadmet .

Krix is

REFERENCE AIRTANGENT toncartn, ($12,000)
$8995. (409) 693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558 evenires,
holodleck@myriad.net .

Australia s

SME MODEL 30 turntable, ($15,000) $11249. (409)
693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558 roadies, holodeck@
mriad.net .

and oldest

VAC RENAISSANCE 140, ($19,500) $14,489. (409)
693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558 evenings, holodeck@
mpiad.net .

manu-

WILSON X-1/C;RAND SLAMM, ($67,500) $49,995.
(409) 693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558 evenings, bolo

Multiple

dte@mrimlnet •
WILSON 13ENESCH ACT 2, complete turntable
system, ($10,895) $7995. (409) 693-9262 days, (409)
690-7558 menings, holodeck@mytiadm.
THE INCREDIBLE AIR POD on-air magnetic suspension system has impressed the most skeptical of
audio critics-the dealer! Yes, the Air Pod can now be
auditioned at a dealer near you. Call 71re Masiúd
Alchemist, Inc, (212) 865-0875, fax (212) 865-4816.
TIMING IS EVERYTHING! What is flat frequency
respome without accurate phase response? Anyone can
reproduce the loudness of anote correctly; no one but
Daniels Audio releases these notes in die same frame as
the original performance! For those who are finial:1r
with the sound of imunplified Muniments, and who are
interested in the accurate re-creation °idle original musical pertmu:mix, Daniels Audio offers acomplete line of
phase-coherent loudspeakers 53100+, preamplifiers
52150+, CI) players 51450+, and cables. Daniels Audio
Gnpivarion, 1001 N. Halaphay Are, Oak BA, IL 60302.
Phone (708) 383-3319, fax (708) 383-3230. On the 1444e
wunitdanielsaudioren.
PREMIUM-(;RAI)E PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices!
InfiniCaps, Hovland, MIT MultiCaps, SCR, Black
Gate, Elna, Nichicon, Vishay, C'.iddock, Holco, Mills,
Yamamura, etc. capacitors and resistors. All types audio
connectors, chassis wires, custom cables, Alps, Noble,
TX1), Hcsfred diodes, Copper-Foil Inductors, tubes,
vibration damping sheets. isolators, Deflex Panels, hospital-grade AC connectors, tools, acces.sories, free catalog! Michael Miry, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937 (415)
669-7181, (415) 669-7558 fax.
LEVINSON 38S, $4195; Krell KM., $1495; with KPE,
$1950; Reference phono board for ICRC/KRC-HR,
$795; KSA-150. $2395; KItC-2, $1795; Bryston 313
NI(B, $895; 413 Pro, $950; VAC PA80/80. $1795;
Levinson 331,4 months old, $3395. Offers, trades, credit cards. (914) 667-5430 11 ,aaile, (914) 953-8517 days.
SOUND LAB. Southwest Florida. Call Give; (941)
482-0890 after 9pm.
CLASSÉ CP45 PltEAMP ($1795), Classe CA300 amp
($4250): Sold only as apair, $2995. Ihmlavy SC-IV
speakers, ($6495) $3495. All three items, $5990.
Sounds great! (541) 664-6195 after 12 noon PST
THETA PRE C;EN.I11, balanced prearup and 1)AC,
upgraded TKD POT, ($6500+) $1900; Unity Audio
Fountainhead speakers, Conan, ceramic drivers,
upgrades, ($6700+) $2800; XLO Reference Type 2,
10m, balanced, ($2300) $800; PAD Colossus Rev.A,
3m, speaker, ($2000) $750; 1.5m, XLR, ($1200) $450;
l'AI) Proteus, XL13., digital, 0.75m, ($575) $190;
ByteRite v.4.1, RCA, digital, I
m, ($325) $125. All mint.
(510) 530-3917 ¡'SE
WATT/PUPPY 5.1, POW-WHOW III with balanced
crossover, Levinson 20.6 with lin Kimber 8AG; Wadia
6; Adcom GFA-585, GSP-560; Klipsch kgl Signature
with stands; AT Diamond 3(1, 2, 3m, XLII); Eagle 7A;
Wilson speakers. FOB Albuquerque, NM, others
COI XPria-s/derails: (505) 281-3095.
AUDIO PHYSIC TERRA SUBWOOFER, black,
($6000) $2200 OBO. Lexicon CP-I plus, $525 OBO.
Call (317) 844-9474 EST

largest
loudspeaker
facturer
winner of
EUPHONIX

Australia's
Sound

Imported by

& Image
Awards
&AVL Best
Buy
Fine Audio •Home Theatre
•Plus agreat selection
of used high-end
components
•Trade-ins welcome

Awards.
All models
beautifully
handcrafted
in native

1881 South Broadway
Denver, CO. 80210
(303) 777-4449

Jarrah

E-mail: krix@)krix. cam. au

wood.

Web: www.krix. corn. au

Australian
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Ouce Is Not Ellolle...

Ireally am not interested in making
the quick, one time sale. Rather,
Iwant you as along-time repeat
customer. Earning your confidence
is the key to this philosophy. Ido
this by offering honest, knowledgeable
service tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our careful
recommendations, not the equipment
occupying space on the floor,
-Galen

Carol

Wilson Audio, Convergent Audio, Pass, Aerial, Mesa,
Reference Line, EAD, VAC, Totem, Air Tight, Celeste,
Quicksilver, Genesis, CEC, Conrad-Johnson, Cary,
Mon, Von Schweikert, VPI, Meridian, BEL, Accuphase,
Audible Illusions, Graham, Basis, Encore, Arcata, CAL,
Rego, Merlin.., and many more! We carry virtually
all cable, cartridge and accessory lines as well!!

P.O. Box 17562 Son Antonio, IX 78217
(210) 805-9927 Fox:(210) 805-9928
emoil: golenegcoudio com

www.gcaucho.com

GALEN CAROL
A•U•D•I•0
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HALF PRICE!! Theta Gen.5 balanced with AT&T
glass AES/EBU, original owner, ($5900) $2950 0110;
Proceed PUT 3, (52500) $1200 OBO; WireWorld
Eclipse speaker, 10' with spades, ($1200) $600;
WireWorld Silver Eclipse IC, 1m, ($600) $300; Eclipse
IC, 15m, ($420) $210; Gold Starlight Digital, lm,
($320) $160; AudioQuest Digital Pro, 1m, (1150) $75;
Straight Wire Maestro toneann set, Tiffany DIN to 2
RCAs, Linn LP12-ready, 2m, ($400) $150; Infinity
2000.5, ($630) $300; Counterpoint SA 1000, ($1100)
$550; Aerius i, black, bi-wire, ($2100) $1500. Wanted:
ProAc Response Is or 2s. Call now: (404) 876-3133, or email sevyp@webto.net

LPs/CDseapes
KNOW WHAT YOU WANT ON LP? Call (800)
487-8611 and we'll ship your first order free. We carry all
the best reissue labels —Decca, EMI, DCC, Classic,
OJC, Blue Note, Impulse, etc.—at the best prices. At
Better Rnords we specialize in superb Jazz. Rock, and
Classical recordings, all brand new, with reviews and recommendations.
WANTED: QUALITY USED CLASSICAL LPs.
Randall Goldman, Box 1, Rancho Miner; CA 92270. Tel./fax
(888) 872-6929.
RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90000, London
ffis Bluebadcs, Lyric', Argo, EMI ASD, British Decca, rare
monos. Call (212) 496-1681, fax (212) 496-0733. nanny
Gilman, 243 W. 76th St, Apt 1
Ei, New Yorle, NY 10023.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call Lawrence
°Toole, PO Box 138, Bearsvilk NY 12409, phone/fax
(914) 679-1054.
PRIVATE COLLECTION: Jazz, rock, classical, pop,
r&b. Atlantic, Blue Note, Capitol, Columbia, London,
Motown, Prestige, RCA, more. (718) 735-2647: rum%
address, interests.

TOP DOLLAR PAID for CD and LP collections. No
collection too large! Classical, Jazz. Rock, audiophiles
(SR/LSC/EMI-ASD), more. 150,000 titles in stock.
Free brochure! Princeton Record Ilxchang 20 Tulane
Princeton, ng 08542. (609) 921-0881, www.prec.com

Wanted
MUSIC REFERENCE AND RAM TUBES has an
opening for an Operations and Production Manager.
Duties include purchasing, payables and receivables
(Quickbooks), set-up and supervision of production. Successful applicant will work with Roger Modjeski (Chief
Engineer) taking new products from prototype to production. The position will allow creative input in product
development, assisting with fine tuning and cosmetics.
Compensation will be based on performance and may
include profit sharing or stock options for the right person.
Respond by e-mail to RAMI_ABS11@aotwm or write
RAM LAB PO Box 4080Z Santa Barbara, CA 93140.
WANTED: MARK LEVINSON PILF_AMPS Nos26
and 26s; power amps Nos23 and 23.5. Mr Choi, (718)
969-1086.
WANTED: MISSION 776 PREAMP, 777 power
amp; Accuphase T-100 tuner. (818) 303-4822.
WANTED: VACUUM TUBE HI-F1 COMPONENTS and large speakers by Western Electric (tubes,
amps, speakers), Maranta. McIntosh, Brook, Fisher, REL
FM tuners, Fairchild, Altec, Leak, Quad, ElectroVoice,
Jensen, JBL, Tannoy, and others. Also: Tubes: Western
Electric 252A, 30015, and ICT66, KT77, ICT88. Richard
Shansky, PO. Box 521, Belmont, MA 02178. (617) 4845784, fivc (617) 489-6592.
WANTED: TUBE-TYPE Western Electric, Maranta,
McIntosh, older WE-, Tannoy speakers. (818) 441-3942.

WANTED: MICROPHONES by Sony, AKG, Neuman], Altec, Western Electric, RCA, etc. Tube broadcast
gear, compressors, equalizers Mike Star; (907)456-3419.
COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not, mono/
stereo): Tannoy, JBL, Altec, old tube Maranta, McIntosh,
Leak, Futteman, Quad, REL, Fisher, Altec speakers,
Sequerra tuners, Krell, Cello/Levinson, ARC, turntables,
arms, etc. Also, used wristwatches: Rolex, Audemars,
Omega. Rado, etc. (used watch parts and tools).
Inventory of repair equipment, lathe machine front
Lioley, etc. Interested in buying watch-repair equipment
in bulk. Traveling often, Midwest and East Coast. Trade
welcome. (718) 387-7316.
WANTED: GEM TS208 Super Tweeter ($2500 or
less); Acapella Ion tweeter (12500 or less); Versa
Dynamics 12 with stand ($4500 or less); Cary Audio
Design C.AD-805B ($4500 or less/pair); Expressive
Technologies SU-I transport and IC-1 interconnect
($2500 or less each); used PAI) (Colossus or higher).
Cardas (Golden Cross only), WireWorld (Golden
Eclipse only), or NHS (Statement only) cables. Please fax
inquines to Adrian at (81) 425-28-0005 (Japan).
WANTED: AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS•PRO. (704)
697-5384.
WANTEI):
HI-Fl ANI) SPEAKERS, tube theater amps. comer speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/
niaxial speakers, crossovers, tubes. Altec, ElectroVoice,
JUL Jensen, McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lowther,
Fisher, Heath, Eico, RCA, Tannoy, Leak, Marantz,
Western Elecnic, etc. Also high-end ARC, ConradJohnson, Linn speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar
amplifiers. Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magtudia Lau Mirhoce City,
OK 73110. (405) 737-3312, fax (405) 737-3355.
_

WANTED: CARVER 48" OR 60" RIBBONS, working or not. Hal, (540)459-5571, or halmelsentebut

Audio Mart Order Form
RATES: Private, $1.10 per word; Conunercial, $3.85 per word; $154 minimum on all commercial ads. A
word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash ois either side. (Telephone and fax
numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads must be prepaid with
order. Visa/MC/AmEx or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Sterrophik, Classified Ad Department, P.O.
Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327. (Faxed ads are credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads arc duc on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which

The
Stereophile

your ad will appear. For example, if you want your ad to mil in the September 1997 Stenvphile, you must
submit it with payment by July 1, 1997 Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next
available issue. No refunds. lf you have questions, call (505) 982-1411.

RECORD-REVIEW
I
NDEX

U Enclosed is payment in the amount of $

for

words.

Iprefer to pay by check, nude payable to Stemehile.
Iprefer to pay by U Visa U MasterCard U American Express

• • •
Indexes every record review published in
Stereophile from Von() No.1 (1987)
through this issue.
Also includes indexes to
"Building aLibrary"

My card # is

Exp. date

Signature
Please run my ad in the following months:
Category heading:

U General

U CDs/LPs/Tapes

U Wanted

U Employment

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

and musician interviews.
Available on 5X" or 3X" floppy disks
(MS DOS, raw ASCII only).
•

V

V

•

V

•

•

•

•

Send $9.95 to:
Stereophile Record-Review Index
P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529
(Please indicate disk size)
•
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•

•

•

•

Name

Company

Street
•

State

City
Zip

Tel.

Fax
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ADVERTISER

I NDEX

The Stereophile Advertising Standards
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as offered are accurately described, and are available
to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson & Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers,
NY 10705.
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here it sits on p.19 in the middle of
"Letters," glowing like ared-hot coal
amid cooler ones. "Audio & Sensitivity" is the headline for this letter. Ijust
about started crying when Iread it, so it
must be about more than just sensitivity.
"Name withheld by request," of Kansas
City, had ashattering experience when he
invited some acquaintances over to hear his
lovingly assembled high-end system. He's
gay, they didn't know it, and when he explained the origin of the name of his Pink
Triangle turntable, his "friends" exposed
their homophobia for all it was worth. They
belittled themselves and grievously hurt him.
Idon't know whether gay men arc better represented in high-end audio than in
the population at large, but they're certainly well represented —just as they are
in most areas of endeavor, afact of which
we're increasingly aware the more acceptable it is to be "out." There are, and have
been as long as I've been in this hobby, gay
manufacturers, gay reviewers, gay publishers, and gay audiophiles.
Until recently, though, it hasn't been
okay for anyone to know. Gay magazine
people have gone out of their way to hide
the fact, and gay manufacturers have traditionally appeared single at industry events,
even though in their private life they were
part of very-long-term relationships. Their
better halves were left out, and the rest of us
were thereby deprived.
The last few years have seen an opening
up in this area, and awelcome one. Men I've
known to be gay have started showing up
with their long-tenu companions. In some
cases the long-terni companion answers the
phone when you mil the manufacturer at his
office-at-home, and everyone Iknow has
felt better for these changes.
Name Withheld's letter, though, makes
it clear that stigmas die very hard. Are heterosexual audiophiles crueler than the average? l)oes their indulgence in a"boy-toy"
hobby indicate aregression to adolescence,
when homophobia reaches its peak in most
people?
Who knows. Iknow that Name Withheld's experience isn't unique, as evidenced
by more than just afew boys' conversations
I've been in.
My emotional response to "Audio &Sensitivity" didn't come from personal experience —I'm not gay, and haven't ever been
amember of any persecuted minority —
194

but from the emotional intensity of this letter plopped down in the middle of arguments about D/A converters and blind
testing (hardly the stuff of examine-yourconscience real life, no matter how passionately argued).

exhibitors who gathered there beat their
brains out to offer the best sound I've ever
heard at ashow, and the video demos were
routinely spectacular.
Usually, at aCES, you'll hear other journalists talk about an exhibit or two with
filmlike video quality, and everyone will
rush to check it out. At HI-FI '97 there
HI-Fl '97, The Home
were many exhibits with that kind of video
quality, usually featuring products from
Theater and Specialty
Faroudja, Runco, and/or Vidikron. The
only disadvantage: DTS had agreat new
Audio Show, was qualitademo disc out, with excellent DTS sound,
tively the best
and marine used it. Over and over. T-Rex
over and over. Jeep-getting-squashed over
Show ever sponsored
and over. Apollo 13 launch over and over.
Ironically, the most affecting (and effecby Stereophile, Inc.
tive) selection came from Gnirage Under Fire,
in ascene where Denzel Washington apolIalso lost my best friend recently, agay
ogizes to the parents of the tank comformer college roommate who was this
mander he accidentally fired on during
magazine's first copy editor, back in the
lksert Storm. There Iwas crying again —
early '80s. Bill Varney was passionate about
I'm not usually so teary —but Ididn't need
music and loved good sound reproduction,
to worry: that was the only viewing Icame
though you'd never call him an audiophile.
across. Subtlety doesn't pay, Iguess.
His system comprised Spica TC-50s, a
HI-FI '97's numbers were down from
$300 Advent receiver recommended by
those of New York (as we'd expected), virSam Tellig (back when he was the Audio
tually matching what was achieved at the
Cheapskate), alater AR turntable, and a 1993 San Francisco Show held at the
Sony CI) player. Audiophile he may not
Moscone Marriott Iwas particularly proud
have been, but the musical pleasure Bill
of the style with which the 91-year-old St.
derived from this Stereophi/e-recommended
Francis handled 350,000 pounds of freight
system was unmatched.
and thousands of attendees. Its ancient and
Although my 28-year friendship with
small freight elevators, unusual but adequate
Bill hardly makes me an authority on the
(barely, some would say) passenger elevators,
societal difficulties experienced by homoand modern but minimal electrical system
sexuals, it did make me particularly reall held up. The same could not be said for
sponsive to the situation faced by Name
the air conditioning, which is speed to
Withheld. When you've seen this kind of accommodate San Francisco's normally
pain up close, sensitivity isn't just about
mild daytime temperatures. Unfortunately,
being politically correct or not politically
four of the five days the Show was open, the
correct. You're talking the kind of pain that
outside temperature went through the roof.
really hurts.
All survived, though, and the spaciousOn an unrelated note, HI-FI '97, The
ness of the hallways, the gracious ceiling
Home Theater and Specialty Audio Show,
heights, and the hotel's old-world elegance
which finished up afew weeks ago at San
all helped make up for the extra heat. Every
Francisco's Westin St. Francis hotel, was
attendee Iqueried was having agreat time,
qualitatively the best Show ever sponsored
as were almost all the exhibitors. The live
by Stereophile, Inc. The approximately 220
music was sensational, and our editors and
other seminar presenters did agreat job.
Our full report will appear next month, in
tStercophik —I/n/20 Nu?, Afoul /99Z lelIC Number
the September issue.
211.Stervophile (ISSN 410585-2544) is puldishd rnonthly,
More than anything, though, the ex835 perputfa US miaow, by Stemphile, bk., 208 Illgado.
Santa Ii; NM 87501. Petirliod pater paid at S.mta
NM
hibitors gave it their all. Our Shows are
and at additional mailing ,jices. K).8131.-ISIER:
tough to do, and our attendees are tough
addrre change, to Stercophile. PO. liar 469027 E,rondido,
CA 92046-9027
Printed in the U.S.
judges. Hearty thanks to all who presented
and all who attended. You're the best. S
Stereophile, August 1997
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•DigiMaster: 24 bit, 32x resampling
•Wadia Digital Volume Control
•Dual Power Supply
•Full Disc Clamping Mechanism
•ClockLink Jitter Reduction
•Digital Inputs
•Resolution-Matched Digital and Analog Stages
•NoiseBlock Analog Circuitry
•Modular Architecture
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Wadia
Tel

Digital

715-426-5900

624

Troy

Street,

River

http://www.wadia.com

Falls,
Fax

WI

54022

715-426-5665
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SOLUTIONS

Every "Bit" of Every
Si ern q1 fn FrPrvxxrIlorrà
oday, your sound and
pictures start as "bits':
The information stored on a
CD, LaserDisc, DVD, or transmitted to aDSS receiver it's all
bits of digital data.
AudioQuest offers acomplete range
of cables optimized to transfer all
four digital standards with an absolute
minimum of interference: S/PDIF (7512
coax), AES/EBU (11012 balanced),
TosLink (EIA-J fiber optic), and ST (AT&T
type fiber optic).

pieces. The "Y" signal carries the b/w picture and the "C"
signal carries the color information. When color TV
became available it had to be compatible with existing
b/w TV sets, so the extra information for color was kept
separate. S-VHS machines, video cameras. DSS
receivers, LaserDisc and DVD players are among the
equipment often featuring S-Video outputs.
•Component Video (YI0): Even the "C" in Y/C is acombination signal. Since there are three colors (red/green/
blue), there must be two color difference signals. Y-I is
the red signal, Y-Q is the blue, and Yminus red and blue
is green. DVD players are the first to feature Y10 outputs.
•RGB: Red, Green and Blue are the real components of
avideo signal. RGB cables carry the three color signals,
plus the vertical and horizontal marker information that
allows the monitor to draw apicture and not just acontinuous line of changing colors. RGB is most common
for feeding separate video projectors.

Even though pictures and sound may begin as
digital signals, they must be converted back
into the world we live in, the world of analog.
Most of your components and most of your cables
are handling analog signals, whether audio or video.
Under the VideoQuest name we make high performance cables for all the different video signal systems. We also make several different grades of cable
for each system. The cable in one system is not better
than the cable in another, only the number of channels of
information is different. The same type of wideband 7512
coax is needed for every channel, no matter how many.

Audio: As important as it is to get the video right, it's
the audio that carries the drama, the power, the emotion...whether it's asystem with or without apicture.
Unfortunately, it's late in this ad and we've run out of
room to "talk" about AudioQuest double balanced and
triple balanced audio interconnect, Hyperlitz speaker
cables, UL CL/3 in-wall cables, on wall cables, AC power
cables, high purity long-grain metals, exotic insulating
materials and patented constructions. We'll just have to
hope that you ask an AudioQuest/ VideoQuest dealer to
demonstrate for you how very important all these things
are. We'll also be pleased to send you the "long" version
(our literature). Please use any of the communication
media listed below to let us know where you want it sent.

•Coaxial RF (radio frequency, also called RG for radio
guide) cable carries the combined audio and video signal
from an antenna or aDSS dish, or acable TV box.
•Composite Video cable carries the entire picture signal
between most VCRs and LaserDisc players to the monitor.
•S-Video (Y/C), carries the same information, but in two
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